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1 Release Notes
Summary of enhancements, fixes, and open issues.
doi13
The DX Operational Intelligence Release Notes provides the latest information about new features, enhancements
to existing features, resolved issues, known issues, and third-party software agreements.

 What's New
This release of DX Operational Intelligence includes the following new features and enhancements.

DX Operational Intelligence now enables you with reduced Total Cost of Ownership (TCO), ease of deployment,
and orchestration:

• You can now Operationalize AIOps with single package for DX Operational Intelligence 20.2 and DX APM 20.2.
• You can now reduce the total cost of managing operations with Cluster Manager, functionality for deploying,

configuring and scaling your environment.
• You can now optimize performance and reduce deployment sizing requirements by more than 25%

Overview
This sections lists all the new and enhanced DX Operational Intelligence features:

Streamlined operator workflows for operational excellence
• You can now organize, prioritize, and triage alarms by creating alert queues based on multiple alarm attributes.
• Manage anomaly alarm lifecycles and suppressions with enhanced functionality.
• View alarm timeline for situations and service alarms to follow the potential issue or situation from its beginning
• View contextual topology for alarms to visually identify the impact on related monitored elements
• Configure policies to trigger notifications, ticketing and automation workflows based on alarm queues or a

combination of alarm attributes
• Assign, acknowledge, hide, create ticket, send notifications, add annotations and trigger automation

workflows.For more information, see Alarm Enhancements.
• Support for bi-directional ticketing integration for CA Service Desk Manager, ServiceNow (Madrid, New York and

Orlando versions) and BMC Remedy. For more information, see Alarm Enhancements.

Intelligent automation to empower operators and optimize processes
• Drive triage and automated remediation with recommendation engine “actions to take” and workflows through

out-of-the-box integration with Automic.
• Help supervise machine learning model in the recommendation engine which gets trained based on heuristics,

user feedback and self-learning model to continuously strengthen the automation workflow recommendations

Enhanced business service-driven monitoring to reduce MTTR
• Enhance the triage experience visually by leveraging multiple ways to define service definitions and associated

topology viewer.
• Model business services across application, infrastructure and network layers leveraging an intuitive shopping

cart-like wizard. For more information, see Create a Service.
• Update and delete existing services; also, add, remove or share a sub-service with an existing service. For more

information, see Manage Services.
• Identify problems faster with business services that include application, infrastructure, and network layers.
• Keep your service models automatically up to date with service discovery that leverages topology traversal and

pattern based discovery. For more information, see Topology.
• Build complex service hierarchies that match your environment, business, or your user needs; Update, delete

existing service, and hierarchies as conditions change. For more information, see Manage Services.
• Leverage bottoms up infrastructure health and outside in availability service level indicators to understand the

health of your service. For more information, see Manage Services.

Consolidated contextual views with DX Dashboards

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/application-performance-management/20-2.html
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• Leverage out-of-the-box dashboards and create custom dashboards with integrated, Grafana-based DX
Dashboards. For more information, see DX Dashboards.

• Take advantage of out-of-the-box dashboards across application, infrastructure and network layers for user
personas including executives, operators and subject matter experts

• Create custom reports and reporting schedules. For more information, see Custom Dashboards and Reports.

  Optimize resource allocations based on Capacity Analytics and Predictive Insights for capacity and
performance
• Identify the potential capacity bottlenecks that will impact a business service ahead of time and take corrective

actions
• Optimize the resource allocations at business service, domain groups, data center and application levels

  Integration with multiple third-party tools to enable you to leverage existing investments
• Integrate third-party monitoring, on-premise deployments of ticketing and notification tools seamlessly with DX

Gateway; minimal configuration required
• Support for webhook-based outbound integrations with third-party tools with publicly exposed webhook

endpoints; this capability provides extended supports for notification and automation tools

  Updated technical stack for improved security and scalability
• Address security and vulnerability issues with Elastic with upgrade to Elastic 7.5.1
• Increase metric store to handle 10X metric volume as compared to previous releases
• Automate topology discovery and data store to handle dynamic changes to the monitored elements and their

hierarchy and relationships. For more information, see Topology.

Features and Enhancements
This sections lists all the key new and enhanced DX Operational Intelligence features:

Alert Queues
In Alarm Analytics, you can now customize your alarm queues view instead of going through the hassles of finding
certain alarm queues that you frequently use. You can pin or feature alarm queues in your alarms page that you
most frequently use. You can now define alert queues by using domain source products (Networks, Applications)
or any other other Alarm categories, such as severity, service and so on in order to enable an optimized and unified
alert management system. For more information, see All Alarms.

Create Policy from Alert Queue
You can now use saved filters while defining a policy. Creating a policy from the Alert Queue saved view enables
you to select the pre-populated filters in your policy. You can now configure policies to trigger notifications, ticketing
and automation workflows based on alarm queues or a combination of alarm attributes. Alarm queues are
dynamically linked with notification policies.

Anomaly Alarms
An anomaly alarm gets generated when a metric value deviation is detected by the Data Science Engine for the
configured metrics, by using machine learning algorithms. This alarm is generated when a threshold is crossed for
the configured metric value. Anomaly alarms are now enhanced to support the following:

• Anomaly alarm suppression
• Define anomaly alarms suppression time or poll interval
• Anomaly Lifecycle Management

For more information, see Anomaly Alarms.

Alarm Timeline
You can now view alarm timeline for situations and service alarms to follow the potential issue or situation from its
beginning.

For more information, see All Alarms, Service Alarms and Situation Alarms.

Alarm Enhancements
You can now view contextual topology for alarms to visually identify the impact on related monitored elements.
You can assign, acknowledge, hide, create ticket, send notifications, add annotations and trigger automation
workflows. DX Operational Intelligence now provides support for bi-directional ticketing integration for CA Service
Desk Manager, ServiceNow (Madrid, New York and Orlando versions) and BMC Remedy.

For more information, see All Alarms, Service Alarms, and Situation Alarms.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/20-2/Self-Service-Dashboards.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/20-2/Self-Service-Dashboards/Create-Dashboards/Out-of-the-Box-Dashboards.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/20-2/Self-Service-Dashboards/Create-Dashboards/Dashboards.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/20-2/Self-Service-Dashboards/Reports.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-saas/SaaS/common-platform-services/Downloads---DX-Gateway.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-saas/SaaS/common-platform-services/Downloads---DX-Gateway.html
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Maintenance Schedule
You can now schedule a maintenance period to perform maintenance activities on entities such as services,
applications, groups, and devices. The maintenance schedule is a period of time designated to perform preventive
maintenance activities that could cause disruption of service. DX Operational Intelligence enables you manage
your maintenance schedules by letting you create, modify, and delete the maintenance schedules. For more
information, see Maintenance Window.

Create a Service
You can now model business services across application, infrastructure and network layers leveraging an intuitive
shopping cart-like wizard. You can identify problems faster with business services that include application,
infrastructure, and network layers. For more information, see Create a Service.

Topology
The Topology service provides a distributed service for storing and querying topological associations between
services.The topology for service displays the topology layout with a list of vertices and edges. It provides you
with the topology hierarchy, that is the associated elements which include the parent and child elements. For more
information, see Topology.

You can now automate topology discovery and data store to handle dynamic changes to the monitored elements
and their hierarchy and relationships. For more information, see Create a Service and Topology.

Manage Services
DX Operational Intelligence enables you to build complex service hierarchies that match your environment,
business, or your user needs; Update, delete existing service, and hierarchies as conditions change. You are now
allowed to add, remove or share a sub-service with an existing service. For more information, see View Service
Details, Edit Service, Delete Service.

You can now leverage bottoms up infrastructure health and outside in availability service level indicators to
understand the health of your service. For more information, see Customize Metric Columns.

Performance Analytics
Performance Analytics enables you to track, aggregate, and visualize key performance indicators for any specific
time-period. Performance Analytics allows you to:

• Detect performance bottlenecks and anomalies.
• Compare multiple metrics for the same devices, interfaces, networks.
• Compare multiple metrics across multiple entities.
• Compare uni-variate metrics across single and multiple entities.
• Compare multivariate metrics across multiple entities.

Performance Analytics is now enhanced to support Metric Management, Anomaly Detection, and Manage your
Views.

Capacity Analytics
Capacity Analytics has been enhanced with the following features:

• Capability to use services context for capacity prediction.
• Capability to to use DX Application Performance Management metrics using services context.
• A more simplified and user-friendly metrics configuration wizard. For more information, see Service

Configuration and Groups Configuration.
• Following are the list of probes with their metrics supported for Capacity Analytics:

• Universal Monitoring Agent for Kubernetes
• cdm Probe
• vmware Probe
• netap-ontap Probe
• ibmvm Probe
• hpe_3par Probe

• Capacity status for the resources to help in quick capacity assessment. For more information, see Capacity
Analytics.

• Support for device component level capacity forecasting, example for network interfaces in router, disks in
storage, and so on.

• Performance and stability improvements.
• User Interface and usability improvements
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For more information, see Capacity Analytics.

Predictive Insights
DX Operational Intelligence collects millions of data points for the different data types such as alerts, metrics, logs,
and inventory into a single data lake. This huge data holds numerous information about the device behaviors,
trends, patterns, and end-to-end data flows. Predictive Insights provides you with a call to action based on the
predicted situations or incidents that are identified through the insights.

For more information, see Predictive Insights

UIM OI Connector 1.38
The new version of the UIM OI Connector has the following enhancements:

• Enhancements in Capacity Analytics use cases support.
• Manual cache cleanup not required after tenant details change in configuration.
• Subscribing to UIM Inventory, CI and Spectrum configurations are no longer supported.
• Metric metadata publishing to Jarvis is no longer supported.
• After upgrading to 1.38 version, the older metric chart would not be available for some probes such as

net_connect, rsp, cdm and so on as new metrics will get added to these probes.
• Performance improvements and defect fixes.
• User Interface and usability improvements

For more information, see Integrate CA Unified Infrastructure Management.

 Known Issues
This release of DX Operational Intelligence includes the following known issues, and fixed
issues.
Alarm Enrichment Issue in Service Analytics

Symptom: You may observe the Alarm enrichment issue in the following scenarios:

• Processing of the historical alarms
• Alarms that missed enrichment the first time
• When the service definition is changed

Raw Alarms, Anomalies, Service Alarms Count Mismatch

Symptom: The Raw alarms or Anomalies count for a service should be same across all pages such as Service
Overview table, funnel in the Service Details page, Service Topology page, Topology pop up, and Alarm Analytics
page. Similarly, the Service Alarms count for a service should be same across all pages such as funnel in the
Service Details page, Service Topology pop up, Service Alarms page. But you may see a mismatch in these pages
because of the following reasons:

• If there is a change in the service hierarchy
• If the parent child service has duplicate or shared devices
• If there is no update on the existing alarms
• After editing the service content

Capacity Analytics is not displaying metric units in the metric configuration UI

In Capacity Analytics, while working on metric configuration UI, you might notice that the metrics units are not
displayed for CA Performance Management and DX Application Performance Management source products. This
issue occurs since CA Performance Management and DX Application Performance Management source
products do not send the metrics data automatically to Capacity Analytics.

Solution: You need to manually provide the metrics data to monitor the CA Performance Management and DX
Application Performance Management products respectively.

Break in data while plotting Green Highway Bands for CA UIM and CA PM

Symptom: While using Performance Analytics, a problem might occur while using the  5 to 15 mins aggregation
intervals in the Green Highway Bands for CA UIM and CA PM source products, since the graph plotting is based on
when the data arrives in DX Operational Intelligence and not the time at which the data was collected.

Few metrics does not generate Metric Charts

Symptom: The following metrics does not generate Metric Charts:
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• DX APM - current capacity (bytes), amount of space used (bytes)
• CA PM - availability

Deselection option would not be available for Third-party metrics

Symptom: In Performance Analytics, while using Saved Views, if you have charts built on top of third-party metrics,
the deselection of the charts will not be available.

Pre-existing entities with metric units would not be available

Symptom: In Performance Analytics, if there are pre-existing entities with metric units, then these metrics would
not be available in your current view after the current SaaS rollout. The metric units are available only for the newly
created views.

Certain metrics might not be visible on the Available Metrics palette after selection

In Performance Analytics, while using context search for an alarm or interface, sometimes you might not see the
interface in context on the Available metrics editor

Solution: Filtering on that interface shows that interface and the selected metrics which is being plotted.

Green Highway lines fall to the value zero for the next time interval

In Performance Analytics, the Green Highway lines falls to value zero for the next time interval, even though they
are not generated yet for the same.

Metric context from an application context always starts from the highest hierarchy

In Performance Analytics, while working on an Application context, you are presented with the metrics for the
selected entities, you need to traverse the entity hierarchy to reach the required entity and view its metrics.

An error occurs while opening Performance Analytics view from the navigation-pane

After installing DX Application Performance Management with DX Operational Intelligence, an error occurs while
opening Performance Analytics view from the navigation-pane.

 Compatibility Matrix
This section includes the following information:
Web Browsers

• Google Chrome v61 and later.

Integrated Product Requirements

Supported Data
Sources

Software Release
Version

Connector Download Notes

CA Unified
Infrastructure
Management (CA
UIM)

CA UIM 9.2.0

CA UIM 20.1
• oi_connector

probe 1.38
• apm_bridge 1.0.2

HF5
• UIMAPI 9.10
• VMware 7.14HF3

For more information,
refer to the CA CA
UIM documentation
and

UIM documentation
20.1

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/unified-infrastructure-management/9-0-2/installing.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/unified-infrastructure-management/9-0-2/installing.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/unified-infrastructure-management/20-1/installing.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/unified-infrastructure-management/20-1/installing.html
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DX NetOps
Spectrum

DX NetOps
Spectrum 10.4.2
(20.2)

Spectrum Data
Publisher

Broadcom Support,
Download Center

We recommend
the following
configuration for
optimal performance:

• One server that
is configured as a
SpectroSERVER

• One server that
is configured as a
OneClilck server
that points to the
SpectroSERVER.

For more information,
refer to the DX
NetOps Spectrum
installation
documentation.

CA Performance
Management (CA
PM)

CA Performance
Management 20.2

OI Connector 1.5.0
Release (1.5.0.43)

Broadcom Support,
Download Center

For more information,
refer to the following
documentation:

• CA PM
Installation

• CA PM Sizing
Application

CA Application
Delivery Analysis

CA Application
Delivery Analysis
11.1.2.7

OI Connector 1.5.0 Broadcom Support,
Download Center

For more information,
refer to the  System
Requirements topic
in CA Application
Delivery Analysis.

CA Network Flow
Analysis

CA Network Flow
Analysis 10.0.2

OI Connector 1.5.0 Broadcom Support,
Download Center

System requirements
will vary based on
data flow rates in
your environment.
The NFA agent has
been validated to
handle 500,000
records per agent
interval period when
querying 1000
routers from the
NFA product. For
more information,
refer to the  CA
Network Flow
Analysis System
Recommendations.

DX Application
Performance
Management (DX
APM)

DX APM 10.7 HF 64 Operational
Intelligence Plugin

For more information,
see DX Application
Performance
Management.

DX NetOps DX NetOps 20.2 OI Connector 1.5.0 Broadcom Support,
Download Center

For more information,
see DX NetOps.

RESTmon/Custom/
Solarwinds

1.6 1.6 For more information,
see RESTmon.

CA UIM Probe and Package Requirements

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/spectrum/10-4-2/integrating/ca-spectrum-and-analytics/integrate-ca-spectrum-with-ca-digital-operational-intelligence-using-spectrum-data-publisher.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/spectrum/10-4-2/integrating/ca-spectrum-and-analytics/integrate-ca-spectrum-with-ca-digital-operational-intelligence-using-spectrum-data-publisher.html
http://casupport.broadcom.com/
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/spectrum/10-4-2/installing-and-upgrading.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/spectrum/10-4-2/installing-and-upgrading.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/spectrum/10-4-2/installing-and-upgrading.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/spectrum/10-4-2/installing-and-upgrading.html
http://casupport.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-netops/20-2/Performance-Monitoring-with-DX-Performance-Management/installing.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-netops/20-2/Performance-Monitoring-with-DX-Performance-Management/installing.html
http://casupport.broadcom.com/
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/application-delivery-analysis/11-1/installing/pre-installation-planning/system-requirements.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/application-delivery-analysis/11-1/installing/pre-installation-planning/system-requirements.html
http://casupport.broadcom.com/
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/network-flow-analysis/10-0-0/installing/system-recommendations-and-requirements.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/network-flow-analysis/10-0-0/installing/system-recommendations-and-requirements.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/network-flow-analysis/10-0-0/installing/system-recommendations-and-requirements.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/network-flow-analysis/10-0-0/installing/system-recommendations-and-requirements.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/application-performance-management/10-7/installing.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/application-performance-management/10-7/installing.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/application-performance-management/10-7/installing.html
http://casupport.broadcom.com/
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-netops/20-2.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/1-0/using/DX-RESTmon-Release-Notes.html
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DX Operational Intelligence requires the use of several CA UIM probes to send data from the UIM bus. Data is then
sent from the UIM bus to the Kafka bus in DX Operational Intelligence.

ADD CA UIM

Software Version Download Required for... Description Notes

apm_bridge 1.0.2 HF5 support.nimsoft.com,
Archive

• Gateway
• TAS based

service
definition
from CA UIM

Sends CA UIM
inventory topology
data (to the NextGen
TAS)

CA UIM 9.2.0

CA UIM 20.1

For more information, see
apm_bridge Configuration.

• UIMAPI 9.10
• VMware 7.14HF3

oi_connector 1.36 support.nimsoft.com,
Archive

• DX
Operational
Intelligence
Gateway

• CA UIM
integration

Sends CA UIM
alarms, metrics,
events, and inventory

CA UIM 9.2.0

CA UIM 20.1

For more information,
refer to the CA UIM
documentation and CA
UIM documentation 20.1

Capacity Analytics Supportability Matrix

Supported Data Sources   Connector Software Version

CA Unified Infrastructure
Management (CA UIM)

• oi_connector probe 1.38
• apm_bridge 10.4 HF5

CA UIM 9.2.0

CA UIM 20.1

Probes:

• cdm 6.33
• VMware 7.14
• netapp 1.40
• netapp_ontap 1.21
• ibmvm 2.52

CA Performance Management (CA
PM)

OI Connector 1.5.0 Release 
(1.5.0.43)

CA Performance Management 20.2

DX Application Performance
Management (DX APM)

N/A 20.2

CA APM Infrastructure Agent (CA
APM IA)

N/A 20.2

 Third Party Software Requirements
doisaas
To view the software license information for any of the listed components, download the Third-Party
Acknowledgements.zip file.

 Telemetry
Telemetry is a foundational element of the Enterprise Software Portfolio License Agreement (PLA) model. The
initial requirement of the Telemetry effort is to collect and report product-specific usage daily in support of the
new consumption model. Segment.com, a third-party Cloud service supports the Enterprise Software Telemetry
rollout. Segment.com provides a centralized platform for the collection and routing of usage data through various
pre-built integrations and destinations. It is mandatory for a customer under Enterprise Software PLA to enable
telemetry and share the usage data. This article describes how to enable telemetry and route the usage data to
Segment.com.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/apm-bridge-ca-apm-bridge.html
http://support.nimsoft.com/
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/apm-bridge-ca-apm-bridge/apm-bridge-configuration.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/oi-connector-ca-digital-operational-intelligence-gateway.html
http://support.nimsoft.com/
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/unified-infrastructure-management/9-0-2/installing.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/unified-infrastructure-management/9-0-2/installing.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/unified-infrastructure-management/20-1/installing.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/unified-infrastructure-management/20-1/installing.html
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Data Collected By Telemetry
Telemetry collects two types of details for each PLA customer:

• Customer data: This data identifies the customer, its site through the site ID, and an optional Charge back ID to
identify the division or group to be charged for usage.

• Usage data: This is the actual usage data based on the consumption, which is collected and shared on to
Segment API. You must enable the upload of the usage data. For more information about the usage data that is
collected, see the respective product documentation.

Note:  Telemetry does not collect any personally identifiable information (PII) or sensitive information. For additional
information about how the your information is collected and used, read our privacy statement.

Frequency of Data Collection
By default, telemetry collects and stores the data daily at 12.00 a.m. If the scheduler is not active at 12.00 a.m., the
data is collected only in the next day run. The data is collected only once per day.

Data Collected
The following data that is collected for DX App Experience Analytics:

• Monthly active users
• Devices

The following tables display the Telemetry metrics that are calculated in DX Operational Intelligence and sent to
segment.com:

Device Count

Metric Metric Key in Segment

APM Monitored Device Count apm.monitoreddevice.count

UIM Monitored Device Count uim.monitoreddevice.count

NetOps Monitored Device Count netops.monitoreddevice.count

VNA Monitored Device Count vna.monitoreddevice.count

Thirdparty Monitored Device Count thirdparty.monitoreddevice.count

Unknown Monitored Source Device Count unknownsource.monitoreddevice.count

PLA Device Count

Metric Metric Key in Segment

APM Monitored PLA Device Count apm.monitoreddevice.pladevice.count

UIM Monitored PLA Device Count uim.monitoreddevice.pladevice.count

NetOps Monitored PLA Device Count netops.monitoreddevice.pladevice.count

VNA Monitored PLA Device Count vna.monitoreddevice.pladevice.count

Thirdparty Monitored PLA Device Count thirdparty.monitoreddevice.pladevice.count

Unknown Monitored  PLA Source Device Count unknownsource.monitoreddevice.pladevice.count

Environment Variables

The following table lists the variables that are used for Telemetry:

Variable Description

LOG_LEVEL=INFO This variable is for logging and debugging.

ENV_TYPE = onprem This value should always be onprem.

SEGMENT_WRITEKEY_TYPE =
prod/devtest

For production environments, set this value as prod. For demo
environments, set this value as devtest.

CA_EMM_HOME=/opt/caemm The Telemetry service will run every day at 11:00 PM

UPLOAD_ENABLED = false You must set this variable to true to upload the data to segment.com.

https://www.ca.com/us/legal/privacy.html
https://segment.com/
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Variable Description

PRODUCT_VERSION = 20.2_onprem Determines the product version.

ESDPLATELEMETRY_CUSTOMERINFO_PROPERTIES_FILEPATHThe file path of the customer information properties file. Path: /opt/
dxplatelemetry/configcommon/esdplatelemetry_customerinfo.properties

ESDPLATELEMETRY_PLATENANTS_XML_FILEPATHThe file path to the list of tenants.

APM_SERVICE_NAME Name of the service: doi-platelemetry.

JAVA_OPTS=-Xms2048m -
Xmx4096m

The maximum and minimum memory allocation/heap configuration.

Configuration
To configure these environment variables, perform the following steps:

1. In the Openshift Web Console, navigate to <project>, Applications, Deployment.
2. Select doi-platelemetry.
3. Select Edit YAML option from the Actions drop-down list.
4. Search for the environment variable UPLOAD_ENABLED:
5. Update the value from false to true.
6. Click Save.

2 Getting Started
An overview of features and basic use of the product.
doi13

DX Operational Intelligence enables IT operations teams to make smarter, faster decisions for enhancing user
experience and improving IT service quality and capacity through cross-domain contextual intelligence. Built on an
open, powerful engine, DX Operational Intelligence provides users with comprehensive insights by ingesting and
analyzing a diverse data set including metric, topology, text, and log data. The machine learning–driven analytics,
along with out-of-the-box visualization and correlation, helps drive a superior user experience and deliver significant
operational efficiencies.

This article includes the following topics:

Key Challenges
The following table illustrates some of the goals and challenges that different types of users face:

Roles Goals Challenges

Vice Presidents

Directors

Managers of IT Operations

• Enable teams to make smarter,
faster decisions

• Enable teams to focus on high-
value activities

• Different monitoring tools and
data sources create siloed views

• Teams are stuck in reactive triage
and issue troubleshooting

IT, System, and Network
Administrators

• Identify potential issues
proactively

• Spend less time chasing issues,
and reporting

• Focus on innovation and new
delivery models

• Stuck with multiple tools that
have disparate views and
reactive alerting
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App Owners and Developers • Want more control and visibility
over the infrastructure running
their apps

• Difficult to manage increasing
volume of apps and channels

• Difficult to get to the root cause
of problems due to lack of
end-to-end view of customer
transactions

DX Operational Intelligence Capabilities
DX Operational Intelligence provides the following capabilities.

• Service Analytics

Unify service health and availability across all management domains to provide a holistic view of key business
or IT services. Operations managers and administrators can drill down to identify key components that are
causing service disruption. Service Analytics provides the following information:

• Health of a service (availability and risk)
• Infrastructure and applications that are mapped to a service
• Impacted services

• Alarm Analytics

Provides overview and insights into service and derived alarms from multiple data sources. By using Alarm
Analytics, you gain the following benefits:

• Reduce alarm noise from multiple products
• Correlate alarms across products to identify the root cause
• View Probability bands to determine buildup to an alarm
• Fine-tuning alarm threshold by analyzing the historical pattern

• Performance Analytics
Enables users to detect performance bottlenecks and anomalies to predict problems before they occur.
Performance Analytics in DX Operational Intelligence allows you to:

• Compare multiple metrics for the same device
• Compare multiple metrics across multiple devices
• Compare uni-variate metrics across single and multiple devices
• Compare multivariate metrics across multiple devices

• Log Analytics

Automatically aggregates and normalizes log data from multiple sources and generates actionable dashboards.
You can correlate infrastructure performance alarms with associated log events and get alarms that offer
contextual event details, enabling fast, effective issue resolution. Log Analytics provides the following benefits:

• Out-of-the-box dashboards (blueprints) based on the collected data for supported log types and patterns.
• Near real-time and historical search on all your log data from one centralized location.
• Full text search on stored log files.

• Capacity Analytics
Helps you manage your IT resources by ensuring that resources are sized correctly to meet current and future
business needs. Capacity analytics allow companies to:

• Predict capacity for peak seasons
• Know when more resources are needed and plan accordingly
• Only buy more resources when necessary
• Efficiently manage virtual and physical infrastructure
• Eliminate waste by identifying areas that are underutilized

• Data Studio
Enables you to perform advanced data analysis and visualize your data in various charts, tables, and maps.
Data Studio also facilitates text searches across all of the data collected into the data lake.

• Self Service Dashboards
allows you to create, search, view, and interact with the data.

See Root Cause Analysis and Alarm Correlation to understand how some of these capabilities work together to
help a company quickly identify the root cause of an issue that impacts the customer experience.
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Product Integrations
DX Operational Intelligence can integrate with other CA products to provide monitoring data to the solution.

Supported Data Sources Data Provided Business Value

Unified Infrastructure Management • Metric data from UIM probes
• UIM alarm data
• UIM inventory data
• UIM Topology

Unified Infrastructure Management
can monitor and inventory your
entire network using SNMP polling,
agents, and remote monitoring.

DX NetOps Spectrum • CA Spectrum alarms
• CA Spectrum events
• CA Spectrum inventory data 

(oi_connector probe)

DX NetOps Spectrum integrates
automated fault management,
fault isolation, proactive change
management, and root cause
analysis.

DX NetOps Performance
Management

• DX NetOps PM metrics
• DX NetOps PM events
• DX NetOps PM inventory

DX NetOps PM provides
performance management for
Communications Service Providers
and large-scale enterprises.

Network Flow Analysis • NFA metrics
• NFA events
• NFA inventory

Network Flow Analysis gives you
an enterprise-wide view into the
composition of traffic on every link
and helps you detect threatening
traffic patterns in the making.

Application Delivery Analysis • ADA metrics
• ADA events
• ADA inventory
• ADA Topology
• ADA Alarms

Application Delivery Analysis
passively monitors IPv4-based
TCP packets traversing the network
between clients and servers.

DX Application Performance
Management

• DX APM metrics
• DX APM alerts
• DX APM Topology

DX APM allows you to proactively
detect, triage and diagnose
performance problems in your
complex enterprise environments.

Third-Party Data
DX Operational Intelligence also supports ingestion of the following types of data from your third-party monitoring
products:

• Alarms
• Events
• Logs
• Metric store
• Topology store

If you are using a third-party tool to monitor your IT environment, you can use the provided REST API to insert your
data into Jarvis. Once inserted into Jarvis, your data is available in data lake. For more information, see Ingestion
APIs.

To learn more about DX Operational Intelligence, see the following video:

The following video gives you a detailed overview of Inbound and outbound connection to Operational Intelligence:

DX Operational Intelligence Training
For more information, including CA Education training and videos, see the DX Operational Intelligence Learning
Paths.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/oi-connector-ca-digital-operational-intelligence-gateway.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/application-performance-management/10-7/integrating/digital-operational-intelligence-plugin-doi-plugin-connector-guide-10-7-sp3-hf35.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/application-performance-management/10-7/integrating/digital-operational-intelligence-plugin-doi-plugin-connector-guide-10-7-sp3-hf35.html
https://learningpaths.ca.com/digital-operational-intelligence
https://learningpaths.ca.com/digital-operational-intelligence
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 DX Operational Intelligence Use Cases
This section explains the various use cases of  which helps you to understand the end-end flow
of  capabilities.
doi13
This section explains the various use cases of DX Operational Intelligence which helps you to understand the end-
end flow of DX Operational Intelligence capabilities.

 Root Cause Analysis and Alarm Correlation
doisaas
A large banking company with a vast infrastructure always has to be online for maintaining the business
processes continuity.

Watch this eight minute video to become familiar with Root Cause Analysis and Alarm Correlation concept:

The following scenario explains how Sarah (Business Owner) verifies the business-critical services of
the MobileBanking service and works with Quan (IT Operations Owner) to identify the root cause of an ailing
service.

1. Sarah logs into the DX Operational Intelligence Console.
The Service Analytics Overview page displays all the available services and their overall health.

2. Sarah identifies that the MobileBanking service is in an unhealthy state. The alarms and availability
of the service are low with high user count.

3. Sarah clicks the MobileBanking service from the Overview page and gets redirected to the MobileBanking
summary page.

4. Sarah views the detailed information of the service and the Key Performance Indicator
(KPI) trends and observes that the ServiceAlarms are in critical state.

5. Sarah contacts Quan to troubleshoot this issue.
6. Quan logs into the DX Operational Intelligence Console. 
7. Quan clicks the Alarms Overview widget on the MobileBanking summary page and gets redirected to the

Alarm Analytics page seamlessly in context of the service.
8. Quan finds all the alarms that are associated with the devices and mapped to the MobileBanking service.

The Alarm Analytics page displays service alarms for MobileBanking service. For more information about
service alarms, see Alarm Analytics. Service alarms are the smart alarms that are generated by analytics
engine to help Quan identify the issue faster. Quan can also view all alarms.

9. To verify the memory utilization, Quan clicks the Service alarm for the device (db-server-pc-01).
The Overview, Affected metric and Impacted services tabs get displayed in the Alarm details view. Quan
observes that the metric chart in the Affected metric tab shows the anomaly alarm that is overlaid on the chart.
An anomaly alarm is generated by the Data Science Engine for the configured metrics. This alarm is
generated when a threshold is crossed for the configured metric value.
For more information about Anomaly Alarms, see Alarm Analytics.

10. Quan wants to view the behavior of other metrics to troubleshoot the issue. Quan clicks the Correlated
metrics link which redirects to Performance Analytics page in the context of the device, metric, and time.

11. From Available metrics, Quan adds Paging and CPU Usage metrics. He observes no spike on this chart
for the db-server-pc-01 device.

12. Quan decides to add metrics for another device (app-server-pc-2). Quan observes that the memory utilization
of app-server-pc-2 device shows a similar trend.

13. Quan verifies the number of users on the MobileBanking summary page and decides to verify the user traffic.
Quan adds the Aggregated Traffic metric for both the devices.

14. Quan observes that the aggregated traffic shows a spike at the same time for both db-server-pc-01 and app-
server-pc-2.

Result: Quan concludes that the MobileBanking service might be experiencing an organic growth in terms of traffic.
To support such scale, the memory allocation must be increased to ensure that availability of the service is not
impacted.

 Algorithmic Noise Reduction Through Alarm Clustering
doisaas
Problem Statement
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Every enterprise typically has five or more monitoring tools that monitor various aspects of their data center
operations round the clock.  Alarm flooding is a situation where multiple alerts are generated by the monitoring
tools for the same problem. As a result, administrators must sift through thousands of alarms to filter out the noise
and focus on key issues. Alarm flooding happens because monitoring tools lack the intelligence to understand that
all alerts depict the same problem. 

Solution
DX Operational Intelligence encapsulates organically built algorithms to handle alarm flooding and alarm fatigue
scenarios in the following manner:

1. The analytics engine works on top of the all the alerts in the unified data lake to identify patterns based on
different contexts and clusters them together. 

2. These clusters are self-learning in nature and they improve over time as alerts flowing into the data lake are
correlated based on the contexts. The intelligent clustering serves as a foundation for predicting the alerts and
moving towards proactive monitoring.

The solution automatically correlates related alerts to better predict cascading events before they spiral out of
control. Clustering drastically reduces the noise and lets the operator focus on the incident.

Figure 1: How alarms are clustered

Example
Democorp is a large Internet Service Provider with a huge presence across major cities in the United States.
Democorp has Web Servers that are monitored by third-party tools and has static thresholds for metrics such as
disk usage, network traffic, and memory utilization. 

This scenario explains how Joe Brown (IT Operations Owner) uses DX Operational Intelligence to reduce alarm
noise. In this scenario, Joe analyzes an alarm flood due to the off-season sale announced by some online stores.

1. Joe logs into the DX Operational Intelligence Console.
The Service Analytics Overview page displays all the available services and their overall health.
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2. Joe clicks the Alarms icon in the navigation menu.
The Alarm Analytics page displays service alarms for a week.

3. Joe selects All Alarms from the Alarm View filter and monitors alarms for the last 24 hours.
4. Joe notices that there have been multiple alarms that suggest high network traffic and memory utilization. He

realizes that this alarm flood is a result of an off-season sale announced by some online stores.

The memory utilization threshold is set to 90%, and as soon as the memory utilization goes above 90%, multiple
logs are generated which get converted into alerts.
As a result, the DX Operational Intelligence Alarm Analytics page is full of multiple alarms, which are actually
pointing to the same problem.

5. DX Operational Intelligence employs unsupervised alarm clustering algorithm to identify correlated alerts and
clusters them together. 
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6. He then expands the situation to see when the anomaly was first noticed and the clustered issues. 

7. For instance, Jow observes high CPU utilization in one of the Web Servers and decides to troubleshoot the
reason for sluggish CPU performance. 
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Result: Joe concludes that the servers are experiencing a high traffic volume due to the sale apart from the high
CPU usage due to concurrent processes. Therefore, he decides to run some database procedures and perform
some necessary upgrades to ensure service availability in such situations. 

Joe then monitors all alarms and notices some rare anomalies. Joe then changes the filter to the Situations view
and see various situations. He then expands the situation to see when the anomaly was first noticed and the
clustered issues. 

 Anomaly Detection and Dynamic Threshold Alerts
doisaas
Problem Statement
Different applications have different usage patterns. Take the example of Uber, which offers cab pooling and rental
solutions. Usually Uber experiences high demand during the mornings and evenings on a weekday and probably
even higher number of users over the weekend. This trend could be impacted by various other factors like which
day of a month or which time of a day, etc.
As a result, when there are static thresholds defined for the server and network metrics, they are usually breached
more often during the organic peak times of the business. Ideally these are false alerts, given that they are known,
well prepared for and mostly desired behaviors for the application. Hence, these alerts are rather seen as false or
noise creating alerts by the system or network admins.

Solution
DX Operational Intelligence leverages the organically developed data science platform (DSP) built on the basis
of the domain expertise gained by CA Agile ops over more than 2 decades. The DSP engines not only identify
the usage trends for different metrics but also predict and propose the desired metric behavior and determine the
anomalous behavior based on that. This reduces the unwanted threshold alerts and generate more meaningful
alerts for anomalous behaviors.
Further, it also identifies in how much time (hours/days) will the metric behavior turn risky and alerts the users
ahead of time to prepare and take actions proactively.

 Architecture Overview
doi13
This article details how event, alarm, inventory, and metric data flows from each component in DX Operational
Intelligence
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Figure 2: DX Operational Intelligence Architecture
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Component Definitions

Components Description

DX Operational Intelligence Platform A central repository to store all data from various
data sources and publishes data on DX Operational
Intelligence Console.

UI Console The user interface for accessing analytics capabilities,
and administrative functions.

OI Console Contains Alarm Analytics, Service Analytics, and
Performance Analytics. Allows you to analyze alarm
data, services, and performance metrics.

Data Studio (Kibana) Allows you to create custom visualizations using
Kibana. Kibana is an open source analytics and
visualization platform that allows you to perform
advanced data analysis and visualize your data in
various charts, tables, and maps.

Self Service Dashboards (CA Jarvis) The Self Service Dashboards is a lightweight cross-
tier dashboard. The Self Service Dashboards with
CA Jarvis allows you to create and customize the
dashboards.

Capacity Analytics Allows you to manage demands for IT
resources proactively, in a cost-effective manner. You
can optimize the performance and efficiency of existing
resources, and plan for and can justify any financial
investments.

Notifications Notifications keep users informed of DX Operational
Intelligence alarms. The system notifies users by email,
or by creating and updating tickets in ITSM.

OI Connectors for CA Products

oi_connector Probe for CA UIM The oi_connector probe connects CA UIM with DX
Operational Intelligence and sends the following data to
DX Operational Intelligence UI.

• Metric data
• Alarm data
• Inventory data
• UIM groups

Spectrum Data Publisher for CA Spectrum The spectrum data publisher connects CA Spectrum
with DX Operational Intelligence and sends the
following data to DX Operational Intelligence UI.

• Alarms
• Inventory
• Groups (Global Collection and Container)
• Metrics: Device count and Device availability (based

on Model Type and Group)
• Topology

DX Operational Intelligence Plugin The DX Operational Intelligence Plugin connects CA
APM with DX Operational Intelligence and sends the
following data to DX Operational Intelligence UI.

• Metrics
• Alerts
• Inventory

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/kibana/5.5/index.html
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OI Connector for CA PM, CA NFA, CA ADA The OI Connector connects CA PM, CA ADA, and CA
NFA with DX Operational Intelligence and sends the
following data to DX Operational Intelligence UI.

• Metrics
• Events
• CA NFA, CA PM Inventory
• CA ADA topology
• CA ADA Alarms

apmbridge for CA UIM topology The apmbridge probe sends CA UIM topology to DX
Operational Intelligence.

TAS for CA APM topology TAS sends CA APM topology data to DX Operational
Intelligence.

Third-Party Integrations.

Ingestion APIs Allows you to ingest third-party data into the data lake.

ServiceNow To populate services, and to manage tickets.

Digital Operational Intelligence Query APIs To retrieve data (logs, metrics, events, alarms, and
inventory) from DX Operational Intelligence.

3 Installing
Includes steps to acquire, install, deploy and configure your product.
doi13

DX Operational Intelligence is available for install through the DX Platform. For more information
about installing DX Platform, see DX Platform.

4 Integration
Integrations enable you to connect various data sources with . We support integration with the
following monitoring data sources:
doi13
Integrations enable you to connect various data sources with DX Operational Intelligence. We support integration
with the following monitoring data sources:

2

The various data sources send data to unified data lake from which data is distributed to DX Operational
Intelligence capabilities. The following diagram describes the flow of data from various data sources to DX
Operational Intelligence

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/20-2/installing.html
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You can review the following product integrations to understand how to leverage the DX Operational Intelligence
capabilities:

Product Integrations with DX Operational
Intelligence

Integration Business Value

• CA Performance Management (CA PM)
• CA Application Delivery Analysis (CA ADA)
• CA Network Flow Analysis (CA NFA)

Use this integration to apply network capabilities
and service quality metrics to validate application
performance that is delivered over the network. You
can validate the impact of changes and can solve
problems faster.

Your enterprise has an in-depth understanding of
application response time and how the network impacts
users. This knowledge helps you ensure optimal user
experience and improve application performance
management.

More information:

Add CA Performance Management, CA Application
Delivery Analysis, and CA Network Flow Analysis
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CA Unified Infrastructure Management Use this integration to store UIM alarms, inventory,
metrics (QoS), and UIM groups in CA Digital
Operational Intelligence (Elasticsearch). You can
build Dashboards with the alarms, QoS and inventory
information.

You can also store Spectrum alarms and inventory in
CA Digital Operational Intelligence (Elasticsearch).

More information:

Add CA Unified Infrastructure Management

DX NetOps Spectrum Use this integration to analyze, correlate,
and proactively resolve the network issues and monitor
the data in DX Operational Intelligence. You can
learn the trends of device availability by groups. The
groups can be created for different criteria using global
collections. You can view the alarm information that is
presented using multiple filters and is available out of
the box or with custom filters.

You can use custom attributes to customize the out-of-
the-box dashboards. You can also drill down through
the dashboards to view the detailed information.

More information:

Add DX NetOps Spectrum

DX Application Performance Management Use this integration to analyze and correlate
data and monitor the data on DX Operational
Intelligence. The integration provides an end-to-end
unified view of applications and services.

You can leverage Out-of-the-box dashboards that
are based on the collected DX APM metrics. You can
correlates anomalies and alerts of DX APM metrics
and view logical clusters of APM alarms providing
better insights for the ingested DX APM data.  You can
view green highways for DX APM metrics using DX
Operational Intelligence Data Science Platform (DSP).

You can also determine the root cause for the correlated
alarms that are ingested from DX APM.

More information:

Add DX Application Performance Management

Ingest Third-Party Data with DX RESTmon Use this integration to monitor any technology or device
data with the DX RESTmon. You can use one of the
Out-of-the-box schemas, or use the templates that
are provided by DX RESTmon to upload the schema,
which details the QoS and the aggregation logic with
the HTTP/HTTPS REST endpoints. You can define
the metrics, alarms, inventory, and topology, and can
populate dashboards for the monitored devices.

More information:

Ingest Third-Party Data with DX RESTmon.

http://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-saas/SaaS/common-platform-services/Monitor-Using-DX-RESTmon.html
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 Integrate CA Products
integrates with CA products using connectors. The connectors collect alarms, inventory,
topology, events, and metrics data from data sources and send to . For the supported products
and connectors version see the following links:
doi13
DX Operational Intelligence integrates with CA products using connectors. The connectors collect alarms,
inventory, topology, events, and metrics data from data sources and send to DX Operational Intelligence. For the
supported products and connectors version see, Compatibility Matrix.

For more information about each data source view the following links:

 Integration Prerequisite Tasks

This topic gives you an overview of the prerequisites tasks that you need to do or keep in handy before you get
started with the integration of a connector. These tasks are common across all the connectors.

Generate Token
The tokens are used to authenticate requests and authorize grant for the agents or tenants. You can also generate
tokens to authorize agents or tenants. For more information, see Generate Security Token.

Note:

• Generating the tokens is an administrator only task. You must be a MASTERADMIN to generate a tenant or
agent token.

• You are recommended to generate Agent token. In a scenario where you have not installed DX Application
Performance Management (DX APM) while installing DX Platform, you can scale up by installing DX APM using
Enable or Configure the Capabilities Post Installation. If you want to generate a token without DX APM, then you
need to generate a Tenant token.

The tokens are used to confirm your authentication for an agent or tenant. You need to generate an agent or
tenant token in order to integrate with other connectors. You can generate an Agent token /Tenant token from DX
Application Performance Management (DX APM).

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the DX SaaS Login page.

The DX SaaS Launch Pad opens.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-apm-saas/SaaS/configure-your-monitoring-environment/Generate-Security-Token.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/20-2/installing/Enable-the-Capabilities-Post-Installation.html#concept.dita_920b345d-5f88-4168-a171-955a77b99b7e_EnableCapabilities
https://cloud.ca.com/sppclient/.html#/login
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2. Click Open on DX Application Performance Management.
3. Click Settings on the left-navigation pane.
4. Under General Settings, click on Security.
5. Click on Generate New Token button.
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6. Enter an appropriate label in the Label field.
7. Select the Type as Agent token. (OR)

• Agent: Token to authorize an agent.

Note:  Select Agent token if you have installed DX APM.
8. Select the Type as Tenant token.

• Tenant: Token to grant access to a tenant.

Note:  Select Tenant token if you have not installed DX APM.
9. Click Generate Token.

The system generates a new token.
10. Click Copy to copy the generated agent or tenant token, and click Close.

Warning:  For security reasons, you only see a token once. Store the token in a safe place before
closing this dialog window. Do not disclose the token to unauthorized parties.

 Integrate CA PM, CA ADA, and CA NFA
Integrate CA Performance Management (CA PM), CA Application Delivery Analysis (CA ADA),
and CA Network Flow Analysis (CA NFA) with through the OI Connector. The OI Connector
collects the following data and displays the data on.
doi13
• Prerequisites
• Install the OI Connector
• Start or Stop OI Connector Services
• Verify the OI Connector Installation
• Install the SSL Certificate
• Uninstall OI Connector
• Troubleshooting CA PM
• Configure the OI Connector
• Troubleshoot the OI Connector

Integrate CA Performance Management (CA PM), CA Application Delivery Analysis (CA ADA), and CA Network
Flow Analysis (CA NFA) with DX Operational Intelligence through the OI Connector. The OI Connector collects the
following data and displays the data in DX Operational Intelligence.

• Polling metrics
• Events
• Inventory
• Topology

With this integration, your enterprise gains the following benefits:

• Apply network capabilities and service quality metrics to validate application performance that is delivered over
the network. You can validate the impact of changes and can solve problems faster.

• Your enterprise has an in-depth understanding of application response time and how the network impacts users.
This knowledge helps you ensure optimal user experience and improve application performance management.

The following diagram explains the data flow from data sources to DX Operational Intelligence using OI connector.
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Figure 3: PM,ADA, NFA Data Flow

Prerequisites
Before you integrate CA PM, CA ADA, and CA NFA with DX Operational Intelligence, ensure that the following
prerequisites are met:

• DX Operational Intelligence must be installed.
• CA PM, CA ADA, and CA NFA products must be installed. For more information about each product installation

see the following links:

• CA Performance Management

Note:  You do not have to install the complete CA Performance Management instance to collect metrics from
CA Performance Management, CA Network Flow Analysis, and CA Application Delivery Analysis. However,
you can install a complete CA Performance Management instance for more functionality.

• CA Network Flow Analysis
• CA Application Delivery Analysis

• Supported Versions:

The integration is validated on the following versions:

Products Version

CA Performance Management 3.7.4.688 or later

CA Network Flow Analysis 10.0.2 or later

CA Application Delivery Analysis 11.1.2.7 or later

OI Connector 1.5.0.43 or later
• OI Connector 1.5.0.43 version. Check the latest monthly kit for OI Connector updates before installing.

Verify the latest version OI connector and install. To check the version of an installed OI Connector, open
version.properties in the root folder of the installation (/opt/CA/OIConnector/version.properties). Look for an
oi.version entry, for example: oi.version=1.5.0.43

• The clocks on the host systems for the following components must be synchronized for data to be properly
harvested:

• CA Performance Management
• OI Connector
• CA Application Delivery Analysis
• CA Network Flow Analysis

Install the OI Connector

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/performance-management/3-7.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/network-flow-analysis/10-0-0.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/application-delivery-analysis/11-1.html
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You install OI connector to establish a communication between DX Operational Intelligence and CA PM, CA NFA,
and CA ADA. You can download the OI Connector installation package from this link, ../../../../../../assets/docops/
doi13/oinet-installer-1.5.0-RELEASE.zip. We recommend that you install the OI Connector on the same host as CA
Performance Management. However, you can also install the OI Connector on another host.

Note:

• Once the OI Connector starts, it begins to collect events, metrics, and inventory.
• If you want to go back to the previous configuration, you can type back and press the Enter key.

Follow these steps:

1. Download and launch the ../../../../../../assets/docops/doi13/oinet-installer-1.5.0-RELEASE.zip file.
2. You need to accept the terms of the license agreement to proceed further by entering Y.

3. You need to choose a Java Virtual Machine to be used by the application using the following options:

1.1 /usr/bin/java (OR)

This is the default option. In this example, we use the option as 1.

2.1 /opt/CA/jre/bin/java (OR)
3.1 You can choose an existing Java VM installed on the system.

4. Choose the destination installation folder.
The OIConnector directory gets created automatically.
For example, /opt/CA/OIConnector

../../../../../../assets/docops/doi13/oinet-installer-1.5.0-RELEASE.zip
../../../../../../assets/docops/doi13/oinet-installer-1.5.0-RELEASE.zip
../../../../../../assets/docops/doi13/oinet-installer-1.5.0-RELEASE.zip
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5. When prompted by the installer, provide the following information, CA Performance Center:

• Protocol (http)
• CA PM hostname
• Port (8181)
• tenant (_default_)
• username (admin)
• password (admin)

Note:  These are the default values, you can also customize them.
6. APM Gateway: Enter the following details:

• Hostname: Specify the APM Gateway hostname. To obtain the hostname, use the following steps:

1.1 If you are using OI in Openshift, use the following command from the master node of the Openshift
cluster:

oc get routes -n<Your NameSpace>| egrep apmservices-gateway

For example, oc get routes -ndxi| egrep apmservices-gateway
2.1 If you are using OI in Kubernetes, use the following command:

kubectl get ingress -n<Your NameSpace>| grep apmservices-gateway

For example, kubectl get ingress -ndxi | grep apmservices-gateway
• Protocol: Specify the protocol (http or https). Default: http.
• Port: Specify the port number. http port number: 80 and https port number: 443
• Security token for the topology service:  The security token is a unique (topology) token that can be

copied by executing the Agent token. For more information, see Token.
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7. OI Jarvis Server (doi-nginx route): Enter the following details:

• Protocol: Specify the protocol as http or https. Default: http.
• Hostname: Specify the hostname of Nginx. To obtain the Nginx endpoint use the following steps:

1.1 If you are using OI in Openshift, use the following command:

oc get routes -n<Your NameSpace>| egrep nginx

For example, oc get routes -ndxdoi| egrep nginx
2.1 If you are using OI in Kubernetes, use the following command:

kubectl get ingress -n<Your NameSpace> | grep nginx

For example, kubectl get ingress -ndxdoi | grep nginx
• Port: Specify the Jarvis port number. (Default: 8080): 443

• Tenant:  You can get the Tenant ID by querying elastic.

http://<elasticsearch-endpoint/route>/ao_tenants_1_1/_search?pretty. Locate the Tenant Name and then
get the associated Tenant ID.

Important:  If you have more than 10 tenants, then you must add a size filter to your elastic search request
in order to see the Tenant ID. For example, http://<elasticsearch-endpoint/route>/ao_tenants_1_1/_search?
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size=200&pretty. Please note that the size value can be increased as per your requirement. For more
information on the default settings in elastic, see Elastic Search.

To obtain the elasticsearch endpoint:

1.1 If you are using OI in Openshift, use the following command:

oc get routes -n<Your NameSpace>| egrep jarvis-es

For example, es.10.109.32.162.nip.io
2.1 If you are using OI in Kubernetes, use the following command:

kubectl get ingress -n<Your NameSpace> | grep jarvis-es

For example, in the following image the Tenant Name is AUTOUSER and Tenant ID is
E9DED389-06D3-42BC-B0F5-A3E611373ABC

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/current/paginate-search-results.html
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8. OI Connector Agent Service: Accept the default port (8781) unless you want to run the connector agent on
another port.

9. OI Connector Status Webservice: Accept default port (8782) unless you want to run the connector
Webservice on another port.
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10. Configure the Proxy: Provide the following details:

• Proxy Protocol: http or https. Default: http.
• Proxy Host: For example, 10.17.100.3
• Proxy Port: For example, 3128
• Proxy Username
• Proxy Password
• Enter the details of the Non-proxy Hosts: It is recommended to add local host and CA PM hostname to the

non-proxy list.

Once the installation is complete, the OI Connector (caperfcenter_oiconnector) and Agent
(caperfcenter_oiagent) services are started automatically. These services are also configured to start during system
startup.

Note:

• By default, the OI Connector collects events every one minute with a 5-minute delay.
• By default ADA and NFA data sources are disabled. To include NFA and/or ADA, you can modify the

dataSourceFilter setting in the config.xml file located in the OIConnector_installation folder. For more
information, see Filter on Data Sources.

Start or Stop OI Connector Services
You must start or restart the services after any configuration.

• To start the services manually, execute the following command:

service caperfcenter_oi start

• To restart the services manually, execute the following command:

service caperfcenter_oi restart

service caperfcenter_oiagent restart

• To stop the services, execute the following command:

service caperfcenter_oi stop
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Verify the OI Connector Installation
Verify that the OI Connector is installed successfully, and the OI Connector services are running by using the
following methods:

• Execute the following command to verify that the services are running:

service caperfcenter_oiconnector status

service caperfcenter_oiagent status

• View the log files in the <OIConnector installation>/logs directory. If you tail the OIConnector log, you should see
that event queries are issued to CA Performance Management every minute.

• Verify that the OI Connector status is green in the System Status page in CA Performance Management. Log
in to CA Performance Management as an administrator. Hover over Administration, and click Data Sources:
System Status. It may take several minutes for the OI Connector status to appear in the System Status page.

Install the SSL Certificate
To access DX Operational Intelligence over HTTPS, install an SSL certificate.

1. Download the SSL certificate to the public.crt file located in the current directory:

openssl s_client -connect <Jarvis (doi-nginx route) hostname> < /
dev/null | sed -ne '/-BEGIN CERTIFICATE-/,/-END CERTIFICATE-/p' >
 public.crt

For example, openssl s_client -connect jarvis.oi-multi2-node1.dev.fco:443 < /dev/
null | sed -ne '/-BEGIN CERTIFICATE-/,/-END CERTIFICATE-/p' > public.crt

2. Install the certificate from public.crt to the current directory:

/opt/CA/jre/bin/keytool -import -alias <Jarvis (doi-nginx route)
 hostname> -keystore /opt/CA/jre/lib/security/cacerts -file
 public.crt

For example, /opt/CA/jre/bin/keytool -import -alias jarvis.oi-multi2-node1.dev.fco -
keystore /opt/CA/jre/lib/security/cacerts -file public.crt

3. In OIConnector_installation\conf\config.xml, verify that https and port 443 are configured for Jarvis/Elastic. 
4. Restart the connector.

Uninstall the OI Connector
If the OI Connector is no longer needed, it can be uninstalled without affecting the CA Performance Management
installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <OIConnector_installation>/uninstall directory.
2. Execute the following command:

./Uninstall_caperfcenter_oiconnector
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3. (Optional) Once the OI connector is uninstalled, you can manually remove the OI Seed Group from CA
Performance Management.

Troubleshooting CA PM
To clear the CA PM metadata cache, you need to clear all the *.ser files in the  <install location>/conf directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA PM OI Connector system.
2. Stop the OI Connector service.
3. Navigate to the directory where the OI Connector is installed.

<install location>/conf

4. Search for all the .ser files in conf

directory.
5. Delete all the .ser files using the following command:

rm -rf *.ser

6. Restart the OI Connector service.

 Configure the OI Connector
This section describes the configurations to be done optionally based on your requirement. You
can make the following changes to the default OI Connector configuration (config.xml) located in
OIConnector_installation folder.
doi13
This section describes the configurations to be done optionally based on your requirement. You can make the
following changes to the default OI Connector configuration (config.xml) located in OIConnector_installation folder.

Note:

Ensure that you restart the services after any configuration changes.

Configure apm.oimetricpublisher.profiles in Cluster Management
You need to configure the apm.oimetricpublisher.profiles in Cluster Management using the following steps:

1. Log in as Master Admin.
2. Navigate to Tenant Services.
3. Select a Tenant
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4. Click button and click Create Tenant Token.

Filter on Data Sources
By default, the installer initializes this value to an empty string (no filtered data
sources). The OI Connector is provided with the the capability to filter data sources that the
connector collects the data from. The OI connector now filters out NFA and ADA sources, which
means that out-of-the-box the connector will collect and send metrics, inventory and alarms
from PM. To include NFA and/or ADA edit the dataSourceFilter setting in the config.xml file
located in the conf folder of the connector installation.To include NFA and/or ADA, you can
modify the dataSourceFilter setting in the config.xml file located in the OIConnector_installation
folder. After installation, you can modify the configuration to specify one or more products  to be
filtered out by editing the config.xml file.Follow these steps:
1. Navigate to <OI_Connector_Install_Directory>/OIConnector/conf folder.
2. Edit config.xml.

<!-- Filter Data Sources from being harvested to OI Platform by type.
                        Specify value as a comma separated list of products to exclude using following names:
                         PM,ADA,NFA
                         For example to send data from only CAPM use "ADA,NFA"
  -->
            <property name="dataSourceFilter" value=""/> 

Configure Tenants

The OI Connector installer sets up the connector with a single default tenant definition. The default tenant definition
sends data for all tenants. The default tenant is associated with the OI Seed Group, which is defined under All
Groups\OI Integration in NetOps Portal. By default, this seed group includes "All Devices" and "All Applications"
across all inventory. The OI Inventory Group is now created with a link to the OI Seed Group, as well as an OI
Derived Inventory Group. The derived inventory group is used to store inventory that is contributed by ADA and
NFA to OI.

To restrict data that is sent by the connector, you need to replace the default mapping in the tenants.properties
configuration file with the NetOpsTenant to OI Tenant-mapping configurations. This change ensures that the data
which is sent to an OI tenant is scoped by the specified NetOps Tenant definition.
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Note:  To upgrade an existing installation to the OI Connector, delete the group named as OI Inventory Group
located in the OI Integration Group. The OI Connector, then recreates this group with the new structures. If you
want to create more tenants, you can modify the default tenant seed group.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the tenants.properties file at <OIConnector installation>/conf folder.
2. The tenants.properties file resembles the following sample:

######################################################################################
# Tenant Mappings File for OI Connector for NetOps
# The left side is a CAPC Tenant name (or the reserved name _default_ for the default tenant)
# The right side is an OI Tenant ID
# Multiple CAPC tenant names may be mapped to the same OI Tenant ID
# <CAPC_Tenant_Name>=<OI_Tenant_ID>

In the file, _default_ refers to the default NetOps Tenant.

For example:

<_default_>=<E9DED389-06D3-42BC-B0F5-A3E611373ABC>

3. Add a mapping with the following format:

<CAPC_Tenant_Name>=<OI_Tenant_ID>

<CAPC_Tenant_Name> is the tenant name as it is defined in NetOps. <OI_Tenant_ID> is the ID as defined in
the AO Analytics Platform. Each NetOps tenant that is mapped to an OI tenant has its own OI Seed Group in
the NetOps group hierarchy for that tenant. You can map multiple tenants to the same OI tenant ID by specifying
multiple entries in the tenants.properties file.

4. Restart the Connector services.

Multi-Tenant Configuration

You can ingest data that is sent by the connector on a single tenant or multiple tenants at the same time,
by replacing the default mapping in the tenants.properties and tenant-token.properties configuration file
respectively with the new NetOps Portal Tenants to the OI tenant-mapping and tenant-token configurations.
This modification ensures that data ingestion to the OI tenants is scoped by the specified CA Tenants Definition.

Follow these steps

1. Edit the tenants.properties file at <OIConnector installation>/conf  folder.

The tenants.properties file resembles the following sample:.

            <CAPC_Tenant_One>=<OI_Tenant_ID_One>
            <CAPC_Tenant_Two>=<OI_Tenant_ID_Two>

2. Edit the tenants-token.properties file at <OIConnector installation>/conf folder.

The tenants-token.properties file resembles the following sample:

            <OI_Tenant_ID_One>=<<Agent_Token_One>
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            <OI_Tenant_ID_Two>=<Agent_Token_Two>

CAPM NASS Metrics Configuration

You can modify the following configurations in config.xml to handle the load CAPM metrics ingestion to NASS.

Follow these steps

1. Navigate to <OI_Connector_Install_Directory>/OIConnector/conf folder.
2. Edit config.xml.

• The maximum number of metrics that can be sent at a time to NASS:

<property name="nassBatchSize">
<value>10000</value>
</property>

• The time gap between NASS ingestion:

<property name="nassIngestInterval">
<value>60</value>
</property>

• The number of parallel threads for NASS ingestion:

<property name="nassThreadPool">
<value>10</value>
</property>

NFA/ADA NASS Metrics Configuration

The OI connector is installed with a default Java minimum and maximum heap size of 1 GB and 8 GB respectively.
You can reduce the size for smaller scale deployments by modifying the configuration in  the agent-wrapper.conf
file to handle the load of NFA/ADA metrics ingestion to NASS.

The OI connector has been enhanced to support a scale of 350,000 interfaces. Therefore, it is recommended that
you install the OI connector on a different node/device from the NetOps Portal (performance center) installation to
avoid any resource conflicts.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to <OI_Connector_Install_Directory>/OIConnector/conf/agent-wrapper.conf folder.
2. Edit agent-wrapper.conf file.

# Below all configuration common for ADA & NFA both
# Configure Maximum Records Sent to NASS per Batch (Defaults to 5000)
wrapper.java.additional.20=-DNassBatchSize=5000
# Configure Maximum Records Sent to NASS ingest interval(Defaults to 60 seconds)
wrapper.java.additional.21=-DNassIngestInterval=60
# Configure Maximum Records Sent to NASS ingest thread count(Defaults to 10)
wrapper.java.additional.22=-DNassIngestInterval=20

Modify the Default Inventory and CA PM Metric Bulk Size Limit
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By default, the OI Connector sends bulk records for CA PM, CA ADA, and CA NFA inventory with a default value of
1000 records per batch. Follow these steps:

1. Go to <OI_Connector_Install_Directory>/OIConnector/conf.
2. Edit config.xml.
3. Locate and modify the following properties as needed:

<property name="inventoryBatchSize">
<value>100</value>
</property>

Configure CA PM Metric Families
You can send selected metric families or all the available metric families to DX Operational Intelligence by updating
config.xml configuration file located at the OIConnector_installation folder. The OI Connector is enabled to support
the following metric families out-of-the-box:

• availability
• reachability
• port (interface)
• cpu
• memory

The metrics are sent to DX Operational Intelligence through OpenAPI. By default, only availability and reachability
metric families are sent to CA DX Operational Intelligence. You can check the following example:

<bean id="updateMetricConfigTask"
 class="com.ca.im.oinet.connector.sources.da.UpdateMetricConfigTask">
<!-- Add set of OpenApi metric families here to limit what metric family data is passed on -->
<constructor-arg index="0">
<set value-type="java.lang.String">
<value>availability</value>
<value>reachability</value>
<value>port</value>
<value>cpu</value>
<value>memory</value>
</set>
</constructor-arg>
</bean>

Note:  To send metrics from all available metric families, execute the following command or uncomment the
<contructor-arg> element.

<bean id="updateMetricConfigTask"
 class="com.ca.im.oinet.connector.sources.da.UpdateMetricConfigTask" />

The OI Connector provides you the capability to filter metrics within a metric family that are collected and sent to OI
by the connector. The  OI Connector is enabled to support only the following metrics in the port metric family:

• availability
• bitsin
• bitsout
• bitspersecondin
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• bitspersecondout
• utilizationin
• utilizationout

The OI Connector passes a map of metric family to the associated inclusion field list. If a metric family is excluded
from the map, all the fields are processes by the connector. If a metric family is included in the map, only the fields
enumerated in the comma-separated value String are processed.

<constructor-arg index="1">
 <map>
    <!-- sample entry for port metric family w/associated fields to include -->
    <entry key="port" value="availability,bitsin,bitsout,
    bitspersecondin,bitspersecondout,utilizationin,utilizationout"/>
 </map>
</constructor-arg>

 Troubleshoot the OI Connector

The CA PM, CA ADA, and CA NFA integration include the following components, which enable data collection and
flow: 

• CA Performance Center manages inventory that is sent to DX Operational Intelligence in the following groups: 

•  OI Seed Group

The OI Seed Group contains the starting inventory that the OI Connector sends to DX Operational
Intelligence. By default, the OI Seed Group contains all devices and applications. You can restrict the
inventory in the OI Seed Group by editing the rules for the group. 

• •  OI Inventory Group

The OI Inventory Group reflects the inventory that the OI Connector is currently delivering to DX Operational
Intelligence. Do not edit the OI Inventory Group. 

The OI Connector creates these groups in All Groups, OI Integration for each tenant. 

• The OI Connector collects and sends data through the following services: 

•  OI Connector Service: 

Sends the following data types to the DX Operational Intelligence:

• • Inventory (CA PM, CA ADA, CA NFA)
• Events (CA PM, CA ADA, CA NFA)
• CA ADA Alarms
• CA ADA Topology
• CA PM Metrics

•  OI Agent Service: 

Sends CA ADA and CA NFA metrics to DX Operational Intelligence. 

The OI Agent Service queries the corresponding database for each product directly.

Logs
If you experience issues with the OI Connector, look for errors and warnings in the log files in the following
locations: 

• OI Connector logs: <OIConnectorInstall>/logs
To enable DEBUG log levels in OI Connector Service logs, edit <OIConnectorInstall>/conf/log4j.xml, then restart
the OI Connector.
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To enable DEBUG log levels in the OI Agent Service logs, uncomment the following line
in <OIConnectorInstall>/conf/agent-wrapper.conf: 

wrapper.app.parameter.2=-Ssupport
service caperfcenter_oiagent restart

• Jarvis Ingest and Verifier logs: <AXAInstall>/jarvis/logs 

No Data Appear After Integrating for the First Time
The first time that you run the integration, it may take up to 10 minutes for data to start flowing to the platform.

If no data is flowing after 10-15 minutes, perform the following steps:

• Verify that the OI Seed Group exists in CA Performance Center and that the Seed Group evaluates to at least
one device.
If the OI Seed Group is empty, edit the group to include at least one inventory item. 

• Verify that the OI Inventory Group has at least one device.
If OI Inventory Group is empty, restart the OI Connector Service:

service caperfcenter_oiconnector restart

• Verify that CA Performance Center is running.
• Verify that the OI Connector service is running.

service caperfcenter_oiconnector status

• If you are integrating with CA ADA or CA NFA, verify that the OI Agent service is running.

service caperfcenter_oiagent status

• Verify that devices are actually triggering events by looking at the events view in CA Performance Center.
• Enable debug level logging in the log4j.xml config file in the OI Connector config folder and restart the

connector. Check the log in the OIConnector_installation\logs folder for detailed logging.
• Enable debug level logging in the agent-wrapper.conf file in the OI Connector config folder by uncommenting

(remove the leading ‘#’) the following line and restarting the agent service:

#wrapper.app.parameter.2=-Ssupport

• Review ERROR and WARN level log entries.

Modify the Default Inventory and CA PM Metric Bulk Size Limit
By default, the OI Connector sends bulk records for CA PM, CA ADA, and CA NFA inventory with a default value of
100 records per batch.
The OI Connector also sends bulk records for CA PM metrics with a default value of 100 records per batch.
Increasing the default value may improve performance. 

Note:

: If CA Performance Center console displays a degraded status for the OI Connector due to the duration of metric
delivery job, you can configure the metricBatchSize property value from 100 to 1000. Ensure to restart the
connector after configuring.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Go to <OI_Connector_Install_Directory>/OIConnector/conf.
2. Edit config.xml.
3. Locate and modify the following properties as needed:

<property name="inventoryBatchSize"><value>100</value></
property><property name="metricBatchSize"><value>100</value></
property>

 Integrate CA Unified Infrastructure Management
Integrate CA Unified Infrastructure Management (CA UIM) using the DX Operational Intelligence
oi_connector probe to analyze the data and display it in the DX Operational Intelligence
UI. CA UIM integrates with DX Operational Intelligence using the oi_connector probe and
apm_bridge probe.
doi13
ADD_UIM
Integrate CA Unified Infrastructure Management (CA UIM) using the DX Operational Intelligence oi_connector
probe to analyze the data and display it in the DX Operational Intelligence UI. CA UIM integrates with DX
Operational Intelligence using the oi_connector probe and apm_bridge probe.

• The oi_connector probe collects the following data and sends the data to DX Operational Intelligence

• Metrics and metrics metadata
• Alarm data
• UIM groups

• The apm_bridge probe collects the Topology data and sends the data to DX Operational Intelligence.

Note:  This integration is for CA UIM On-Prem to DX Operational Intelligence

The following diagram describes the flow of data from CA UIM to DX Operational Intelligence using the
oi_connector probe.

Prerequisites for Integration
Before you integrate CA UIM with DX Operational Intelligence, CA UIM instance and following probes are required:

• CA UIM must be installed. For more information, see CA Unified Infrastructure Management.

• Supported version: 9.2.0 and 20.1

• CA UIM Probes :

Software Version Download Required for... Description Notes

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/unified-infrastructure-management/9-0-2.html
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oi_connector 1.38 support.nimsoft.com,• DX
Operational
Intelligence
Gateway

• CA UIM
integration

Integrates
CA Unified
Infrastructure
Management
(UIM) and DX
Operational
Intelligence. You
can configure
the oi_connector
probe to send
data to DX
Operational
Intelligence.

CA UIM 9.2.0

CA UIM 20.1

For information,
see oi_connector
configuration

apm_bridge 1.0.2 HF5 support.nimsoft.com,
Archive

• Gateway
• TAS based

service
definition
from CA UIM

Sends CA
UIM inventory
topology data
(to the NextGen
TAS)

CA UIM 9.2.0

CA UIM 20.1

For more
information, see
apm_bridge
Configuration.

• UIMAPI 9.10
• VMware

7.14HF3

For more information on probes, see CA Unified Infrastructure Management Probes.

oi_connector Probe
The oi_connector probe integrates CA Unified Infrastructure Management (UIM) and DX Operational Intelligence.
You can configure the oi_connector probe to send data to DX Operational Intelligence. The oi_connector probe
enables you to perform the following actions:

• Store UIM alarms, metrics (QoS), and UIM groups in DX Operational Intelligence

The oi_connector probe is configurable only through Admin Console and performs the following tasks:

• Posts alarms, metrics (QoS), and UIM groups to DX Operational Intelligence (organizations or tenants register
their analytical applications with metric store (NASS)  for using it as the analytics engine).

• Creates different queues for UIM alarms and metrics (QoS) on the hub.

For more information, see CA Unified Infrastructure Management.

Note:

After you upgrade to the latest version, new metrics such as net_connect, rsp, and cdm get added to the probes
and data flows only to the new metrics. All metrics names are now enhanced to display metrics units. For example,
previously if the metric name was Disk Free, now you would see Disk Free MB. The previous metric Disk Free
becomes obsolete and no metadata flows to this metric after the upgrade, but the metric name would be visible on
the UI.

Configure oi_connector probe
You can configure the oi_connector probe to send data to DX Operational Intelligence. Configuring this probe
allows you to import UIM alarms, groups, and QoS to DX Operational Intelligence which enables you to monitor this
information through the DX Operational Intelligence UI.

Note:  You need to generate an Agent Token before you proceed further. For more information, see Generate
Agent Token.

To connect CA UIM with DX Operational Intelligence, and to monitor CA UIM data the following configurations are
required in the oi_connector probe.

Follow these steps:

1. After installing the oi_connector probe, you need to configure the oi_connector probe. To connect CA UIM
with DX Operational Intelligence, and to monitor CA UIM data the following configurations are required in the
oi_connector probe:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/oi-connector-ca-digital-operational-intelligence-gateway.html
http://support.nimsoft.com/
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/oi-connector-ca-digital-operational-intelligence-gateway/oi-connector-ac-configuration.html#concept.dita_083dc742550d0d1c479d3637522c9cbd6f094e72_EnableAlarmGroupsQoSandInventorySubscription
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/oi-connector-ca-digital-operational-intelligence-gateway/oi-connector-ac-configuration.html#concept.dita_083dc742550d0d1c479d3637522c9cbd6f094e72_EnableAlarmGroupsQoSandInventorySubscription
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/apm-bridge-ca-apm-bridge.html
http://support.nimsoft.com/
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/apm-bridge-ca-apm-bridge/apm-bridge-configuration.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/apm-bridge-ca-apm-bridge/apm-bridge-configuration.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/unified-infrastructure-management/9-0-2.html
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1.1 Enable UIM Alarms, Inventory, Groups, and Metrics (QoS).

1. 1.1 To know more information, see Enable Alarm, Groups, QoS, and Inventory Subscription.
2.1 Default Tenant ID.

1. 1.1 You need to get the Tenants IDs from:

http://es.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/ao_tenants_1_1/_search?pretty

Note:  If you have more than 10 tenants, then you must add a size filter to your elastic search
request in order to see the Tenant ID. For example, http://<elasticsearch-endpoint/route>/
ao_tenants_1_1/_search?size=200&pretty. Please note that the size value can be increased as
per your requirement. For more information on the default settings in elastic, see Elastic Search. 

Example Tenant ID, E9DED389-06D3-42BC-B0F5-A3E611373ABC

Note:  This value can't be validated.
3.1 Jarvis (doi-nginx route) Ingestion endpoint.

1. 1.1 For example, http(s)://<doi-nginx route>/ingestion -  http://doi-
nginx.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/ingestion

1. 1.1.1.1 You can obtain the Jarvis Ingestion endpoint by navigating through Openshift
console, Applications, Routes. (OR)

2. 1.1.1.1 If you are using OI in Openshift, use the following command:

oc get routes -ndxi| egrep nginx

3. 1.1.1.1 If you are using OI in Kubernetes, use the following command:

kubectl get ingress -ndxi | grep nginx

4.1 NASS URL

1. 1.1 You can obtain the NASS URL by navigating through Openshift console, Applications, Routes.
(OR)

2. 1.1 If you are using OI in Openshift, use the following command:

oc get routes -ndxi | egrep apmservices-gateway

3. 1.1 If you are using OI in Kubernetes, use the following command:

kubectl get ingress -ndxi | grep apmservices-gateway

5.1 Generate Agent Token.
2. Open the oi_connector probe configuration.

1.1 In the context-menu, click Configure.
2.1 Configure the Probe information, General Configuration, and UIM Configuration details as shown

below:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/oi-connector-ca-digital-operational-intelligence-gateway/oi-connector-ac-configuration.html#concept.dita_083dc742550d0d1c479d3637522c9cbd6f094e72_EnableAlarmGroupsQoSandInventorySubscription
https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/current/paginate-search-results.html
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3. To validate the configuration, click Actions, Verify Jarvis and Tenant ID.
4. In the NASS Configuration section, enter the APM services gateway endpoint (NASS UrL) as

https://apmservices-gateway.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net. For example:

oc get routes -ndxi| egrep apmservices-gateway

5. Enter the generated Agent Token in the DX Agent Token field. For information on how to generate a
token, see Generate Agent Token.

6. To validate the NASS connection, click Actions, Validate NASS Connection.

If the configurations correct, you can see a success message "NASS url is available".
7. Click Save.
8. If you want to perform an upgrade:

1.1
Click  icon next to the oi_connector.

2.1 In the context-menu, click Raw Configure.
3.1 In Setup, ensure that you see the following two keys, else you need to update them accordingly:

• doc_type_version_uim_metrics_metadata=2
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4.1 Click Update.

For more information, see oi_connector Configuration.

Note:  After upgrading to the latest version, the older metric chart would not be available for some probes such as
net_connect, rsp, cdm and so on.

apm_bridge Probe
You can configure the apm_bridge probe to send topology data from the CA UIM probes to DX Operational
Intelligence. The apm_bridge probe supports multi-tenancy.

apm_bridge Probe Configuration
After completing the oi_connector configuration, you need to configure the apm_bridge probe.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify if the uimapi package is installed on the UMP server.

Note:  Make sure that you deploy the probes on the UMP server.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/oi-connector-ca-digital-operational-intelligence-gateway/oi-connector-ac-configuration.html#concept.dita_083dc742550d0d1c479d3637522c9cbd6f094e72_EnableAlarmGroupsQoSandInventorySubscription
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2. Activate the apm_bridge probe.
3. Verify if the Raw Configure component in the probe contains the value doi in the use_case section by

default.
4.

Click  icon, and in the context-menu, click View Probe Utility in New Window to configure the

probe.
5. New Profile Creation:

1.1 Navigate to add_profile section.
2.1 Enter the values as shown below and skip the fields that are left blank:

• Origin : Origin value
• Token: For more information, see Generate Agent Token.
• Host: apmgw.dxi-na1.saas.broadcom.com
• useSsl: true
• port: 443
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3.1
Click Run  icon.

The configuration details are updated in the Raw Configuration

entries.
4.1 Restart the apm_bridge probe.

Proxy Configuration
After completing the apm_bridge configuration, you need to configure the proxy.

Follow these steps:

1. Configure the proxy details as shown

below:
2.

Click Run  icon.
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The configuration details are updated in the Raw Configuration entries.

The proxy configuration is complete. For more information, see oi_connector Configuration

Post Integration Tasks
To clear the CA UIM metadata cache, you need to clear all the *.ser files in the  <install location>/conf directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA UIM OI Connector system.
2. Stop the OI Connector service. For more information, see Start or Stop OI Connector Services.

service caperfcenter_oi stop

3. Navigate to the directory where the OI Connector is installed.

<install location>/conf

4. Search for all the .ser files in conf directory.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/oi-connector-ca-digital-operational-intelligence-gateway/oi-connector-ac-configuration.html#concept.dita_083dc742550d0d1c479d3637522c9cbd6f094e72_EnableAlarmGroupsQoSandInventorySubscription
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5. Delete all the .ser files using the following command:

rm -rf *.ser

6. Restart the OI Connector service. For more information, see Start or Stop OI Connector Services.

service caperfcenter_oi start
service caperfcenter_oi restart

 Southbound Gateway
You configure southbound gateways for sending alarm actions updates to the source products.
This release supports the following source products:
doi13
HID_Integration_Gateway
You configure southbound gateways for sending alarm actions updates to CA Unified Infrastructure Management.

Warning:

• Southbound Gateway supports one instance of CA UIM for a single tenant.
• Sending alarm action updates to custom products is not supported.

To manage southbound gateways, follow these steps:

1. From the DX Operational Intelligence navigation panel, click the (gear) icon.
The Settings page appears.

2. Click Southbound Gateway.
The Southbound Gateway page appears.

Configure a Southbound Gateway
You can configure the southbound gateway for a new source product with DX Operational Intelligence.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Southbound Gateway page.
2. Based on your requirement, click UIM.

The Edit Southbound Gateway page appears.

1.1 UIM Configuration:

1. 1.1 Name, Product Name, and Authentication Type values are pre-populated. You cannot edit
these fields.
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2. 1.1 URL: Enter the UIM URL to send ticket actions from DX Operational Intelligence to UIM.

Note:

You must configure the Swagger probe for sending the tickets updates to UIM.
3. 1.1 Enter the username and password of UMP or UIM server.

For example, http://<UIMUMP_Hostname>/<Port>/uimapi
4. 1.1 Map  Attributes: Specify the custom attribute value for ticket synchronization. By default,

custom_1 value is provided.
3. Click Save
4. Click Done.

The southbound gateway is configured for UIM.

 lIntegrate DX NetOps Spectrum
Integrate DX NetOps Spectrum to analyze, correlate, and proactively resolve the network
issues and display the data in . DX NetOps Spectrum integrates by using Spectrum Data
Publisher. The Spectrum Data Publisher collects the following data and sends the data to :
doi13

Integrate DX NetOps Spectrum to analyze, correlate, and proactively resolve the network issues and display
the data in DX Operational Intelligence. DX NetOps Spectrum integrates with DX Operational Intelligence using
Spectrum Data Publisher. The Spectrum Data Publisher is a utility/service in DX NetOps Spectrum that collects the
following data and publishes this data to DX Operational Intelligence.

This release supports sending Topology inventory and its relations from DX NetOps Spectrum to Topology
Analytics Service (TAS) using DX NetOps Spectrum Data Publisher (Spub).

• SpectrumDataPublisher synchronizes DX NetOps Spectrum inventory to the TAS database used by DX
Operational Intelligence.

• SpectrumDataPublisher pushes all the DX NetOps Spectrum devices and their relations among the adjacent
devices to the TAS database.

• SpectrumDataPublisher converts DX NetOps Spectrum devices into vertices, and devices relations to Edges
before sending them to TAS.

The following data is synchronized from DX NetOps Spectrum to DX Operational Intelligence:

• Alarms

Important:  Reconciliation does not happen when Elastic has a large number of alarms. There is a limitation of
10000 alarms in DX Operational Intelligence.

• Network Configuration Manager- Change events (Disabled by default, enable if required)
• Topology

Attention:  The following data are not supported from 10.4.2 (20.2) release as the related data is pushed as
part of Topology (TAS Integration):

• Inventory
• Groups (Global Collection and Container)
• VNAInventory (Disabled by default, enable if required)
• Metrics: Device count and Device availability (based on Model Type and Group)

The following diagram describes the data flow from DX NetOps Spectrum to DX Operational Intelligence using the
Spectrum Data Publisher.

Figure 4: NetOps Spectrum Dataflow

With this integration, IT operators can do the following:
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• Know the trends of device availability by groups. The groups can be created for different criteria using global
collections.

• View the alarm information that is presented using multiple filters and is available out of the box or with custom
filters.

• Use custom attributes to customize the out of the box dashboards.
• Drill down through the dashboards to view detailed information.

Prerequisites for Integration
Before you integrate DX NetOps Spectrum with DX Operational Intelligence, DX NetOps Spectrum instance and
Spectrum Data Publisher is required:

• DX Operational Intelligence must be installed.
• DX NetOps Spectrum must be installed. For more information, see Installing and Upgrading of Spectrum. You

can also download the Spectrum installer from the Broadcom Support page using the following steps:

1. In the Support page, select Enterprise Software, Product Downloads.
2. Search for Spectrum product using the Search option.
3. Download the latest Spectrum version

• Supported Version:  DX NetOps Spectrum 10.4.2 (20.2)
• DX NetOps Spectrum Data Publisher. For more information, see DX NetOps Spectrum Data Publisher.

• Supported Version: Version should be the same as the version of DX NetOps Spectrum.

Note:

For more information, see Compatibility Matrix.

Installing the Spectrum Data Publisher
To synchronize data from DX NetOps Spectrum to DX Operational Intelligence, configure the Spectrum Data
Publisher. The Spectrum OneClick page allows you to download and install the SpectrumDataPublisher JAR
file. Make sure that the Spectrum Data Publisher version is same as the version of DX NetOps Spectrum.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the OneClick WebApp.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/spectrum/10-4-2/installing-and-upgrading.html
http://casupport.broadcom.com/
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/spectrum/10-4-1/integrating/ca-spectrum-and-analytics/integrate-ca-spectrum-with-ca-digital-operational-intelligence-using-spectrum-data-publisher.html
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2. Navigate to the OneClick Administration

page.
3. Select the Analytics Configuration option from the panel on the left.
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The Analytics Configuration page opens in a separate window.
4. Under the DX NetOps Spectrum Data Publisher section, select the SpectrumDataPublisher JAR file link to

download the installer.

The SpectrumDataPublisher.jar file is downloaded to the Downloads folder on your computer.
5. Launch the installer (SpectrumDataPublisher.jar), perform one of the following steps:

• In Windows, Double-click on the JAR file to open the install wizard and enter the Install Directory. By
default, the path is:

C:\win32app\

The DX NetOps Spectrum Data Publisher Install wizard opens.
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• In Linux, perform one of the following tasks to start the installation:

• Execute the following command for silent installation:

java -jar SpectrumDataPublisher.jar -i silent -DUSER_INSTALL_DIR="<install directory>"

For example:

java -jar SpectrumDataPublisher.jar -i silent -DUSER_INSTALL_DIR="/opt"

• Execute the following command to export DISPLAY to a Windows Server and start GUI based installation:
Export DISPLAY=<machine-name>:0 and then run the following command:

java -jar SpectrumDataPublisher.jar

6. Select Next.
7. Select Install for the DX NetOps Spectrum Data Publisher to be installed.
8. Select Done to close the Install wizard.

After the installation is complete, the SpectrumDataPublisher folder is created in the install folder location.

Obtaining Tenant ID, OI Nginx Endpoint, OI Token for Alarm Reconcile, TAS URL and OI URL
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Before you proceed to the configuration, ensure that you have the following information required in order to
configure the \SpectrumDataPublisher\config\ConnectorConfig.xml covered in the next section:

DestinationDefaultTenant

You need to get the Tenants IDs from:

http://es.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/ao_tenants_1_1/_search?pretty

Note:  If you have more than 10 tenants, then you must add a size filter to your elastic search request in order to
see the Tenant ID. For example, http://<elasticsearch-endpoint/route>/ao_tenants_1_1/_search?size=200&pretty.
Please note that the size value can be increased as per your requirement. For more information on the default
settings in elastic, see Elastic Search.

Example Tenant ID, E9DED389-06D3-42BC-B0F5-A3E611373ABC

DestinationUrl

You need to get the OI Nginx Endpoint by using the following steps:

1. If you are using OI in Openshift, use the following command:

oc get routes -n<NameSpace>| egrep nginx

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/current/paginate-search-results.html
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2. If you are using OI in Kubernetes, use the following command:

kubectl get ingress -n<NameSpace> | grep nginx

AlarmReconcileConfiguration Bearer Token

You need to get the DX OI bearer token that is used in the AlarmReconcileConfiguration from the browser.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the DXI Portal, <apmservices-gateway_endpoint>/dxiportal.
2. You can obtain the endpoint as follows:

1.1 If you are using OI in Openshift, use the following command:

oc get routes -n<NameSpace>| egrep apmservices-gateway 

2.1 If you are using OI in Kubernetes, use the following command:

kubectl get ingress -n<NameSpace> | grep apmservices-gateway 

For example. http://apmservices-gateway.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/dxiportal or http://apmservices-
gateway.10.109.32.162.nip.io/dxiportal

AlarmReconcileConfiguration DX Operational Intelligence URL

You need to get the Alarm Reconcile Configuration OI URL by using the following steps:

1. If you are using OI in Openshift, use the following command:

oc get routes -n<NameSpace>| egrep dxi-adminui

2. If you are using OI in Kubernetes, use the following command:

kubectl get ingress -n<NameSpace> | grep  dxi-adminui

TAS Configuration and TAS URL

TAS is an inventory and topology store which stores inventory information such as the data of the objects, database
instances discovered in the organization, or hosts, and so on. TAS also stores the topology information of the
inventory (relationship between the inventory items).

You need to get the TAS Configuration and TAS URL by using the following steps:

1. If you are using OI in Openshift, use the following command:

oc get routes -n<NameSpace>| egrep apmservices-gateway

http://apmservices-gateway.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/dxiportal
http://apmservices-gateway.10.109.32.162.nip.io/dxiportal
http://apmservices-gateway.10.109.32.162.nip.io/dxiportal
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2. If you are using OI in Kubernetes, use the following command:

kubectl get ingress -n<NameSpace> | grep apmservices-gateway

Configuring the Spectrum Data Publisher
Configure the Spectrum Data Publisher to synchronize data from DX NetOps Spectrum to DX Operational
Intelligence. For more information, see Configure Spectrum Data Publisher. You can refer the following steps:

1. Navigate to the DX NetOps Spectrum Data Publisher install location.

2. Open the config folder.
3. Open the ConnectorConfig.xml file, and configure the following:

1.1 Enter the DX Netops Spectrum OneClick host server details in the <SpectrumConfiguration> section.
For example:

<SpectrumConfiguration>
    <OneClickServerUrl>http://ibntest005163.bpc.broadcom.net:80/
    </OneClickServerUrl> 
        <!-- give OneClickServerUrl. 
        example: http://spectrum-w2k8-123.net:8080/ -->
        <FullSyncReadTimeoutInMin>15</FullSyncReadTimeoutInMin>
        <IncrementalReadTimeoutInMin>5</IncrementalReadTimeoutInMin>
        <ConfigFile>SpectrumConfig.xml</ConfigFile>
    </SpectrumConfiguration>

If you want to use the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol to encrypt communications between OneClick
and the Spectrum Data Publisher, you must import the SSL (https) Certificate of CA Spectrum into
Spectrum Data Publisher.

2.1 Configure the below properties under DestinationConfiguration based on the values obtained in the
previous section:
For example:

DestinationDefaultTenant" = <TenantID> 

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/spectrum/10-4-1/integrating/ca-spectrum-and-analytics/integrate-ca-spectrum-with-ca-digital-operational-intelligence-using-spectrum-data-publisher.html#concept.dita_01d23b21ebdeb3555223a11e764ef8c41f86b5f7_ConfiguringtheSpectrumDataPublisher
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"DestinationUrl" = <OI nginx endpoint>
Under AlarmReconcileConfiguration
- Set <Enable></Enable> parameter to true to clear the stale alarms.
- "OIUrl" <dxi-adminui end-point> 
- "BearerToken" = AlarmReconcileConfiguration Bearer Token. 
See Get DX OI Bearer Token Used in Alarm Reconcile Configuration to get the DX OI bearer
 token
 

Note:

• Set the <Enable></Enable> parameter to true to clear the stale alarms.
• Use the AlarmReconcileConfiguration parameter to clear the stale alarms from the DX OI. Provide the

DX OI URL and the bearer token. See Get DX OI Bearer Token Used in Alarm Reconcile Configuration
to get the DX OI bearer token.

If you want to use the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol to encrypt communications between Jarvis and
the SpectrumDataPublisher, you must import SSL (https) Certificate CA Jarvis into SpectrumDataPublisher.

3.1 Configure the below properties under TasConfiguration based on the values obtain in previous section

- Set <EnableIntegration>true</EnableIntegration>- TasUrl= <apmservices-gateway endpoint>

Note:

• Enter the TasUrl value and set the EnableIntegration to true to sync the data.
• If you want to use the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol to encrypt communications between TAS

and the SpectrumDataPublisher, you must import SSL (https) Certificate to TAS endpoint.

Here is an example of the complete configuration details:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<ConnectorConfiguration>
    <!-- DX Spectrum OneClick Server Configuration -->
    <SpectrumConfiguration>
        <OneClickServerUrl>http://ibntest005163.bpc.broadcom.net:80/</OneClickServerUrl> 
        <!-- give OneClickServerUrl. example: http://spectrum-w2k8-123.net:8080/ -->
        <FullSyncReadTimeoutInMin>15</FullSyncReadTimeoutInMin>
        <IncrementalReadTimeoutInMin>5</IncrementalReadTimeoutInMin>
        <ConfigFile>SpectrumConfig.xml</ConfigFile>
    </SpectrumConfiguration>

    <Destinations>
        <!-- For CA Digital Operational Intelligence details -->
        <DestinationConfiguration>
            <DestinationType>DOI</DestinationType>
            <DestinationDefaultTenant>E9DED389-06D3-42BC-B0F5-A3E611373CFD</
DestinationDefaultTenant>
            <DestinationUrl>http://doi-nginx.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net</DestinationUrl> 
            <!-- give OI nginx endpoint. (e.g "http://nginix-oi123.net:80") -->
            <DestinationEntitiesPerPayload>200</DestinationEntitiesPerPayload>
            <ProxyHostForDestination></ProxyHostForDestination>
            <ProxyPortForDestination></ProxyPortForDestination>
            <ConfigFile>DOIConfig.xml</ConfigFile>
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            <Alarms>true</Alarms>
            <Ncm>false</Ncm>
            <AlarmReconcileConfiguration> 
            <!-- Clears the stale alarms in DOI during service startup. -->
                <Enable>true</Enable>
                <OIUrl>http://adminui.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net</OIUrl> 
                <!-- give OI host url. example:  https://doi.dxi-na1.saas.broadcom.com -->
                <BearerToken>
               
 eyJ0a24iOiJkOWQ4NDhiNS1hOTU5LTQ3NGEtYjY3OC1hYjU4MDEwMTM4NTkiLCJhbGwiOnRydWV9
                </BearerToken>
           </AlarmReconcileConfiguration>
        </DestinationConfiguration>
    </Destinations>

    <TasConfiguration>
        <EnableIntegration>true</EnableIntegration>
        <TasUrl>http://apmservices-gateway.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net</TasUrl> 
        <!-- give TAS host url. example: http://ngtas.doi-123.net:8080/ -->
        <EnableIncrementalSync>true</EnableIncrementalSync>
        <FullSyncInterval>720</FullSyncInterval> <!-- value in hours -->
        <IncrementalSyncInterval>30</IncrementalSyncInterval> <!-- value in minutes -->
        <FailedPayloadRetry>3</FailedPayloadRetry> 
        <!-- default is 3 times, Set max up to 10 times -->
        <RetryTimeout>10</RetryTimeout> 
        <!-- value in Seconds, each retry will wait for 10 seconds by default, Set max up to 60 seconds -->
        <StorePath>tas/graph/storeAsync</StorePath>
    </TasConfiguration>

    <HttpReadTimeOut>60</HttpReadTimeOut> <!-- value in minutes -->

    <!-- Alarm periodic sync interval value in seconds Configure a value 
        between 30 and 3600 -->
    <AlarmConfiguration>
        <Periodic_Alarm_Sync_Interval>30</Periodic_Alarm_Sync_Interval>
        <Maintenance_Alarm_Sync_Enable>No</Maintenance_Alarm_Sync_Enable>
    </AlarmConfiguration>
    <!-- NCM periodic sync interval value in seconds Configure a value between 
        60 and 3600 -->
    <NCMConfiguration>
        <Periodic_NCM_Sync_Interval>300</Periodic_NCM_Sync_Interval>
    </NCMConfiguration>
</ConnectorConfiguration>

After the configuration is complete, start the SpectrumDataPublisher service.

Start the SpectrumDataPublisher Service
To start the SpectrumDataPublisher service, follow these steps:

1. Perform one of the following step to start the SpectrumDataPublisher service:

• In Windows, from the command line, run the run.bat start command.
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• In Unix, from the console, run the run.sh start command.
2. When you run the 'run.bat start' or 'run.sh' for the first time, it asks to create a log in password for

SpectrumDataPublisher.

Note:  You need this login password for next time when you run 'run.sh' or 'run.bat start' commands.

3. After creating the login password for SpectrumDataPublisher, it asks for the following login details that must be
encrypted/decrypted with the password.

1.1 Enter OneClick username: DX Netops Spectrum username
2.1 Enter OneClick password: DX Netops Spectrum user password
3.1 Enter TAS Bearer Token: TAS bearer token, which is Tenant Token. For more information, see Tenant

Token.

1. 1.1 For example,
eyJ0a24iOiJkOWQ4NDhiNS1hOTU5LTQ3NGEtYjY5OC1hYjU4MDEwMTM4NTkiLCJhbGwiOnRydWV8

4.1 Enter username for destination proxy -- if applicable: Enter a proxy server user name
5.1 Enter password for destination proxy -- if applicable: Enter the password of the proxy server

The SpectrumDataPublisher service starts.

SpectrumDataPublisher Validation at Service Start

1. The SpectrumDataPublisher validates the user inputs and all the connections at the service startup using the
following criteria before starting the service:

2. <SpectrumConfiguration> URL is empty.
3. Both the Jarvis URL is empty and TAS integration is disabled, either of one is required to send the data.
4. It runs the test connection validations to all given URLs, and checks for the following errors:

• SSL Error - This error comes when https configured, and certificates not imported.
• HTTP 401 - if the authentication fails.
• HTTP 407 - if proxy details are incorrect.
• UnknownHost exception - if the provided URL is not valid.

You can check the SpectrumDataPublisher.log for the exact error description.

Post-installation

• To avoid manual restart of the SpectrumDataPublisher service, change the 'Startup Type' from 'Manual' to
'Automatic'in Windows Services.
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Stop the SpectrumDataPublisher service

If you want to stop the SpectrumDataPublisher-service, run the following command
Windows: run.bat stop (Windows)
Linux: run.sh stop (Linux)

Restart the SpectrumDataPublisher service

If you want to restart the SpectrumDataPublisher-service, run the following command:
Windows: run.bat restart (Windows)
Linux: run.sh restart (Linux)

Note:  On Windows machines, the SpectrumDataPublisher-service can be stopped and restarted through the
Windows Services Console.

Import SSL (https) Certificate into SpectrumDataPublisher

If you want to use the encrypted communication (https protocol) between DX NetOps Spectrum DataPublisher and
integrated products (DX NetOps Spectrum and CA Jarvis server), you must import the SSL/https certificate from
the respective products into the SpectrumDataPublisher.

Follow these steps to import the certificate:

1. Ensure that the 'https' certificate is exported and copied to the server where the SpectrumDataPublisher is
installed. For export instructions, refer to the notes provided at the end of this section.

2. Perform one of the following steps to download the CA Jarvis Server SSL/HTTPS certificate:

• Run the following command:

openssl s_client -connect Jarvis_Hostname:443  < /dev/null | sed -ne '/-BEGIN CERTIFICATE-/,/-
END CERTIFICATE-/p' > jarvisServer.cer
openssl s_client -connect TAS_Endpoint:443  < /dev/null | sed -ne '/-BEGIN CERTIFICATE-/,/-
END CERTIFICATE-/p' > tas.cer

OR
• Access the Jarvis URL using HTTPS in a browser and save the certificate from site information.

3. Run the following command to import the certificate into the Keystore of SpectrumDataPublisher.

keytool -importcert -alias <certificate_alias> -file /<PATH>/<FILENAME.cer> -keystore /<PATH>

For example:

keytool -importcert -alias tomcatssl -file /SpectrumDataPublisher/OCServer.cer -keystore /
SpectrumDataPublisher/Security/cacerts  
keytool -importcert -alias jarvisssl -file /SpectrumDataPublisher/jarvisServer.cer -keystore /
SpectrumDataPublisher/Security/cacerts
keytool -importcert -alias tas -file /SpectrumDataPublisher/tas.cer -keystore /SpectrumDataPublisher/
Security/cacerts

Note:  Ignore the warning about migrating to PKCS12 format.
4. When prompts, provide the Keystore 'changeit' as a password.
5. After the certificate is imported, stop the SpectrumDataPublisher service.
6. Make sure the hostname, port and protocol details are proper in the /SpectrumDataPublisher/config/

ConnectorConfig.xml
7. Start the SpectrumDataPublisher service.
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Note:  To export the ssl/https certificate of CA Spectrum, run the following command from CA Spectrum
Oneclick server:

keytool -export -keystore /usr/<PATH> -alias <certificate_alias> -file <FILENAME.cer>

For example:
keytool -export -keystore /usr/Spectrum/custom/keystore/cacerts -alias tomcatssl -file OCServer.cer

Disable SSL Certificate Validation
You can disable the verification to check the validity of certificates. You can disable SSL Certificate Validation in the
following scenarios:

• When you do not have the SSL certificates.
• When you get an SSL exception, even after you import the SSL certificates.

Add the following tags in the ConnectorConfig.xml file:

<DisableSSLHostnameVerifier>true</DisableSSLHostnameVerifier>
<TrustAllX509Certificates>true</TrustAllX509Certificates>

Reset the Login Details of SpectrumDataPublisher service

In case you forgot the login password for the SpectrumDataPublisher service, you can reset the same by using the
following commands. Note that, when you reset the login details, the stored configuration details are deleted and
you should provide the details again in the ConnectorConfig.xml file.
Windows: run.bat reset (Windows)
Linux: run.sh reset (Linux)

Logging Configuration for SpectrumDataPublisher

You can find the following log files in the SpectrumDataPublisher/logs/ folder:

• The SpectrumDataPublisher.log shows the information and error messages of all the syncs.
• The topology.log shows the inventory data sent from DX NetOps Spectrum to TAS.
• The alarm.log shows the alarm data sent from DX NetOps Spectrum to Jarvis..
• The ncm.log shows the NCM data sent from DX NetOps Spectrum to Jarvis.

Note the following points about the logs:

• To set the SpectrumDataPublisher.log level change the value of rootLogger.level to info, debug,
error, or fatal in the log4j2.properties file.

• Set the logger.topoLogger.level parameter to trace in log4j2.properties to log the topology data.
logger.topoLogger.level=trace

• Set the logger.alarmLogger.level parameter to trace in log4j2.properties to log the alarm data.
logger.alarmLogger.level=trace

• Set the logger.ncmLogger.level parameter to trace in log4j2.properties to log the NCM data.
logger.ncmLogger.level=trace

• The maximum size of the log file is 100 MB. When the file reaches the maximum size, a backup file is created.
The name of the backup file is SpectrumDataPublisher.log prefixed with a timestamp. The normal logging is
continued in the SpectrumDataPublisher.log file.

Get DX Operational Intelligence Bearer Token Used in Alarm Reconcile Configuration

You need DX Operational Intelligence bearer token when you configure the SpectrumDataPublisher. Note this
bearer token for future use.

Note:  The token expires periodically, hence you must fetch the token afresh while starting the service.

Follow these steps:

1. Refresh the DX OI page after login.
2. Press CTRL+SHIFT+R on the keyboard.
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3. Navigate to the Network.
4. Refresh the page again.
5. Click on any API in the Network tab.
6. Scroll down, you can see the authorization: Bearer.

For detailed information about DX NetOps Spectrum integration with DX Operational Intelligence, see Integrate DX
NetOps Spectrum with DX Operational Intelligence using Spectrum Data Publisher.

The integration is successful once the Spectrum data gets populated in DX Operational Intelligence.

 Southbound Gateway
You configure southbound gateways for sending alarm actions updates to the source products.
This release supports the following source products:
doi13
HID_Integration_Gateway
You configure southbound gateways for sending alarm actions updates to DX NetOps Spectrum.

Warning:

• Southbound Gateway supports one instance of DX NetOps Spectrum.
• Sending alarm action updates to custom products is not supported.

To manage southbound gateways, follow these steps:

1. From the DX Operational Intelligence navigation panel, click the (gear) icon.
The Settings page appears.

2. Click Southbound Gateway.
The Southbound Gateway page appears.

Configure a Southbound Gateway
You can configure the southbound gateway for a new source product with DX Operational Intelligence.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Southbound Gateway page.
2. Based on your requirement, click Spectrum.

The Edit Southbound Gateway page appears.

1.1 Spectrum Configuration:

1. 1.1 Name, Product Name, and Authentication Type values are pre-populated. You cannot edit
these fields.

2. 1.1 URL: Enter the Spectrum OneClick URL to send ticket actions from DX Operational Intelligence
to Spectrum.
For example, http://<SpectrumOneClick_Hostname>/<Port>/spectrum

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/spectrum/10-4-2/integrating/ca-spectrum-and-analytics/integrate-ca-spectrum-with-ca-digital-operational-intelligence-using-spectrum-data-publisher.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/spectrum/10-4-2/integrating/ca-spectrum-and-analytics/integrate-ca-spectrum-with-ca-digital-operational-intelligence-using-spectrum-data-publisher.html
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3. 1.1 Enter the username and password of Spectrum OneClick.
4. 1.1 Map  Attributes: Specify the custom attribute value for ticket synchronization. By default, the

following attributes are mapped:

• Trouble Shooter
• Ticket ID
• Acknowledged
• Clear

3. Click Save
4. Click Done.

The southbound gateway is configured for Spectrum.

 Integrate DX Application Performance Management 10.7
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Integrate DX Application Performance Management (DX APM) to analyze and correlate data and display the data
in DX Operational Intelligence. The integration provides an end-to-end unified view of applications and services. DX
APM integrates with DX Operational Intelligence using Operational Intelligence (OI) plugin. This plugin sends the
following data to DX Operational Intelligence:

• Metrics
• Alerts
• Inventory

The following diagram describes the data flow from DX APM to DX Operational Intelligence using the Operational
Intelligence (OI) plugin.

Figure 5: DX APM Data flow

With this integration, your enterprise gains the following benefits:

• Out-of-the-box dashboards that are based on the collected DX APM metrics
• Correlates anomalies and alerts of DX APM metrics and view logical clusters of APM alarms providing better

insights for the ingested DX APM data.
• View green highways for DX APM metrics using DX Operational Intelligence Data Science Platform (DSP).
• Determine the root cause for the correlated alarms that are ingested from DX APM.

Prerequisites for Integration
Before you integrate DX Application Performance Management (DX APM) with DX Operational Intelligence (DX
OI), DX APM instance and the following probe and connector is required:

• DX APM must be installed. For more information, see the DX Application Performance Management.

• Supported Version: 10.7 HF 64
• Operational Intelligence Plugin for sending inventory, alarms, and metrics.

Integrate DX APM with DX Operational Intelligence
Using this integration, you can import DX APM alarms, inventory, metrics to DX Operational Intelligence. You can
integrate DX APM with DX Operational Intelligence in cluster mode and in the standalone mode.

Configure APM Enterprise Manager (EM)
You need to update the Update APM EM properties file as displayed:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/application-performance-management/10-7.html
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1. Obtain the Tenant ID:

• You can get the Tenant ID by querying http://<elasticsearch-endpoint/route>/ao_tenants_1_1/_search?pretty
then locate the Tenant ID.

• For example, http://es.munq001500.bpc.broadcom.net/ao_tenants_1_1/_search?size=200&pretty

Important:  If you have more than 10 tenants, then you must add a size filter to your elastic search request
in order to see the Tenant ID. For example, http://<elasticsearch-endpoint/route>/ao_tenants_1_1/_search?
size=200&pretty. Please note that the size value can be increased as per your requirement. For more
information on the default settings in elastic, see Elastic Search.

• apm.doi.tenantId=<Tenant_ID>.

For example, E9DED389-06D3-42BC-B0F5-A3E61137
2. Obatin Jarvis (doi-nginx route) endpoints:

• The Onboarding URL is the Jarvis (doi-nginx route) endpoint.

You can get the Jarvis (doi-nginx route) endpoint by using the following steps:

1.1 If you are using OI in Openshift, use the following command:

oc get routes | grep jarvis

http://es.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/ao_tenants_1_1/_search?pretty
https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/current/paginate-search-results.html
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2.1 If you are using OI in Kubernetes, use the following command:

kubectl get ingress -ndxi | grep jarvis

3.1 apm.doi.jarvis.onboarding.url=https://<jarvis hostname>:<port>/onboarding

For example, http://apis.munq01500.bpc.broadcom.net/onboarding
• The Ingestion URL is the Jarvis (doi-nginx  route) endpoint.

You can obtain the Jarvis endpoint by using the following steps:

1.1 If you are using OI in Openshift, use the following command:

oc get routes -ndxi| egrep nginx

2.1 If you are using OI in Kubernetes, use the following command:

kubectl get ingress -ndxi | grep nginx

3.1 apm.doi.jarvis.ingestion.url=https://<jarvis hostname>:<port>/ingestion

For example, http://doi-nginx.munq001500.bpc.broadcom.net/ingestion
3. NASS Configuration

You need to obtain Metadata base URL, and the NASS base URL which is the apmserices-gateway endpoint.

1.1 Using Openshift console

1. 1.1 If you are using OI in Openshift, use the following command:

oc get routes -ndxi| egrep apmservices-gateway 

2. 1.1 If you are using OI in Kubernetes, use the following command:

kubectl get ingress -ndxi | grep apmservices-gateway 

For example, apmservices-gateway.munq001500.bpc.broadcom.net
2.1 You need to obtain the Tenant token, which is introscope.enterprisemanager.doi.metric.token.

You can obtain it in two ways:

1. 1.1 Log in as Master Admin.

1. 1.1.1.1 Navigate to Tenant Services.
2. 1.1.1.1 Select a Tenant
3. 1.1.1.1 Click button and click Create Tenant Token.

http://apis.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/onboarding
http://apis.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/onboarding
http://doi-nginx.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/ingestion
http://doi-nginx.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/ingestion
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2. 1.1 Generate Tenant token. For more information, see Tenant Token.

Note:  If you have access to DX APM, you can use this step.
3.1 Configure the following required information:

• introscope.enterprisemanager.doi.enabled=true
• introscope.enterprisemanager.doi.alert.enabled=true
• introscope.enterprisemanager.doi.inventory.enabled=true

4.1 Webview URL:

• introscope.enterprisemanager.webview.url=http://<<WebViewHost>>:<<Port>>

• For example, introscope.enterprisemanager.webview.url=http://
ibntest001500.bpc.broadcom.net:8080

5.1 Generate the Public API token from DX APM:

• Generate Public API token. For more information, see Public API token.
• introscope.enterprisemanager.doi.inventory.token=f3d31a2f-fa2a-4789-98ac-c3b026b25123

Configure the Cluster

To enable the integration, you must configure the Manager of Managers (MOM) and Collector in
the cluster. You can configure the Digital Operational Intelligence Plugin in DX APM by updating
IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.properties file in MOM and Collector respectively.

1. Configure the MOM using the following steps:

1.1 apm.doi.tenantId=<Tenant_ID>

For example, E9DED389-06D3-42BC-B0F5-A3E611373
2.1 Define the following properties to send metric data to NASS and Metadata plugins:

1. 1.1 Configure properties common to NASS and Metadata plugins:

1. 1.1.1.1 apm.doi.jarvis.onboarding.url=https://<jarvis hostname>:<port>/onboarding

For example, http://apis.munq01500.bpc.broadcom.net/onboarding
2. 1.1.1.1 apm.doi.jarvis.ingestion.url=https://<jarvis hostname>:<port>/ingestion

For example, http://doi-nginx.munq001500.bpc.broadcom.net/ingestion
2. 1.1 Configure the following property to send the Metadata data to Jarvis:

1. 1.1.1.1 introscope.enterprisemanager.doi.metric.metadata.enabled=true

Note:
When you define these properties in MOM, all the associated Collectors also
receive the values.

Common-Integration-Tasks.dita
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-apm-saas/SaaS/configure-your-monitoring-environment/Generate-Security-Token.html
http://apis.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/onboarding
http://apis.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/onboarding
http://doi-nginx.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/ingestion
http://doi-nginx.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/ingestion
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2. 1.1.1.1 introscope.enterprisemanager.doi.metric.connector.type=nass
3. 1.1.1.1 introscope.enterprisemanager.doi.enabled=true

3.1 Define the following property to enable the Alerts plugin:

1. 1.1 introscope.enterprisemanager.doi.alert.enabled=true
4.1 Define the following property to enable the Inventory plugin:

1. 1.1 introscope.enterprisemanager.doi.inventory.enabled=true
2. 1.1 introscope.enterprisemanager.doi.inventory.token=<<Security Token>>

For example, f3d31a2f-fa2a-4789-98ac-c3b026b25123

For more information on generating the security token, see Generate Token.
2. Configure the Collector:

1.1 apm.doi.tenantId=<Tenant_ID>

For example, E9DED389-06D3-42BC-B0F5-A3E611373ABC
2.1 apm.doi.jarvis.onboarding.url=https://<jarvis hostname>:<port>/onboarding

For example, http://apis.munq01500.bpc.broadcom.net/onboarding
3.1 apm.doi.jarvis.ingestion.url=https://<jarvis hostname>:<port>/ingestion

For example, http://doi-nginx.munq001500.bpc.broadcom.net/ingestion
4.1 introscope.enterprisemanager.doi.enabled=true
5.1 introscope.enterprisemanager.doi.metric.connector.type=nass

3. Restart MOM and Collector.

Configure the Standalone

To enable the integration in the standalone Enterprise Manager (EM), you must edit the
IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.properties file in the Standalone EM.

1. Configure the MOM using the following steps:

1.1 apm.doi.tenantId=<Tenant_ID>

For example, E9DED389-06D3-42BC-B0F5-A3E611373ABC
2.1 Define the following properties to send metric data to NASS and Metadata plugins:

1. 1.1 Configure properties common to NASS and Metadata plugins:

1. 1.1.1.1 apm.doi.jarvis.onboarding.url=https://<jarvis hostname>:<port>/onboarding

For example, http://apis.munq01500.bpc.broadcom.net/onboarding
2. 1.1.1.1 apm.doi.jarvis.ingestion.url=https://<jarvis hostname>:<port>/ingestion

For example, http://doi-nginx.munq001500.bpc.broadcom.net/ingestion
2. 1.1 Configure the following property to send the Metadata data to Jarvis:

1. 1.1.1.1 introscope.enterprisemanager.doi.metric.metadata.enabled=true

Note:
When you define these properties in MOM, all the associated Collectors also
receive the values.

2. 1.1.1.1 introscope.enterprisemanager.doi.metric.connector.type=nass
3. 1.1.1.1 introscope.enterprisemanager.doi.enabled=true

3.1 Define the following property to enable the Alerts plugin:

1. 1.1 introscope.enterprisemanager.doi.alert.enabled=true
4.1 Define the following property to enable the Inventory plugin:

1. 1.1 introscope.enterprisemanager.doi.inventory.enabled=true
2. 1.1 introscope.enterprisemanager.doi.inventory.token=<<Tenant Token>>

For example, For example, f3d31a2f-fa2a-4789-98ac-c3b026b25123

For more information on generating token, see Generate Tenant Token.
2. Configure the Collector:

1.1 apm.doi.tenantId=<Tenant_ID>

For example, E9DED389-06D3-42BC-B0F5-A3E611373ABC

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-apm-saas/SaaS/configure-your-monitoring-environment/Generate-Security-Token.html
http://apis.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/onboarding
http://apis.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/onboarding
http://doi-nginx.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/ingestion
http://doi-nginx.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/ingestion
http://apis.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/onboarding
http://apis.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/onboarding
http://doi-nginx.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/ingestion
http://doi-nginx.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/ingestion
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2.1 apm.doi.jarvis.onboarding.url=https://<jarvis hostname>:<port>/onboarding

For example, http://apis.munq01500.bpc.broadcom.net/onboarding
3.1 apm.doi.jarvis.ingestion.url=https://<jarvis hostname>:<port>/ingestion

For example, http://doi-nginx.munq001500.bpc.broadcom.net/ingestion
4.1 introscope.enterprisemanager.doi.enabled=true
5.1 introscope.enterprisemanager.doi.metric.connector.type=nass

3. Restart MOM and Collector.

Configure the Generic Connector
Now, you need to configure the Generic Connector. You can download the generic connector from
genericapiconnector.zip

Follow these steps:

• Configure <genericapiconnector.zip>\data\config.yml

1. Download and save the genericapiconnector.zip file.
2. Configure properties in the config.yml file
3. ngTasUrl: http://apmservices-gateway.munq001500.bpc.broadcom.net

You can obtain this value by using the following steps:

1.1 If you are using OI in Openshift, use the following command:

oc get routes | grep apmservices-gateway

2.1 If you are using OI in Kubernetes, use the following command:

kubectl get ingress -ndxi | grep apmservices-gateway

4. ngTasMasterToken:

For example:

eyJ0eXAiOiJKV1QiLCJhbGciOiJFUzI1NiJ9.eyJleHAiOjkyMjMzNzIwMzY4NTQ3NzUsImludCI6dHJ1ZSwidGlkIjoxMjoiZGI0ZjRmZTItYmJlNC00Y2FlLWI2YWQtYzY1Yjg4NTI

You can obtain it in two ways:

1.1 Log in as Master Admin.

1. 1.1 Navigate to Tenant Services.
2. 1.1 Select a Tenant
3. 1.1 Click button and click Create Tenant Token.

http://apis.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/onboarding
http://apis.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/onboarding
http://doi-nginx.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/ingestion
http://doi-nginx.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/ingestion
https://ent.box.com/s/fhpx61jffceaspw1hnhcbn2kskrtdu8z
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2.1 Generate Tenant token. For more information, see Tenant Token.

Note:  If you have access to DX APM, you can use this step.
• Configure <genericapiconnector,zip>\data\genericapiconnector.yml

The file includes multiple profiles sections, you need to configure only the APM Topology, and you u can remove
the rest of the sections such as SCOM Alarms, Nagios Logs, Nagios Service Status Metrics, etc.

1. Configure the mandatory properties:

• ProfileName: APM Topology

• Make sure the value matches the profile name at the beginning of the profile section. For
example, APM Topology

• SourceUrl: http(s)://<APM_HOSTNAME>:<APM_WEBSERVER_PORT>/apm/appmap/graph

1.1 You can obtain the APM REST API URl from EM-HOME/config/Webview properties file, locate the
property introscope.webview.enterprisemanager.rest.base.

2.1 Copy the value from webview property, and add /graph.

For example, SourceUrl: http://ibntest003751.bpc.broadcom.net:8081/apm/appmap/graph
• Tenant ID: <DESTINATION_TENANT_ID>

• You can obtain this value from elastic: http://es.munqa001493.bpc.broadcom.net/ao_tenants_1_1/
_search?pretty

For example, E9DED389-06D3-42BC-B0F5-A3E611373ABC
• token: <APM_SECURITY_TOKEN>

• You need to obtain the Tenant token.For more information, see Tenant Token.
• PollingInterval: 1   (number of minutes to wait for the data to be displayed in the OI console).

Start Generic Connectors

After the configuration, you need to start the generic connector. Make sure that you have Java installed and use the
following command:

cd <generic-connector-home>
java -jar genericapiconnector-RELEASE.jar server data/config.yml

Note:  If you need to update the genericapiconnector.yml:

1. Stop the generic connector

Common-Integration-Tasks.dita
Common-Integration-Tasks.dita
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2. Update the file as required but make sure to reset lastVersion: null
3. Start the generic connector

Generate Alerts

You need to traverse to the APM Workstation and configure the generation of some alerts.

Proxy Support for OI Connector

To enable a proxy for the OI connector, you must configure the proxy settings in MOM (Manager of Managers),
Collector, and the Standalone systems. Broadcom supports configuration for Nginx and Squid proxy types. You
need to edit the updating IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.properties file in MOM, Collector, and Standalone system
respectively. For more information see, Proxy Support for OI Connector.

1. Configure properties for Nginx or Squid proxy types:

1.1 Define the following properties, based on the proxy type that you are defining:

1. 1.1 apm.oi.proxy.enable=true
2. 1.1 apm.oi.proxy.protocol=<http/https>
3. 1.1 apm.oi.proxy.host=<Proxy Host>
4. 1.1 apm.oi.proxy.port=<Proxy Port>
5. 1.1 apm.oi.proxy.user=<Proxy userName>

Do not define this value if authentication is not available for the proxy.
6. 1.1 apm.oi.proxy.password=<Proxy Password>

Do not define this value if authentication is not available for the proxy.

Note:  Defining any property except the apm.oi.proxy.enable property, require an EM restart.
7. 1.1 Additional configuration for Nginx proxy

1. 1.1.1.1 When Base Authentication is disabled, configure the following properties:

• Navigate to the <nginx_home>/nginx.conf file and add the following
parameters:

• For OI plugin alerts and inventory data, define the following

location: location /ingestion { proxy_pass <<jarvis url>>; eg:
 proxy_pass http://jarvis.vemla01-infra1.dhcp.broadcom.net; }

• For Metrics data sent to Nass, configure the proxy_set_header and
proxy_pass location parameters:

location /nass/metricValue/store { proxy_pass <<apm service
 gateway url>>; eg: proxy_pass http://apmservices-gateway-
apm.app.10.17.185.61.nip.io; } location /metadata/registerMetric
 { proxy_pass <<apm service gateway url>>; eg: proxy_pass http://
apmservices-gateway-apm.app.10.17.185.61.nip.io; }

2. 1.1.1.1 When Base Authentication is enabled, configure the following properties:

• In the EnterpriseManager.properties file, define the value for
apm.oi.proxy.header.name=Authorization

• Navigate to the <nginx_home>/nginx.conf file and add the following
parameters:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/application-performance-management/10-7/integrating/Integrating-CA-APM-OnPrem-with-DX-Operational-Intelligence-SaaS---Hotfix-43.html#concept.dita_e60b6158-0eea-4cc8-9f2b-8d77de552305_ProxySupportforOIConnector
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• For OI plugin alerts and inventory data, define the following location

location /ingestion { proxy_pass <<jarvis url>>; eg: proxy_pass
 http://jarvis.vemla01-infra1.dhcp.broadcom.net; }

• For Metrics data sent to Nass, configure the proxy_set_header and
proxy_pass location parameters:

location /nass/metricValue/store { proxy_pass <<apm service
 gateway url>>; eg: proxy_pass http://apmservices-gateway-
apm.app.10.17.185.61.nip.io; proxy_set_header Authorization
 "Bearer <<Tenant Token>>"; } location /metadata/registerMetric
 { proxy_pass <<apm service gateway url>>; eg: proxy_pass
 http://apmservices-gateway-apm.app.10.17.185.61.nip.io;
 proxy_set_header Authorization "Bearer <<Tenant Token>>"; }

8. 1.1 Additional configuration for Squid proxy, when the Base Authentication is enabled:

• In the EnterpriseManager.properties file, define the value for
apm.oi.proxy.header.name=Proxy-Authorization

The integration is successful after you perform the above procedures.

 Integrate DX Application Performance Management 20.2
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Integrate DX Application Performance Management (DX APM) to analyze and correlate data and display the data
in DX Operational Intelligence. The integration provides an end-to-end unified view of applications and services. DX
APM integrates with DX Operational Intelligence using Operational Intelligence (OI) plugin. This plugin sends the
following data to DX Operational Intelligence:

• Metrics
• Alerts
• Inventory

The following diagram describes the data flow from DX APM to DX Operational Intelligence using the Operational
Intelligence (OI) plugin.

Figure 6: DX APM Data flow

With this integration, your enterprise gains the following benefits:

• Out-of-the-box dashboards that are based on the collected DX APM metrics
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• Correlates anomalies and alerts of DX APM metrics and view logical clusters of APM alarms providing better
insights for the ingested DX APM data.

• View green highways for DX APM metrics using DX Operational Intelligence Data Science Platform (DSP).
• Determine the root cause for the correlated alarms that are ingested from DX APM.

Prerequisites for Integration
Before you integrate DX Application Performance Management (DX APM) with DX Operational Intelligence (DX
OI), DX APM instance and the following probe and connector is required:

• DX APM must be installed. For more information, see the DX Application Performance Management.

• Supported Version: 20.2
• Operational Intelligence Plugin for sending inventory, alarms, and metrics.

To integrate DX Application Performance Management 20.2, see Enable or Configure the Capabilities Post
Installation.

 Integrate Third Party Products
If you are using third-party tools to monitor your IT environment, you can integrate that data
into . When you integrate third-party data, your enterprise gains the following benefits:
If you are using third-party tools to monitor your IT environment, you can integrate that data into DX Operational
Intelligence. When you integrate third-party data, your enterprise gains the following benefits:

• Your enterprise can view infrastructure data in one convenient location.
• You build a rich data lake that you can visualize and search.
• DX Operational Intelligence provides analytics on a broader source of data.

To integrate Third-party data, use Ingestion REST APIs to insert your data into CA Jarvis. Once inserted into CA
Jarvis, your data is available in Data Studio.

For instructions, see Ingestion APIs.

 Ingestion APIs
If you are using a third-party tool to monitor your IT environment, you can use the REST API to
insert your data into Jarvis. Once inserted into Jarvis, your data is available in the data lake.
doi13
You can integrate your third-party data into DX Operational Intelligence to view the infrastructure data of
your enterprise in one convenient location. If you are using a third-party tool to monitor your IT environment, you
can use the REST API to insert data into Jarvis. This inserted data is available in the data lake.

The ingestion APIs enable you to insert the following data: Metrics, Events, Alarms, Logs, Inventory, Groups. The
APIs only support JSON-formatted payloads. The fields in the JSON payload for each data type are predefined.
The product sending data must use the format that is described in this section. The API accepts an array of JSON
documents to be ingested in bulk. However, a single document within an array can also be sent.

This section provides the following information about the Ingestion APIs:

• Endpoints
• Data Formats

• Alarm Data
• Event Data
• Log Data
• Metric Store
• Topology Store

• Examples to Ingest Data Using CURL
• Troubleshooting

• Unable to View the API Data in the Data Studio

Endpoints

The following endpoints are currently available:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/application-performance-management/10-7.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/20-2/installing/Enable-the-Capabilities-Post-Installation.html#concept.dita_920b345d-5f88-4168-a171-955a77b99b7e_EnableCapabilities
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/20-2/installing/Enable-the-Capabilities-Post-Installation.html#concept.dita_920b345d-5f88-4168-a171-955a77b99b7e_EnableCapabilities
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Insert Data This endpoint inserts data into Jarvis.

URL http://<logcollector-host-or-route-to-port>/mdo/v2/
aoanalytics/ingestion/<metrics | events | alarms | logs |
inventory>/Note: The port number for Ingestion API is
6060. You can edit the port number.

HTTP Method POST

Permissions A valid OI tenant ID is required.

Response • 200 No Content - OK
• 404 Not Found

Sample Input

{    "tenant_id": "75DB0474-CDF6-9FCD-B79A-0A99FCAA444D",    "documents": [{
                   "timestamp": "2017-06-29T07:39:24.760+0530",                  
  "host": "test_hostname",                    "ip": "10.100.11.56",
                   "product": "test_product",                    "product_version":
"test_product_ver"                    "group": ["test_group_1", "test_group_2"],
                   "tags": ["test_tags_1", "test_tags_2"],                  
  "metric_unique_id": "123456789",                    "metric_name":
"test_metric_name",                    "metric_value": 0.98,                  
  "metric_unit": "Number",                    "metric_type": "test_metric_type",
                   "configuration_item": "test_configuration_item",
                   "configuration_item_type": "test_configuration_item_type"
                   "custom_1": "test_custom_1"                     "custom_num_1":
1    } ]}

Data Formats

Alarm Data

All alarms that are inserted through this endpoint are stored with the Jarvis document type itoa_alarms_custom.
The product field can be used to indicate the product or tool that sent the data. You can insert custom field data
using the predefined custom fields. Custom fields can be inserted through ten keyword type custom fields and two
double type custom_num fields.Note:

• To work with custom alarms in Service Analytics, ci_unique_id and configuration_item_type are mandatory.
• For Alarm to metric correlation, the values of the following fields should match in the alarm and metric payload:

metric_name, metric_type, host, and configuration_item.
• ci_unique_id in inventory and ci_unique_id in Alarm and Metric documents should be the same.
• configuration_item_typeis mandatory and the same value should be ingested in both the inventory and alarm/

metrics payloads.

Mandatory Fields for Alarms Endpoint:

If the mandatory fields are missing in the payload, the pay load is rejected and the error log is printed in nohup.out
of Log Parser. Each JSON document with alarm data must include the following fields:

• tenant_id
• timestamp
• alarm_unique_id
• severity
• configuration_item_type
• message

"timestamp": {"type": "date"},"host": {"type": "text"},"ip": {"type":
"ip"},"product": {"type": "keyword"},"product_version": {"type":
"keyword"},"group": {"type": "text","isArray": true,},"tags": {"type":
"text","isArray": true,},"alarm_unique_id": {"type": "keyword"},"severity":
{"type": "text"},"status": {"type": "text"},"message": {"type":
"keyword"}"metric_name": {"type": "text"},"metric_type": {"type":
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"keyword",},"configuration_item": {"type": "text"},"configuration_item_type":
{"type": "keyword"},"summary": {"type": "text"},"custom_1": {"type":
"keyword"},"custom_2": {"type": "keyword"},"custom_3": {"type":
"keyword"}"custom_4": {"type": "keyword"},"custom_5": {"type":
"keyword"},"custom_6": {"type": "keyword"},"custom_7": {"type":
"keyword"},"custom_8": {"type": "keyword"},"custom_9": {"type":
"keyword"},"custom_10": {"type": "keyword"},"custom_num_1": {"type":
"double"},"custom_num_2": {"type": "double"}

Event Data

All events that are inserted through this endpoint are stored with the Jarvis document type itoa_events_custom.
The product field can be used to indicate the product or tool that sent the data. You can insert custom field data
using the predefined custom fields. Custom fields can be inserted through ten keyword type custom fields and two
double type custom_num fields.Mandatory Fields for Events EndpointEach JSON document with events data
must include the following fields. If the mandatory fields are missing in the payload, the pay load is rejected and
the error log is printed in nohup.out of Log Parser.

• tenant_id
• timestamp
• message

"timestamp": {"type": "date"},"host": {"type": "text"},"ip": {"type":
"ip"},"product": {"type": "keyword"},"product_version": {"type":
"keyword"},"group": {"type": "text","isArray": true,},"tags": {"type":
"text","isArray": true,},"event_unique_id": {"type": "keyword"},"severity":
{"type": "text"},"status": {"type": "text"},"message": {"type":
"keyword"}"metric_name": {"type": "text"},"metric_type": {"type":
"keyword",},"configuration_item": {"type": "text"},"configuration_item_type":
{"type": "keyword"},"summary": {"type": "text"},"custom_1": {"type":
"keyword"},"custom_2": {"type": "keyword"},"custom_3": {"type":
"keyword"}"custom_4": {"type": "keyword"},"custom_5": {"type":
"keyword"},"custom_6": {"type": "keyword"},"custom_7": {"type":
"keyword"},"custom_8": {"type": "keyword"},"custom_9": {"type":
"keyword"},"custom_10": {"type": "keyword"},"custom_num_1": {"type":
"double"},"custom_num_2": {"type": "double"}

Log Data

All events that are inserted through this endpoint are stored with the Jarvis document type itoa_logs_custom. The
product field can be used to indicate the product or tool that sent the data. You can insert custom field data using
the predefined custom fields. Custom fields can be inserted through ten keyword type custom fields and two double
type custom_num fields.

Mandatory Fields for Logs Endpoint: Each JSON document with log data must include the following fields. If the
mandatory fields are missing in the payload, the pay load is rejected and the error log is printed in nohup.out of
Log Parser.

• tenant_id
• timestamp
• host or ip
• message

"timestamp": {"type": "date"},"host": {"type": "text"},"ip": {"type":
"ip"},"group": {"type": "text","isArray": true,},"tags": {"type": "text","isArray":
true,},"level": {"type": "text"},"message": {"type": "keyword"},"file": {"type":
"keyword"},"logtype": {"type": "text"},"custom_1": {"type": "keyword"},"custom_2":
{"type": "keyword"},"custom_3": {"type": "keyword"}"custom_4": {"type":
"keyword"},"custom_5": {"type": "keyword"},"custom_6": {"type":
"keyword"},"custom_7": {"type": "keyword"},"custom_8": {"type":
"keyword"},"custom_9": {"type": "keyword"},"custom_10": {"type":
"keyword"},"custom_num_1": {"type": "double"},"custom_num_2": {"type": "double"}
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Metric Store
OI metrics data from 3rd party data sources are ingested into Metric Store(NASS) with below details

• Register the metric into NASS metadata store
• Ingest metric values into NASS

Register the Metrics into NASS Metadata Store
• NASS REST Endpoint: <APM Gateway Route>/metadata/registerMetric

• (Example: http://apmservices-gateway.10.17.165.249.nip.io/metadata/registerMetric)
• HTTP Method: POST
• Authorization: Bearer <Tenant ingestion token>

Sample Input

{
  "metrics": [
    {
        "sourceName": "custom|Solarwinds|lvn-dctor-3cr01c01sw01.nw-am.bro|General",
        "type": 1,
        "attributeName": "Solarwinds_lvn-dctor-3cr01c01sw01.nw-am.bro|Ethernet1/46|
Orion.NPM.Interfaces:Outbps",
          "attributes": {
              "metric_unit": "bits",
              "product": "Solarwinds",
              "product_version": "1.0.0",
              "metric_name": "Outbps",
              "configuration_item": "Ethernet1/46",
              "metric_type": "Orion.NPM.Interfaces",
              "host": "lvn-dctor-3cr01c01sw01.nw-am.bro",
              "ci_unique_id": "SolarwindsTest22|lvn-dctor-3cr01c01sw01.nw-am.bro",
              "external_ids": "CUSTOM:F4DA97EF-7C62-408B-9A87-F86CF715A104$$SolarwindsTest22$
$SolarwindsTest22|lvn-dctor-3cr01c01sw01.nw-am.bro"
                
            }
 
    }
  ]}

Sample Response:
Success: 200

{
    "metrics": [
        {
            "id": "roC-B-yI-1sw0w4",
           "sourceName": "custom|Solarwinds|lvn-dctor-3cr01c01sw01.nw-am.bro|General",
          "type": 1,
          "attributeName": "Solarwinds_lvn-dctor-3cr01c01sw01.nw-am.bro|Ethernet1/46|
Orion.NPM.Interfaces:Outbps",
          "attributes": {

http://apmservices-gateway.10.17.165.249.nip.io/metadata/registerMetric
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                "metric_unit": "bits",
                "product": "Solarwinds",
                "product_version": "1.0.0",
                "metric_name": "Outbps",
                "configuration_item": "Ethernet1/46",
                "metric_type": "Orion.NPM.Interfaces",
                "host": "lvn-dctor-3cr01c01sw01.nw-am.bro",
                "ci_unique_id": "SolarwindsTest22|lvn-dctor-3cr01c01sw01.nw-am.bro",
                "external_ids": "CUSTOM:F4DA97EF-7C62-408B-9A87-F86CF715A104$
$SolarwindsTest22$$SolarwindsTest22|lvn-dctor-3cr01c01sw01.nw-am.bro"
        }
    ],
    "sources": [
        {
            "sourceId": "yI-76dsg7",
            "name": "custom|Solarwinds|lvn-dctor-3cr01c01sw01.nw-am.bro|General"
        }
    ]
}

Validate the Registered Metadata
You can validate the registered metadata by using the following method:

• NASS REST Endpoint: <NASS route>/metadata/queryMetric

• (Example: http://apmservices-gateway.10.17.165.249.nip.io/metadata/queryMetric)
• HTTP Method: POST
• Authorization: Bearer <Ingestion token>

Sample Input:

{
 "specifier": {
 "op": "SPEC",
 "sourceNameSpecifier": {
 "op": "REGEX",
 "pattern": "custom\\|.*"
 },
 "attributeNameSpecifier": {
 "op": "ALL"
 }
 }
}

(OR) Sample Input including Product Name:

 "specifier": {
 "op": "SPEC",
 "sourceNameSpecifier": {
 "op": "REGEX",
 "pattern": "custom\\|Dynatrace\\|.*"

http://apmservices-gateway.10.17.165.249.nip.io/metadata/queryMetric
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 },
 "attributeNameSpecifier": {
 "op": "ALL"
 }
 }
}

Sample Response: Success: 200

{
    "metrics": [
        {
            "id": "roC-B-yI-1sw0w4",

            "sourceName": "custom|Dynatrace|HOST-6DE9560308323DF3|HOST",
            "type": 1,
            "attributeName": "HOST-6DE9560308323DF3||Disk:Disk Read Time"
        },
        {
            "id": "vU-C-D-H1tMBr",
            "sourceName": "custom|Dynatrace|Host",
            "type": 2,
            "attributeName": "HOST-6DE9560308323DF3||Disk:Disk Used"
        }
    ],
    "folders": []
}

Ingest metric values into NASS

The metric_unique_id received by registering the metric as above needs to be used for further ingesting time series
metrics data.

• NASS REST Endpoint: <NASS route>/nass/metricValue/store

• (Example: http://apmservices-gateway.10.17.165.249.nip.io/nass/metricValue/store)
• HTTP Method: POST
• Authorization: Bearer <tenant token> (Reference: Steps to generate TAS tenant token )

Sample Input:

{

"values": [["roC-B-yI-1sw0w4", 1583418300, 48.0, 48.0, 48.0, 1, 300]]
}

Topology Store
The 3rd party custom data is mapped/transformed to the expected format of TAS and the topology data is ingested
into the APM TAS data store under the layer "CUSTOM".

• TAS API Endpoint: <APM TAS Endpoint route>/http://apmservices-gateway.10.17.165.249.nip.io/tas/graph/
store

• (Example: http://apmservices-gateway.10.17.165.249.nip.io/nass/metricValue/fetch)

http://apmservices-gateway.10.17.165.249.nip.io/nass/metricValue/store
https://cawiki.ca.com/display/SASWAT/Steps+to+generate+TAS+tenant+token
http://apmservices-gateway.10.17.165.249.nip.io/tas/graph/store
http://apmservices-gateway.10.17.165.249.nip.io/tas/graph/store
http://apmservices-gateway.10.17.165.249.nip.io/nass/metricValue/fetch
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• HTTP Method: POST
• Authorization: Bearer <Tenant token>. For more information, see Tenant Token.

Sample Input:

{
    "graph": {
        "vertices": [{
                "externalId": "CUSTOM:D4684A21-8DEE-49AF-98B9-0B12DACB1B27$$Dynatrace$
$HOST-6DE9560308323DF3",
                "attributes": {
                    "name": "sp031362-WVM01",
                    "type": "HOST",
                    "ci_unique_id": "HOST-6DE9560308323DF3",
                    "applicationname": "My web application",
                    "hostname": "sp031362-WVM01",
                    "product": "Dynatrace",
                    "entity_id": "HCLHVF2.Broadcom.net",
                    "ipAddresses": ["10.52.37.88"],
                    "agentversion": "{major=1, minor=185, revision=137, timestamp=20200212-183600,
 sourceRevision=}",
                    "hostGroup": "{meId=HOST_GROUP-3DE4C38BF9FCDA9F, name=Windows}"
                },
                "startTime": 1582610988591,
                "endTime": 1582783788591
            }, {
                "externalId": "CUSTOM:D4684A21-8DEE-49AF-98B9-0B12DACB1B27$$Dynatrace$
$SERVICE-09D9FA5003BB8F14",
                "attributes": {
                    "name": "Welcome to Tomcat",
                    "type": "SERVICE",
                    "ci_unique_id": "SERVICE-09D9FA5003BB8F14",
                    "applicationname": "My web application",
                    "hostname": "HCLHVF2.Broadcom.net",
                    "product": "Dynatrace",
                    "entity_id": "SERVICE-09D9FA5003BB8F14"
                },
                "startTime": 1582610988591,
                "endTime": 1582783788591
            }, {
                "externalId": "CUSTOM:D4684A21-8DEE-49AF-98B9-0B12DACB1B27$$Dynatrace$
$PROCESS_GROUP_INSTANCE-8D94C22B811F9175",
                "attributes": {
                    "name": "apache-tomcat-*",
                    "type": "PROCESS",
                    "ci_unique_id": "PROCESS_GROUP_INSTANCE-8D94C22B811F9175",
                    "applicationname": "My web application",
                    "hostname": "HCLHVF2.Broadcom.net",
                    "product": "Dynatrace",
                    "entity_id": "PROCESS_GROUP_INSTANCE-8D94C22B811F9175"
                },
                "startTime": 1582610988591,
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                "endTime": 1582783788591
            }, {
                "externalId": "CUSTOM:D4684A21-8DEE-49AF-98B9-0B12DACB1B27$$Dynatrace$
$APPLICATION-EA7C4B59F27D43EB",
                "attributes": {
                    "name": "My web application",
                    "type": "APPLICATION",
                    "ci_unique_id": "APPLICATION-EA7C4B59F27D43EB",
                    "applicationname": "My web application",
                    "hostname": "HCLHVF2.Broadcom.net",
                    "product": "Dynatrace",
                    "entity_id": "APPLICATION-EA7C4B59F27D43EB",
                    "entity_name": "My web application"
                },
                "startTime": 1582610988591,
                "endTime": 1582783788591
            }
        ],
        "edges": [{
                "targetExternalId": "CUSTOM:D4684A21-8DEE-49AF-98B9-0B12DACB1B27$$Dynatrace$
$HOST-01B7BC15E8D87E91",
                "sourceExternalId": "CUSTOM:D4684A21-8DEE-49AF-98B9-0B12DACB1B27$$Dynatrace$
$PROCESS_GROUP_INSTANCE-8D94C22B811F9175",
                "startTime": 1582610988591,
                "endTime": 1582783788591
            }, {
                "targetExternalId": "CUSTOM:D4684A21-8DEE-49AF-98B9-0B12DACB1B27$$Dynatrace$
$PROCESS_GROUP_INSTANCE-8D94C22B811F9175",
                "sourceExternalId": "CUSTOM:D4684A21-8DEE-49AF-98B9-0B12DACB1B27$$Dynatrace$
$SERVICE-09D9FA5003BB8F14",
                "startTime": 1582610988591,
                "endTime": 1582783788591
            }, {
                "targetExternalId": "CUSTOM:D4684A21-8DEE-49AF-98B9-0B12DACB1B27$$Dynatrace$
$SERVICE-09D9FA5003BB8F14",
                "sourceExternalId": "CUSTOM:D4684A21-8DEE-49AF-98B9-0B12DACB1B27$$Dynatrace$
$APPLICATION-EA7C4B59F27D43EB",
                "startTime": 1582610988591,
                "endTime": 1582783788591
            }
        ]
    }
}

Sample Response:

• Success: 200
• Service unavailable: 503

Validate the Registered Metadata
You can validate the registered metadata by using the following method:

• NASS REST Endpoint: <APM TAS endpoint route>/tas/graph/query
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• (Example: http://apmservices-gateway.10.17.165.249.nip.io/tas/graph/query)
• HTTP Method: POST
• Authorization: Bearer <Tenant token> . For more information, see Tenant Token.

Sample Input:

{
    "filter": {
        "op": "JOIN",
        "input": {
            "op": "AND",
            "input": [{
                    "op": "ATTRIBUTE",
                    "expressions": [{
                            "name": "product",
                            "values": [
                                "Dynatrace"
                            ]
                        }
                    ]
                }
            ]
        }
    },
    "universe": null,
    "version": null,
    "time": 0,
    "stitchingEnabled": true,
    "includeStatus": false,
    "projection": null,
    "offset": 0,
    "limit": 0
}

Examples to Ingest Data Using CURL
You can ingest data in the API using one of the following methods:

• Ingest API Logs using the CURL command. Replace the fields with the type of API data you want to ingest.

curl -H "content-type: application/json" -XPOST "http://hostname:6060/mdo/v2/
aoanalytics/ingestion/events"-d {\"tenant_id\":\"75DB0474-CDF6-9FCD-B79A-0A99FCAA444D
\",\"documents\":[{\"timestamp\":\"2017-06-29T07:39:24.760Z\",\"host\":
\"test_hostname\",\"ip\":\"10.100.11.56\",\"product\":\"test_product\",
\"product_version\":\"test_product_ver\",\"group\":[\"test_group_1\",
\"test_group_20\"],\"tags\":[\"test_tags_1\",\"test_tags_2\"],\"unique_id
\":\"900009998\",\"severity\":\"Error\",\"status\":\"Open\",\"message
\":\"EventMessage123\",\"custom_1\":\"test_custom_1\",\"custom_2\":
\"test_custom_2\",\"custom_3\":\"test_custom_3\"}]}

• Ingest the file containing multiple data

http://apmservices-gateway.10.17.165.249.nip.io/tas/graph/query
http://hostname:6060/mdo/v2/aoanalytics/ingestion/events
http://hostname:6060/mdo/v2/aoanalytics/ingestion/events
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curl -XPOST --header "Content-Type: application/json" "http://hostname:6060/mdo/v2/
aoanalytics/ingestion/alarms"--data-binary @test.jsonWhere test.json is the name of the
file containing single or multiple records.

Sample File Has the Following Format

{   "tenant_id": "AXA-USERSTORE",   "documents": [      {         "timestamp":
"2017-06-29T07:39:24.760Z",         "host": "test_hostname",         "ip":
"10.100.11.56",         "product": "test_product",         "product_version":
"test_product_ver",         "group": [            "test_group_1",           
"test_group_20"         ],         "tags": [            "test tags_1",          
  "test tags_2"         ],         "metric_name": "test_metric_nam",        
"metric_value": 0.98,         "metric_unit": "Number",         "metric_type":
"test_metric_type",         "configuration_item": "test_config_items",       
  "custom_1": "test_custom_1",         "custom_2": "test_custom_2",        
"custom_3": "test_custom_3"      }   ]}

Troubleshooting:

Unable to View the API Data in the Data Studio Symptom: Do not see the API data in Data Studio.

Solution: Check the response code after ingesting the data:

• If the response code is 404, then check if the hostname, port, payload format are correct.
• If the response code is 200 (OK) and the data is still not visible in the Data Studio then:

• Check if the tenant_id value mentioned in the payload exists in the tenants.yml file of Log Collector (.../
logcollector/logstash- 5.5.0/dictionary).

• Debug Log Collector: To enable the debug logs (printed in the nohup.out file) for Log Collector,
uncomment the following last 3 lines in the Output section of the .../logcollector/logstash- 5.5.0/conf/log-
collector.conf file:

stdout{codec => rubydebug}

• Debug Log Parser: To enable the debug logs (printed in the nohup.out file) for Log Parser, uncomment the
following last 3 lines in the Output section of the .../logparser/logstash-5.5.0/conf/log-parser.conffile:

stdout{codec => rubydebug}

 Integrate with DX RESTmon
You can now monitor any technology or device data with the DX RESTmon. You can use one of the out-of-the-box
schemas or use the templates that are provided by DX RESTmon to upload the schema, which details the QoS and
the aggregation logic with the HTTP/HTTPS REST endpoints. You can define the metrics, alarms, inventory, and
topology, and can populate dashboards for the monitored devices.

For more information about how to integrate DX RESTmon, see Ingest Third-Party Data with DX RESTmon and
Using DX RESTmon.

Download the RESTmon Package
The RESTmon package can be downloaded from the Setting page in your DX Platform account.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in with Administrator privileges to DX Platform.
2. Click Settings.
3. Click Downloads, DX RESTmon to download the RESTmon package.

Unzip the package to find the RESTmon resources.

Contents of the RESTmon Package
The RESTmon package contains the following folders:

http://hostname:6060/mdo/v2/aoanalytics/ingestion/alarms
http://hostname:6060/mdo/v2/aoanalytics/ingestion/alarms
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/20-2/using/Monitor-Using-DX-RESTmon.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/20-2/using/Monitor-Using-DX-RESTmon/Advanced-RESTmon-Configuration.html
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• config - This folder contains the application.properties file that is required to configure the port and
communication parameters. It also contains the restmon.json files for the respective schemas.This folder
contains the application.properties file that is required to configure the port and communication parameters. It
also contains the restmon_v0.json and restmon.json files for the respective schemas. The restmon_v0.json file
is for backward compatibility.Additionally, this folder includes a default KeyStore file restmon.keystore, which is
used for HTTPS communication.

• profile - This folder contains reference profile information that is used to add to the restmon.json file for the
respective schema.

• restmon.war - This is the RESTmon deployable file.
• sample_restmon_json - This folder contains reference information that is used to create the restmon.json file

during the initial deployment.
• schema - This folder contains out-of-the-box RESTmon schemas.

Hardware and Software Requirements
Deploy DX RESTmon on systems with the following minimum resources:

• Memory - 16GB of RAM
• CPU - 4 Cores
• Storage - 100 GB
• Verify that OpenJDK 14 is installed on the machine where you want to deploy DX Gateway. As a prerequisite,

ensure that Java is installed and the JAVA_HOME environment variable points to your Java installation
directory.

• On-Prem ITSM and DX RESTmon both run on the default 8080 port (for HTTP). If you are installing both
the components on the same server, ensure you set a different port for DX RESTmon or On-Prem ITSM by
modifying the server.port value in the respective <ITSM_Installation_Directory>\<component>\config
\application.properties file.

Note:  DX RESTmon runs on java processes so you can tune the memory allocation pool settings for the JVM to
optimize performance based on your environment. The default memory allocation for a Java process is 2GB, we
recommend you to increase it to a minimum of 4GB for optimum RESTmon performance.

For example, you can update the Java heap size to 8GB in RESTmon by executing the run.bat or run.sh from <DX-
RESTmon_Installation_Directory>\Restmon, and add heap:8g.

RESTmon Deployment
Use the following steps to configure and deploy RESTmon.

1. Run the executable file run.bat on Windows or run.sh on Linux.
2. Verify that RESTmon has been deployed successfully by verifying that the Swagger UI for the REST APIs is

accessible. Typically, this is at "https://<localhost>:8443/restmon/api/swagger-ui.html".
3. Add profile to the restmon.json file by using the Add Profile API.

• Navigate to RESTmon > profile > <name>_profile.json file to copy and modify the profile information.
• The following snapshot illustrates the Add Profile section in the Swagger UI:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/20-2/APIs/RESTmon-API-Reference/RESTmon-Profile-APIs.html
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4. Upload the schema by using the Upload Schema API.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-saas/SaaS/APIs/RESTmon-API-Reference/RESTmon-Schema-APIs.html
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Note:  The schema name is case-sensitive. Verify that the schema name matches the schema file name.

The following snapshot illustrates the Upload Schema section in the Swagger UI:

5. Perform all other operations using the RESTmon APIs accessible at  "https://<localhost>:8443/restmon/api/
swagger-ui.html".

You can perform additional configuration on the restmon.json and the schema files which will enable you to push
your third-party application data to DX Operational Intelligence based on your environment.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/20-2/APIs/RESTmon-API-Reference.html
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Starting and Stopping DX RESTmon
• run.bat and run.sh- Starts the RESTmon Connector on Windows and Linux respectively.
• stop.bat and stop.sh - Stops the RESTmon Connector on Windows and Linux respectively. Performing this

procedure immediately stops all the processing jobs.

Support for Basic Authentication
DX RESTmon supports basic authentication by default. When you access the Swagger interface and the APIs,
you are prompted for authentication. This helps ensure that unauthorized users are not allowed to perform any
operations. The default credentials are admin/password. You can also modify these credentials (if required).

Modify Default Credentials
You can modify the default credentials, if required. To do so, you need to perform appropriate configurations in the
application.properties file.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the ../config/application.properties file.
2. Locate the following parameters:

• security.user.name - Enter the user name based on your requirements. The default value is admin.
• secuirty.user.password - Enter the required password. The default value is password (encrypted format)
• passwordEncrypted - Change the value to false. When the application is started after this configuration, the

encryption is enabled (changed to true) and is applied at the start of the application. The password that you
provide in plain text is then encrypted. The default value of this parameter is true.

3. Save your changes.
4. Run the DX RESTmon executable file.

You have successfully modified the default credentials. You can now use the updated credentials when prompted.

HTTPS Support
By default, DX RESTmon uses HTTPS for all inbound and outbound communication. This implies that all the
incoming/outgoing data is sent over HTTPS, making the data transfer more secure. Verify that the following
parameters in the application.properties file have the correct values for the HTTPS support:

• server.port - Specifies the server port for HTTPS. The default value is 8443.
• server.ssl.key-store-type - Specifies the KeyStore format (JKS or PKCS12). The default value is PKCS12.
• server.ssl.key-store - Specifies the path to the KeyStore which contains the certificates.
• server.ssl.key-store-password - Specifies the password used to generate the certificate.
• server.ssl.key-alias - Specifies the alias mapped to the certificate.
• isKeyStorePasswordEncrypted - Specifies whether the KeyStore password is encrypted or not.

The default KeyStore file (../config/restmon.keystore) is packaged with DX RESTmon. However, if you want,
you can generate a self-signed certificate or use your SSL certificate and update the details accordingly in the
application.properties file. The Swagger URL to be used is https://<restmon-hostname>:8443/restmon/api/swagger-
ui.html.

Additionally, you can also encrypt the KeyStore password. To do so, enter the password for your KeyStore in
the server.ssl.key-store-password parameter and set the value of isKeyStorePasswordEncrypted to false. When
the application is started after this configuration, the encryption is enabled (changed to true) and is applied at the
start of the application. The password that you provide in plain text is then encrypted.

The following snippet shows the section of the file required for HTTPS:

# httpsserver.port=8443server.ssl.key-store-type=PKCS12server.ssl.key-
store=config/restmon.keystoreserver.ssl.key-store-password=restmonserver.ssl.key-
alias=restmonhttpsaug2019isKeyStorePasswordEncrypted=false

Change from HTTP to HTTPS
If you are already using HTTP for DX RESTmon and want to use HTTPS as the data transfer type, you can enable
HTTPS by generating an SSL certificate and modifying the application.properties file.
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Follow these steps:

1. Create a self-signed SSL certificate. We recommend the PKCS12 format.
2. Open your command prompt and enter the following command.

keytool -genkeypair -alias tomcat -keyalg RSA -keysize 2048 -storetype PKCS12 -keystore
 keystore.p12 -validity 3650 

3. As an output of this command, you will be asked to enter the password for your Keystore.
4. Once your password is accepted, you will be asked some information to enter like first name, last name, city,

country but you can skip those.
5. Once you have entered all the required information, a Keystore is created.  Verify the Keystore using the

following command:

keytool -list -v -storetype pkcs12 -keystore keystore.p12

6. Now we have SSL Certificate ready, the only thing that is remaining is changing your application.properties file.
7. Open the application.properties file located in the RESTMON_DIR/config directory.
8. Comment the HTTP section by adding #.
9. Uncomment the following HTTPS options by removing # and updating your configuration:

• server.port - Specifies the server port for https.
• server.ssl.key-store-type - Specifies the keystone format (JKS or PKCS12).
• server.ssl.key-store - Specifies the path to the keystone which contains the certificates.
• server.ssl.key-store-password - Specifies the password used to generate the certificate.
• server.ssl.key-alias - Specifies the alias mapped to the certificate.
• security.require-ssl - Specifies if only HTTPS requests should be accepted. The following is a sample of

the configuration options for HTTPS:

# https
server.port=8443
server.ssl.key-store-type=PKCS12
server.ssl.key-store=config/restmon.keystore
server.ssl.key-store-password=restmon
server.ssl.key-alias=restmonhttpsaug2019
isKeyStorePasswordEncrypted=false
security.require-ssl=true

10. Save the application.properties file.
11. Run the RESTmon executable file.
12. Verify your changes by accessing the REST APIs using HTTPS at "https://localhost:8443/restmon/api/

swagger-ui.html".

Configure Proxy
If the Data Source or the DX Operational Intelligence environment is configured with proxy, use the following
samples to update the respective JSON files. RESTmon supports following authentication types for a proxy
configuration:

• Basic
• Digest
• OAuth
• NTLM

Data Source Proxy
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If your data source is configured with proxy, then add the following proxy information in the profile sectionThe
following is a sample snippet, replace the values with your environment details.

"proxy" : {
"type" : "<http|https>",
"hostname" : "<proxy host name or ip address>",
"port" : "<proxy port >",
"authentication" : "<authentication type>",
"username" : "<proxy username>",
"password" : "<proxy password>",
"realmdomain" : "<realm>",
"token" : "<token>",
"httptimeout" : "<time out>",
"checkcert" : "<yes|no>"
},

Operational Intelligence Proxy

If your DX Operational Intelligence is configured with proxy, then add the following information in RESTmon section
of the restmon.json file. The following is a sample snippet, replace the values with your environment details.

"oiproxydetails" : {
"type" : "<http|https>",
"hostname" : "<proxy host name or ip address>",
"port" : "<proxy port >",
"authentication" : "<authentication type>",
"username" : "<proxy username>",
"password" : "<proxy password>",
"realmdomain" : "<realm>",
"token" : "<token>",
"httptimeout" : "<time out>",
"checkcert" : "<yes|no>"
},

Data Source Reverse Proxy

If your data source is configured with reverse proxy, then update the proxy details in the profile section in the
restmon.json file. The following is a sample snippet, replace the values with your environment details.

"restapiconnectdetails" : {
"type" : "<http|https>",
"hostname" : "<proxy host name or ip address>",
"port" : "<proxy port >",
"authentication" : "<authentication type>",
"username" : "<proxy username>",
"password" : "<proxy password>",
"realmdomain" : "<realm>",
"token" : "<token>",
"httptimeout" : "<time out>",
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"checkcert" : "<yes|no>"
},

Operational Intelligence Reverse Proxy

If your DX Operational Intelligence is configured with reverse proxy, then update the proxy details in the profile
section in the restmon.json file. The following is a sample snippet, replace the values with your environment
details.

"oiconnectdetails" : {
"type" : "http",
"hostname" : "logcollector.oilab",
"port" : "80",
"category" : "metrics",
"maxnoofdocuments" : "1000",
"path" : "/mdo/v2/aoanalytics/ingestion/",
"oi_pool_size" : 4
},

5 Configuring
This section describes the various configuration required for  in the Administration Console. The
Administration Console offers a true multi-tenant architecture, which enables you to use a single
instance of the console to administer multiple enterprises, or multiple business units within an
enterprise. In this model, each enterprise can be set up individually as a tenant, with its own set
of configurations. 
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This section describes the various configuration required for DX Operational Intelligence in the Administration
Console. The Administration Console offers a true multi-tenant architecture, which enables you to use a single
instance of the console to administer multiple enterprises, or multiple business units within an enterprise. In this
model, each enterprise can be set up individually as a tenant, with its own set of configurations. 

Administration Console is a web-based, operation and system management tool, which provides a consistent,
unified interface for administrators to perform the following tasks:

• Create and manage administrator and user accounts
• Manage the user accounts of LDAP-based users
• Create and manage the user accounts of non-LDAP-based users
• Configure email server settings

The types of administrators and their roles and responsibilities depend on the size of your deployment.

• A small, single-tenant deployment can have just one Master Administrator (MA) and a Global Administrator (GA)
who administers the tenant for end users.

• A large multi-tenant deployment may require multiple GAs. Based on the complexity of the deployment and
the number of end users, GAs can further delegate their tenant management duties among several Tenant
Administrators (TAs) and user management duties among several User Administrators (UAs).

Security Recommendations for the Administration Console
When you use the Administration Console, apply the following best practices:

• Do not share the browser session with other applications.
• Do not open any other site in other browser tabs.
• Follow strong password guidelines.
• Log out after using the Administration Console, always. If your session remains inactive for 30 minutes, you are

automatically logged out.
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• Close the browser window after you log out from the Administration Console.

 User Management
User management allows the administrators to manage user access to all the capabilities
of . User management enables admins to control user access and onboard and off-board users
to and from .  The administrators use a combination of user logins, privileges, permissions, and
roles (role-based access control) to manage  users.
User management allows the administrators to manage user access to all the capabilities of DX Operational
Intelligence. User management enables admins to control user access and onboard and off-board users to and
from DX Operational Intelligence.  The administrators use a combination of user logins, privileges, permissions,
and roles (role-based access control) to manage DX Operational Intelligence users.

DX Operational Intelligence supports the following roles:

• Tenant Administrator
• Power User
• Users

For more information, see User Management and Supported Roles.

 Channels
Channels allow you to configure communication between  and third-party integrations.
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HID_Configure_Notifications
Channels allow you to configure communication between DX Operational Intelligence and third-party integrations.

Channels Configuration Benefits

When you configure channels, your enterprise gains the following benefits:

• Seamlessly triggers email notification using Policies.
• Manually trigger email notification through Alarm Analytics.
• Alarm management and alarm tracking using Ticket Management.

DX Operational Intelligence supports the following categories of channels:

• Ticket Management: Use ticket management to integrate an ITSM product, to track, and manage alarms that
are raised in DX Operational Intelligence.

• Notifications: Notifications keep users informed of DX Operational Intelligence alarms. The system notifies
users by email, or by creating and updating tickets in ITSM.

To create a channel, perform the following steps:

1. Log in to DX Operational Intelligence.
2. Select Settings, Channels.
3. Click Add Channel and select the required channel type to configure.
4. (Optional) You can also configure custom policies by selecting Policies and configure message template by

selecting Message templates.

Note:

You can configure DX APM alert notification using these channels.

After you create a channel, you can trigger these channels using alarm actions on Alarm Analytics and
using custom Policies.

The channel is configured.

 Email Notifications

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/20-2/using/user-management.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/20-2/using/user-management/supported-roles.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/20-2/using/configure-policies.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/20-2/using/configure-policies.html
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Use email notifications to send a set of user's email notification about DX Operational Intelligence alarms. Emails
can include alarm information such as severity, alarm message, owner, status changes, and other details. For more
information, see Email. If you want to learn how to configure your email server, see Configure Email Server.

 Webhooks

A Webhook (also called a web callback or HTTP push API) is a way for an app to provide other applications with
real-time information, by piggybacking on the fundamentally decentralized nature of the web. This capability, along
with their composable nature, can help build real-time complex pipelines of data to ensure information gathered, is
not limited by the boundaries of any single product.

For more information, see Webhooks.

 Ticket Management

The ticket management integration allows you to integrate an ITSM product, such as ServiceNow, to track and
manage alarms raised in DX Operational Intelligence. When an alarm occurs in DX Operational Intelligence, a
ticket is created in the ITSM system. Issue updates can be synchronized in both systems. The following information
can be synchronized:

• Status of alarms and associated incidents
• The current assignee (troubleshooter) assigned to incidents
• Severity of the incidents

Foe more information, see Ticket Management.

 AIOps and Automic Automation
AIOps and Automic Automation integration are Broadcom's hosted, operated, and maintained solution to fully
automate incident remediation.

In complex, siloed, and hybrid landscapes, IT teams have to deal with multiple tools and processes, monitor them,
and react as quickly as possible to an ever-increasing number of incidents and requests. Lacking monitoring tools
that integrate with each other, IT teams miss a unified view of all their services, environments, and technology
domains.

DX Operational Intelligence addresses these needs. As a single orchestration layer that provides an enterprise-
wide view of processes and tools, DX Operational Intelligence ingests data from all monitoring tools, maps
incidents to services, and predicts and identifies potential risks using its machine-learning capabilities. It then
makes the results visible in an alarm list of the issues that need to be tackled.

The AIOps and Automic Automation integration close the loop by fully automating incident remediation. This
integration reaps the benefits of Automic Automation's ability to cover all IT landscapes, from traditional open and
mainframe systems to modern cloud-native applications. It provides real-time, data-driven, pre-configured, and
reusable remediation Workflows. The self-learning recommendation engine suggests the Workflows that could
solve the alarms raised in DX Operational Intelligence.

In the beginning, the recommendation engine suggests potential candidates based on keyword searches; then,
machine-learning kicks off and the engine starts recommending remediation Workflows based on heuristics.
Operators feed the recommendation engine by rating the results obtained with the executed remediation
Workflows.

For more information, see AIOps and Automic Automation.

 Configure Data Retention
 stores data for the CA Jarvis component. Stored data includes Elasticsearch indexes and
document types.
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 DX Operational Intelligence stores data for the CA Jarvis component. Stored data includes Elasticsearch indexes
and document types.

You can configure the data retention period for stored data as follows: 

• (Default) Change the data retention period for all tenants. This option affects all tenants and document types. 

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-saas/SaaS/common-platform-services/channels/Email.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/20-2/using/Proxy-Configuration.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/20-2/using/channels/integrate-webhooks.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/20-2/using/channels/ticket-management.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/20-2/using/Integrate-Automation-Platform.html
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• Change the data retention period for specific tenants. This option affects all document types for specific
tenants. 

• Change the data retention period for specific tenants and specific document types. 

 Required Role: OpenShift project administrator

Configure Data Retention for All Tenants
You configure the default retention period in the DOI-Readserver container in the OpenShift project. 

Note:

Changes to the default retention period (45 days) affects new tenants. To change the data retention period for
existing tenants, see Configure Data Retention for Specific Tenants and Document Types.

1. In the OpenShift Web Console, go to the DX Operational Intelligence project that you created when you installed
the product. 

2. Go to Applications, Deployments, doireadserver.
3. Select Environment to view the environment variables. 
4. Set the value of JARVIS_TENANT_RETENTION_PERIOD as needed. 
5. Click Save. 

Configure Data Retention for Specific Tenants and Document Types
To configure the data retention period for a specific tenant or set of document types, use REST API calls. 

 Set a different retention period for all document types for a specific tenant:  

curl -v -X PATCH -H "Content-Type: application/json" -H "Cache-
Control: no-cache" -d '{"product_id" : "ao","tenant_id": "<TENANT-
ID>","retention_period": 25}' http://<JARVIS_OPENSHIFT_ROUTE>/
onboarding/tenants

 Set a different retention period for specific document types for a specific tenant:  

curl -v -X PATCH -H "Content-Type: application/json" -H "Cache-
Control: no-cache" -d '{"product_id" : "ao","tenant_id":
 "<TENANT-ID>","retention_period": 25,tenant_doc_type_details:
 [{"doc_type_id":"<doc_type_a>","doc_type_version":"1","retention_period": <retention_period_in_days>>},
 {"doc_type_id":"doc_type_b","doc_type_version":"1","retention_period": <retention_period_in_days>}] }'
 http://<JARVIS_OPENSHIFT_ROUTE>/onboarding/tenants

 Example: 

curl -v -X PATCH -H "Content-Type: application/json" -H "Cache-
Control: no-cache" -d '{"product_id" : "ao","tenant_id":
 "MyTenant1","retention_period": 25,tenant_doc_type_details:
 [{"doc_type_id":"itoa_metrics_uim","doc_type_version":"1","retention_period":
 15},
 {"doc_type_id":"itoa_alarms_uim","doc_type_version":"1","retention_period":
 25}] }' http://<JARVIS_OPENSHIFT_ROUTE>/onboarding/tenants
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 Secure DX Operational Intelligence URLs
This section describes the procedures to secure the OpenShift routes. By default, the URLs
(routes) that access  components are not secured.
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This section describes the procedures to secure the OpenShift routes. By default, the URLs (routes) that access
DX Operational Intelligence components are not secured.

Secure Routes in OpenShift Web Console
Complete these steps to secure the DX Operational Intelligence routes.

1. Log into the OpenShift Web Console.
2. Configure security settings for each route by completing the following steps:

1.1 Go to Applications, Routes.
2.1 Select a route. Then, click the link to edit it.
3.1 In the Security section, make the following changes:

• Select Secure Route.
• In TLS Termination, select Edge.
• In Insecure Traffic, select Redirect.

4.1 Click Save.

Modify the Route Environment Variables
Modify the ESS_SERVER_URL to use HTTPS instead of HTTP in the following containers:

• adminui
• readserver
• doireadserver

Follow these steps:

1. Go to Applications, Deployments.
2. Select Environment.
3. In the ESS_SERVER_URL, change http to https in the adminui route. The adminui route should resemble

the following sample URL:
https://adminui.myserver.test.doi

4. Click Save.

Configure an SSL Certificate in the OpenShift Router
Choose one of the following methods to configure certificates in OpenShift:

• Configure SSL Certificates during OpenShift installation
• Configure SSL Certificates after OpenShift installation

Note:

Configuring SSL certificates are mandatory steps.

Configure an SSL Certificate During OpenShift Cluster Installation
During an advanced OpenShift installation, you can configure certificates by editing the Ansible inventory file. By
default, the Ansible inventory file is located in /etc/ansible/hosts.

1. Obtain a certificate, key, and ca certificate file from a Certificate Authority.
2. Copy the certificate, key, and ca certificate file to the Ansible host.

The certificates must be in .pem format.

If the certificates are in .cer format, you can rename them to .pem.
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If the certificates are in .p7b format, you can convert them to .pem as follows:

 $openssl pkcs7 -print_certs -in XXXX.p7b -out XXXX.pem 

3. Add the following command to the Ansible inventory file:

 openshift_hosted_router_certificate={"certfile": "<cert_file_path>",
 "keyfile": "<key_file_path>", "cafile": "<ca_file_path>"} 

<cert_file_path> is the path to the file that contains the OpenShift router certificate.

<key_file_path> is the path to the private key.

<ca_file_path> is the path to the file that contains the root CA for the certificate and key.

For example:

 openshift_hosted_router_certificate={"certfile": "/root/Certs/
cert.pem", "keyfile": "/root/Certs/ose.key", "cafile": "/root/Certs/
certificate.pem"} 

4. Run the Ansible byo/config.yml playbook to add the certificate and key files to OpenShift as follows:

 ansible-playbook -i /etc/ansible/hosts ~/openshift-ansible/
playbooks/byo/config.yml 

Configure an SSL Certificate after OpenShift Installation
Complete the following steps to install a certificate and key in OpenShift.

1. Verify that OpenSSL is installed.
2. Generate a certificate request file (.csr) file and private key by running the following command:

 openssl req -new -newkey rsa:2048 -nodes -
out *.<router_hostname>.csr -keyout private.key 

<router_hostname> is the hostname or IP address of the system where the OpenShift router is installed.
3. When prompted, provide the following information:

• Country Name: Enter a two-digit country code
• Organization Name: Specify your company name
• Common Name: Specify the OpenShift hostname

Accept all other defaults.
4. Submit the .csr file to your Certificate Authority.

The Certificate Authority returns a certificate file.
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5. Convert the .p7b certificate to .pem format by running the following command:

 openssl pkcs7 -print_certs -in <cert_name>.p7b -out certificate.pem 

6. Copy certificate.pem and the 'private.key' you generated in step 2 file to your local system.
7. Upload the certificate and key to each route in the OpenShift project as follows:

1.1 In the OpenShift Web Console, go to <Project>, Applications, Routes.
2.1 Select a route. Then, click the link to edit it.
3.1 In the Security section, browse for the certificate, key, and CA certificate to associate them with the route.

Access Secure Routes
Once you enable secure routes, use the following URL to access the DX Operational Intelligence Admin Console:

https://adminui.<FQDN>

Configure Connections to DX Operational Intelligence
If you are connecting to a CA product, update DX Operational Intelligence URLs in the connectors.

See the following topics for more information:

• If you integrate with CA PM, CA ADA, or CA NFA, you modify URLs in the OI connector configuration. See
Configure the OI Connector.

• If you integrate with CA UIM, you update URLs in the oi_connector probe. See Add CA UIM.
• If you integrate with CA Spectrum you update URLs in the Spectrum Data Publisher, see Add CA Spectrum.
• If you integrate with CA APM, you update URLs in the DX Operational Intelligence Plugin. See Add CA APM.

6 Using
Information and procedures for end users.
doisaas
This section contains information about the pre-defined Blueprints available in DX Operational Intelligence. It also
includes information about how to create new visualizations and dashboards using Data Studio.

 Service Analytics
doisaas
Domain management solutions monitor various aspects of a business service, including support for IT
infrastructure components or the end-user experience. None of these individual solutions give you a complete, end-
to-end view of service health and availability across all management domains. Operations personnel often guess
how the fault or performance issues reported across the network, systems, database, or application monitoring
tools actually affect key IT services, degrade service quality, or increase the risk of an outage. Similarly, service
stakeholders may not understand whether IT enables them to fulfill their business objectives.

Service Analytics helps overcome these challenges by unifying the health and availability information from your
domain management tools and aligning with your IT services. Service Analytics is a capability that provides an
overview of a service. You can use DX Operational Intelligence features by using the following Service Analytics
components:

• Correlation Engine for DX Operational Intelligence inventory deduplication
• Service Discovery for creating a service.
• Service Management for monitoring service health and Data Science Platform (DSP) for service health

prediction.
• Service Alarms for managing incoming alarms that are derived from services

As an Operations Manager, you can import services and can view the following information of a service that is
based on the CIs and docker instance.

• Status of service (availability and risk)

http://docops.ca.com
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• Infrastructure and applications that are mapped to a service
• Impacted services

The following steps help the Operations Manager to create a service, determine the state of the Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) for an existing service, and identify any variations in KPI behavior of a service.

4 4

Access Service Analytics
Follow these steps:

1. Log in to DX Operational Intelligence.
2.

Click the Services  icon in the left navigation bar.
The Services page appears.

You can view detailed information about all the services.

Note:

You can also access Service Analytics from Alarm Analytics.

 Services Overview
doisaas
The Overview page provides a snapshot of the business services with their overall health in the organization. This
page focuses on which service needs immediate attention, and which services are at high risk of failure. You can
view the total number of active services and critical services. You can further drill down to each service by clicking
a service that redirects you to the Service Details page. This page shows the details of a service such as each KPI
information, option to delete a service and enable and disable the KPIs.

On the Overview page, the following metrics provide insights into all the services with color code indicating the
severity of the service.
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Health Pie Chart:Indicates the current health of all the services. This graph indicates the
percentage of the service components that are in a functional state considering the impact
on the overall service. The services are categorized based on their severity status as Bad,
Average, Good and Unknown on the Service Analytics dashboard.
Availability Status/Risk Pie Chart: Indicates the availability status of all the services. The availability is always
dependent on the monitor value that is defined in service. The services are categorized based on their severity
status as Down, Unknown, Maintenance, and Good on the Service Analytics Dashboard. If the service that is
displayed has one or more services with with availability as null, then use the Availability Status information (label
and value) displayed in the top -right, else use Risk status information (label and value).

Worst 5: Provides detail of the bottom five business services that are based on the selected KPI. By default, you
can view details of Health. Worst 5 data displays live data.The Overview page allows you to perform the following

tasks by clicking ellipsis   :

• Group sub-services: Enable this option for a hierarchical service model, by grouping all the sub-services under
their respective top-level services.

• Show KPIs: Enable this option to hide and unhide the risk graph, availability graph, and worst 5 by services.
• Refresh View: Allows you to reload the latest data.
• Add Service: Allows you to add a service using various data sources. For more information, see Add Service.
• Customize columns: Allows you to select and deselect the KPIs to be displayed on the page. For more

information, see Customize Metric Columns.
• Filter: Allows you to filter the current list of services. You can also filter based on time frame, and search for

elements as well.

 Create a Service
doisaas
This service allows you to create a service by defining multi-hierarchy services using topologies across different
monitoring domains like application, infrastructure, and network. Service creation primarily consists of the following
steps:

• Search your application from the available list of applications. Search for attributes from TAS (graph database)
that helps in querying all entities that should be included in the service.

• View composition or topology of the application
• Select the required application
• Provide attributes
• Create a service

Access Service Analytics
You can access Service Analytics by performing the following steps:

1. Navigate to DX Operational Intelligence Console, Service Analytics.
2.

Click , Create a Service.
The Add Elements page appears.
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Service Creation Flow
The following steps list the complete service creation flow:

1. In the Add Elements page, select a domain from the Monitoring domain drop-down list.

Based on the selected domain, a list of base attributes gets populated.
2. Select a corresponding Base attribute from the drop-down list.

Here is an example for selecting the Monitoring Domain as Applications, Base attribute as Application name,
and selecting the Monitoring Domain as Infrastructure, Base attribute as UIM Group.
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The following table describes the monitoring domains and their basic attributes:

Monitoring Domain Basic Attribute

Applications Application name

Agent name

Host name

Process name

Type

Lookup using a known entity

Infrastructure UIM Group

Host name

IP Address

Virtualization Environment

VMWare DataCenter

VMWare Cluster

Lookup using a known entity

Network Spectrum Global Collection

Spectrum Container

PM Group

Device name

Device IP Address

Lookup using a known entity

Service -

Note:  The Service monitoring domain does not have a base attribute and directly references the Service.

For example, let's select the Monitoring Domain as Applications and Base attribute as Application name.
3.

Click  next to an Application name.

The Assign element to service pop-up appears.
4. Enter a new service name in the Define new service name field, and click OK.

The service name is created under the Selected section.
5. You can modify the Base attribute of the service that you created by selecting another Base attribute from the

drop-down list. For example, say you want to add some agents to your service, select Agent name as the Base
attribute.

Filter Option
You can use filters to narrow down your attributes. To search for attributes, perform the following steps:

1.

Use the Filter  to filter the attributes. For example, say
you want to use Agent name.

2. Click on the + icon and click on Agent name.
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3. You can use the Operator to drill-down your search. You can choose the Operator as Equals or Regular
expression as per your requirement. Select the Operator as Regular Expression and Value as say Custom.*
  and click Add.

Note:  This filter supports Wildcard expressions, say .* and so on.

The filtered search results appear. You also have an option to edit the regular expression or name using the edit
icon.

4. Click on Add as Selection to add the one of the Agent names as a new service or to an existing service.

The Assign element to service pop-up appears.
5. To add the selection to an existing service:

1.1 Select Existing under Service field.
2.1 Type or select the existing service name.

6. To add the selection to a new service:

1.1 Select New under Service field.
2.1 Type a name for your new service.

7. Click OK.

The services are added to the service list. You can monitor these services in the Service Analytics page.

Topology
The Topology service provides a distributed service for storing and querying topological associations between
services. For example, you have set up monitoring of same inventory item (device/host) using many monitoring
products, the service topology provides you with a consolidated view rather than showing duplicate nodes for same
item from various products. For more information, see Topology.

The Topology for Service page displays the topology layout with a list of vertices and edges. The Topology page
provides you with the topology hierarchy, that is the associated elements which include the parent and child
elements. You can view several details of each element such as Health, Availability status, Topology hierarchy,
Alarm details, Number of user, Prediction details, and Weights.

The Topology is also simplified and interconnected between various products. The alert state is also shown
appropriately on the single consolidated node in the topology. The default correlation sequence is:

• MAC address
• IP address

To view the topology of a service, perform the following steps:

1.

From the Add Element page, click the Topology  icon of a particular element.
2. In the Add Element page, you can also view topology layout based on the selected element.

Note:

The red or green color on the topology layout does not indicate that the devices are down or up.
3.

From the Selected elements, click on the respective  icon to view the CIs related to the selected
service or sub-service.

4. Click on a device in the Topology hierarchy view to see the Summary of the device, Alarms, and Attributes of
the device.

• Summary: Contains details of Name, Type, Alert status.
• Alarms: Contains details of the Severity, Date and Time, Alarm message.
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• Attributes: Contains the list of attribute names and it's corresponding End time

values.
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5. To set the contexts that you want to view, select the contexts that you want to view and click Set.
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6.
You can modify the existing topology by clicking on Configure 

icon.
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7. You can view the Attribute details of each device by clicking on the device.
8. You have an option to build your context view by using the options in the Context Builder:

1.1 Automatic Discovery: Builds the context view for you automatically.

1. 1.1 Click on Auto Discovery.
2. 1.1 Click Save.

2.1 Manual Discovery: Builds the context for you based on your choice.

1. 1.1 Click on Manual Discovery.
2. 1.1 In the context-menu, select Add.
3. 1.1 To search for devices one level back, click on Search, contains / Backward.
4. 1.1 Select the required Discovery options:

• App to System
• System to Host
• Host to System
• System to App
• 1-hop Network

5. 1.1 Click Save.
9. Click Add Elements.

The Add Service page appears.
10. In the Add Service page, you can add or modify Services / Sub-services by clicking on the Manage all

Elements option.
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You get redirected to the Add Elements page.
11. In the Add Service page, you can perform drag and drop the selected elements to create the topology

structure. The Add Service page, allows you to configure the following details:

1.1 Add Group Service: Select this option to add multiple levels of hierarchy to a new service definition.
The services are added as a new element. You can organize the elements based on your requirement
and can connect the elements by cursor drag-and-drop. You can create an edge from a group service to
another group service, and would not be able to connect element to element. You can add services from
any base attributes.

2.1 Auto-weight: Enables you to assign weights to the sub-services. By default, Auto-weight is enabled. You
can manually update the weight for each sub-service. Ensure that the total weight of the sub-service is
equal to 100, else the edges appear in red color.

3.1 Add Service or Sub-Service: Click a service and the Service Details pane appears on the right
side. Provide the following properties detail for a service:

1. 1.1 Service Name: Provide a meaningful unique service name.
2. 1.1 Description: Provide a description of a service.
3. 1.1 Associated tags with the service: Specify tags to identify a service.
4. 1.1 Selected filter: Indicates the filters that are applied to the selected elements. This option is

available only for the group service elements.0
5. 1.1 Availability: Enables you to select the metrics as per usage. You need to configure the App

Synthetic Monitor (ASM) before you select the Availability metrics.

1. 1.1.1.1 You can also get the aggregate availability of a service by performing the
following steps:

Ordered List Number 5 Log in to App Synthetic Monitor.
Ordered List Number 5 Click Monitoring, Monitors.
Ordered List Number 5 To create a monitor, click New Monitor.
Ordered List Number 5 In the General tab, enter the required

parameters such as Name, URL, Time-out
period.

Ordered List Number 5 In the Locations tab, select the Monitor order
algorithm and enable the Default checkbox.

Ordered List Number 5 In the Check Period tab, you can schedule the
date, duration, and time-period for monitoring.

Ordered List Number 5 Click Save.

The App Sythetic Monitor tracks the details
and sends it to the OI metric store. For more,
information, see App Synthetic Monitor. You
need to navigate back to the Add Service
page.

Then, under Key Performance Indicators section, click on the  icon and the Select
'Availability' metric page opens. The default Source is ASM.  You can select the metric as per
usage. You can also use the filters to drill down the metrics.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/app-synthetic-monitor/SaaS.html
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If you want to clear the availability selection that you made, use the Clear option.
6. 1.1 Custom properties: Enables you to assign location and custom properties. The custom

properties are a key-value pair for a service and you can add up to twenty custom properties.
7. 1.1 Topology Preview: To preview topology, click the Topology icon for a service. The Topology

for service displays the complete aggregate view of the sub-services. You can map a service
to a sub-service by performing a drag and drop method. You can map a service to multiple sub-
services.

4.1 Click Save.

The services are added to the service list. You can monitor these services in the Service Analytics page.
Update Elements

1. In the Add Service page, you can add or modify Services / Sub-services by clicking on the Manage all
Elements option.You get redirected to the Add Elements page.

2. If you want to create a new service again:

1.1 Select the required Monitoring domain and Base attribute. For example, say Applications and
Application name respectively.

2.1

Click  next to an Application name.

The Assign element to service pop-up appears.
3.1 Select New under the Service drop-down field.
4.1 Enter a new service name in the Define new service name field, and click OK.
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5.1 Click Update

Elements.
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3. If you want to add a sub-service to an existing service:

1.1 Select the required Monitoring domain and Base attribute. For example, say Applications and
Application name respectively.

2.1

Click  next to an Application name.

The Assign element to service pop-up appears.
3.1 Select Existing under the Service drop-down field.
4.1 Enter an existing service name in the Select service for this element field, and click OK.
5.1 Click Update Elements.

The services are added to the service list. You can monitor these services in the Service Analytics page.

Note:  Wait for approximately 15-30 seconds and refresh the User Interface to view the services in the Service list.

For more information on the services and metrics columns, see Customize Metric Columns and View Service
Details.

 Customize Metric Columns
doisaas
To configure the number of KPIs, click Metric Columns and select the required KPI. The key attributes of the
services are shown with colors and symbols indicating the status of each attribute. The metrics get published every
15 minutes.

Note:

• Availability, Last 24 hr availability, Health,  Alarms (+subs), 24-hr Health Prediction, and Risk are the default
columns.

• The latest data appears for Risk KPI and Availability KPI.
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• Service/Sub-services: Indicates the name of the services or sub-services.
• Availability: It is represented as . It Indicates the health and current availability status of the service. Availability

is dependent on the monitor value that is defined in the service.

•
 indicates that the service is in good health and available.

•
 indicates that the service is down and unavailable.

•
 indicates that the status of the service is unknown.

•
 indicates that the service is inactive.

•

 indicates that the service is in maintenance mode
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Service Status Monitor State Availability Last 24 hr
availability

Availability
Status (Service
Details page)

Service is Active Up Good 100% 100%

Down Down Real 0

Maintenance Maintenance Unknown Metric Unavailable

Not attached Unknown Unknown Metric Unavailable

Inactive Unknown Unknown Metric Unavailable

Service in
Maintenance

Window

Up Good 100% 100%

Down Down Real 0

Maintenance Maintenance Unknown Metric Unavailable

Not attached Unknown Unknown Metric Unavailable

Inactive Unknown Unknown Metric Unavailable
• Last 24 hr Availability: Indicates the percentage of time the service was 100 percent available in the last 24

hours. The 24 hr availability refers to the average of 24 hours. Availability is based on the health of the service.
• Health: Indicates the percentage of devices that are running normally and operational within the service. The

health of service is calculated based on the number of available CIs with the total number of CIs. Health of a
service is determined as follows:

• Good: 96% - 100%
• Average: 76% - 95%
• Bad: 0% - 75%

Note:  When you are creating a service for the first time, you need to wait for 10-15 mins to view the details in
the Health and Risk columns respectively.

• Health of Sub-service: The health of service is calculated based on the weights assigned per service and
individual health.

• Alarms (+ subs): Indicates the alarm count, that is, the total number of Raw alarms and Anomaly alarms
that are mapped to a service within the selected time range. In the alarm count, you can view the rolled-up
alarm count of its sub-services. The Alarms (+ subs) column contains the parent alarm and child alarm count
consolidated together. Clicking on the rolled-up alarm count redirects you to the Alarm Analytics page. For
more information about Alarms, see Alarms Analytics.

Note:  The Alarms (+ subs) column displays only the currently active alarms count, and does not include
closed alarms or prediction alarms in the alarm count.

For example, let us assume that C2 and C3 get data from CA UIM containing 20 raw alarms and 10 anomaly
alarms. The alarm volume for the Mobile Banking service is 30.

• 24 hr Health Prediction: Indicates the expected range of health of a service during the next 24 hours.
• Risk: Indicates the probability of the service going down. Risk is defined as the risk of service becoming

unavailable in the near future unless any action is taken on the alarms and configuration items associated with
that service. The risk depends on the significance of CI and the number of components on which the alarms get
generated. The risk severity value ranges from severe to normal. Risk is determined as follows:

• None: 0
• Slight: 1
• High: 3
• Severe: 4

 View Service Details
doisaas
The Service Analytics  page provides the insight of a required service that you select on the Overview page.
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You can view the details of the service in two layouts:
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• Charts View
• Topology View

Charts View

To view the details in Charts View, toggle the switch to  icon. By default, the service details are visible in the
Charts view. You can perform the following actions on the Service Details page:

• View graphs of a service
• Edit service
• Delete service
•

Customize KPIs to be displayed on the page: Click , and based on your requirement to select the KPI
to be displayed.

View KPIs Graph of Service

The service details page contains the following widgets:

• Health: Indicates the percentage of devices that are running normally and operational within the service. The
health of service is calculated based on the number of available CIs with the total number of CIs.

• Availability Status: The Availability graph is displayed based on the health of the service. Maintenance
windows are excluded from availability.

• Risk: Indicates the probability of the service going down. Risk is defined
as the risk of service becoming unavailable in the near future unless any
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action is taken on the alarms and configuration items associated with that

service.
• Alarms Overview: Provides the alarms overview that is mapped to a service. You can view the total number of

Anomalies Alarms, Service Alarms, Raw Alarms, and the percentage of noise reduction. Noise reduction is by
compressing anomalies and raw alarms into service alarm clusters. To view detailed information on alarms, click
any Alarm category which navigates to the Alarm Analytics page.

Attention:  The Alarms (+ subs) column displays only the currently active alarms count, and does not
include closed alarms or prediction alarms in the alarm count.

• Service Alarm: Service Alarms are alarm groups that are created based on Raw alarms and Anomaly
alarms. These alarms are grouped based on the time the alert is raised and the topology of the service (in
which CI is modeled in). The group describes the impact that the alarms have on the Service. One of the
alarms in the group is marked as the Root Cause of the group. Root Cause alarm helps to find the issue and
severity of the group. For more information, see Alarm Analytics page.

Note:  The Service alarm severity is the highest severity value among all the active raw alarms of the service
alarm and not the root cause alarm severity.

• For Health, Risk and Availability widgets, you can view the current value at the top of the graph and the average
value on the graph that is based on the selected time period.

Date/Time Filter
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The Date/Time filter  is
disabled in the Services Analytics page to avoid any discrepancies in the alarm lifecycle time, that is, the creation
time of the earliest alarm from all the active alarms and alarm closing time.

Attention:  The Alarms (+ subs) column displays only the currently active alarms count, and does not
include closed alarms or prediction alarms in the alarm count. This Date/Time filter is disabled only in the
Services page. For a historical analysis, you need to go to the Service details page or All Alarms page.

The Service details page and Alarm Analytics page provides a Custom option in the Date/Time filter, which
enables you to pick a particular start date/time and a particular end date/time to help you narrow down the alarms
that you are looking for. The following illustration depicts the the use of Date/ filter:

Maintenance Window
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You can use this feature to schedule a maintenance period for a required service in order to perform any
maintenance activity during this period. During this period, alarms are silenced and you would not receive
any alarm notifications. However,  you can still monitor all the metrics such as risk, health, and availability of

the devices. An alarm that raises within the maintenance time is tagged as   in the Service Analytics
page. You can create a maintenance schedule for once, daily, weekly, or monthly time-period. You are allowed to
created multiple maintenance windows.

To enable a maintenance window, perform the following steps:

1. From the Services tab, click on a service for which you want to schedule the maintenance window.
2.

Click on , Add maintenance window.

The Choose affected entities page opens with Services tab as default.
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3. Click on the + icon next to a service name or you can also choose to add from Agents, Groups, and Devices
tab respectively.

4. In the context-menu, select Add service if you want to create a maintenance window for only a service, and
click Add service & sub-services if you want to create a maintenance window for the parent service and child
sub-services. In this example, let us select Add Service.

5. Click Create maintenance button.

1.1 Name: Enter a name for the schedule.
2.1 Description: Enter a description for the schedule.
3.1 Start and End: Set the start and end time of the schedule. This field defines the duration of the schedule.
4.1 Timezone: Select the timezone for the schedule.
5.1 Repeat: Select the Custom option if you want a recurring maintenance schedule.

1. 1.1 Every: Set the time period based on Days, Weeks, or Months.
2. 1.1 End: Set the end time for the recurring maintenance window using the calendar. If you do not

want to end the recurring maintenance window, select Never.
6.1 Click Save.

Your maintenance window gets created..
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6. To modify an existing maintenance window, click the Edit option on the Maintenance Window

message.
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7. To delete an existing maintenance window, click the Edit option on the Maintenance Window message and click
Delete option.

Filters
You can use the filters to narrow down the services that you are looking for, and you can also use the data and time

filters to drill down your search further. You can use the   icon to search for Elements.

Topology Layout
The Topology view is a graphical representation of the relationship among services and its sub-services that
support them. Icons represent the object type, and arrows and the position of icons represent the relationships.

To view the service detail in  Topology Layout, toggle the switch to .

The topology view provides the following functionality:

• By default, the Topology Layout displays the services and its sub-services in a high-level graphical
representation.

• The deactivated services are greyed out.
•

Use Zoom-in ( ) to see the details of the service. The service displays Risk, Availability, Sub-service,
Critical Service Alarms, and Prediction metrics.

•
Use Zoom-out ( ) to see the top-level tree structure.

Tip:

You can use the mouse wheel to zoom in and out.
•

Use Fit Content  ( )to fit the graphical representation within the screen.
• Move the topology up, down, right, or left by clicking on the service and dragging on the screen.
• Hover the mouse over Arrow or Service to see the severity of the alarm that is indicated by the following color :
• • Red: Critical

• Orange: Major
• Yellow: Minor
• Light Blue: Informational
• Teal: Warning
• Green: Good

Also, hovering the move over the arrow indicates the connectivity between the service and its sub-services.
• Weight indicates the weight-age of a sub-service for impact calculation. The topology displays the weight of a

sub-service when you Zoom-in to see the details of the service.

Alarms for Service
You can perform the following in Alarms for the Service page.

• The Alarms for Service displays the details of the alarm. Click a service to see the details of the alarm. It
displays the following details:

• Alarm Type
• Alarm Message
• Entity details
• Service details
• Source product
• Ticket details
• Owner details
• Last updated details
• Overview
• Affected metric
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• Impacted services
• Topology
• Annotations

Note:  For more information, see All Alarms.
•

You can also view these details in Alarm Analytics by clicking  icon .
• You can view the details of the alarm in the Alarm List view.

Alarm List

By default, the Alarms for Service page opens in this view. The following are the list of alarm actions
you can perform in Alarm list view:

• You can use the (bell) icon to manage alarms, acknowledge assigned alarms and clear the assigned alarm. For
more information on Alarms, see Alarm Analytics.

•

You can change the alarm view by clicking . You can filter alarms based on the following category:

• Situations
• Service alarms
• All alarms (default view)
• Auto-update view
• Show Maintenance alarms
•

Show closed alarms - If you want to view closed alarms, enable Show closed alarms switch in the 
menu.  The closed alarms appear disabled with a grey text. You cannot perform any action on these closed
alarms. You can also view closed alarm in the Timeline Tab.

Note:  Make sure that you enable the Show closed alarms switch in the  menu to view the Close time
column, which contains the details of when the alarms were closed. By default, the Close time column is not
enabled.

• Export to Excel - You can export the alarms to an excel file. To export specific alarms, select the required
alarm and click Export. If you do not select any alarm and click export, all alarms are exported to an excel
file.

Topology View

You can view the CIs related to the selected service or sub-service by clicking the topology icon . You can

Zoom in and Zoom out to view the CIs and also use Fit Content  ( ) to fit the topology within the screen. If you
select a parent service and click the topology icon, the CI of its children appears along with the topology of the CIs
of sub-services in different tabs.
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You can also access Topology from the Alarms page by clicking on an Alarm, and then
selecting Topology tab to view the topology details.
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View Topology Details
The Topology for Service page displays the topology layout with a list of vertices and edges. The Topology
page provides you with the topology hierarchy, that is the associated elements which include the parent and child
elements. You can view several details of each element such as Health, Availability status, Topology hierarchy,
Alarm details, Number of user, Prediction details, and Weights.

Note:  While using a Shared service, the sub-service would not move under the parent service automatically. You
need to assign or move the Shared service under the parent service by using drag and drop option. Shared service

is represented by  icon.

To view the Topology of a service, perform the following steps:

1. Click the Topology icon of a particular service.

You can view the existing topology details of the service.
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2. You can click on a service to view the topologies associated with that service. You can
also view the summary of the service by clicking on the service from topology view.

3. Click on a device in the Topology hierarchy view to see the Summary of the device, Alarms, and Attributes of
the device.

• Summary: Contains details of Name, Type, Alert status.
• Alarms: Contains details of the Severity, Date and Time, Alarm message.
• Attributes: Contains the list of attribute names and it's corresponding End time values.

After you view the topology, return to the Add Elements page.

Topology Compaction
Service Analytics supports Topology Compaction which enables you to compress several hosts under one common
host or entity. Topology Compaction helps you reduce the data redundancy and view additional components in
the same view. The Topology process is performed using various details such as Host name, IP address, MAC
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address, and so on. For example, you have a parent service created with three sub-services. Each of the sub-
services is created with different dimensions.

Let's consider VMs sub-service which is created from a single UIM Group and the other sub-service from APM's
Kubernetes. If you click on the Topology icon of the sub-service and remove all the filters. You can see three
devices which are Hosts. You can use the drop-down option on the sub-service to expand and view all the
associated nodes or devices that come under this sub-service. You can use the collapse option on the sub-service
to collapse all the details and return to the original view.

The following illustration depicts the the use of Topology Compaction:

Topology Traversal
Service Analytics supports one hop traversal, which enables you to find all the applications and infrastructure
components that are one hop away from the required node or device. You can view all the traversals from a
particular host or node by just hovering the pointer over it. The following illustration depicts the the use of Topology
Traversal:
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 Edit Service
You can update an existing service using the Edit service option.
The Edit service allows you to modify the service and sub-service properties and topologies. You can also manage
elements, and modify service or sub-service details such as service name, description, tags associated with
the service, availability metrics, location, and custom properties. You can only update the service properties
(description, tags, and custom properties) and not the topology and its relationship. For more information about
service properties, see Create Service.

You can use the following steps to update a service:

1. In the Service Analytics page, click on an existing Service or Sub-service.
2.

Click the  icon, Edit service option.
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The Edit service page

opens.
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3. In the Edit service page, you can modify all the service details such as Description, Associated tags with this
service, Selected filters and so on.

Note:

• You cannot rename a service or delete a service. By default, these two options are disabled while modifying
a service.

• You can only delete a service from the hierarchy.
4. In the Edit Service page, you can add or modify Services / Sub-services by clicking on the Manage all

Elements option.

You get redirected to the Add Elements page.

1.1 If you want to create a new service again:

1. 1.1 Select the required Monitoring domain and Base attribute. For example, say Applications and
Application name respectively.

2. 1.1

Click  icon next to an Application name.

The Assign element to service pop-up appears.
3. 1.1 Select New under the Service drop-down field.
4. 1.1 Enter a new service name in the Define new service name field, and click OK.
5. 1.1 Click Update Elements.
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2.1 If you want to add a sub-service to an existing service:

1. 1.1 Select the required Monitoring domain and Base attribute. For example, say Applications and
Application name respectively.

2. 1.1

Click  next to an Application name.

The Assign element to service pop-up appears.
3. 1.1 Select Existing under the Service drop-down field.
4. 1.1 Enter an existing service name in the Select service for this element field, and click OK.
5. 1.1 Click Update Elements.

5. You can modify the topology by using drag and drop method on the existing services or sub-services. You
can also modify and add a new service to the topology by clicking on the Add Group Service option. You can
modify the mapping of a service to sub-services by drag and drop method.

6. Click on a service and update the required details in the Service Details window.
7. You can update the weighs of a  sub-service by clicking on the percentage in the mapping. Ensure that the total

weight of the sub-service is equal to 100, else the edges appear in red color.
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8. After selecting a service or sub-service, you can perform the following actions from the Service Details pane:

•
Click  to manage all the elements.

•
Click  to view the topology layout of the service.

9. After making the updates, click on the Update option to save the changes.

 Delete Service

This service enables you to delete a service along with all the respective monitoring, metric calculations associated
with the service. While the service definition is deleted immediately, the removal of service references in service
alarms, service KPIs, predictions, health and so on is performed in the background in small batches to reduce
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the overhead. All the data associated with entities within the service such as anomalies, inventory, and so on is
retained.

You need to fulfill the following conditions in order to delete a service:

• If the deleted service does not have any parent service, it would be considered as an individual or stand-alone
service.

• If you delete a first child service level under a parent service, the next child service level moves up the hierarchy.
• If you delete a parent service service which has a child service that is shared by another parent service, then

that child service does not get deleted but the relationship with parent service gets removed.
• If a child service is deleted, you need to manually update the weight of the service by clicking on the percentage

value. Ensure that the total weight of the sub-service is equal to 100, else the edges appear in red color.

Note:  You cannot create a service with the same name to the one that you are deleting, you need to wait until the
delete operation is completed (You will see a message as Service is pending deletion). It is recommended that
you create a service with another unique name.

To delete a service, perform the following steps:

1. From the Services tab, click on a service that you want to delete.

2.

Click on , Delete service.

A caution message appears.

Note:  The Delete action is non-reversible and permanently removes the service and all the associated data
from the system.

3. If you want to delete an individual or stand-alone service, do not select Including underlying subservices
checkbox and click Delete.

4. If you also want to delete the parent service and the underlying sub-services (child service), select the
Including underlying sub-services checkbox.

5. Click Delete.
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 Alarm Analytics
doisaas
HID_Alarm_Analytics
DX Operational Intelligence is a machine learning–driven, advanced analytics solution designed to help IT
operations teams deliver a phenomenal user experience, improve service quality and drive operational efficiencies. 

By using Alarm Analytics in DX Operational Intelligence, you gain the following benefits:

• Reduce alarm noise from multiple products
• Correlate alarms across products to identify the root cause
• View probability bands to determine buildup to an alarm
• Fine-tuning alarm threshold by analyzing the historical pattern

Access Alarm Analytics
Alarm Analytics is a capability that provides overview and insights into service and derived alarms. You can view
the following information in the Alarm Analytics page:

• Service, raw, and anomaly alarms
• Alarm situations
• Alarms by device type and severity
• Variance in alarms for a period across devices, groups, and services
• Top five devices, groups, and services generating the most number of alarms

To access Alarm Analytics,

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to DX Operational Intelligence.
2.

Click on the  icon from the navigation-panel.

The Service alarms page opens by default.
3. After logging-in, you can access Alarm Analytics in the following ways:

1.1 View Alarms in Context of a Service

1. 1.1 Click on the Services icon in the navigation panel.
2. 1.1 From the Services homepage, click on a service.

The service summary page appears.
3. 1.1 Navigate to the Alarms overview section, where you can view the service alarms, anomaly

alarms, and raw alarms for the selected service.
4. 1.1 Click on an alarm type. You can now view the alarms for the alarm type for the selected service.

2.1 View Service Alarms

1. 1.1
Click on the  icon from the navigation panel.

The Service alarms page appears.

By default, the Service alarms page lists service alarms that have been generated in the last one
week.

3.1 View All Alarms

1. 1.1

Click on the  icon, click on All Alarms.
4.1 View Situation Alarms

1. 1.1

Click on the  icon, click on Situation Alarms.

Alarm Categories
Alarms can be classified into the following categories:
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• Anomaly Alarms: An anomaly alarm gets generated when a metric value deviation is detected by the Data
Science Engine for the configured metrics, by using machine learning algorithms. This alarm is generated when
a threshold is crossed for the configured metric value. For more information on Anomaly detection, see the
Anomaly Detection and Dynamic Threshold Alerts use case.

• Service Alarms: A service alarm is a group of alarms that affect one or more business services and are related
to an incident, which is identified by the time it occurred and its root cause. The root cause is the alarm on the
topologically deepest device in the affected business service. All situations reported by alarms in the group are
due to the identified root cause.

• Raw Alarms: Alarms that are generated from source products such as CA Unified Infrastructure Management,
DX NetOps Spectrum, CA ADA, and DX APM or any custom data source.

• Situations Alarms: Alarms are grouped based on context using machine learning algorithms. Clustering clubs
alarms together based on distinct dimensions and groups them together for triage or further analysis. Thus,
clustering enables users to filter through a huge number of alarms and analyze alarms that are contextually
relevant.

For more information on alarm specific use cases, see the following topics:

• Root Cause Analysis and Alarm Correlation
• Algorithmic Noise Reduction Through Alarm Clustering
• Anomaly Detection and Dynamic Threshold Alerts

Overview of the Alarm Analytics Page
The Alarm Analytics page displays the service, anomaly, situation, and raw alarms that are generated in the
defined period. By default, the alarms that are generated for one week are displayed. The Alarms page displays a
table of Service, Situation, and All Alarms with other details according to your selection criteria.
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The following table describes the various columns in the Alarms table:

Note:  Not all Columns are available for Service, Situation and All Alarms in Alarm Table.

Column Name Description

Column / Row-level Alarm Action Enables you to perform row level alarm actions or
column level to perform bulk alarm action.

Severity Indicates the severity of an alarm. The following colors
indicate the severity:

• Red: Critical
• Orange: Major
• Yellow: Minor
• Light Blue: Informational
• Black: Unknown

Alarm Type Displays the alarm type.

Message Displays the description for an alarm.

Entity Indicates the device or application name.

Service(s) Displays the service which is impacted by an alarm.

Source Displays the product from which the alarm is generated.

Ticket Displays the ID generated by ticketing system. Click
Open ticket link to open a ServiceNow ticket
corresponding to the alarm.

Owner Indicates the owner of the the Alarm. If the alarm is

Unassigned, click , select Assign to and assign
the alarm to the respective person.

Last Updated Displays the date and Time when the alarm was last
updated.

Click the column header to sort the Alarms table in ascending or descending order.

Alarm Actions
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The Alarm actions let you perform a specific action on an alarm. These actions are categorized as follows on Alarm
Analytics page:

• Alarm Management
• Ticket Management
• Email Notification
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Prerequisite:

• Integrate source product with DX Operational Intelligence using Integration Gateway. Currently, Southbound
Gateway supports DX NetOps Spectrum and CA UIM source products. For more information, see Southbound
Gateway for CA UIM and Southbound Gateway for DX NetOps Spectrum

The following table describes the supported alarm actions for different alarm types and source products:

Source Product Alarm Actions

DX NetOps Spectrum acknowledge, unacknowledge, ticket, assignment,
unassignment, clear

CA UIM ticket, assignment, unassignment, clear, Hide, UnHide

DX APM acknowledge, unacknowledge, ticket, assignment,
unassignment

CA ADA acknowledge, unacknowledge, ticket, assignment,
unassignment

Alarm Type Alarm Actions

Anomaly alarm acknowledge, unacknowledge, ticket, assignment,
unassignment

Custom alarm acknowledge, unacknowledge, ticket, assignment,
unassignment

Notes:

• If the Southbound Gateway to Spectrum and UIM is configured then only action updates will be sent to the
source products. Otherwise, alarm actions will be within DX Operational Intelligence.

• Any Spectrum and UIM alarm action update in DX Operational Intelligence is sent to DX NetOps Spectrum
and CA UIM products.

• Any alarm actions update in DX Operational Intelligence is not sent to CA ADA and DX APM products.
• For anomaly, prediction and custom alarms, the alarm action updates will be within DX Operational

Intelligence.
• Clearing service alarms will clear all related alarms.
• If a root cause alarm is cleared, all underlying alarms get closed and the service alarm gets closed.
• If a root cause alarm is cleared and root cause alarms get generated, the service alarm will not be closed.
• Alarm action on multiple UIM or Spectrum setups is not supported.
• No alarm actions are supported for the Situation alarm.

Alarm Management

You can use the  icon to manage alarms, acknowledge assigned alarms and clear the assigned alarm.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Alarm Analytics page, select multiple alarms from the Alarms table and click the (bell) icon to perform

bulk operations. Alternatively, click   next to Owner column to perform a single alarm action. The Alarm
Management menu appears.In this dialog, you can perform the following actions:
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• Click the Assign to option and select the user to whom the alarm is to be assigned.
• Click the Acknowledge option to acknowledge the alarm. A green tick appears, which indicates that the

alarm is acknowledged.
• Click the Clear option to clear all alarms.
• Click the Hide option to hide the alarm detail in the database. The alarm in the user interface is grayed to

indicate that the data is hidden in the database.
• Click the UnHide option to un-hide the alarm detail from the database.
• Click the Un-Acknowledge option to un-acknowledge for an alarm.
• Click the Un-assign option to remove the assignment for an alarm.

Ticket Management

You can manage tickets in ServiceNow directly from the Alarm Analytics page. You must configure the ServiceNow
notification channel to manage tickets update.
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1.

Select alarms from the table and click the  (Ticket Management) icon.
2. Click Open ticket to open a ServiceNow ticket corresponding to the

alarm. Alternatively, click the Open Ticket link under the Ticket column for an

alarm.

Note:

• For service alarm, you can open a service alarm ticket or root cause ticket by clicking the Open Ticket  link
under the Ticket column.

• The Open Ticket link is visible only when the ServiceNow notification channel is configured.

You can redirect back to the DX Operational Intelligence user interface by using the link provided in the ServiceNow
ticket. Also, you can redirect back to DX Operational Intelligence by using the link sent through email, a ticket is
created for the selected alarms in ServiceNow.

Email Notification

You can notify users about an alarm directly from the Alarm Analytics page. You must configure the SMTP server to

send emails to the recipient. Click the  (Email Notification) icon. Select one or more distribution lists to notify
them about the alarm through email.

Note:  If you do not configure the SMTP server, a success message appears but the email is not sent to the
recipient.
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 All Alarms

These alarms are generated from source products such as CA Unified Infrastructure Management, DX Netops
Spectrum, CA ADA, and DX APM or any custom data source. The All alarms page gives you an overview of all the
alarms from the different products and contains details such as severity of alarm, type of alarm, alarm message,
entity details of the alarm, service details of the alarm, source product of the alarm, an option to open a ticket  to
get the alarm rectified, owner of the alarm, and details of when the alarm was last updated.

The All Alarms page showcases the alarms from different categories by using features such as Distribution, Pinned
Queues, Top Alarming and also the different alarm details.

View Alarm Insights
In Alarm Insights, you can view detailed analytics about all alarms. You can view insights for all alarms based on
a given time frame. To view All  Alarms that are active or open during the selected period, click the Change alarm

views , click All alarms.
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The All alarms page provides you the following details:

Distribution
Displays a pie chart with distribution by entity type and severity.

Pinned Queues
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The All alarms page enables you to customize your alert queues view instead of going through the hassles of
finding certain alert queues that you frequently use. You can pin or feature alert queues in your All alarms page that
you use frequently. After you pin a particular alert queue, it gets featured as a tab in the All alarms page. You can
pin up to a maximum of 5 alert queues, you can drag and drop the alert queue tabs in any any order. You can also
unpin an alert queue at any point of time by just clicking on the pinned icon.

The Pinned Queue table contains all the alert queues that you have pinned. Each queue contains the list of queue
names, alarm count, and alarm severity. You have an option to sort each of the columns as per your needs.

Add a Pinned Queue
To add a Pinned Queue, perform the following steps:

1. From the All alarms homepage, click on All Queues.

You can view the list of existing Pinned Queues and Unpinned Queues.

•
Pinned: This category lists up to a maximum of 5 pinned alert queues. Pinned is represented by  icon

next to the queue name and Unpinned is represented by  icon next to the queue name.

Note:  Only the pinned alert queues get featured on the All Alarms page with all the statistics. If you want to
feature or view a particular alert queue, you need to pin that alert queue.

• Last used: This category lists the recently used queues, which includes both pinned and unpinned queues.
Last used category appears as default.

• Alphabetically: This category lists the queues in alphabetical order, which includes both pinned and
unpinned queues.
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2. To view your alert queues based on the recently used queue names, select the category as Last used.
3. To view your alert queues based on an alphabetical order, select the category as Alphabetically.
4.

To pin an alert queue and feature it in the All Alarms page, click on the  icon next to the required unpinned
alert queue.

The alert queue gets pinned and is automatically added to your pinned queues list and an alarm tab is also
created in the All Alarms page for further analysis.

5.
To unpin an existing alert queue from any of the categories, click on  icon next to pinned alert queue name.

The selected alert queue gets unpinned from the page.

After you pin certain alert queues for analysis, each of the pinned alert queues appear as a tab on the All Alarms
page.

You can also view the Pinned Queues section on the page in order to analyze the queue names, alarms, alarm
count, and severity.

Save a Current Alert Queue
You need to add the required filter criteria in order to save your alert queue. You  need to specify a name for the
alert queue, and you can also choose to pin the alert queue while saving the alert queue.

1. Click on the current or required alert queue on the All Alarms page.
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2. Select the required filters that you want to apply.
3.

Click  icon, and select Save current queue.
4. Enter an alert queue name.
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5.
(Optional) If you want to pin the current queue, click  icon.

You can view the pinned alert queue as a tab.
6. Click Save.

The alert queue gets saved.

Delete a Current Alert Queue
To delete a current alert queue that you have pinned, perform the following steps:

1. Click on the current or required alert queue on the page.
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2.
Click  icon and select Delete current queue.

3. Enter an alert queue name and click Save.

The alert queue gets deleted.

Create a Policy for an Alert Queue
A policy determines when notifications are sent. When an alarm meets the criteria defined by the filters in the
policy, a notification is sent to the associated channels. For more information, see Policies. Therefore, you can
create a policy to be triggered when filters or criteria defined are fulfilled.

To create a policy for a alert queue, perform the following steps:

1. Click on the current or required alert queue on the All Alarms page:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-saas/SaaS/common-platform-services/configure-policies.html
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2.
Click  icon and select Create a policy.

The Policy page from DX SaaS opens.
3. Enter a Policy Name.
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4. Select an Alarm Type option for which you want to create notifications.
5. Select the Alert Queue for which you want build a policy to be triggered.
6. You can use the filter option to narrow down your alert queues.
7. To link notifications channels to this filter, you can select filter or rule from the Linked notifications channels

section.
8. Click Save.

The policy gets created.

Note:

If you want to restrict the Maintenance Alarm Notifications, you need to create a policy by setting the Maintenance
value as false.
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Top Alarming
Displays the top five devices, groups, or services that generate the most number of alarms. The colored horizontal
bar displays the count of alarms while the underlying shaded horizontal bar shows the historical average for the
entity, group, or service.  You can filter Top Alarming by the following options:

• Entity(s)
• Groups
• Services

Tip:  Click the bar graph or Pie chart in the Insight section to filter alarms in-context of Entity types, severity, or
entity names. The selected filter is applied to the Alarms table. To remove the filter that is applied, click the clear
button next to that filter. To remove all filters, click Clear All.

Filter
You can filter alarms by using the various options available in the Overview of the Alarms Page:

• Global Search Filter
• Time Filter
• Alarm View Filter
• Filter by Alarm Attribute

The Global Search Filter   lets you search for alarms in the alarms table. Enter
your search text to view alarms that match your search text.

• For All alarms, the search takes effect in these columns:

• Severity
• Alarm Type
• Alarm Message
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• Entities
• Services
• Source Product
• Ticket ID
• Owner
• Last Updated

Note:  The search is case-sensitive for few columns.

Date and Time Filter

The Date and Time filter  enables you to
select the time-period for which you want to view the active alarms (non-closed state) that have been triggered. By
default, when you open the All Alarms view, the Date/Time filter displays the start date/time as the date/time of the
oldest active alarm, that is, the alarm which is open for the longest period of time and displays the end date/time
as the current date/time. The All Alarms view displays all the active alarms during this time-period. You can use
the Date and Time filter to search for active alarms during a specific time period such as 1 hour, 24 hours, 1 week,
specific date/time and so on.

Alarm Analytics also provides you with a Custom option, which enables you to pick a particular start date/time and
a particular end date/time to help you narrow down the alarms that you are looking for. You can use the following
GIF as an example:
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Alarm View Filter

Use the Alarms View Filter  to filter alarms based on the following category that are generated in the
selected period:

• Situations This option displays all situation alarms.
• Service Alarms This option displays all service alarms.
• All Alarms This option displays all alarms.
• Auto Update View If you want to auto update, enable Auto-update view switch.
•

Show Closed Alarm If you want to view closed alarms, enable Show closed alarms switch in the  menu.
The closed alarms appear disabled with a grey text. You cannot perform any action on these closed alarms. You
can also view closed alarm in the Timeline Tab.
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Note:  Make sure that you enable the Show closed alarms switch in the  menu to view the Close time
column, which contains the details of when the alarms were closed. By default, the Close time column is not
enabled.

• Export to Excel This option enable you to export the alarm details to an excel. The excel contains data that are
displayed in Alarm Table. You can export the following ways:

• All Alarms Enable you to export all alarms that are listed in the Alarm Table.
• All Alarms with details Enable you to export the details of all alarms that are listed in the Alarm Table.
• Selected alarms Enables you to export specific alarm from Alarm Table.
• Selected Alarms with details Enables you to export situation alarm details of specific alarm from Alarm

Table.

Refresh Alarm Interval
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To refresh the Alarms table automatically, enable the Auto-update view switch. Use this switch button to shift the
view from auto update to manual update.

• If you want to manually update the alarm table:

1. Disable Auto-update view  switch.
2. A pop-up (Alarm view is out-of-date) appears indicating "Updates are pending for the current alarm view.

Refreshing will update the view, but focus may be lost. Applied filters and sorting will remain in effect after
refresh."

3. Click Refresh View button to refresh the alarm table and the alarm table refreshes the data between the time
interval that is set in the ALARM_REFRESH_INTERVAL environment variable, and displays the last 7 days
data or Select close (X), to to leave the view as it is.

Filter by Alarm Attributes

You can also filter alarms by attributes using the Alarm Attributes Filter . This filter allows you to view only
those alarms with attributes matching your search criteria.

Create Alert Filters
Follow these steps:

1.

Click the plus icon  in the Alarm Attributes Filter.
2. Select a filter attribute with any one or more operators.
3. Click Add to add attributes to the alarm filter. For example, if you want to see all critical alarms, select the

attribute as Severity and select its value as Critical. The Alarms table and Insights show only the alarms that
match your search criteria for the selected attributes.

Delete an Alarm

To delete any alarm, select the alarm  and click . A confirmation window appears, click Delete button.
You can perform bulk delete operation by selecting multiple alarms and by clicking Delete icon.

Alarm Table
For more information on various columns available for in Alarm table, see Alarm Table section in Alarm Analytics
topic.

All Alarms Details
Click any row in the Alarms table, the row expands and displays the following tabs:

• Overview

This Overview tab provides additional information about the selected alarm. Properties are specific to the
product or source from where the alarm originates. This tab lets you view the alarm details and monitoring
details, owner details and recommended automated actions.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-saas/SaaS/common-platform-services/Integrate-Automation-Platform.html
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• Affected Metric

This tab shows the metric chart of the underlying metric. If the required fields are not available in the alarm,
this tab is not shown. Probability bands are shown if the metric is configured with the proprietary Data Science
Engine from CA. If the metric is not configured with the Data Science Engine, the actual metric chart with
original metric values appears. If the metric chart is not available, you must verify if the particular metric is
ingested. The metric chart displays anomaly alarms when a threshold is crossed. The threshold is determined
based on historical trends. The alarm severity is indicated as minor, major, or severe. The Affected Metric tab
has a Compare Metrics link that launches Performance Analytics from the context of an alarm and allows you
to compare a single metric from different devices or multiple metrics from a single or multiple devices. For more
information about the metric charts, see alarm Performance Analytics.

Note:  By default, the chart time range is 8 hours before the last alarm update to one hour after the last alarm
update.
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• Annotation

This tab enables you to add any additional information or details that you want to add to the selected alarm. You
can add the required information in the Annotation tab of the alarm and click Save to view the annotation as
a part of the alarm details. The annotation includes the information you added, the details of the person who
added this annotation, the date and time details.

• Impacted Services

This tab provides details of the services that are impacted due to the selected alarm. Clicking on a service
redirects to Service analytics details page of that particular service. The table displays the impacted service
metrics (such as users that are availing the service, actual service availability, and risk).
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• Topology

This tab provides topology details of the selected service or sub-service. You can view the topology details by

clicking the topology icon  of the service. If you select a parent service and click the topology icon, the
CI of its children appears along with the topology of the CIs of sub-services in different tabs. You can click on
a service to view the topologies associated with that service. You can also view the summary of the service by
clicking on the service from topology view. For more information on topology, see Topology Details.

 Situation Alarms
These Alarms are grouped based on context using machine learning algorithms. Clustering clubs alarms together
based on distinct dimensions and groups them together for triage or further analysis. Thus, clustering enables
users to consolidate and group a huge number of alarms and analyze alarms that are contextually relevant. For
example, a collection of alarms representing an incident impacting applications or data center health. Situations are
created using machine learning based clustering algorithms employing time correlation, topological relationship and
natural language processing for analysis.

View Situations Alarms

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-operational-intelligence-saas/SaaS/using/service-analytics/services-overview/view-service-details.html
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To view situation alarms, click the Alarm View Filter   and select
Situations to view the situation alarms that are created in the selected

period.

Filters
You can filter alarms by using the various options available in the Overview of the Alarms Page:

• Global Search Filter
• Time Filter
• Alarm View Filter
• Filter by Alarm Attribute

Global Search Filter

The Global Search Filter   lets you search for alarms in the alarms table. Enter
your search text to view alarms that match your search text.
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Note:  The search is case-sensitive for a few columns.

For Service alarms, the search takes effect in these columns:

• Alarm Type
• Alarm Message
• Service

Time Filter

The Calendar icon   enables you to select the
duration for which you want to view the alarms that have been triggered. By default, service alarms that have been
generated in the last one week are displayed.

Alarm Analytics also provides you with a Custom option, which enables you to pick a particular start date/time and
a particular end date/time to help you narrow down the alarms that you are looking for.

Alarm View Filter

Use the Alarms View Filter to filter alarms based on the following category that is generated in the selected
period:

• Situations This option displays all situation alarms.
• Service Alarms This option displays all service alarms.
• All Alarms This option displays all alarms.
• Auto Update View If you want to auto-update, enable Auto-update view switch.
• Show Closed Alarm If you want to view closed alarms, enable Show closed alarms switch.  The

closed alarms appear disabled with a grey text. You cannot perform any action on these closed alarms.
You can also view closed alarm in the Timeline Tab. There is also a column which displays the Close

time.
• Export to Excel This option enables you to export the alarm details to an excel. The excel contains data that

is displayed in the Alarm Table. You can export the following ways:

• All Alarms Enable you to export all alarms that are listed in the Alarm Table.
• All Alarms with details Enable you to export alarm details of all the alarms that are listed in the Alarm Table

based on the current context or view.
• Selected alarms Enables you to export selected alarm from Alarm Table.
• Selected Alarms with details Enable you to export alarm details of the selected alarms that are listed in the

Alarm Table based on the current context or view.

Refresh Alarm Interval

• To refresh the Alarms table automatically, enable the Auto-update view switch. Use this switch to shift the view
from auto-update to manual update.

• To refresh the alarm table manually:

1. Disable Auto-update view  switch.
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2. A pop-up (Alarm view is out-of-date) appears indicating the following message "Updates are pending for
the current alarm view. Refreshing will update the view, but the focus may be lost. Applied filters and sorting
will remain in effect after refresh." 

3. Click Refresh View button to refresh the alarm table and the alarm table refreshes the data between the time
interval that is set in the ALARM_REFRESH_INTERVAL environment variable and displays the last 7 days
data or Select close (X), to leave the view as it is.

Filter by Alarm Attributes

You can also filter alarms by attributes using the Alarm Attributes Filter

. This filter allows you to view only those alarms
with attributes matching your search criteria.

Create Alert Filters

Creating alert filters enables you to filter alarms based on your requirements.

Follow these steps:

1.

Click the plus icon  in the Alarm Attributes Filter.
2. Select a filter attribute with any one or more operators.
3. Click Add to add attributes to the alarm filter. For example, if you want to see all critical alarms, select the

attribute as Severity and select its value as Critical. The Alarms table and Insights show only the alarms that
match your search criteria for the selected attributes.

Search for Elements

You can search for elements in the Service Alarms page using Alarm Attributes Filter .

Save Alert Filters

You can filter alerts from the list of filters saved.Follow these steps:

1. To save the current alarm filter, click the Save current filter button

. The Save Filter window appears.
2. Enter the name for the alarm filter in  Alarm filter name. 
3. If you want to  set the alarm filter as default, select the Set as default option. When you access the page next

time, the Set as default option is enabled and the default alarm filter is applied, and the Alarms table and
Insights show only alarms with the saved attributes. By default, the Set as default option is disabled.

Note:  The default alarm filters that are created in the context of service takes precedence over the default
alarm filters in the Alarm Analytics page.

Edit Alert Filters

• Add extra attributes to an existing alarm filter and click the Update button to update the existing alarm filter.
• To save the alarm filter with a different name, specify a different name and click Save as.

View Alert Filters

To view all saved alarm filters, click the Saved filters button .

Delete Alarms
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To delete any alarm, select the alarm  and click . A confirmation window appears, click Delete button.
You can perform bulk delete operation by selecting multiple alarms and by clicking the Delete icon.

Alarm Table
For more information on various columns available for in Alarm table, see Alarm Table

Situation Alarm Details

•

Indicates the total number of situation alarm raised out of total alarms. 
•

Displays the percentage of noise reduction 

Overview

• Click any situation alarm in the Alarm table, the row expands to display the Overview tab.
• This Overview tab provides additional information about the selected alarm. Properties are specific to the

product or source from where the alarm originates.
• The service(s) lists details of the services that are impacted due to the selected alarm. Clicking on a service

redirects to the Service analytics details page of that particular service. The table displays the impacted service
metrics (such as users that are availing the service, actual service availability, and risk).

View related alarms To view related alarms, click the View related alarms button. A new window opens with an
option to view the alarm details in the following tabs:

• Alarms
• Timeline

Note:  By default, the related alarms open in Alarms Tab.
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The Alarms tab displays the following information:

• Evidence
• Sub Cluster details

• Evidence

Click Evidence to display the following details:

• • Entity

Displays the number of entities in the cluster
• Raw Alarms
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Displays the total number of raw alarms that are generated.
• Anomalies

Displays the number of anomalies.
• Cluster

Displays the number of cluster alarm that is generated for the situation alarm.
• Situation Id and Severity

Displays the situation id of the situation alarm in the Alarm table and indicates the severity of that situation
alarm.

• Noise Reduction Indicates the noise reduction percentage of the cluster.

• Sub Cluster Details Click an alarm in the cluster and the row expands to display more information about the
alarm. When you drill down on a situation alarm, you can view unique alerts that are clustered together. The
clustering of unique alerts together is known as nested clusters. The learning algorithms create sub-clusters that
are more contextually relevant and correlated.

Note:  If the sub-cluster contains only one alarm, the situation alarm directly displays the raw alarm details.

The Alarm cluster displays the following details:

• • Column / Row-level Alarm Action Select a row to perform individual actions on individual alerts or the
entire column to perform bulk action.

• Severity Indicates the severity of each alarm.
• Situation Indicates the Situation Id of a cluster alarm.
• Children Indicates the number of underlying alerts.
• Message Displays the alert message.
• Entity Displays the device or Application name
• Service(s) Displays the Service alarm name.
• Source  Indicates the source name of the alert.
• Ticket Indicates Ticket ID
• Owner Displays the owner name
• Last Updated Indicates the date and time when the alert was last updated.

• Timeline Tab
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The timeline tab indicates the timeline of the cluster

alarm.

The Timeline tab displays the following information:

• Evidence  The information displayed in the timeline tab is same as in the Alarm tab. For more information, see
Alarms tab.

• Sub Cluster details The Alarm cluster displays the following detail

• Column / Row-level Alarm Action Select a row to perform individual actions on individual alerts or the
entire column to perform bulk action.

• Severity Indicates the severity of each alarm.
• Situation Indicates the Situation Id of a cluster alarm.
• Message Displays the alert message.
• Entity Displays the Application or Device name.
• Source Displays the name of the source product
• <Date and Time Interval>

• This time interval shows the journey of an alarm. You can adjust the date and time
interval scroll, by dragging the horizontal scroll. You can drag and adjust the scroll
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on both the ends of timeline. The alarm timeline displays the alerts accordingly.

• Click the severity icon in the to see the following information regarding an alert:

• Created Displays the date and time at which the alert got created.
• Alarm ID Displays a unique alarm ID
• Metric Indicates metric details

•

Click the Change event icon  to see any changes for event at a given time.

Note:  The change event icon appears for an alarm when the event attribute like, host name,IP,
ci_unique_id matches the alarm attribute. It displays the event only once for the first alarm in the cluster,
for a device.

Change event icon displays the following details:

• Change event message: This message displays the change event information on what has changed
during the given time.

• Previous value: Indicates the previous value of an event
• Current value: Indicates the current value of an event

For example, in the following image, on clicking the Change event icon,
it displays information about change in build number from 2.1.6 to 2.1.9.

•

Metric palette switch To view the details and metrics of the alarm, select an alert and Click  .

This switch provides the following details:

• Details This section provides the following details of the alert:

• Alarm ID Displays an unique id
• Alarm Message Displays the alarm message
• Service impact Displays the list of impacted services.
• Entity Displays the application or device name.
• CI name Displays CI name.
• Last Updated Displays the date and time when the alert was last updated.
• Duration Indicates the duration of the alert.
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• Annotation Enter an annotation and click Save.
• Metrics Displays the metric linear graph. The Compare metrics link launches Performance Analytics from

the context of an alarm and allows you to compare a single metric from different devices or multiple metrics
from a single or multiple devices. For more information about the metric charts, see Performance Analytics.

 Service alarms

A service alarm is a group of alarms that affect one or more business services and are related to an incident, which
is identified by the time it occurred and its root cause. The root cause is the alarm on the topologically deepest
device in the affected business service. All situations reported by alarms in the group are due to the identified root
cause.

View Service Alarms

To view Service Alarms, click the Alarms View filter  , click Service Alarms to view the service alarms that
are created in the selected

period.
 

Filters
You can filter alarms by using the various options available in the Overview of the Alarms Page:

• Global Search Filter
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• Time Filter
• Alarm View Filter
• Filter by Alarm Attribute

Global Search Filter

The Global Search Filter   lets you search for alarms in the alarms table. Enter
your search text to view alarms that match your search text.

Note:  The search is case-sensitive for a few columns.

For Service alarms, the search takes effect in these columns:

• Alarm Type
• Alarm Message
• Service

Time Filter

The Calendar icon   enables you to select the
duration for which you want to view the alarms that have been triggered. By default, service alarms that have been
generated in the last one week are displayed.

Alarm Analytics also provides you with a Custom option, which enables you to pick a particular start date/time and
a particular end date/time to help you narrow down the alarms that you are looking for.

Alarm View Filter

Use the Alarms View Filter to filter alarms based on the following category that is generated in the selected
period:

• Situations This option displays all situation alarms.
• Service Alarms This option displays all service alarms.
• All Alarms This option displays all alarms.
• Auto Update View If you want to auto-update, enable Auto-update view switch.
• Show Closed Alarm If you want to view closed alarms, enable Show closed alarms switch.  The

closed alarms appear disabled with a grey text. You cannot perform any action on these closed alarms.
You can also view closed alarm in the Timeline Tab. There is also a column which displays the Close

time.
• Export to Excel This option enables you to export the alarm details to an excel. The excel contains data that

is displayed in the Alarm Table. You can export the following ways:

• All Alarms Enable you to export all alarms that are listed in the Alarm Table.
• All Alarms with details Enable you to export alarm details of all the alarms that are listed in the Alarm Table

based on the current context or view.
• Selected alarms Enables you to export selected alarm from Alarm Table.
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• Selected Alarms with details Enable you to export alarm details of the selected alarms that are listed in the
Alarm Table based on the current context or view.

Refresh Alarm Interval

• To refresh the Alarms table automatically, enable the Auto-update view switch. Use this switch to shift the view
from auto-update to manual update.

• To refresh the alarm table manually:

1. Disable Auto-update view  switch.
2. A pop-up (Alarm view is out-of-date) appears indicating the following message "Updates are pending for

the current alarm view. Refreshing will update the view, but the focus may be lost. Applied filters and sorting
will remain in effect after refresh." 

3. Click Refresh View button to refresh the alarm table and the alarm table refreshes the data between the time
interval that is set in the ALARM_REFRESH_INTERVAL environment variable and displays the last 7 days
data or Select close (X), to leave the view as it is.

Filter by Alarm Attributes

You can also filter alarms by attributes using the Alarm Attributes Filter

. This filter allows you to view only those alarms
with attributes matching your search criteria.

Create Alert Filters

Creating alert filters enables you to filter alarms based on your requirements.

Follow these steps:

1.

Click the plus icon  in the Alarm Attributes Filter.
2. Select a filter attribute with any one or more operators.
3. Click Add to add attributes to the alarm filter. For example, if you want to see all critical alarms, select the

attribute as Severity and select its value as Critical. The Alarms table and Insights show only the alarms that
match your search criteria for the selected attributes.

Search for Elements

You can search for elements in the Service Alarms page using Alarm Attributes Filter .

Save Alert Filters

You can filter alerts from the list of filters saved.Follow these steps:

1. To save the current alarm filter, click the Save current filter button

. The Save Filter window appears.
2. Enter the name for the alarm filter in  Alarm filter name. 
3. If you want to  set the alarm filter as default, select the Set as default option. When you access the page next

time, the Set as default option is enabled and the default alarm filter is applied, and the Alarms table and
Insights show only alarms with the saved attributes. By default, the Set as default option is disabled.

Note:  The default alarm filters that are created in the context of service takes precedence over the default
alarm filters in the Alarm Analytics page.

Edit Alert Filters

• Add extra attributes to an existing alarm filter and click the Update button to update the existing alarm filter.
• To save the alarm filter with a different name, specify a different name and click Save as.

View Alert Filters
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To view all saved alarm filters, click the Saved filters button .

Delete Alarms

To delete any alarm, select the alarm  and click . A confirmation window appears, click Delete button.
You can perform bulk delete operation by selecting multiple alarms and by clicking the Delete icon.

Alarm Table
For more information on various columns available for in Alarm table, see Alarm Table

Service Alarm Details
Click any service alarm in the Alarm table, the row expands to display the Overview tab.

Overview
• This Overview tab provides additional information about the selected alarm. Properties are specific to the

product or source from where the alarm originates.

• The Alarm Details lists the details of the Alarms such as Alarm ID, Alarm Type, Description of the Alarm,
Suppression key, time of creation, last updated and how long since last update.

• The Monitoring Details lists the details such as Group name, Probe information, Monitoring host, source,
Hub, Configuration item, Metric information, and the type details.

• The Owner details provide details of the ticket (status, assigned to, and acknowledged).
• The Recommended automation actions (Confidence): The Automic

integration is not configured or enable. In order to configure or enable,
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click on Configure/Enable. For more information, see Configure Automic

Automation.
• The alarm on the deepest configuration Item or device (as determined by Service Analytics) is the root cause

alarm and is indicated by the  icon.

View related alarms: To view related alarms, click the View related alarms button. A new window opens with an
option to view the alarm details in the following tabs:

• Alarms
• Timeline

Note:  By default, the related alarms open in Alarms Tab.

Alarms

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-saas/SaaS/common-platform-services/Integrate-Automation-Platform.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-saas/SaaS/common-platform-services/Integrate-Automation-Platform.html
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The alarms tab displays the list of causing raw

alarms.

• The causing alarms display the following details:

• Column / Row-level Alarm Action Select a row to perform individual actions on individual alerts or the
entire column to perform bulk action.

• Severity Indicates the severity of each alarm.
• Message Displays the alert message.
• Entity Displays application or device name.
• Service(s) Displays the Service alarm name.
• Source  Indicates the source name of the alert.
• Ticket Displays Ticket Id
• Owner Displays the owner's name.
• Last Updated Indicates the date and time when the alert was last updated.

• Click a causing alarm and the row expands to display the following tabs:

• Overview: This Overview tab provides additional information about the selected alarm. Properties are
specific to the product or source from where the alarm originates. This tab also lets you view the Log
Analytics dashboard of the logs that are associated with the alarm.
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• Affected Metric: The Affected Metrics tab shows the metric chart of the underlying metric. If the required
fields are not available in the alarm, this tab is not shown. Probability bands are shown if the metric is
configured with the proprietary Data Science Engine from CA. If the metric is not configured with the
Data Science Engine, the actual metric chart with original metric values appears. If the metric chart is not
available, you must verify if the particular metric is ingested. The metric chart displays anomaly alarms
when a threshold is crossed. The threshold is determined based on historical trends. The alarm severity
is indicated as minor, major, or severe. The Affected Metric tab has a Compare Metrics link that launches
Performance Analytics from the context of an alarm and allows you to compare a single metric from different
devices or multiple metrics from single or multiple devices. For more information about the metric charts, see
Performance Analytics.

Note:  By default, the chart time range is 8 hours before the last alarm update to one hour after the last
alarm update.
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• Annotation

This tab enables you to add any additional information or details that you want to add to the selected
alarm. You can add the required information in the Annotation tab of the alarm and click Save to view the
annotation as a part of the alarm details. The annotation includes the information you added, the details of
the person who added this annotation, the date and time details.

• Impacted Services

This tab provides details of the services that are impacted due to the selected alarm. Clicking on a service
redirects to Service analytics details page of that particular service.The table displays the impacted service
metrics (such as users that are availing the service, actual service availability, and risk).
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• Topology

This tab provides topology details of the selected service or sub-service. You can view the topology details

by clicking the topology icon  of the service. If you select a parent service and click the topology
icon, the CI of its children appears along with the topology of the CIs of sub-services in different tabs.

You can click on a service to view the topologies associated with that service. You can also view the
summary of the service by clicking on the service from topology view.

Timeline Tab

The Timeline tab indicates the timeline of the service alarm as well as the underlying raw alarms, for a
service alarm. 
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The Timeline tab displays the following information:

• Causing Alarm details The Alarm cluster displays the following detail

• Column / Row-level Alarm Action Select a row to perform individual actions on individual alerts or the
entire column to perform bulk action.

• Severity Indicates the severity of each alarm.
• Alarm type Indicates the alarm type.
• Message Displays the alert message.
• Entity Displays application or device name.
• <Date and Time Interval>

• This time interval shows the journey of an alarm. You can adjust the date and
time interval, by dragging the horizontal scroll. You can drag and adjust the scroll
on both ends of the timeline. The alarm timeline displays the alerts accordingly.

• Click the diamond or small triangle to see the following information regarding an alert:

• Created Displays the date and time at which the alert got created.
• Alarm ID Displays a unique alarm ID
• Metric Displays the metric details

•

Click the Change event icon  to see any changes for the event at a given time.

Note:  The change event icon appears for an alarm when the event attribute like hostname, IP,
ci_unique_id matches the alarm attribute. It displays the event only once for the first alarm in the cluster,
for a device.

Change event icon displays the following details:

• Change event message: This message displays the change event information on what has changed
during the given time.

• Previous value: Indicates the previous value of an event
• Current value: Indicates the current value of an event

For example, in the following image, on clicking the Change event icon, it displays information about
change in build number from 2.1.6 to 2.1.9. 
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•

•

Metric palette switch To view the details and metrics of the alarm, select an alert and Click  .

This switch provides the following details:

• Details This section provides the following details of the alert:

• Alarm ID Displays a unique id
• Alarm Message Displays the alarm message
• Service impact Displays the list of impacted services.
• Entity Displays the application or device name.
• Configuration Item Displays the name of the Configuration Item.
• Last Updated Displays the date and time when the alert was last updated.
• Duration Indicates the duration of the alert.
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• Annotation Enter an annotation and click Save. You can use Annotation to
provide a description for a service alarm, which gets reflected in the ServiceNow

ticket.
• Metrics Displays the metric linear chart. The Compare metrics link launches Performance Analytics from

the context of an alarm and allows you to compare a single metric from different devices or multiple metrics
from single or multiple devices. For more information about the metric charts, see Performance Analytics.

 Anomaly Alarms

An anomaly alarm gets generated when a metric value deviation is detected by the Data Science Engine for the
configured metrics, by using machine learning algorithms. This alarm is generated when a threshold is crossed for
the configured metric value. For more information on Anomaly detection, see the Anomaly Detection and Dynamic
Threshold Alerts use case.

Alarm Suppression

DX Operational Intelligence identifies the anomalies, but generates these alarms only for the conditions that are
actionable and suppresses the other alarms. DX Operational Intelligence uses several conditions to suppress these
superficial Anomaly alarms. The predefined conditions are as follows:

• Any anomaly alarm is suppressed if they are older than the last suppressed alarm provided the current alarm
severity is same or lower than the previous alarm.

• When an Anomaly alarm is suppressed, the details of the last suppressed time and current alarm time gets
updated only if the current alarm is newer than the previous alarm.

• An anomaly alarm is raised if the the current severity is higher than the previously existing alarms. While raising
an alarm, the details of the last suppressed time to previous alarm time gets updated only if the current alarm is
older. The older alarms are close as as a part of the anomaly lifecycle.

• For a metric, any new anomaly alarm with the time interval is with in the time window and with same or lower
severity are suppressed.

Anomaly Alarms Suppression Time or Poll Interval
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The Anomaly alarms suppression time intervals and time windows for the various supported products are listed
below:

Note:  These time intervals are configurable and the intervals listed below are only default values.

Products Anomaly Alarms
Suppression Time
Interval (in Mins)

Anomaly Alarms Time
Window (in Mins)

• CA Performance Management (CA PM)
• CA Application Delivery Analysis (CA ADA)
• CA Network Flow Analysis (CA NFA)
• CA Unified Infrastructure Management (CA UIM)
• Custom

5 5 x 12 = 60

DX Application Performance Management (DX APM) 1 1 x 12 = 12

Anomaly Lifecycle Management
The Anomaly Lifecyle enables you track the anomaly alarms from the time it was raised and helps you close
the alarms automatically once the metric behavior is as per the defined conditions.  A new process is created in
Normalized Alarm service to constantly check for open Anomaly alarms and take the necessary action based on
the Time or Poll Interval table. If there are no new Anomaly alarms generated for the same metric for the given
time-period (Time interval x Time Window), then the Anomaly alarms get closed automatically. The Anomaly
alarm time window should always be greater than anomaly suppression time interval.

The Historical Anomalies are anomalies that exist in the system before starting Lifecycle Management, which
includes anomalies that were not closed due to unhandled scenarios as part of incoming alarm closure such as
cache eviction, or any pod restart and so on.

An overview of the configuration details are provided below:

Table 1: Configurations Details

Name (Default values) Description

ANOMALY_ALARM_POLL_CYCLE = 7 Indicates the number of time windows to retrieve
anomaly alarms.

This variable is used along
<product>_POLL_INTERVAL to calculate the duration
after which anomaly should be closed.

For DX APM, the Anomaly closure duration is 7
minutes, and for the rest of the supported products, the
Anomaly closure duration is 35 minutes.

ANOMALY_SUPPRESSION_TIME_INTERVAL_COUNT
= 6

Indicates the suppression of time interval. If a new
anomaly alarm is raised at anytime during the 6 time
windows from last suppressed alarm, then the alarm is
suppressed, else it raises a new alarm.

This variable is used along with
<product>_POLL_INTERVAL. It suppresses any
new incoming anomaly alarm (A2) with an existing
anomaly alarm ( A1 ) that was already raised before
(ANOMALY_SUPPRESSION_TIME_INTERVAL_COUNT
x <product>_POLL_INTERVAL) minutes.

For example, In CA UIM product:

If an alarm A1 is raised at 10 am; any alarm alarm
raised (6 * 5 = 30 mins) with in 30 mins will be
suppressed by A1.
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 Maintenance Window

You can use this feature to schedule a maintenance period for a Service, Application, Group or Device in order
to perform any maintenance activity during this period. The maintenance period stops all monitoring and metric
calculations for the selected service, application,group or device. During this period, alarms are silenced and you
would not receive any alarm notifications. However, you can still monitor the status and health of these devices.

An alarm that raises within the maintenance time is tagged as   in the Alarms page. You can create a
maintenance schedule for once, daily, weekly, or monthly time-period. To automate a maintenance schedule using
APIs, see Global Maintenance APIs.

Overview
To perform maintenance activities on entities (Service, Application, Group, Devices) you must regularly schedule
maintenance activities using the maintenance schedules. The maintenance schedule is a period of time designated
to perform preventive maintenance activities that could cause disruption of service. The Maintenance Window
page displays the various maintenance schedules which are currently active, inactive or scheduled.

This page displays the details of each schedule:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-saas/SaaS/APIs/Global-Maintenance-APIs.html
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• Title: Indicates the name of the maintenance schedule.
• Description: Indicates the description details of the maintenance schedule.
• Status: Indicates the current status of the maintenance schedule, which could be Active, Inactive, or

Scheduled.
• Start and End: Indicates the start and end time of the schedule. This field defines the duration of the schedule.
• Duration: Indicates the duration of the maintenance schedule.
• Recurrence: Indicates the recurring maintenance schedule details.
• Creator: Indicates the name of the person who created the maintenance schedule.

Filter:

You can use the filter option to narrow down your search for a required maintenance schedule. You can either type
in the Filter field directly and search, or type and select the filter attributes that pop-up, or add a filter attribute by
clicking on the + icon next to the Filter field. Here is an example:

Create a Maintenance Window
To create a maintenance window, perform the following steps:

1. From the Settings tab, click on Maintenance Windows.

The Maintenance Windows page opens with all the existing maintenance schedules.
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2. Click on + Add maintenance window button.
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The Choose affected entities page opens with Services tab as default. For example, let us create a
maintenance window for a

service.
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3. Click on the + icon next to a service name.
4. In the context-menu, select Add service if you want to create a maintenance window for only a service, and

click Add service & sub-services if you want to create a maintenance window for the parent service and child
sub-services. In this example, let us select Add Service.
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• Alternatively, here is an example on how to add a

Group.
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5. To view the services you have selected, click on Selected entities button at the bottom-left.
6. Click on Create maintenance

button.

1.1 Name: Enter a name for the schedule.
2.1 Description: Enter a description for the schedule.
3.1 Start and End: Set the start and end time of the schedule. This field defines the duration of the schedule.
4.1 Timezone: Select the timezone for the schedu
5.1 Repeat: Select the Custom option if you want a recurring maintenance schedule.

1. 1.1 Every: Set the time period based on Days, Weeks, or Months.
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2. 1.1 End: Set the end time for the recurring maintenance window using the calendar. If you do not
want to end the recurring maintenance window, select Never.

6.1 Click Save.

Your maintenance window gets listed in the existing list of maintenance windows.

Note:  You cannot create a recurring maintenance schedule to occur on the same day within the same schedule.
For example, if you have created a maintenance schedule for a service to run from 2 PM to 3 PM, you cannot
create within the same schedule a service to run from 5 PM to 6 PM. You need to create a new maintenance
schedule for such same day requirements.

Edit a Maintenance Window
To edit a maintenance window, perform the following steps:
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1. From the Maintenance Window page, click on an existing maintenance

window.
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2. To modify the existing affected entities, click Edit.
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3. You can modify the following details:

1.1 Name: Enter a name for the maintenance window
2.1 Description: Enter a description for the maintenance window.
3.1 Start and End: Set the start and end time for the maintenance

window.
4.1 Timezone: Select the timezone of the maintenance window.
5.1 Repeat: Select Custom option if you want a recurring maintenance window.

4. Click Save.

The changes get updated.

Delete a Maintenance Window
To delete a maintenance window, perform the following steps:
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1. From the Maintenance Window page, click on an existing maintenance

window.
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2. Click on Delete.
3. Alternatively, you can delete a maintenance window from the Maintenance Window page by selecting the

checkbox next to the maintenance window and clicking , Delete option.

The selected Maintenance Window gets deleted.

End an Active Maintenance Window
To end an active maintenance window, perform the following steps:

1. From the Maintenance Window page, select the checkbox of an existing maintenance

window.
2.

Click on the  icon at the top-right.
3. In the context-menu, click on End 'Active' window option.

The selected active maintenance window ends.
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 Performance Analytics
Performance Analytics enables you to track, aggregate, and visualize key performance indicators for any specific
time-period. Performance Analytics in DX Operational Intelligence allows you to:

• Detect performance bottlenecks and anomalies.
• Compare multiple metrics for the same devices, interfaces, networks.
• Compare multiple metrics across multiple entities.
• Compare uni-variate metrics across single and multiple entities.
• Compare multivariate metrics across multiple entities.

An Entity can be one of the following types:

• Groups
• Services
• Application
• Device - For the network device, the interfaces can be selected as a context using the device itself.

Access Performance Analytics
Performance Analytics provides a historical analysis of multiple metrics and its machine learning based anomaly
detection helps identify issues proactively. You can access Performance Analytics in two ways:

Follow these steps:

1.
Log in to DX Operational Intelligence, and click on  from the left-navigation pane.

1.1

Click the   button.

The Select context page appears.
2. To view the performance charts in context of an Alarm, use the following steps:

1.1 Click the Alarms icon on the navigation panel.

The Service alarms page appears.
2.1 Click on an alarm from the list of alarms.

The row expands and displays the Alarm details, Affected metrics, Impacted services, Topology and
Annotation.

3.1 Navigate to Affected metric tab.

The performance chart for the selected metrics appears.
4.1 From the Affected metric tab, click on Compare Metrics  below the chart.

The Performance Analytics page is launched in context of the selected entity and alarm affected metric.

The following illustration depicts how you can access Performance Analytics:
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The metrics can be ingested into Performance Analytics from the source products listed in Compatibility Matrix. The
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metric store processes raw metrics along with perform aggregation and anomaly detection. For more information
on metric management, see Metric Management, and for more information on anomaly detection, see Anomaly
Detection.

Performance Analytics  User Interface

When you launch Performance Analytics page from the navigation pane for the first time, the page would be empty
and you would be required to select the context and metrics. If you already have a saved view with context and
metrics, then the Performance Analytics page opens with the default saved view. When you navigate from the
Alarm Analytics page in the context of an alarm, the Performance Analytics page opens with the corresponding
charts of the alarm.

Step 1: Select a Context

To Select a context, perform the following steps:

1.

From the Performance Analytics page, click the   button.

The Select context page appears.
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2. Set the entity context by selecting entities from the available list of entities. Use the Filter field to search for the

entities.

Filter

You can use the Global Filter field to perform a text search across all the columns, and you can perform a more
context based search using the context Filter field.

Search for Interfaces:

• In the column search Filter, search for Type: Devices to get the results for associated interfaces with the
router or switch.

• In the column search Filter, search for Entity Names to get the results for associated interfaces with the
router or switch.
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• If you know the Interface name already, then you can search the specific interface name using the global
filter.

Note:  States are calculated when a tenant has at least one service created. If the tenant has no services
created, then all the entities are displayed as Normal.

3. (Optional) You can sort the Entity names column in ascending and descending order:

•
By default, the entities are sorted in ascending order  .

•

To sort a column in descending order, click the column name till the descending order icon appear.
4. To view only the selected entities, enable the Display ONLY selected option.
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5. Click Done at the top-left of the page.

The Performance Analytics page is set in the context of the selected entities. For Entities, the page title is the
name of the first entity and the number in the brackets is the count of the remaining selected entities.

Note:  If you do not select any entity, the Performance Analytics page shows a blank page. Use the 

 button to set the entity context.

Step 2: Select the Metrics
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After you selected the required entity context, you can proceed with the following steps:

1. From the selected entity page, click on Metrics option.
The list of available Metrics and Configuration Items (CIs) for the selected entities appear. The hierarchy that
builds up  depends on the selected context. If the selected context entity has more CIs associated to it, then the
hierarchy builds up in such a way that you view the list of CIs and the associated metrics of the CIs.
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2. Select an Entity and click the drop-down arrow to view the associated Configuration Items.

The list of associated CIs appear.
3. Click the drop-down arrow to view the associated Metrics Family.
4. Click the drop-down arrow to view the associated Metrics of the CIs. You can also click Filter at the parent level

to view the associated child entities.

Note:

• The hierarchies may vary from one source product to another.
• In the context search for an alarm or interface, sometimes you might not see the interface in context on the

Available metrics editor, so filtering on that interface shows that interface and the selected metrics which is
being plotted.

• While working on the Application context of APM sources, the APM entities that you select might not display
the associated hierarchies. You must select the corresponding APM agent, then you can see the exact
hierarchies and metrics.

5. (Optional) Enable the Display Selected Metrics option to view only the metrics that you have selected.
6. Click the Add Metric (+) button to add performance chart.

The performance charts for the selected metrics appear on the Performance Analytics page.

Step 3: Metric Charts Views
This section describes the following chart views that are displayed based on data available:

• Timeline Series Probability Bands
• Timeline Series (Line) Charts

The Timeline Series Probability Bands are shown when there is a single metric selected, and for that metric
anomaly detection is also configured. The Timeline Series (Line) Charts are shown when there is more than one
entity being plotted on the same chart or the selected metric does not have anomaly detection configured.

Timeline Chart
If you have selected more than one Configuration Item or aggregation type as an entity, a
timeline series chart is plotted. Click the legend to view the respective series in the chart.

Probability Band Charts: Interpret the Green Highway Band
If only a single Configuration Item (CI) is selected from the metric type family, a chart with probability bands is
plotted. Based on the duration and frequency of the data that is captured the chart displays a Solid Green Highway
Band, a Hash-Patterned Green Highway Band, or an Intermittent Pattern. You interpret the prediction bands to
understand the performance of the metric.

When data for the metric is too large, a time slider is available below the chart. Use the time slider to select a time
range and view details for a selected period. Three zones display the different prediction intervals present in the
historical data. Scan the chart to identify points in time where an alarm was triggered, and where analytic data falls
outside of the established norm for a component on your system. For more information on anomaly detection, see
Anomaly Detection.

Note:

• You might experience a data break while using the Green Highway Bands for CA UIM and DX PM source
products.This will be handled in a future rollout.

• The following metrics does not generate Metric Charts:
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• DX APM - current capacity (bytes), amount of space used (bytes)
• DX PM - availability

A legend displays the different elements of the chart:

 You can switch the display of the different zones
(rare, probable, common, and center) using the checkbox in the chart legend. For example, you can hide the
display of the common and probable zones so it is easier to view high severity (rare) activity.
The chart combines information that is designed to help you quickly review and interpret activity for a metric in your
environment. The various components of the chart are as follows:

• Actual Data
Actual data is illustrated as a black solid line (no alarms) or a colored solid line (alarm state) on the chart. The
line is calculated from actual data for the metric. By comparing actual data and the median value, you can
quickly see variations for the metric in your environment. When an alert occurs, the black line changes to a
colored solid line that matches the alert severity and displays icons with the matching severity.
For example, red for critical anomaly alarm, orange for major anomaly alarm, and yellow for minor anomaly
alarm

• Mean Value for the Metric
The mean value or average for your metric is illustrated as a gray line on the chart. The mean value is displayed
when there is not enough historical data.

• Center Value for the Metric
The center line is the middle of the range or median for the data and is shown as a green dotted line. The zones
closest to the center line are closest to the most common measurements for the data.

• Common Data
Common zone data tracks closest to the center line, or the norm for your metric, and displays as a dark green
band. The analytics calculations place the common zone as one percentile above or below the norm.

• Probable Data
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Probable zone data is illustrated as a green band on the chart. The analytics calculations place the probable
zone two percentile points above or below the norm.

• Rare Data
Rare zone data is illustrated as a light green band on the chart. The analytic place the rare zone three percentile
points above or below the norm, and signal a metric behavior outside the normal range.

• You can also view the chart data for an instant when you move your mouse over the chart to display dynamic
information in a popup. For example, when you pan over the zones, each data point in time is summarized in a
popup:

Hash-Patterned Green Highway

• When limited data is available for a metric initially, the Green Highway chart displays a hash-patterned band and
represents recently observed performance of the metric, for example, in cases where a metric is newly added.

• The alerts that are produced are based on comparison between the most recently captured data (last few hours)
and the data from longer timescales (days). As DX Operational Intelligence captures more data for a metric, the
Green Highway chart switches to displaying from hashed to a solid pattern. Timescales for such a switch vary
based on how often a given metric is collected and forecasts are calculated. For metrics that are reported to DX
Operational Intelligence once per hour or more often, solid Green Highways appear within a week.
The following image is an example of a hash-patterned Green Highway:

• Intermittent Hash-Pattern
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When the number of data points are enough for the Solid Green Highways, then there is a switch from
the Hash-Pattern to Solid Green Highways that is when you can see the Intermittent Hash-Pattern. The
following image is an example of an intermittent pattern that occurs when there is a mismatch in the time of the
data collection and the occurrence:

Solid Green Highway

• Explore Green Highway charts, which are a summary of past metric behavior at specific stages of your business
cycle. These charts provide not only a qualitative description of when your system is the most or least active,
but a quantitative description of what values for each metric are typical, and a forecast of where new values may
appear.

• Produce anomaly alerts that are derived from the Green Highways. Because the Green Highways describe the
likelihood of metric values, they also describe what values would be anomalous. DX Operational Intelligence
uses Green Highways to:

• Generate statistical anomaly alerts for both individual extreme values
• Generate a series of values which are individually not unusual, but anomalous when observed together
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Performance Analytics Page
This section describes the Performance Analytics page that appears after you have selected devices:

1. Context Selection – Using this button, you can add or remove entities for which available metric charts are to
be generated. Use the Filter field to search for the entities.

2. Aggregation Interval – Use the aggregation interval drop-down to specify the interval at which data
aggregation takes place. If you select Raw option from this drop-down, line charts are plotted in the metric
charts and you cannot synchronize the metric charts. By default, Raw option is selected. If you select a time
range within 3 days, then the charts are plotted on raw metrics. If you select a time range beyond 3 days,
then the charts are plotted on 15 minute aggregates and daily aggregates. For more information, see Metric
Management.

3. Grid View – Use the buttons to specify the number of metric charts to be shown in each row.
4. Save View - Use this button to save a view. Once you select some entities and metrics, you can save your

selections along with the metrics units as a view. So, when you refer back to your Performance Analytics page,
you can see the saved view with metrics and metric units. For more information on the list of actions that you
can perform on Save View, see Manage Views.

Note:  In the Saved Views, if you have charts built on top of third-party metrics, the deselection  of the charts
will not be available.

5. Metrics – Use this button to view the list of available metrics for the selected entities. Metrics are grouped
based on the metric type. Configuration Items that belong to the same metric type are nested into the respective
entity host name.

6. Time Slider –Use this ellipse button to synchronize metric charts and view the synchronized timeline for a
selected metric chart or all charts.

7. Chart View – Selecting the metric creates a chart in the Charts panel. If only a single CI is selected from the
metric type, a chart with probability bands is plotted. If you select more than one CI or multiple aggregation
types are set to the entity, a line series chart is plotted.

Synchronize Metric Charts
You can synchronize metric charts and view the synchronized timeline for a selected metric chart or all charts.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the required entities in the Performance Analytics page.
2. Select the metrics from the Available Metrics palette.

The metric charts are displayed.
3. Select an Aggregation Interval from the drop-down.
4. To synchronize a chart, switch on the synchronize toggle from the ellipsis button of a chart.

The metric chart is synchronized according to the specified aggregation level. Use the Re-sync all time sliders
option to synchronize all metric charts.
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Note:

• Synchronization is possible only on time-based interval data, and not on raw data. By default, charts are synced
and the default time interval is 10 minutes.

• If there are pre-existing entities with metric units, then these metrics would not be available in your current
view after the current SaaS rollout. The metric units are available only for the newly created views. For more
information, see Manage Views.

Filter by Time Range

Click the date/time picker  icon to select the
duration for which you want to view the performance analytics for the selected entities. By default, the duration is
one week. When you are accessing the Performance Analytics page from the navigation panel, then the default
duration is one week.

When you access the performance analytics page in the context of an affected alarm metric, then the default
duration is calculated by (-8 hours + 1 hour) from the alarm creation time. the calendar is updated to match the last
updated time of the affected alarm. This range is 8 hours before the last alarm update to one hour after the last
alarm update.

You can use the date/time picker filter to set the duration for your search, that were created for a specific time
period such as 1 hour, 24 hours, 1 week and so on. Performance Analytics also provides you with a Custom
option, which enables you to pick a particular start date/time and a particular end date/time to help you narrow
down the metrics that you are looking for.

Note:  If you select a time range within 3 days, then the charts are plotted on raw metrics. If you select a time range
beyond 3 days, then the charts are plotted on 15 minute aggregates and daily aggregates. For more information,
see Metric Management.

 Manage Views

This section gives you an overview of how you can manage your views in the Performance Analytics page.
Save View Actions
Once you select some entities and metrics, you can save your selections as a view. The units of the metrics also
get stored in the saved views. You can perform the following actions in Save View:

• Create a View
• Edit a View
• Delete a View

Create a View
To create a new view, perform the following steps:

1.

Click the Save View icon .
2.

Click the  icon and enter a name for the view.

If you are creating the view for the first time, you can click the plus icon directly. But, if you are creating the view

for an existing view, you must click the Clear selected view icon  and then click the plus icon.
3.

Click Save View .

Note:  If you wish to make this view as a default view, select the checkbox and click Save.
4.

Click  to add the Entity.
5. Select the required Entities and click Done.
6. After you select the Entities, add metrics to analyze performance across multiple entities.
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1.1 Click Metrics button.

All metric appears for the selected entities.
2.1 Click Add Metric ( + ) icon available adjacent the metric name. The Add Metric is enabled only for the

deepest children metric level. You can search a metric by providing the metric name in search Filter field.

The Performance Analytics page for the selected entities and metrics appears. You can view the
correlation of multiple metrics across a group of entities in a single metric chart. You can then analyze and
compare periods, detect anomalies, and perform predictive analysis.

7.

Click Save View icon.

Note:  Ensure to click Save view after every change you make in the view.

Edit a View
To edit an existing view, perform the following steps:

1.

Click the Save View icon .
2.

Click Edit  icon and change the name.
3. Click Save view.
4. You can also add more Entities to an existing view. For more information, see Create a New View.

Delete a View

To delete an existing view, click the Save View  icon, select the view you want to delete and click the

Delete View icon.

 Metric Management

All metrics go into the metric store in the designated formats. The Metric Management is handled at two levels:

• Raw metrics
• Aggregate metrics

Raw metric
These are the metrics ingested by the various source products, for more information, see Compatibility Matrix. The
ingestion happens almost real-time. The polling or time interval for these metrics depends on the configuration
done at the source product. For example: a metric could flow in per minute, per 5 minutes, and so on.

• Raw metrics are used to plot the charts for duration less than 3 days in Performance Analytics.
• Raw metrics are also used for Anomaly Detection if configured for the same.
• Raw metrics can also be used in DX Dashboards. For more information, see DX Dashboards.

Aggregate metrics
The raw metrics are aggregated up to two levels and added back to the same metric store. Raw metrics get
aggregated upto 15 minutes and daily aggregations. The 15 mins aggregation data comes in with a latency of
around 17-20 minutes, and similarly the 1 day aggregation data of 1 day.

• These aggregated metrics are used to plot the chart for duration more than 3 days in Performance Analytics.
The 15 minutes aggregation is used for up to a duration of 30 days. For greater than 30 days duration, the daily
aggregation is used.

• The 15 mins aggregations are also used for Predictive Insights and for Capacity Predictions.
• Aggregate metrics can also be used for DX Dashboards. For more information, see DX Dashboards.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-saas/SaaS/Self-Service-Dashboards.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-saas/SaaS/Self-Service-Dashboards.html
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 Anomaly Detection

An anomaly is a data point or event that is inconsistent with normal operating conditions. Detecting anomalies in
order to locate problems and understand trends within infrastructure and applications is a key use case for AIOps.
Detection allows tools to both recognize behavior that is out of the ordinary (such as a server that is responding
more slowly than usual, or uncommon network activity generated by a breach) and react accordingly.

By using Anomaly Detection in our AIOps solution, you gain the following benefits:

• Our AIOps solution ingests metrics, not just alarms or events. Metrics are a must have for effective anomaly
detection.

• With our AIOps solution you don’t need to setup thresholds. You can just send metrics to the data lake and our
AIOps solution will correlate data and identify anomalies.

• Our AIOps solution does multi-variate anomaly detection, rather than relying on just a single variate.
• Our AIOps solution features more than ten AI and ML algorithms, which we have tuned based on our domain

expertise. These optimized algorithms enable you to do fast root cause analysis and predictive IT.
• With our automation and topology mapping, we can accurately detect anomalies, reduce event noise, and

pinpoint the root cause of issues.
• If our AIOps solution is ever incorrect in identifying a root cause, it can take input from operators and learn from

this information.

Dynamic Baselining
While understanding the concept of an anomaly might be easy, what makes anomaly detection particularly
challenging for AIOps in modern software environments is that, in many instances, there is no consistent means
of defining normal operating conditions.The amount of network traffic, memory and storage space that a given
environment consumes might fluctuate widely throughout the day, which also includes the number of active users
or application instances. Effective detection under these circumstances requires AIOps tools that are intelligent
enough to set dynamic baselines. Dynamic baselines allow the tools to determine what constitutes normal activity
under given circumstances (such as the time of day and the number of registered users for an application), then
detect data or events that do not align with the dynamic baseline.

Time-Series Anomaly Detection

Time-series data represents time-stamped observations of various probes we have in the environment. In large
deployments, we can collect tens of millions of metrics. The majority of these metrics are time averaged and can
provide great detail on the transactional or resource-related state of the system.

Each of the individual metrics follow a distribution. Without making any assumptions on the distribution, our KDE
algorithm draws kernels of distributions for the historical data points of each metric. Using this distribution, it
estimates the probability of a value occurring for a metric. Using a quartile-based breakdown, this distribution helps
Anomaly Detection estimate how rare or common a data value is for a particular metric at a particular time of the
day. These areas form bands that our Anomaly Detection can then consider normal.
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Our AIOps solution then interprets these bands for you. An anomaly is generated when a metric value is in the rare
band for long enough.

The raw metrics are published to the Data Science Platform (DSP) where the anomaly detection engine lies.

 Metric Triage Use cases

Performance Analytics supports the following use cases:

• Use case 1: The Infrastructure or Network Admin wants to triage performance issues for a group of monitored
entities. These groups are ingested from the source products during integrations.

• Use case 2: The Application owner wants to triage the performance issue for the application or a part of it
• Use case 3: The Service owner wants to triage the performance issue for the service or a part of it

Use case 1: The Infrastructure or Network Admin wants to triage performance issues
for a group of monitored entities. These groups are ingested from the source products
during integrations.
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1.

From the Performance Analytics page, click the   button.

The Select context page appears.
2. Select the Group in the entity.
3. Set the entity context by selecting entities from the available list of entities.
4. Click Done at the top-left of the page.

The Performance Analytics page is set in the context of the selected entities. For Entities, the page title is
the name of the first entity and the number in the brackets is the count of the remaining selected entities.

Note:  If you do not select any entity, the Performance Analytics page shows a blank page. Use the 

 button to set the entity context.
5. From the selected entity page, click on Metrics option.

The list of available Metrics and Configuration Items (CIs) for the selected entities appear. The hierarchy
that builds up  depends on the selected context. If the selected context entity has more CIs associated to it,
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then the hierarchy builds up in such a way that you view the list of CIs and the associated metrics of the CIs.
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6. Select an Entity and click the drop-down arrow to view the associated Configuration Items.

The list of associated CIs appear.
7. Click the drop-down arrow to view the associated Metrics Family.
8. Click the drop-down arrow to view the associated Metrics of the CIs. You can also click Filter at the parent

level to view the associated child entities.

Note:

• The hierarchies may vary from one source product to another.
• In the context search for an alarm or interface, sometimes you might not see the interface in context on the

Available metrics editor, so filtering on that interface shows that interface and the selected metrics which
is being plotted.

9. Click the Add Metric (+) button to add performance chart.
The performance charts for the selected metrics appear on the Performance Analytics page.

10. If  you select the Calendar duration as less than 3 days, the charts are plotted based on Raw metrics.

These aggregated metrics are used to plot the chart for duration more than 3 days in Performance Analytics.
The 15 minutes aggregation is used for up to a duration of 30 days. For greater than 30 days duration, the
daily aggregation is used.

Use case 2: The Application owner wants to triage the performance issue for the application or a part of it

1.

From the Performance Analytics page, click the   button.

The Select context page appears.
2. Select the Application, or Application URL, or an Application related component in the entity.
3. Set the entity context by selecting entities from the available list of entities.
4. Click Done at the top-left of the page.

The Performance Analytics page is set in the context of the selected entities. For Entities, the page title is
the name of the first entity and the number in the brackets is the count of the remaining selected entities.

Note:  If you do not select any entity, the Performance Analytics page shows a blank page. Use the 

 button to set the entity context.
5. From the selected entity page, click on Metrics option.

The list of available Metrics and Configuration Items (CIs) for the selected entities appear. The hierarchy
that builds up  depends on the selected context. If the selected context entity has more CIs associated to it,
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then the hierarchy builds up in such a way that you view the list of CIs and the associated metrics of the CIs.
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6. Select an Entity and click the drop-down arrow to view the associated Configuration Items.

The list of associated CIs appear.
7. Click the drop-down arrow to view the associated Metrics Family.
8. Click the drop-down arrow to view the associated Metrics of the CIs. You can also click Filter at the parent

level to view the associated child entities.

Note:

• The hierarchies may vary from one source product to another.
• In the context search for an alarm or interface, sometimes you might not see the interface in context on the

Available metrics editor, so filtering on that interface shows that interface and the selected metrics which
is being plotted.

9. Click the Add Metric (+) button to add performance chart.
The performance charts for the selected metrics appear on the Performance Analytics page.

10. If  you select the Calendar duration as less than 3 days, the charts are plotted based on Raw metrics.

These aggregated metrics are used to plot the chart for duration more than 3 days in Performance Analytics.
The 15 minutes aggregation is used for up to a duration of 30 days. For greater than 30 days duration, the
daily aggregation is used.

Use case 3: The Service owner wants to triage the performance issue for the service or a part of it.

1.

From the Performance Analytics page, click the   button.

The Select context page appears.
2. Select the Service in the entity.
3. Set the entity context by selecting entities from the available list of entities.
4. Click Done at the top-left of the page.

The Performance Analytics page is set in the context of the selected entities. For Entities, the page title is
the name of the first entity and the number in the brackets is the count of the remaining selected entities.

Note:  If you do not select any entity, the Performance Analytics page shows a blank page. Use the 

 button to set the entity context.
5. From the selected entity page, click on Metrics option.

The list of available Metrics and Configuration Items (CIs) for the selected entities appear. The hierarchy
that builds up  depends on the selected context. If the selected context entity has more CIs associated to it,
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then the hierarchy builds up in such a way that you view the list of CIs and the associated metrics of the CIs.
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6. Select an Entity and click the drop-down arrow to view the associated Configuration Items.

The list of associated CIs appear.
7. Click the drop-down arrow to view the associated Metrics Family.
8. Click the drop-down arrow to view the associated Metrics of the CIs. You can also click Filter at the parent

level to view the associated child entities.

Note:

• The hierarchies may vary from one source product to another.
• In the context search for an alarm or interface, sometimes you might not see the interface in context on the

Available metrics editor, so filtering on that interface shows that interface and the selected metrics which
is being plotted.

9. Click the Add Metric (+) button to add performance chart.
The performance charts for the selected metrics appear on the Performance Analytics page.

10. If  you select the Calendar duration as less than 3 days, the charts are plotted based on Raw metrics.

These aggregated metrics are used to plot the chart for duration more than 3 days in Performance Analytics.
The 15 minutes aggregation is used for up to a duration of 30 days. For greater than 30 days duration, the
daily aggregation is used.

 Capacity Analytics
doisaas
Capacity planning helps you manage your IT resources by ensuring that the resources are sized correctly to meet
current and future business needs. Capacity analytics allow you to manage demands for IT resources proactively in
a cost-effective manner. You can optimize the performance and efficiency of existing resources, plan for and justify
any financial investments.

By using Capacity Analytics in DX Operational Intelligence, you can leverage the following benefits:

• Predict capacity for peak seasons
• Understand when more resources are needed and plan accordingly
• Only buy additional resources when required
• Efficiently manage infrastructure and networks
• Eliminate wastage of resources by identifying areas that are underutilized

Note:

To view capacity analytics data, complete the steps in the following topics:

1. Metrics for Capacity Analytics
2. Group Configuration
3. Service Configuration

You can use the following illustration to learn more about Capacity Analytics and it's process flow.

Note:  Click on any step in the flowchart to know more about the Capacity Analytics process.
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1. Capacity Analytics
2. #unique_31/unique_31_Connect_42_FilterOptionsforProjections
3. #unique_31/unique_31_Connect_42_ResourceCapacityStatus
4. Capacity Analytics - Overview
5. #unique_28/unique_28_Connect_42_MetricConfigs
6. Services Configuration
7. Groups Configuration
8. Create a Service

 Metrics for Capacity Analytics

doisaas

This page gives you an overview of the various metrics that are applicable for Capacity Analytics.

Capacity Analytics supports the metrics from the following probes:

• Universal Monitoring Agent for Kubernetes
• cdm Probe
• vmware Probe
• netap-ontap Probe
• ibmvm Probe
• hpe_3par Probe

Universal Monitoring Agent for Kubernetes
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Metric Name Metric Type Metric Unit Linking
Required ?

Metric to Be
linked with

Description

CPU Utilization
(mCore)

    Usage      Count           Yes CPU Limit (mCore) Total CPU utilized by
Node/POD/Cluster

CPU Limit
(mCore)

Capacity Count Yes CPU Utilization
(mCore)

Total CPU available
for Kubernetes Node/
POD/Cluster

Memory Usage
(Bytes)

Usage Bytes Yes Memory Limit (Bytes) Total Memory Utilized
by Node/POD/Cluster

Memory Limit
(Bytes)

Capacity Bytes Yes Memory Usage (Bytes) Total Memory
available for
Kubernetes Node/
POD/Cluster

cdm Probe Metrics

Verify that the cdm probe is collecting the following metrics:

Metric Name Metric ID Description Metric Unit Linking
Required ?

Metric to be
linked with

Individual CPU
System

QOS_CPU_MULTI_USAGEThe percentage
of time when an
individual CPU
of the system
was executing
the kernel or
operating system.

Percent No NA

Individual CPU
Usage

QOS_CPU_MULTI_USAGEThe percentage
of time for which
an individual
CPU of the
system was
used.

Percent No NA

Individual CPU
User

QOS_CPU_MULTI_USAGEThe percentage
of time for which
an individual
CPU of the
system was
executing in user
mode.

Percent No NA

Individual CPU
Wait

QOS_CPU_MULTI_USAGEThe percentage
of time for which
an individual
CPU of the
system was
waiting for I/O.

Percent No NA
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Metric Name Metric ID Description Metric Unit Linking
Required ?

Metric to be
linked with

Individual CPU
Steal

QOS_CPU_MULTI_USAGEThe percentage
of time for
which an
individual CPU
of the system
was waiting
involuntarily.
During this time,
the CPU is not
in any of the
following states:
User; System;
Wait; Idle

Percent No NA

Total CPU
System

QOS_CPU_USAGEThe sum of
CPU time when
all CPUs of
the system
were executing
the kernel or
operating system.

Percent No NA

Total CPU Usage QOS_CPU_USAGEThe percentage
of time for which
all CPUs of the
system were
used.

Percent No NA

Total CPU User QOS_CPU_USAGEThe percentage
of time for which
all CPUs of the
system were
executing in user
mode.

Percent No NA

Total CPU Wait QOS_CPU_USAGEThe percentage
of time for which
all CPUs of the
system were
waiting for I/O.

Percent No NA

Total CPU Steal QOS_CPU_USAGEThe percentage
of time for which
all CPUs of
the system
were waiting
involuntarily.
During this time,
the CPUs are
not in any of the
following states:
User; System;
Wait; Idle

Percent No NA
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Metric Name Metric ID Description Metric Unit Linking
Required ?

Metric to be
linked with

Smt QOS_CPU_SMT The number of
simultaneous
multithreading
(SMT) threads
enabled in a
logical partition
(LPAR). If there
are two SMT
threads, the row
is displayed as
"on." However,
if there are
more than two
SMT threads,
the number of
SMT threads is
displayed.

Count Yes Number of CPU

Number of CPU QOS_CPU_NUM This QoS is
supported only
on the AIX
platform.

Count Yes Smt

Disk Usage
Change (MB)

QOS_DISK_DELTAThe disk usage
change in
megabytes

Megabytes Yes Disk Usage (MB)

Disk Usage (MB) QOS_DISK_USAGEAggregated
disk usage in
megabytes

Megabytes Yes Disk Usage
Change (MB)

Disk Usage (%) QOS_DISK_USAGE_PERCAggregated
disk usage in
percentage

Percent No NA

Disk Read (B/s) QOS_DISK_READ_THROUGHPUTDisk bytes read
per second

Bytes/Second Yes Disk Read and
Write (B/s)

Disk Write (B/s) QOS_DISK_WRITE_THROUGHPUTDisk bytes written
per second

Bytes/Second Yes Disk Read and
Write (B/s)

Disk Read and
Write (B/s)

QOS_DISK_TOTAL_THROUGHPUTDisk bytes read
and written per
second

Bytes/Second Yes Disk Read (B/s)
or Disk Write (B/
s)

Inode Usage (%) QOS_INODE_USAGE_PERCTotal number of
free file nodes
in file system in
percentage.

Percent No NA

Disk Latency
(ms)

QOS_DISK_LATENCYThis metric is the
total latency of
the disk.

Milliseconds Yes Disk Read
Latency (ms)
or Disk Write
Latency (ms)

Disk Read
Latency (ms)

QOS_DISK_READ_LATENCYThis metric is the
read latency of
the disk.

Milliseconds Yes Disk Latency
(ms)
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Metric Name Metric ID Description Metric Unit Linking
Required ?

Metric to be
linked with

Disk Write
Latency (ms)

QOS_DISK_WRITE_LATENCYThis metric is the
write latency of
the disk.

Milliseconds Yes Disk Latency
(ms)

Disk Usage
Change (%)

QOS_DISK_DELTA_PERCThe disk usage
change in
percent

Percent No NA

Memory Usage
(MB)

QOS_MEMORY_USAGEMegabytes Total memory
usage in
megabytes

Yes Physical Memory
(MB)

Memory Usage
(%)

QOS_MEMORY_PERC_USAGEPercent Total memory
usage in
percentage

No NA

Physical Memory
(MB)

QOS_MEMORY_PHYSICALMegabytes The size of
the physical
memory used
on the system in
megabytes.

Yes Memory Usage
(MB)

Physical Memory
(%)

QOS_MEMORY_PHYSICAL_PERCPercent The size of
the physical
memory used
on the system in
percentage

No NA

Swap Memory
(%)

QOS_MEMORY_SWAP_PERCPercent Total Swap
memory usage in
percent

No NA

System Memory
Utilization (%)

QOS_MEMORY_SYS_UTILPercent Total System
memory
utilization
in percent.
This metric is
supported only
on the Windows,
Linux and AIX
platforms.

No NA

User Memory
Utilization (%)

QOS_MEMORY_USR_UTILPercent Total User
memory
utilization
in percent.
This metric is
supported only
on the Windows,
Linux and AIX
platforms.

No NA

Total Memory QOS_TOTAL_MEMORY_AMEMB The size of the
total memory
in an LPAR in
your system, in
megabytes.

Yes Memory Dxm
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Metric Name Metric ID Description Metric Unit Linking
Required ?

Metric to be
linked with

Memory Dxm QOS_MEMORY_EXPANDED_DXM_AMEMB The size of the
memory deficit
in an LPAR in
your system,
in megabytes.
At times an
LPAR cannot
be configured
with the provided
memory
expansion factor
as it is too large,
and the workload
in the LPAR does
not compress
well. Thus, a
memory deficit is
created.

Yes Total Memory

Network Inbound
Traffic

QOS_NETWORK_INBOUND_TRAFFICThe total number
of bytes per
second received
by the server.

Bytes/Second Yes Network
Aggregated
Traffic

Network
Outbound Traffic

QOS_NETWORK_OUTBOUND_TRAFFICThe total number
of bytes per
second sent by
the server.

Bytes/Second Yes Network
Aggregated
Traffic

Network
Aggregated
Traffic

QOS_NETWORK_AGGREGATED_TRAFFICThe total number
of bytes per
second sent and
received by the
server.

Bytes/Second Yes Network Inbound
Traffic or Network
Outbound Traffic

Interface Errors
% (In)

QOS_INBOUND_ERRORS_PERCInbound errors in
percent.

Percent No NA

Interface Errors
% (Out)

QOS_OUTBOUND_ERRORS_PERCOutbound errors
in percent.

Percent No NA

Interface
Discards % (In)

QOS_INBOUND_DISCARDS_PERCInbound discards
in percent. This
metric is not
supported on the
Solaris platform.

Percent No NA

Interface
Discards % (Out)

QOS_OUTBOUND_DISCARDS_PERCOutbound
discards in
percent. This
metric is not
supported on the
Solaris platform.

Percent No NA
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Metric Name Metric ID Description Metric Unit Linking
Required ?

Metric to be
linked with

Interface
Utilization % (In)

QOS_INBOUND_UTILIZATION_PERCInbound interface
utilization in
percent. This
metric is not
supported on the
AIX platform.

Percent No NA

Interface
Utilization %
(Out)

QOS_OUTBOUND_UTILIZATION_PERCOutbound
interface
utilization in
percent. This
metric is not
supported on the
AIX platform.

Percent No NA

vmware Probe Metrics

If you are using the vmware probe, activate the following QoS metrics:

Metric Name Description Metric Unit Linking Required ? Metric to be linked
with

GuestMemoryUsage
(in % of Memory)

This monitor
indicates the guest
memory utilization,
also known as,
active guest memory.
The number can
be between 0 and
the configured
memory size of the
virtual machine.
This monitor is only
valid while the virtual
machine is running.

Percent No NA

HostCpuUsage This monitor
indicates the basic
CPU performance
statistics. This
monitor is only valid
while the virtual
machine is running.

Percent No NA

HostMemoryUsage This monitor
indicates the memory
that is consumed
on the host for the
virtual machine.
This is also known
as consumed host
memory. This monitor
is only valid while the
virtual machine is
running.

MBytes Yes Memory
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Metric Name Description Metric Unit Linking Required ? Metric to be linked
with

HostMemoryUsage
(in % of Memory)

This monitor
indicates the host
memory utilization.
This is also known
as consumed host
memory. This value
is between 0 and the
configured resource
limit. This monitor is
only valid while the
virtual machine is
running.

Percent No NA

Memory This monitor
indicates the memory
size in MB.

MBytes Yes HostMemoryUsage

Storage Provisioned This monitor
indicates the
provisioned storage
space for this virtual
machine.

GB Yes Storage Usage

Storage Usage This monitor
indicates the
committed space for
this virtual machine
on the datastore.

GB Yes Storage Provisioned

CPU Latency This monitor
indicates the
percentage of
time the virtual
machine is unable
to run because
it is contending
for access to the
physical CPU(s).

Percent No NA

CPU Max Limited (%
of available)

This monitor
indicates the
percentage of time
the virtual machine
is ready to run, but
is not run due to
maxing out its CPU
limit setting.

Percent No NA

CPU Ready (% of
available)

This monitor
indicates the
percentage of time
that the virtual
machine was ready,
but could not get
scheduled to run on
the physical CPU.

Percent No NA
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Metric Name Description Metric Unit Linking Required ? Metric to be linked
with

CPU Run (% of
available)

This monitor
indicates the
percentage of time
the virtual machine is
scheduled to run.

Percent No NA

CPU Swap Wait (%
of available)

This monitor
indicates the
percentage of CPU
time spent waiting for
swap-in.

Percent No NA

CPU System (% of
available)

This monitor
indicates the
percentage of time
spent on system
processes for each
virtual CPU in the
virtual machine.

Percent No NA

CPU Usage
(Average/Rate)

This monitor entage
of CPU usage during
the interval.

Percent No NA

CPU Used (% of
available)

This monitor
indicates the total
CPU usage.

Percent No NA

CPU Wait (% of
available)

This monitor
indicates the
percentage of CPU
time spent in wait
state.

Percent No NA

CPU Latency This monitor
indicates the
percentage of
time the virtual
machine is unable
to run because
it is contending
for access to the
physical CPU(s).

Percent No NA

CPU Limited by Max
(% of available)

This monitor
indicates the
percentage of time
the virtual machine
is ready to run, but
is not run due to
maxing out its CPU
limit setting.

Percent No NA
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Metric Name Description Metric Unit Linking Required ? Metric to be linked
with

CPU System (% of
available)

This monitor
indicates the
percentage of time
spent on system
processes on each
virtual CPU in the
virtual machine.

Percent No NA

CPU Usage
(Average/Rate)

This monitor
indicates the average
percentage of CPU
that is used during
the interval.

Percent No NA

CPU Used (% of
available)

This monitor
indicates the total
CPU usage.

Percent No NA

CPU Wait (% of
available)

This monitor
indicates the
percentage of CPU
time spent in wait
state.

Percent No NA

CPU active average
over 1 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores)

This monitor
indicates the CPU
active averaged over
one minute.

Percent No NA

CPU active average
over 15 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores)

This monitor
indicates the CPU
active averaged over
15 minutes.

Percent No NA

CPU active average
over 5 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores)

This monitor
indicates the CPU
active averaged over
five minutes.

Percent No NA

CPU active peak
over 1 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores)

This monitor
indicates the CPU
active peak over one
minute.

Percent No NA

CPU active peak
over 15 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores)

This monitor
indicates the CPU
active peak over 15
minutes.

Percent No NA

CPU active peak
over 5 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores)

This monitor
indicates the CPU
active peak over five
minutes.

Percent No NA
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Metric Name Description Metric Unit Linking Required ? Metric to be linked
with

CPU refused
average over
1 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores).

This monitor
indicates the amount
of CPU resources
over the limit that
were refused,
averaged over one
minute.

Percent No NA

CPU refused
average over
15 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores).

This monitor
indicates the amount
of CPU resources
over the limit that
were refused,
averaged over 15
minutes.

Percent No NA

CPU refused
average over
5 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores).

This monitor
indicates the amount
of CPU resources
over the limit that
were refused,
averaged over five
minutes.

Percent No NA

CPU running
average over
1 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores)

This monitor
indicates the CPU
running averaged
over one minute.

Percent No NA

CPU running
average over
15 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores)

This monitor
indicates the CPU
running averaged
over 15 minutes.

Percent No NA

CPU running
average over
5 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores)

This monitor
indicates the CPU
running averaged
over five minutes.

Percent No NA

CPU running peak
over 1 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores)

This monitor
indicates the CPU
running peak over
one minute.

Percent No NA

CPU running peak
over 15 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores)

This monitor
indicates the CPU
running peak over 15
minutes.

Percent No NA

CPU running peak
over 5 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores)

This monitor
indicates the CPU
running peak over
five minutes.

Percent No NA
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Metric Name Description Metric Unit Linking Required ? Metric to be linked
with

Memory Active (% of
Memory)

This monitor
indicates the amount
of memory that
is actively used,
as estimated by
VMkernel based on
recently touched
memory pages.

Percent No NA

Memory Consumed
(% of Memory)

This monitor
indicates the
percentage of
memory that is
consumed by a
virtual machine, host,
or cluster.

Percent No NA

Memory Overhead
(% of Memory)

This monitor
indicates the
percentage of
memory that is
consumed by
the virtualization
infrastructure for
running the VM.

Percent No NA

Memory Usage This monitor
indicates the average
percentage of
memory that is used
during the interval.

Percent No NA

VMCount This monitor
indicates the number
of virtual machines
on this host.

Count Yes VMCountActive

VMCountActive This monitor
indicates the number
of active virtual
machines on this
host.

Count Yes VMCount

CPU Used (% of
available)

This monitor
indicates the total
CPU usage.

Percent No NA

CPU Reserved
Capacity (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores)

This monitor
indicates the total
CPU capacity
reserved by the
virtual machines.

Percent No NA

CPU Usage
(Average/Rate)

This monitor
indicates the average
percentage of CPU
that is used during
the interval.

Percent No NA
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Metric Name Description Metric Unit Linking Required ? Metric to be linked
with

CPU Used (% of
available)

This monitor
indicates the total
CPU usage.

Percent No NA

CPU active average
over 1 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores)

This monitor
indicates the CPU
active averaged over
one minute.

Percent No NA

CPU active average
over 15 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores)

This monitor
indicates the CPU
active averaged over
15 minutes.

Percent No NA

CPU active average
over 5 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores)

This monitor
indicates the CPU
active averaged over
five minutes.

Percent No NA

CPU active peak
over 1 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores)

This monitor
indicates the CPU
active peak over one
minute.

Percent No NA

CPU active peak
over 15 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores)

This monitor
indicates the CPU
active peak over 15
minutes.

Percent No NA

CPU active peak
over 5 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores)

This monitor
indicates the CPU
active peak over five
minutes.

Percent No NA

CPU running
average over
1 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores)

This monitor
indicates the CPU
running averaged
over one minute.

Percent No NA

CPU running
average over
15 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores)

This monitor
indicates the CPU
running averaged
over 15 minutes.

Percent No NA

CPU running
average over
5 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores)

This monitor
indicates the CPU
running averaged
over 5 minutes.

Percent No NA

CPU running peak
over 1 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores)

This monitor
indicates the CPU
running peak over
one minute.

Percent No NA

CPU running peak
over 15 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores)

This monitor
indicates the CPU
running peak over 15
minutes.

Percent No NA
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Metric Name Description Metric Unit Linking Required ? Metric to be linked
with

CPU running peak
over 5 min (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores)

This monitor
indicates the CPU
running peak over
five minutes.

Percent No NA

Memory Active (% of
MemorySize)

This monitor
indicates the
percentage of
memory that is
actively used,
as estimated by
VMkernel based on
recently touched
memory pages.

Percent No NA

Memory Balloon (%
of MemorySize)

This monitor
indicates the
percentage of
memory allocated by
the virtual machine
memory control
driver (vmmemctl),
which is installed
with VMware Tools.
This is the sum of
all virtual machine
values, plus vSphere
services on the host,
as a percentage of
memory size.

Percent No NA

Memory Balloon
Target (% of
MemorySize)

This monitor
indicates the target
percentage value
set by VMkernal for
the virtual machine's
memory balloon size.

Percent No NA

Memory Consumed
(% of MemorySize)

This monitor
indicates the
percentage of
memory that is
consumed by a
virtual machine, host,
or cluster.

Percent No NA

Memory Granted (%
of MemorySize)

This monitor
indicates the
percentage of
machine memory
or physical memory
that is mapped for a
virtual machine or a
host.

Percent No NA

Memory Heap (% of
MemorySize)

This monitor
indicates the
memory heap (% of
MemorySize).

Percent No NA
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Metric Name Description Metric Unit Linking Required ? Metric to be linked
with

Memory Heap Free
(% of MemorySize)

This monitor
indicates the mmory
heap free (% of
MemorySize).

Percent No NA

Memory Reserved
Capacity (% of
MemorySize)

This monitor
indicates the total
amount of memory
reservation used
by powered-on
virtual machines and
vSphere services on
the host.

Percent No NA

Memory Reserved
Overhead (% of
MemorySize)

This monitor
indicates the
memory (percent)
reserved for use
as the virtualization
overhead.

Percent No NA

Memory used by
vmkernel (% of
MemorySize)

This monitor
indicates the amount
of machine memory
used by VMkernel
for core functionality,
such as device
drivers and other
internal uses.

Percent No NA

Resource CPU
Usage in MHz (% of
mhz*NumCpuCores)

This monitor
indicates the
percentage of
average CPU usage.

Percent No NA

CPU Capacity
Entitlement

This monitor
indicates the CPU
resources devoted by
the ESX scheduler to
the virtual machines
and resource pools.

Megahertz Yes CPU Capacity Usage

CPU Capacity Usage This monitor
indicates the CPU
usage during the
interval.

megahertz Yes CPU Capacity
Entitlement

CPU Usage (% of
CPUMaxUsage)

This monitor
indicates the
CPU usage as
a percentage of
maximum CPU
usage.

Percent No NA
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Metric Name Description Metric Unit Linking Required ? Metric to be linked
with

CPUOverallUsage
(% of
CPUMaxUsage)

This monitor
indicates the real-
time resource usage
of all running child
virtual machines,
including virtual
machines in child
resource pools.
This will be the
percentage of current
upper bound on
usage.

Percent No NA

MemoryOverallUsage
(% of
MemoryMaxUsage)

This monitor
indicates the real-
time resource usage
of all running child
virtual machines,
including virtual
machines in child
resource pools.
This will be the
percentage of current
upper bound on
usage.

Percent No NA

Provisioned Space This monitor
indicates the
provisioned space
on this datastore, in
gigabytes.

GBytes Yes Usage

Usage This monitor
indicates the
used space on
this datastore, in
gigabtyes.

GB Yes Provisioned Space

CPU Usage This monitor
indicates the
aggregated CPU
usage of hosts.

MHz Yes TotalCPU

Memory Usage This monitor
indicates the
aggregated memory
usage of hosts.

MB Yes TotalMemory

TotalCPU This monitor
indicates the
aggregated CPU
resources of all
hosts.

MHz Yes CPU Usage

TotalMemory This monitor
indicates the
aggregated memory
resources of all
hosts.

MBytes Yes Memory Usage
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Metric Name Description Metric Unit Linking Required ? Metric to be linked
with

CPU Usage (% of
CPUMaxUsage)

This monitor
indicates the current
CPU usage as
a percentage of
maximum CPU
usage.

Percent No NA

CPUMaxUsage This monitor
indicates the current
upper-bound on
usage. The upper-
bound is based on
the limit configured
on this resource
pool, as well as limits
configured on any
parent resource pool.

MHz Yes CPUOverallUsage

CPUOverallUsage This monitor
indicates the real-
time resource usage
of all running child
virtual machines,
including virtual
machines in child
resource pools.

MHz Yes CPUMaxUsage

CPUOverallUsage
(% of
CPUMaxUsage)

This monitor
indicates the real-
time resource usage
of all running child
virtual machines,
including virtual
machines in child
resource pools.
This will be the
percentage of current
upper bound on
usage.

Percent No NA

MemoryOverallUsage
(% of
MemoryMaxUsage)

This monitor
indicates the real-
time resource usage
of all running child
virtual machines,
including virtual
machines in child
resource pools.
This will be the
percentage of current
upper bound on
usage.

Percent No NA

Capacity This monitor
indicates the
maximum capacity of
this datastore.

GBytes Yes Usage
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Metric Name Description Metric Unit Linking Required ? Metric to be linked
with

Usage This monitor
indicates the
used space on
this datastore, in
gigabtyes.

GB Yes Capacity

netap-ontap Probe Metrics

If you are using the netap-ontap probe, activate the following QoS metrics.

Metric Name Metric ID Description Metric Unit Linking
Required?

Metric to be
linked with

Total Capacity QOS_STORAGE_TOTAL_CAPACITY_AGGRThe total capacity
of the referenced
file system.

GB Yes Used Capacity

Used Capacity QOS_STORAGE_USED_CAPACITY_AGGRThe used
capacity of the
referenced file
system.

GB Yes Total Capacity

Used Capacity
Percent

QOS_STORAGE_PERCENT_CAPACITY_USED_AGGRThe used
capacity in
percentage of the
referenced file
system.

Percent No NA

Snapshot Total
Capacity

QOS_STORAGE_TOTAL_SNAPSHOT_CAPACITY_AGGRThe total capacity
for the snapshot
on the referenced
file system.

GB Yes Snapshot Used
Capacity

Snapshot Used
Capacity

QOS_STORAGE_SNAPSHOT_USED_CAPACITY_AGGRThe used
capacity for the
snapshot on the
referenced file
system.

GB Yes Snapshot Total
Capacity

Snapshot
Percent Used
Capacity

QOS_STORAGE_PERCENT_SNAPSHOT_USED_AGGRThe total used
disk space for
the snapshot in
percentage on
the referenced
file system.

Percent Yes NA

Total Disk Count QOS_STORAGE_TOTAL_DISK_COUNTThe total number
of disks on the
system.

Count Yes Failed Disk
Count

Failed Disk
Count

QOS_STORAGE_NUMBER_OF_FAILED_DISKSThe number of
disks that are
currently broken.

Count Yes Total Disk Count

Disk Utilization QOS_STORAGE_DISK_UTILIZATIONThe disk
utilization
percentage on
the referenced
disk drive.

Percent No NA
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Metric Name Metric ID Description Metric Unit Linking
Required?

Metric to be
linked with

Average Latency QOS_STORAGE_TOTAL_AVERAGE_LATENCYThe average
latency for all
operations in
the system in
milliseconds.

ms Yes Average Other
Latency, Average
Read Latency,
Average Write
Latency

Average Other
Latency

QOS_STORAGE_AVERAGE_OTHER_LATENCYThe average
latency for all
other operations
in the system in
milliseconds.

ms Yes Average Latency

Average Read
Latency

QOS_STORAGE_AVERAGE_READ_LATENCYThe average
latency for all
read operations
in the system in
milliseconds.

ms Yes Average Latency

Average Write
Latency

QOS_STORAGE_AVERAGE_WRITE_LATENCYThe average
latency for all
write operations
in the system in
milliseconds.

ms Yes Average Latency

CPU Utilization QOS_STORAGE_CPU_UTILIZATIONThe percent of
time that the CPU
has been doing
useful work since
the last time a
client requested
the CPU Busy
Time Percent.

Percent No NA

Total Read IOPS QOS_STORAGE_READ_IOPSThe total read
operations per
second.

count/s Yes System IOPS

Total Write IOPS QOS_STORAGE_WRITE_IOPSThe total write
operations per
second.

count/s Yes System IOPS

System IOPS QOS_STORAGE_SYSTEM_IOPSThe total system
operations per
second.

count/s Yes Total Read IOPS,
Total Write IOPS

LUN Percent
Used

QOS_STORAGE_LUN_PERCENT_USEDThe percent
utilization for the
LUN.

Percent No NA

LUN Size QOS_STORAGE_LUN_TOTAL_SIZEThe total size of
the LUN.

GB Yes LUN Size Used

LUN Size Used QOS_STORAGE_LUN_SIZE_USEDThe size used in
GB that is in use
on the LUN.

GB Yes LUN Size

Qtree Quota QOS_STORAGE_QUOTA_QTREEThe quota for
growth of the
Qtree in GB.

GB Yes Qtree Space
Used
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Metric Name Metric ID Description Metric Unit Linking
Required?

Metric to be
linked with

Qtree Percent
Used

QOS_STORAGE_PERCENT_USED_QTREEPercentage of
space used in the
Qtree.

Percent No NA

Qtree Space
Used

QOS_STORAGE_SPACE_USED_QTREEThe storage
space used by
the Qtree in GB.

GB Yes Qtree Quota

Total Capacity QOS_STORAGE_TOTAL_CAPACITY_VOLThe total capacity
of the volume.

GB Yes Used Capacity

Used Capacity QOS_STORAGE_USED_CAPACITY_VOLThe used
capacity of the
volume.

GB Yes Total Capacity

Total Snapshot
Capacity

QOS_STORAGE_TOTAL_SNAPSHOT_CAPACITY_VOLThe total capacity
for the snapshot
in the volume.

GB Yes Snapshot Used
Capacity

Snapshot Used
Capacity

QOS_STORAGE_SNAPSHOT_USED_CAPACITY_VOLThe used
capacity for the
snapshot in the
volume.

GB Yes Total Snapshot
Capacity

ibmvm Probe
If you are using the ibmvm probe, activate the following QoS metrics.

Metric Name Metric ID Description Metric Unit Linking
Required ?

Metric to be
linked with

Percent Used RESOURCE_MEMHMC percent
memory used.

Percent No NA

Total RESOURCE_MEMHMC total
memory.

Megabytes Yes Used

Used RESOURCE_MEMHMC used
memory.

Megabytes Yes Total

Cached RESOURCE_SWAPHMC swapspace
cached.

Megabytes No NA

Percent Used RESOURCE_SWAPHMC percent
swap used.

Percent No NA

Total RESOURCE_SWAPHMC total swap
capacity.

Megabytes Yes Used

Used RESOURCE_SWAPHMC used swap. Megabytes Yes Total

I/O Waiting RESOURCE_CPU HMC CPU
I/O waiting
percentage.

Percent No NA

Percent Used RESOURCE_DISKPercent usage
for this HMC
filesystem.

Percent No NA
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Metric Name Metric ID Description Metric Unit Linking
Required ?

Metric to be
linked with

Total RESOURCE_DISKTotal available
capacity of the
HMC disk.

Megabytes Yes Used

Used RESOURCE_DISKUsed filesystem
space on the
HMC disk.

Megabytes Yes Total

VM Total HOST The current VM
count.

Number Yes VMs Stopped

VMs Stopped HOST Number of
stopped VMs.

Number Yes VM Total

Assigned
Memory

HOST_MEMORY Amount of
memory assigned
to VMs. This
figure is equal
to the "Installed
Memory" minus
"Unassigned
Memory".

Megabytes Yes Installed Memory

Installed Memory HOST_MEMORY Total amount of
memory installed
on the managed
system.

Megabytes Yes Assigned
Memory

CoD Processors
Activated

HOST_COD The total number
of processors
activated for
CoD.

Count Yes CoD Processors
Available

CoD Processors
Available

HOST_COD The number
of processors
available for
CoD.

Count Yes CoD Processors
Activated

CoD Processors
Requested Days
Available

HOST_COD The total number
of days for
CoD processor
requests.

Days Yes CoD Processors
Requested Days
Left

CoD Processors
Requested Days
Left

HOST_COD The remaining
number of days
available for
CoD processor
requests.

Days Yes CoD Processors
Requested Days
Available

Disk Bandwidth
Used (%)

HOST_DISK Network interface
description.

Percent No NA

Global Shared
Processor Pool
Utilization

CPU_POOL The average
global shared
processor pool
utilization.

Percent No NA
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Metric Name Metric ID Description Metric Unit Linking
Required ?

Metric to be
linked with

Shared
Processor Pool
Utilization

CPU_MSPP The average
shared processor
pool utilization.

Percent No NA

Storage Pool
Utilization

SR Percentage of
storage space
used.

Percent No NA

Average CPU
Utilization

VIO The average
CPU utilization of
this VIO Server.

Percent No NA

Physical
Processors
Consumed

VIO_CPU The number
of physical
processors used
by the partition

Processing Units Yes Current
Processing Units

Processor
Entitlement
Consumed

VIO_CPU Percentage
of the entitled
processing cycles
used by the
partition.

Percent No NA

Disk Bandwidth
Used (%)

VIO_DISK Percent
bandwidth used
for each disk.

Percent No NA

Interfaces UP VIO_NIC_GROUP Count of
interfaces up.

Number Yes Interfaces DOWN

Assigned
Processors

VM_CPU Number of
processors or
virtual processors
that are varied on
for the partition.

Processing Units Yes Physical
Processors
Consumed

Physical
Processors
Consumed

VM_CPU The number
of physical
processors used
by the partition.

Processing Units Yes Assigned
Processors

Processor
Entitlement
Consumed

VM_CPU Percentage
of the entitled
processing cycles
used by the
partition.

Percent No NA

Assigned
Memory

VM_MEMORY Amount of
memory assigned
to the partition.

Megabytes Yes Used Memory

Used Memory VM_MEMORY Memory used
by the partition
at the time of
sample.

Megabytes Yes Assigned
memory

Disk Bandwidth
Used (%)

VM_DISK Percent
bandwidth used
for each disk.

Percent No NA
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hpe_3par Probe
If you are using the hpe_3par probe, activate the following QoS metrics.

Metric Name Metric ID Description Metric Unit Linking
Required ?

Metric to be
linked with

Total Capacity QOS_HP_3PAR_RAW_TOTAL_CAPACITYThe total raw
storage capacity
(in gigabytes) of
the StoreServ
system.

GB Yes Used Capacity

Used Capacity QOS_HP_3PAR_RAW_USED_CAPACITYThe used raw
storage capacity
(in gigabytes) of
the StoreServ
system.

GB Yes Total Capacity

WriteCacheHit QOS_STORAGE_NODE_WRITE_CACHE_PCWrite cache hit
ratio

Percent No NA

ReadCacheHit QOS_STORAGE_NODE_READ_CACHE_PCRead cache hit
ratio

Percent No NA

CPU Utilization QOS_CONTROLLER_CPU_UTILIZATIONThe total CPU
utilization of the
controller node.

Percent No NA

Utilization QOS_CPG_UTILIZATIONThe percentage
of CPG capacity
that is currently in
use.

Percent No NA

Utilization QOS_LOGICAL_DISK_UTILIZATIONThe percentage
of used capacity
of the logical
disk.

Percent No NA

Utilization QOS_VIRTUAL_VOLUME_UTILIZATIONThe percentage
of used capacity
of the virtual
volume.

Percent No NA

 Services Configuration
doisaas
After you followed the prerequisites, you need to configure Services in Capacity Analytics to view the Services
Capacity Analytics Data.

You must configure Services in order to view Capacity Analytics data for those Services. The Services are
populated from service hierarchies in the Services Analytics page.

Note:  Ensure that you add a Service before you get into the service configuration process. For more information
on how to add a Service, see Create a Service. Once you add a Service, it takes 30 seconds to appear in the
Capacity Analytics Homepage.

To configure Services, follow these steps:

1. Log in to DX Digital Operational Intelligence.
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2.
Click  tab from the left-navigation pane.

3. Click Configure button on the top-right.
4. Select Services tab.

The Services tab opens by default.
5. Select the required Service or the newly added service that you want to configure.

Service:The Service names gets populated as configured in the source products.
6. To view only the selected configurations, click on the Show Selected checkbox on the top-right.
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7. After you select the required configurations, click Next .

Note:  If you do not perform this step, the changes won't be saved.

The Service selections that you made gets stored. You get redirected to the Metric Configuration page.

Metric Configurations for Capacity Analytics
The Metric Configuration page displays a summary (utilization and capacity) of the metric configurations based
on the Group and Services that you select on the Capacity Analytics Configurations page. It shows the the total
number of Groups and Services that are selected and their corresponding metrics. It also shows the Metric names,
Display names, Metric family, Data sources, Context, Threshold, Metric unit, whether the metric is Enabled or
not and also Actions that you can perform on this configuration page.

Note:

• The Metrics configuration page displays only 20 resources at a time while configuring. If you want to configure
or view more ensure, ensure that you save all the configurations that you have made before you click on Load
More option, else the changes will be lost.

• There are instances in metrics calculations where, resources such as Disk space, Memory utilization,
CPU and so on which might be underutilized or free, therefore such resources are not monitored in Capacity
Analytics

• While configuring metrics for a service or group, make sure that each device is configured to monitor only one
source product.
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You need to link two metrics to monitor the data in Capacity Analytics.

• Link Metrics:

You can link two metrics only when the selected metrics are of the same Product, Metric family, Metric units
and should also be Enabled. The Link Metrics option gets enabled only when all the conditions are fulfilled.
Once the metrics have been linked, it gets saved automatically.

• Show Linked:

Once you link two metrics, these metrics get displayed in the Linked view. Select the Show Linked checkbox
to view the linked metrics alone. You can also select the Show Enabled checkbox to view both Linked and
Enabled metrics.

• Show Enabled:

Once you enable metrics, these metrics get displayed in the Enabled view. By default, the Metrics
configuration opens in this view. Select the Show Enabled checkbox to view the enabled metrics alone. You
can also select the Show Linked checkbox to view both Linked and Enabled metrics.

• De-link Metrics:

You can perform de-linking of metrics only when you select two linked metrics (or a pair). The De-link Metrics
button is enabled only in the Enabled and Linked view when you select two linked metrics.

• Actions:

You can use the Actions to perform the following tasks:

• Threshold:

You can define the threshold value for a metric, based on which the metrics are categorized as Critical,
Major, Minor, Information, Unused in the Resource Capacity Status dashboard on the Capacity Analytics
page.

• Display name:

You can update the metrics with a name of your choice if you do not wish to use the default name provided
by Capacity Analytics.

• Metric unit:

You need to provide a metric unit to the metric before you can enable capacity planning for the metric. If
a unit is not provided by the source product, you need to provide a unit for that metric. For single metrics,
ensure that the metric unit provided is pct. For linked metrics, you can provide any metric unit.

To configure the metrics, follow these steps:

1. In the Metrics configuration page, select two metrics by clicking on their respective checkbox.

Ensure that the metrics you select are of the same Product, Metric family, and Metric units.
2. Set the toggle-button of both the metrics to Enabled under the Enabled column.

Now, you can view it in the Show Enabled view.
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3. Click on the  icon of the corresponding metric to perform the following actions:

1.1 To update Display name of a metric, enter a meaningful display name under the Display name column.
2.1 To define the Threshold value, enter a value under the Threshold column.
3.1 To define or update the Metric unit, enter a metric unit under the Metric unit column.

For single metrics, ensure that the metric unit provided is pct. For linked metrics, you can provide any
metric unit.

4. To link the selected metrics, click on the Link Metrics button.

The Link Metrics pop-up appears.
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5. Select the Total Metric value and Utilization Metric value from the drop-down option.
6. Click on Link.

The two metrics get linked. Now, you can view it in the Show Linked view.
7. Click Save.
8. To De-link two metrics, you need to select the checkbox of the two linked metrics and click De-link Metrics.

Note:  The De-link metrics option is enabled only when you select two linked metrics (or a pair).
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 Groups Configuration
doisaas
After you followed the prerequisites, you need to configure Groups in Capacity Analytics to view the Groups
Capacity Analytics Data.

You must configure Groups in order to view Capacity Analytics data for those Groups.The Groups are populated
from data sources (DX IM, DX NetOps for Performance Management, and third-party data sources).

Note:  The resources that are deleted in UIM gets reflected after 24 hours in the Capacity Analytics Configuration
page.

To configure Groups, follow these steps:

1. Log in to DX Digital Operational Intelligence.
2.

Click  tab from the left-navigation pane.
3. Click Configure
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button on the top-right.
4. Select Groups tab.
5. Select the required Group Name, Monitored Technologies, and Role. You can also enable Alarms for a

resource to view prediction alarms.
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• Groups: The group names gets populated as configured in the source products.
• Monitored Technologies: It is a hierarchy that is used to organize entities such as physical servers,

hosts, virtual machines, storage. Select monitored technologies for each group. The selected monitored
technologies is mapped to a category in the Monitored Technologies dashboard. The following group types
are available:

• Virtualization
• Storage
• System
• Custom (Optional)

Custom: You can create new monitored technologies by entering the name and clicking on the + icon.

Note:  Ensure the Group contains the resources of the same monitored technologies type.
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• Role: The group role is populated based on monitored technologies. Each role is mapped to monitored
technologies. You can also create a new group role by entering the name and clicking the + icon. The
following table describes the default group role that is mapped to the monitored technologies:

Monitored Technologies Group Role

Virtualization Vcenter

Datacenter

Cluster

Host

Virtual Machine

Storage NetApp

NetApp OnTap

Vmax

System Device Group

Custom (Optional) Custom (Optional)

Note:  The Group configuration that is applied to the parent level gets inherited to its child.

• Alarms: When you want to enable alarms for a Group, select the corresponding Group checkbox. Alarms
are generated for the devices that are going to meet their threshold in the near future. If the threshold day is
less than 90 days, the prediction alarm is generated for a device on the Predictive Insights page.

Note:

• You can enable alarms only for an individual group. By default, all groups are enabled.
• Enabling alarm for a parent group does not enable the alarm of its child group.

6. After you select the required configurations, click Next.

Note:  If you do not perform this step, the changes won't be saved.

The Group selections that you made gets stored. You get redirected to the Metric Configuration page.

Metric Configurations for Capacity Analytics
The Metric Configuration page displays a summary (utilization and capacity) of the metric configurations based on
the Group and Services that you select on the CPA Configurations page. It shows the the total number of Groups
and Services that are selected and their corresponding metrics. It also shows the Metric names, Display names,
Metric family, Data sources, Context, Threshold, Metric unit, whether the metric is Enabled or not and also Actions
that you can perform on this configuration page.

Note:

• The Metrics configuration page displays only 20 resources at a time while configuring. If you want to configure
or view more ensure, ensure that you save all the configurations that you have made before you click on Load
More option, else the changes will be lost.

• There are instances in metrics calculations where, resources such as Disk space, Memory utilization,
CPU and so on which might be underutilized or free, therefore such resources are not monitored in Capacity
Analytics.

• While configuring metrics for a service or group, make sure that each device is configured to monitor only one
source product.
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You need to link two metrics to view the data in Capacity Analytics.

• Link Metrics:

You can link two metrics only when the selected metrics are of the same Product, Metric family, Metric units
and should also be Enabled. The Link Metrics option gets enabled only when all the conditions are fulfilled.
Once the metrics have been linked, it gets saved automatically.

• Show Linked:

Once you link two metrics, these metrics get displayed in the Linked view. Select the Show Linked checkbox
to view the linked metrics alone. You can also select the Show Enabled checkbox to view both Linked and
Enabled metrics.

• Show Enabled:

Once you enable metrics, these metrics get displayed in the Enabled view. By default, the Metrics
configuration opens in this view. Select the Show Enabled checkbox to view the enabled metrics alone. You
can also select the Show Linked checkbox to view both Linked and Enabled metrics.

• De-link Metrics:

You can perform de-linking of metrics only when you select two linked metrics (or a pair). The De-link Metrics
button is enabled only in the Enabled and Linked view when you select two linked metrics.

• Actions:

You can use the Actions to perform the following tasks:

• Threshold:

You can define the threshold value for a metric, based on which the metrics are categorized as Critical,
Major, Minor, Information, and Unused in the Resource Capacity Status dashboard on the Capacity
Analytics page.

• Display name:

You can update the metrics with a name of your choice if you do not wish to use the default name provided
by Capacity Analytics.

• Metric unit:

You need to provide a metric unit to the metric before you can enable capacity planning for the metric. If
a unit is not provided by the source product, you need to provide a unit for that metric. For single metrics,
ensure that the metric unit provided is pct. For linked metrics, you can provide any metric unit.

To configure the metrics, follow these steps:

1. In the Metrics configuration page, select two metrics by clicking on their respective checkbox.

Ensure that the metrics you select are of the same Product, Metric family, and Metric units.
2. Set the toggle-button of both the metrics to Enabled under the Enabled column.

Now, you can view it in the Show Enabled view.
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3. Click on the  icon of the corresponding metric to perform the following actions:

1.1 To update Display name of a metric, enter a meaningful display name under the Display name column.
2.1 To define the Threshold value, enter a value under the Threshold column.
3.1 To define or update the Metric unit, enter a metric unit under the Metric unit column.

For single metrics, ensure that the metric unit provided is pct. For linked metrics, you can provide any
metric unit.

4. To link the selected metrics, click on the Link Metrics button.

The Link Metrics pop-up appears.
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5. Select the Total Metric value and Utilization Metric value from the drop-down option.
6. Click on Link.

The two metrics get linked.  Now, you can view it in the Show Linked view.
7. Click Save.
8. To De-link two metrics, you need to select the checkbox of the two linked metrics and click De-link Metrics.

Note:  The De-link metrics option is enabled only when you select two linked metrics (or a pair).
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 Capacity Analytics - Overview
doisaas
Use the Capacity Analytics Overview page to view the overall health of the resources that you are monitoring. You
can also use this page to identify the resources that are most at risk to exceed utilization thresholds. You can click
on the different views in this page to understand more details about resource groups or risks. This section explains
how the capacity analytics information is organized in DX Operational Intelligence.

The Capacity Analytics Overview page has the following widgets:

• Resource Capacity Status
• Monitored Groups/Services
• Top Capacity Consumers
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• Resources Capacity Status

It shows the components of resources which are over-provisioned and running out of capacity. This page helps
the platform administrators to find such over-utilized resources, and enables them to resize and optimize the
resources. The health of the resources can be analyzed based on the severity color codes and their respective
values. The resources are categorized based on their severity on the Resources Capacity Status page. You can
click on each severity color to view the list of components that is part of the selected category.

Once you click on one of the severity colors, the Resource Capacity Status displays a heat map with all the
entities that fall under the selected severity with a projections for 12-months, which enables you to understand
the resources that are about to reach their threshold limits and aids you in optimizing the resources accordingly.

• Monitored Groups/Services

It shows the list of Groups and Services that are monitored in the Capacity Analytics page. This page is split into
two tabs:

• Services:

The Services tab contains the list of monitored services in Capacity Analytics. It displays the the
service hierarchies of the service, critical entity count and total, entity type, metric and days to threshold
information.

Days to Threshold: It refers to the severity of the entity. When the entity has reached it's threshold limit, the
entity status text is shown as Breached under the Days to Threshold column. The color of the status text
determines the current status of the entity.

Note:  The Days to Threshold status indicates past projections, while the color of the status text indicates
the current severity of the entity. Therefore if the status of a particular entity is Breached under the Days
to Threshold column, but if some action has been taken to address the threshold breach the status text
appears in the corresponding color.

• Groups:

The Groups tab contains the list of monitored groups in Capacity Analytics. It displays the the monitored
technology of the group, product name, critical entity count and total, entity type, metric and days to
threshold information.

Days to Threshold: It refers to the severity of the entity. When the entity has reached it's threshold limit, the
entity status text is shown as Breached under the Days to Threshold column. The color of the status text
determines the current status of the entity.

Note:  The Days to Threshold status indicates past projections, while the color of the status text indicates
the current severity of the entity. Therefore if the status of a particular entity is Breached under the Days
to Threshold column, but if some action has been taken to address the threshold breach the status text
appears in the corresponding color.

Monitored Technologies: shows the resource utilization of various platforms. The resources are
categorized based on a group. Monitored Technologies is applicable only for Groups

The following Group types are available:

• System
• Storage
• Virtualization
• Custom (Optional)

• Top Capacity Consumers

This page shows the list of top resources that are at risk of consuming their capacity threshold limits for say
CPU, memory, disk utilization, virtual machine and so on within the projected time period. It displays information
such as severity, resource names, type of resource, days to reach the threshold limit, group names, service
names, and metrics information.
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You can use the Metrics filter to narrow down your top capacity consumers list. This page displays the
consumption data of up to a maximum of 10 resource. You can click on a resource name to view additional
information.
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Navigating Capacity Analytics
This section explains how the capacity analytics information is organized in DX Operational Intelligence.

Note:

• The prediction data that appears on the Capacity Analytics homepage is based on the selected time period
under Top Capacity Consumers page.

• Make sure that you have the data for at least 3 hours in NASS store to view data in Capacity Analytics.

Accessing Capacity Analytics
Click on any step in the flowchart to know more about how you can access Capacity Analytics:

1. #unique_31/unique_31_Connect_42_image_37
2. #unique_31/unique_31_Connect_42_image_21
3. #unique_31/unique_31_Connect_42_TopCapacityConsumers
4. #unique_31/unique_31_Connect_42_MonitoredGroupsServices
5. #unique_31/unique_31_Connect_42_ResourceCapacityStatusSummary
6. Capacity Analytics

Filter Options for Projections
On each Capacity Analytics page, you can specify the data that DX Operational Intelligence uses to make
projections.
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• Metric: Select the metric that you want to use for future projection. Use this metric to build data based on say
Heartbeat Health State, Memory Balloon, Disk Space, and so on.

• Base on: Select the amount of historical data you want to use to build out your projections for the future. Use
this input to compare and analyze last month's trends, or last 3 months trends, or year's trends, and so on.

• Growth: Select the expected workload growth rate that you want to use to model your capacity prediction. Use
this input to forecast growth beyond default forecasts. For example, the use of a resource is expected to grow
an extra 40 percent due to a new office. Select 40 percent growth to update the capacity forecasts with this
growth.

To view the Capacity Status of a resource from the Resources Capacity Status widget:
Follows these steps:

1.
From the DX Operational Intelligence page, click on the  tab.

You can view the Capacity Analytics Overview page with all the statistics and capacity status.

1.1 In the Resources Capacity Status page, click on a severity color, say 'blue, to view the heat map for the
list of entities that are part of the selected category.

You can see the list of entities, their respective heat maps and 12-month projections for the selected
category.
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2.1 Click on an entity name, which navigates you to the entity summary page.

You can view the summary of the selected entity and it's corresponding threshold forecast. It provides you
with the corresponding 12-Month threshold projection data for a specific entity that ranges from Unused to
Critical with the Confidence level.

3.1 You can view details of resources that are categorized based on the type and metric. You can also filter
data based on the available filters (Metric, Growth).

4.1
You can also export the data to CSV by clicking Export as CSV  icon.

5.1 You can click on an entity name to view the entity summary and forecast projections.
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To view the Capacity Status of a resource from the Monitored Groups/Services widget:

1.1 In the Monitored Groups/Services page, click on a service name or a group name.

You can see the list of entities, their respective heat maps and 12-month projections of all the entities.
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2.1 Click on an entity name, which navigates you to the entity summary page.

You can view the summary of the selected entity and it's corresponding threshold forecast. It provides you
with the corresponding 12-Month threshold projection data for a specific entity that ranges from Unused to
Critical with the Confidence level.

3.1 You can view details of resources that are categorized based on the type and metric. You can also filter
data based on the available filters (Metric, Base on, Growth).

4.1
You can also export the data to CSV by clicking Export as CSV  icon.

5.1 You can click on an entity name to view the entity summary and forecast projections.

To view the Capacity Status of a resource from the Top Capacity Consumers widget:

1. In the Top Capacity Consumers page, select a metrics from the Metrics drop-down list to narrow down your
top capacity consumers.

2. Select the number of resources data you want to view from the Show column.

You can view up to 10 resources.
3. Click on any column name to sort the list in ascending or descending order.
4. Click on a resource to view the entity summary and forecast projections.
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 Log Analytics
Log Analytics streamlines the log analysis process and helps you troubleshoot faster and more
effectively by collecting and aggregating logs from multiple sources (individual servers, devices,
and applications).
doi13
Log Analytics streamlines the log analysis process and helps you troubleshoot faster and more effectively by
collecting and aggregating logs from multiple sources (individual servers, devices, and applications).

Solution Benefits
When you add Log Analytics to DX Operational Intelligence, your enterprise gains the following benefits:

• Out-of-the-box dashboards (blueprints) based on the collected data for supported log types and patterns.
• Full text search on stored log files.
• Near real-time and historical search on all your log data from one centralized location.

Software Requirements

Software Version Download Notes

CA UIM 8.5.1 SP1 or later support.nimsoft.com,
Downloads

A support login is required
to download.

log_forwarder probe 1.20 support.nimsoft.com,
Archive

Add to the CA UIM archive.
A support login is required
to download.

log_forwarder_mcs_templates0.2.0 support.nimsoft.com,
Archive

Deploy to the location of
your log_forwarder probe.

axa_log_gateway 1.10 or later support.nimsoft.com,
Archive

Add to the CA UIM archive.
A support login is required
to download.

axa_log_gateway_mcs_templates0.2.0 support.nimsoft.com,
Archive

Deploy to the location of
your axa_log_gateway
probe.

log_monitoring_service 1.10 or later support.nimsoft.com,
Archive

Add to the CA UIM archive.
A support login is required
to download

log_monitoring_service_mcs_templates0.2.0 support.nimsoft.com,
Archive

Deploy to the location of
your mon_config_service
probe.

AWS 5.34 support.nimsoft.com,
Archive

Add to the CA UIM archive.
A support login is required
to download.

NTEVL 4.31 support.nimsoft.com,
Archive

Add to the CA UIM archive.
A support login is required
to download.

Environment Requirements
This integration requires the following environment:

• A CA UIM instance with the required probes.

Port Requirements
Open the following ports to allow communication between CA UIM and DX Operational Intelligence.

Component Port Number Description

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/unified-infrastructure-management/8-5-1.html
http://support.nimsoft.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/log-forwarder-log-forwarder.html
http://support.nimsoft.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/log-forwarder-log-forwarder/log-forwarder-mcs-profile-type-configuration.html
http://support.nimsoft.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/axa-log-gateway-axa-log-gateway.html
http://support.nimsoft.com/
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/axa-log-gateway-axa-log-gateway/axa-log-gateway-mcs-profile-type-configuration.html
http://support.nimsoft.com/
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/log-monitoring-service-log-monitoring-service.html
http://support.nimsoft.com/
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/log-monitoring-service-log-monitoring-service/log-monitoring-service-mcs-profile-type-configuration.html
http://support.nimsoft.com/
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/aws-amazon-web-services-monitoring.html
http://support.nimsoft.com/
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/ntevl-nt-event-log-monitoring.html
http://support.nimsoft.com/
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Elasticsearch 9200/9300 Open this port between DX
Operational Intelligence
and the location of the
log_monitoring_service probe.

Kafka 9092 to 9094 Open these ports between DX
Operational Intelligence and the
location of the axa_log_gateway
probe.

Log Collector 6514/TCP Open this port for agentless logs
such as syslog and eventlogs.

Log Collector 6060/TCP Open this port for ingestion APIs
(logs, metrics, alarms, events, and
inventory).

Log Collector 5140/UDP Open this port for agentless logs
such as syslog and eventlogs.

Installation
For more information, see the Installing section.

Post Install Verification
Perform the following steps after you have configured log forwarding to DX Operational Intelligence using agentless
(syslog/eventlog) or UIM mechanism. For more information, see Configure the Log Data Collection.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to DX Operational Intelligence with the credentials and tenant details.
2. Click DATA STUDIO.
3. Click Dashboard in the left navigation pane and search for LA: Log Analytics Dashboard.

If the installation and configuration was successful, you see log data in the dashboard. You can open
Dashboards for individual log types from the left panel of the Log Analytics Dashboard.

Multi-Tenancy Support
Log Analytics provides multi-tenancy through the log_forwarder probe. The log_forwarder probe is configured with
an OI tenant_id, and is deployed to each robot gathering logs. OI tenant to UIM origin is defined by the configured
tenant_id and that UIM robot’s configured origin.

(Optional) Configure Cross-Launch from CA UIM
Before you can launch the Log Analytics dashboard from a CA UIM alarm, you must create a URL action to enable
cross-launch.

Note:

To launch a custom URL action, you must have the Launch URL Actions ACL permission set. With this permission,
you can select an alarm, then launch an alarm action from the Actions menu.

Follow these steps:

1. In USM, select the Alarms tab.
2. Click the Actions menu above the list or table of alarms, then Edit URL Actions. The Edit URL Actions dialog

opens.
3. Click New URL action. Specify the name Log Analytics and enter the following URL:

http://<server_host>:<server_port>/mdo/v2/dashboard/loganalytics?query='host:${host}'&timestamp=
$<timestamp>&probe=${PROBE}&customAttributes='${CUSTOM_1}'

4. Change the following parameters in the URL:

• <server_host> - The host name for your DX Operational Intelligence server.
• <server_port> - The port that your DX Operational Intelligence server uses. The default port is 9080.

After configuring cross-launch, the Log Analytics Launch icon appears for each UIM alarm. Clicking this icon
opens the DX Operational Intelligence log in page. After logging in, you are then redirected to the Log Analytics
Dashboard in the Data Studio. The following in-context parameters can be passed in the URL:
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• The Log Analytics Dashboard is launched from an alarm generated by the log_monitoring_service
probe - The query parameter uses the value provided in the log_monitoring_service profile configuration.

• The Log Analytics Dashboard is launched from an alarm generated by any other probe - The query
parameter uses the host value from the UIM alarm.

Available Blueprints
Once you have added DX Netops Spectrum to the solution, you can view your DX NetOps Spectrum data in the
Blueprints available in the Data Studio. The following Blueprints support Log data:

• Fault to Infrastructure Overview
• Log Overview

 Install Log Collector

The Log Collector collects and aggregates logs and permits the separation of the software that generates
messages, the system that stores them, and the software that reports and analyzes them. Each message is labeled
with a facility code, indicating the software type generating the message, and is assigned a severity level. You
can gain insights from data using analytics dashboards. The Log Collector package contains the files required to
execute the Log Collector as a standalone component.

Filebeat:

Collects logs of the DX Operational Intelligence containers and parses them based on the predefined
patterns. Filebeat then sends these logs to Logstash. Filebeat requires the hostname and port of Logstash
as the input. Filebeat depends on Logstash to transform the logs that are collected from the DX Operational
Intelligence components.You can find the details of the log paths to collect the data from in the filebeat.yml
configuration file.

Filebeat supports only the following patterns:

• Apache access
• Apache error
• Docker
• IIS logs
• Tomcat Catalina
• Tomcat Access
• ZOS syslog
• Log4j
• Oracle Alert
• Kafka
• Salt
• SQL Server

Logstash:

Processes the log data that is sent by Filebeat and sends it to Elasticsearch. Logstash requires the SAAS
Endpoint as input to ingest the data.

Prerequisites
• The recommended JRE version is 8.
• Log Collector supports only Linux-based Virtual Machines.

To install Log Collector, follow these steps:

1. Download the lc-onprem.zip TAR file from the DX Operational Intelligence download option.
2. After downloading, unzip the lc-onprem.zip file:

tar -xvf <filename>.tar.gz

3. Modify the path details to OnPremLogCollector folder and navigate to find two more TAR files:

cd OnPremLogCollector/
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4. Unzip the logcollector.tar.gz and logstash.tar.gz files:

tar -xvf  logcollector.tar.gz

tar -xvf logstash.tar.gz

5. You can unzip to find the installLogCollector.sh installation file.
6. Install the On-prem Log Collector using the installLogCollector.sh file:

./installLogCollector.sh

7. Provide the following details during installation:

• Logcollector_Onprem Installation Recommend openjdk version: 8 Install On Setup
• Logcollector_Onprem Install Location: /opt/ca/slc (Sample path)
• Enter OI SaaS Ingestion API Endpoint: http://<log-collector>url
• Do you wish to configure http proxy? (YES/NO) (Provide the Proxy details by providing YES for this

question, or enter NO and proceed with the installation)

After providing the details, an installation success message appears if the provided values are valid.

Validating Log Collector
You can verify if the installation is successful by validating the Log Collector's log in the nohup.out file located at the
<installation folder>:

</opt/ca/slc/nohup.out>

You can validate the IP address, Port numbers, Log stash version and so on.

Starting and Stopping Log Collector
• ./startLogcollector.sh - Starts the Log Collector
• ./stopLogcollector.sh - Stops the Log Collector

Troubleshooting Log Collector
We can troubleshoot the Log Collector by enabling the following code snippet in the configuration file located at

<installation-path/logstash/conf/logcollector.conf>:

if "tenant_not_found" not in [tags] {
     stdout {
            codec => rubydebug 
      }
 }

Related Information:

2

 Install Filebeat on Linux

After installing the Log Collector, you need to install Filebeat on Linux or Windows based on your requirements.
Filebeat reads the logs for the DX Operational Intelligence containers, and parses them based on predefined
patterns.

Prerequisites
• The recommended JRE version is 8.
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To install Filebeat on Linux, follow these steps:

1. Download the log_collector.zip TAR file from the DX Operational Intelligence download option.
2. After downloading, unzip the log_collector.zip file:

tar -xvf <filename>.tar.gz

3. Modify the path details to FileBeat_Linux folder:

cd FileBeat_Linux/

4. Navigate to find the installFileBeat.sh installation file.
5. Install the Filebeat for Linux using the installFileBeat.sh file.

./installFileBeat.sh

6. Provide the following details during installation:

• Filebeat_Onprem Installation Recommend openjdk version: 8 Install On Setup
• Filebeat_Onprem Install Location: /opt/ca (Sample path)
• Enter Log File Location: /opt/logs (Sample path)
• Enter OI SaaS Tenant ID: TADMIN-USERSTORE (Tenant-id of DX OI)
• LogCollector_Onprem HostName: 10.10.10.10 (Provide the IP address / hostname of the Log  Collector

On-prem installation)

After providing the details, a Filebeat installation success message appears if the provided values are valid.

Note:

• If the filebeat.yml file by default has the correct path of the monitoring log files, then the log data is sent
automatically. However, if the filebeat.yml is updated with the filepath details, then you need to restart Filebeat.

• Filebeat restart is mandatory in order to update the filebeat.yml file.

Validating Filebeat
You can verify if the Filebeat installation is successful by validating the Filebeat logs in the nohup.out file located at:

<installation folder>/filebeat/filebeat-linux-x86_64/nohup.out

You can validate the IP address, Port numbers, Log stash version and so on.

Starting and Stopping Filebeat
• ./startFileBeat.sh - Starts the Filebeat.
• ./stopFileBeat.sh - Stops the Filebeat.

Troubleshooting Filebeat
If you want to view the Filebeat logs, you need to modify the default value in the filebeat.yml file by using:

logging.level: debug 

 Install Filebeat on Windows

After installing the Log Collector, you need to install Filebeat on Linux or Windows based on your requirements.
Filebeat reads the logs for the DX Operational Intelligence containers, and parses them based on predefined
patterns.

Prerequisites
• The recommended JRE version is 8.
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• Ensure that you remove the filebeat folder from the following path before you install Filebeat on Windows:

C:\ProgramData

To install Filebeat on Windows, follow these steps:

1. Download the log_collector.zip TAR file from the DX Operational Intelligence download option.
2. After downloading, unzip the log_collector.zip file:

tar -xvf <filename>.tar.gz

3. Modify the path details to FileBeat_Windows folder:

cd FileBeat_Windows/

4. Navigate to find the installFileBeat.bat installation file.
5. Install the Filebeat for Windows using the installFileBeat.bat file.

./installFileBeat.bat

6. Provide the following details during installation:

• Filebeat_Onprem Installation Recommend openjdk version: 8 Install On Setup
• Filebeat_Onprem Install Location: /opt/ca (Sample path)
• Enter Log File Location: /opt/logs (Sample path)
• Enter OI SaaS Tenant ID: TADMIN-USERSTORE (Tenant-id of DX OI)
• LogCollector_Onprem HostName: 10.10.10.10 (Provide the IP address / hostname of the Log  Collector

On-prem installation)

After providing the details, a Filebeat installation success message appears if the provided values are valid.

Note:

• Filebeat restart is mandatory in order to update the filebeat.yml file.
• Ensure that you run the batch file with Administrator access for a successful installation.

Validating Filebeat
You can verify if the Filebeat installation is successful by validating the Filebeat logs in the Filebeat file located at:

<installation-path>\filebeat\filebeat-windows-x86_64\logs\filebeat 

You can validate the IP address and Port numbers.

Starting and Stopping Filebeat
• ./startFileBeat.bat - Starts the Filebeat.
• ./stopFileBeat.bat - Stops the Filebeat.

Troubleshooting Filebeat
If you want to view the Filebeat logs, you need to modify the default value in the filebeat.yml file by using:

logging.level: debug
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 Configure the Log Data Ingestion
By default, the log data is ingested into Elasticsearch through Jarvis. You can ingest the data
directly into Elasticsearch by setting the LOGPARSER_INGEST_LOGS_INTO_JARVIS variable
to false. This variable is available in the compose.yml file and is set to true by default.
doi13
By default, the log data is ingested into Elasticsearch through Jarvis. You can ingest the data directly into
Elasticsearch by setting the LOGPARSER_INGEST_LOGS_INTO_JARVIS variable to false. This variable is
available in the compose.yml file and is set to true by default.

Note:

Performance issues may be minimal for demo and small deployments. However, you may see performance issues
in large deployments.

 Configure the Log Data Collection
To send logs from your devices and servers to Log Analytics, you must configure the log data
collection. You can collect the log data using one of the following methods depending on the log
type:
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Agent-Less Log Data Collection
Use this method to collect System logs (Windows Eventlog and Unix syslog) through TCP using Log Collector. 

top
Syslog Using rsyslog (Unix and Linux)
Complete the following steps to configure syslog for remote access with rsyslog.

 Follow these steps: 

1. On the source system, open the /etc/rsyslog.conf file for editing.
2. Uncomment the following lines:

# An on-disk queue is created for this action. If the remote host is 
# down, messages are spooled to disk and sent when it is up again. 

$WorkDirectory /var/lib/rsyslog # where to place spool files 
$ActionQueueFileName fwdRule1 # unique name prefix for spool files 
$ActionQueueMaxDiskSpace 1g # 1gb space limit (use as much as possible) 
$ActionQueueSaveOnShutdown on # save messages to disk on shutdown 
$ActionQueueType LinkedList # run asynchronously 
$ActionResumeRetryCount -1 # infinite retries if host is down

3. Add the following lines in the file (template to parse data as JSON) for version 7 and above:

template(name="ls_json"
type="list"
option.json="on") {
constant(value="{")
constant(value="\"syslog_timestamp\":\"") property(name="timereported" dateFormat="rfc3339")
constant(value="\",\"syslog_pri\":\"") property(name="pri")
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constant(value="\",\"syslog_ver\":\"1")
constant(value="\",\"tenant_id\":\"<Tenant UUID>")
constant(value="\",\"syslog_message\":\"") property(name="msg")
constant(value="\",\"host\":\"") property(name="hostname")
constant(value="\",\"syslog_severity\":\"") property(name="syslogseverity-text")
constant(value="\",\"syslog_facility\":\"") property(name="syslogfacility-text")
constant(value="\",\"syslog_severity_code\":\"") property(name="syslogseverity")
constant(value="\",\"syslog_facility_code\":\"") property(name="syslogfacility")
constant(value="\",\"syslog_program\":\"") property(name="programname")
constant(value="\",\"syslog_pid\":\"") property(name="procid")
constant(value="\",\"syslog_hostname\":\"") property(name="$myhostname")
constant(value="\",\"syslog_priority\":\"") property(name="syslogpriority")
constant(value="\"}\n")
}
For Connection with TCP Port 6514
?*.*; @@<LOG ANALYTICS HOST>:6514;ls_json 
For Connection with UDP Port 5140
 *.*; @@<LOG ANALYTICS HOST>:5140;ls_json 
??
Replace <Tenant UUID> with the unique UUID. For more information about how to find UUID, see
 the Troubleshooting section.
Replace <LOG ANALYTICS HOST> with the host name or IP.

4. Add the following lines (template to parse data as JSON) for version 5 and below.

$template LogFormat,"{ \"syslog_timestamp\":\"%timereported:::date-rfc3339%\", \"syslog_message
\":\"%msg%\", \"syslog_severity\":\"%syslogseverity-text%\", \"syslog_facility\":\"%syslogfacility-
text%\", \"syslog_severity_code\":\"%syslogseverity%\", \"syslog_facility_code\":\"%syslogfacility%
\" ,\"syslog_program\":\"%programname%\", \"syslog_pid\":\"%procid%\", \"syslog_hostname\":\"%
$myhostname%\", \"syslog_priority\":\"%syslogpriority%\", \"tenant_id\":\"<Tenant UUID>\" }"

*.*; @@<LOG ANALYTICS HOST>:6514;LogFormat
 
Replace <Tenant UUID> with the unique UUID. For more information about how to find UUID, see
 the Troubleshooting section.
In the OpenShift environment, for agentless log data ingestion, update the hostname to the connection
 parameters with port 6514.
 *.*; @@<logcollector-host-or-route-to-port-6514>;ls_json

5. (Optional) Configure Syslog to Send Logs Over SSL or TLS using rsyslog.

1.1 Install the rsyslog-gnutls dependency (SSL/TLS dependencies).

Environments?.DEB: apt-get install rsyslog-gnutls
Environments?.RPM: yum install rsyslog-gnutls

2.1 Add the following lines in the /etc/rsyslog.conf file after the lines mentioned in step 3.

#####Added for TLS Support###
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$DefaultNetstreamDriverCAFile <CA Certificate Path>
$DefaultNetstreamDriver gtls # use gtls netstream driver
$ActionSendStreamDriverMode 1 # require TLS for the connection
$ActionSendStreamDriverAuthMode anon # server is NOT authenticated
#####END####

3.1 Replace <CA Certificate Path> with the actual location where the CA Certificate is stored. Currently .pem
and .crt certificates are supported.

4.1 Restart the rsyslog service using command:  service syslog restart  

You can find the Rsyslog log messages at /var/log/messages. You can verify for any abnormalities using the
following command:  cat /var/log/messages | grep syslog . This command lists down all the messages of the
rsyslog service.

Syslog Using syslog-ng (Unix and Linux)
To configure syslog using syslog-ng, add the following configuration in the ‘/etc/syslog-ng/syslog-ng.conf’ file:

source msg_source {
 file("/var/log/messages" follow-freq(1));
 };
 template LogAnalyticsTemplate {
 template ("{\"syslog_timestamp\": \"$ISODATE\", \"syslog_pid\": \"$PID\", \"syslog_facility\":
 \"$FACILITY\", \"syslog_priority\": \"$LEVEL_NUM\", \"syslog_pri\": \"$PRI\", \"syslog_severity
\": \"$LEVEL\", \"syslog_severity_code\": \"$LEVEL_NUM\", \"syslog_facility_code\":
 \"$FACILITY_NUM\", \"syslog_hostname\": \"$HOST_FROM\", \"host\": \"$HOST\",
 \"syslog_program\": \"$PROGRAM\", \"tenant_id\":\"<TENANT_ID>\", \"syslog_message\": \"$MSG
\"}\n" );
 template_escape(yes);
};
rewrite r_rewrite_subst{subst("\'", "`", value("$MSG"));};
destination send_json {
 tcp("<LOG_COLLECTOR_IP>" port(6514) template(LogAnalyticsTemplate));
};
log {
 source(msg_source);
 rewrite(r_rewrite_subst);
 destination(send_json);
};
Restart rsyslog-ng service by executing the "service syslog-ng restart" command.
Replace <LOG_COLLECTOR_IP> with the log collector route.
Replace port (6514) with the port (80).

Syslog Message Collection for Network Devices
Network devices can send syslog messages. These messages must be sent to a Linux or Unix system with syslog
deamon. For example, Rsyslog can be used to listen to syslog messages sent by devices and can forward it to Log
Analytics.

 Follow these steps: 

1. To enable listening of syslog messages, uncomment the following lines in the /etc/rsyslog.conf file.

# Provides UDP syslog reception
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 $ModLoad imp
 $UDPServerRun 514
 # Provides TCP syslog reception
 $ModLoad imtcp
 $InputTCPServerRun 514

2. Run the following command to restart the Rsyslog service:  service rsyslog restart  

Windows Event Log Using nxlog 
To collect the Windows Eventlogs, configure nxlog (version 2.8.x and above).

 Follow these steps: 

1.  Download and install nxlog.
2. Navigate to the nxlog configuration file:  <nxlog-installation-path>\nxlog\conf\nxlog.conf  
3. Change the configuration as follows.

define ROOT C:\\Program Files (x86)\\nxlog

Moduledir %ROOT%\modules
CacheDir %ROOT%\data
Pidfile %ROOT%\data\nxlog.pid
SpoolDir %ROOT%\data
LogFile %ROOT%\data\nxlog.log

<Extension _json>
Module xm_json
</Extension>

<Input internal>
Module im_internal
Exec $EventTime = integer($EventTime) / 1000; to_json();
Exec $EventReceivedTime = integer($EventReceivedTime) / 1000; to_json();
Exec $EventTimeWritten = integer($EventTimeWritten) / 1000; to_json();
Exec $tenantid = 'XXXXXXXX-5230-E66A-8879-XXXXXXXXXXXX'; to_json();
Exec $tag = 'eventlogs'; to_json();
</Input>

# Windows Event Log
<Input eventlog>
# Uncomment im_mseventlog for Windows XP/2000/2003
Module im_mseventlog
Exec $EventTime = integer($EventTime) / 1000; to_json();
Exec $EventReceivedTime = integer($EventReceivedTime) / 1000; to_json();
Exec $EventTimeWritten = integer($EventTimeWritten) / 1000; to_json();
Exec $tenantid = 'XXXXXXXX-5230-E66A-8879-XXXXXXXXXXXX'; to_json();
Exec $tag = 'eventlogs'; to_json();
</Input>

<Output out>
Module om_tcp
Host X.X.X.X
Port 6514

http://nxlog.co/products/nxlog-community-edition/download
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</Output>

<Route 1>
Path internal,eventlog => out
</Route>
Replace Host X.X.X.X with the log collector route.
Replace Port 6514 with the Port 80.

4. (Optional) Update the nxlog configuration to send logs over SSL.

1.1 Open the configuration file (nxlog.conf) and update the output module by replacing the following
configuration:

<Output out>
Module om_ssl
Host <LOG ANALYTICS HOST>
Port 6514
CAFile %ROOT%/<LOG ANALYTICS Cert file name>
AllowUntrusted TRUE # Mark it TRUE when using Self signed Certificates , else set it to FALSE
</Output>

Note:

• Replace the $tenantid value with the assigned tenant ID.
• Update the appropriate IP and Port in the Output section.
• Restart the nxlog service after saving changes and try to send some Windows logs.

Windows Event Log Using NTEVL
For more information, see the ntevl probe documentation.

Agent-Based Log Data Collection (UIM Log Analytics Probes)
Perform the following steps to enable log data collection through UIM probes.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Download the following CA UIM probes and add to the CA UIM Archive. For more information about
downloading probes, see   Download, Update, or Import Pant based packages  .

•  log_forwarder. This probe reads the log files and publishes the log data on an UIM queue with
Subject  LOG_ANALYTICS_LOGS .

•  axa_log_gateway. This probe reads log data from the UIM Log Analytics
Queue (Subject:  LOG_ANALYTICS_LOGS ) and writes the data to the Kafka topic "logAnalyticsLogs".  

•  log_monitoring_service. This probe periodically queries log data that is stored in Jarvis and
raises notifications based on predefined queries.

Note:

 Review the Release Notes of these probes and ensure that the appropriate software and hardware
requirements are met before deploying the probes. For more information about probes, see  Log
Forwarder, AXA Log Gateway, and Log Monitoring Service. 

2. Apply the licenses for these probes. These probes are licensed.
3. If necessary, create groups for the devices or servers that you want to collect log data from. For more

information about setting up groups, see the topic Create and Manage Groups in USM.
4. From the Monitoring tab of USM, configure the axa_log_gateway probe using the Setup

axa_log_gateway template. The axa_log_gateway probe can be deployed on the Primary Hub site or on one
or more secondary (regional) hubs. When the probe is started, it automatically creates a UIM queue with the
subject  LOG_ANALYTICS_LOGS  if it does not exist.

Note:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/ntevl-nt-event-log-monitoring.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/unified-infrastructure-management/8-5-1/administering-ca-uim/using-admin-console/download-update-or-import-packages.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/log-forwarder-log-forwarder.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/log-forwarder-log-forwarder.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/axa-log-gateway-axa-log-gateway.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/log-monitoring-service-log-monitoring-service.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/unified-infrastructure-management/8-5-1/using-ump/the-unified-service-manager-portlet/create-and-manage-groups-in-usm.html
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 If you have a distributed hub set up with many remote hubs and you are deploying axa_log_gateway only on
the primary hub, manually create a queue with the subject  LOG_ANALYTICS_LOGS  on each remote hub
where axa_log_gateway is not deployed.

5. Deploy the log_forwarder probe on the target devices or groups using the Setup log_forwarder
MCS template.

6. Configure Log Forwarding from the target devices or services by creating profiles using one or more of the
following MCS templates:

•  Log Forwarding. General profile to configure log forwarding for any type of log file.
•  Log Forwarding Apache. Default profile to configure log forwarding for apache access logs.
•  Log Forwarding Catalina.Default profile to configure log forwarding for tomcat catalina logs.
•  Log Forwarding Log4j. Default profile to configure log forwarding for java log4j logs.
•  Log Forwarding Oracle Alert. Default profile to configure log forwarding for Oracle Alert logs.

Note:

 For more information about Log Forwarder, see the Log Forwarder MCS Profile Configuration section.
7. Configure Log Monitoring Service on a robot (preferably on the Primary Hub Site) using the Setup

log_monitoring_service template. Create profiles using the Log Monitoring Service template to query log
data stored in Jarvis and raise alarms on match.

Note:

 For more information about Log Monitoring Service, see the   Log Monitoring Service Profile
Configuration  section.

8. (Optional) Configure Email Gateway (emailgtw) and SNMP Gateway (snmpgtw) profiles in MCS to get email
and SNMP notifications for the Log Monitoring Service alarms.

Note:

 

For more information about Email Gateway, see the Email Gateway MCS Profile Configuration section.

For more information about SNMP Gateway, see the SNMP Gateway MCS Profile Configuration    section.

 Supported Log Types and Patterns
This section describes the log types and patterns that are supported for Log Analytics:
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Supported Log Types
The supported log types are grouped based on the log data collection methods. You can collect data using the
following methods:

Agent-Less Collection Method
You can collect the log data for the following log types without installing any agent:

• Event logs (Event Logs, Event Logs - Oracle Audit (Windows), Microsoft Exchange, and Active Directory
Server)

• Syslog (Syslog, Syslog - Oracle Audit (Linux), and Syslog - Docker)

Note:   For more information about configuring log data collection, see   Agent-Less Log Data Collection  .

Agent-Based Collection Method
You can collect and transport data for the following log types using CA Unified Infrastructure Management (UIM).

• Apache Access
• Apache Error
• Docker
• Generic
• IIS
• Java Application Logs (Log4j)

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/log-forwarder-log-forwarder/log-forwarder-mcs-profile-type-configuration.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/log-monitoring-service-log-monitoring-service.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/log-monitoring-service-log-monitoring-service.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/emailgtw-email-gateway/emailgtw-mcs-profile-type-configuration.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-unified-infrastructure-management-probes/GA/alphabetical-probe-articles/snmpgtw-simple-network-management-protocol-gateway/snmpgtw-mcs-profile-type-configuration.html
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• NGINX
• Oracle (Alert Logs and Audit Logs)
• Spectrum
• SQL Server (Event Logs and Audit Logs)
• Syslog
• Tomcat Access
• Tomcat Catalina
• z/OS Syslog

Note:   For more information about configuring log data collection, see   Agent-Based Log Data Collection  .

Supported Patterns
This section describes the standard log patterns that Log Analytics supports:

Supported Patterns for Agent-Less Collection Method
This section describes the patterns that Log Analytics supports for logs collected using the agent-less method:

top
Event Logs
Event logs provide historical information that can help you track down system and security problems. Event logs
record events taking place during the execution of a system to provide an audit trail. This audit trail can be used to
understand the activity of the system and to diagnose problems.  

Supported event logs:

• Application Log
• Directory Service
• DNS Server
• File Replication Service
• Security Log
• System Log 

Log Analytics requires the following fields to process the event logs:

EventTime = Event time in epoch format.
EventTimeWritten = Event time written in epoch format.
Hostname = Hostname of the machine.
EventType = Event type of the event occurred.
SeverityValue = Severity value
Severity = Severity of the event.
SourceName = Source from which event has occurred.
FileName = Name of the file.
EventID = Event Id.
CategoryNumber = Each event source can define its own numbered categories and the text strings to
 which they are mapped.
RecordNumber = The RecordNumber member of EVENTLOGRECORD contains the record number for
 the event log record.
Message = Complete message from the event.
EventReceivedTime = Event received time in epoch format.
SourceModuleName = Module name of the event. For example, event log.
SourceModuleType = Module type of the event.
tenantid = Unique tenant id.
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tag = "eventlogs" It is constant.

{"EventTime":1481188443000,"EventTimeWritten":1481188443000,"Hostname":"host05-
U178983","EventType":"INFO","SeverityValue":2,"Severity":"INFO","SourceName":"Service Control
 Manager","FileName":"System","EventID":7036,"CategoryNumber":0,"RecordNumber":14350,"Message":"The
 nxlog service entered the running state.
 ","EventReceivedTime":1481188446094,"SourceModuleName":"eventlog","SourceModuleType":"im_mseventlog","tenantid":"CA310399-
C02F-209D-10C2-E3DDF81AAAA3","tag":"eventlogs"

Note:

 You can configure any third-party tool to send the fields. Log Analytics is tested with nxlog. For information about
Event Log configuration, see Windows Event Log Using nxlog .

Note:

 More Information: 

 Event Logs   

 Event Logging and Viewing 

 Using Windows Event Log 

 Event Viewer 

Event Logs - Oracle Audit (Windows)
Log Analytics supports Oracle Audit Logs as Event Logs and it requires the same fields as Event Logs to parse the
log data.

Note:

You can configure any third-party tool to send the fields. Log Analytics is tested with nxlog. For information about
configuration, see   Windows Event Log Using nxlog  .

Note:

 More Information: 

 Monitoring a Database on Windows 

 Configuring and Administering Auditing 

Syslog
Syslog permits separation of software that generates messages, the system that stores them, and the software that
reports and analyzes them. Each message is labeled with a facility code, indicating the software type generating
the message, and is assigned a severity level.

Log Analytics requires the following fields for processing syslog:

syslog_timestamp = Supported timestamp formats "YYYY-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss.SSSSSSZ", "MMM dd
 HH:mm:ss" & "YYYY MMM d HH:mm:ss".
syslog_pri = 
syslog_ver = Version of syslog.
tenant_id = Unique UUID provided by AXA.
syslog_message = Log Message from syslog.
host = Host from which logs are generated
syslog_severity = Severity of Log Message.
syslog_facility = Facility
syslog_severity_code = Severity Code

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/app-experience-analytics/17-3/using/data-studio-visualize-your-data/log-analytics/set-up-log-analytics.html
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc722404%28v=ws.11%29.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb726966.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb726966.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/aa385772%28v=vs.85%29.aspx
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Event_Viewer
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/app-experience-analytics/17-3/using/data-studio-visualize-your-data/log-analytics/set-up-log-analytics.html
https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/NTQRF/monitor.htm#NTQRF080
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/B19306_01/network.102/b14266/cfgaudit.htm#BABCFIHB
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syslog_facility_code = Facility Code
syslog_program = Name of program from which log is generated.
syslog_pid = Process Id of the program.
syslog_priority = Priority of the log message.

{"syslog_timestamp":"2016-12-08T04:13:14.171870-05:00","syslog_pri":"187","syslog_ver":"1","tenant_id":"CA310399-
C02F-209D-10C2-E3DDF81BFCD3","syslog_message":"<114>Mar 5
 11:36:44 server169.test.com syslogd[490]: Can't load public GPG key /
etc/pki/rpm-gpg/RPM-GPG-KEY-redhat-auxiliary","host":"host05-
U178974","syslog_severity":"err","syslog_facility":"local7","syslog_severity_code":"3","syslog_facility_code":"23","syslog_program":"File","syslog_pid":"-","syslog_priority":"3"}

Note:

 You can configure any third-party tool to send the field values. Log Analytics is tested with rsyslog. For information
about syslog configuration, see    Syslog Using rsyslog   .

Note:

 More Information: 

Syslog 

Syslog - Oracle Audit (Linux)
Log Analytics supports Oracle Audit Logs as syslog through rsyslog and requires the same fields as Syslog for
parsing.

Note:

 For information about syslog configuration, see    Syslog Using rsyslog   .

Note:

 More Information: 

 Deciding Whether to Use the Database or Operating System Audit Trail 

 How to Configure syslog Audit Logs 

Syslog - Docker
The Docker daemon provides crucial insights into the overall state of your micro service architecture. You can
extract useful information from your services using Container-centric logging methods. The location of Systemd
based OSes (CoreOS, SUSE, Fedora, CentOS, Red Hat Enterprise) is  journalctl -u docker.service .

Log Analytics accepts docker logs as syslog. rsyslog listens to syslog events and then forwards them to Log
Analytics.

Note:

 Log Analytics requires the same fields as Syslog for parsing. For information about syslog configuration,
see   Syslog Using rsyslog  .

{"syslog_timestamp":"2016-11-05T01:19:40.28165-05:00","syslog_pri":"187","syslog_ver":"1","tenant_id":"CA310399-
C02F-209D-10C2-E3DDF81AAAA3","syslog_message":"Handler for POST /v1.24/
containers/create returned error: No such image: hello-world:latest ","host":"host05-
U178974","syslog_severity":"err","syslog_facility":"local7","syslog_severity_code":"3","syslog_facility_code":"23","syslog_program":"dockerd","syslog_pid":"-","syslog_priority":"3"}

Note:

 More Information: 

 Configure Logging Drivers 

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/app-experience-analytics/17-3/using/data-studio-visualize-your-data/log-analytics/set-up-log-analytics.html#concept.dita_1cdf0f33308a3a773920fdbe7a797bc06b357fb8_ConfiguretheLogDataCollection
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Syslog
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/B19306_01/network.102/b14266/cfgaudit.htm#i1007238
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E19082-01/819-3321/audittask-11/index.html
https://docs.docker.com/engine/admin/logging/overview/
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Supported Patterns for Agent-Based Collection Method
This section describes the patterns that Log Analytics supports for logs collected using the agent-based method:

top
Apache Access
Apache Access logs are web server logs that have details of the information requested by Internet users.
Information about the request, including the client IP address, request date and time, page requested, HTTP code,
bytes served, user agent, and referrer are typically added.

Log Analytics supports the following patterns:

COMMON LOG FORMAT (CLF)    
Supported Pattern: "%h %l %u %t \"%r\" %>s %b"
Log Example: 5.177.170.128 - - [03/Oct/2016:00:00:04 -0700] "GET /servicedesk/web/jsp/apps/
HealthCheck.jsp HTTP/1.1" 200 75?
?
NCSA EXTENDED / COMBINED LOG FORMAT    
Supported Pattern: "%h %l %u %t \"%r\" %>s %b \"%{Referer}i\" \"%{User-agent}i\""
Log Example: 5.177.170.128 - - [03/Oct/2016:00:00:04 -0700] "GET /servicedesk/web/jsp/apps/
HealthCheck.jsp HTTP/1.1" 200 75 "http://www.example.com/start.html" "Mozilla/4.08 [en] (Win98;
 I ;Nav)"?
?
CUSTOM LOG FORMAT?(with Response Time)
Supported Pattern: "%h %l %u %t \"%r\" %>s %b %T"
Log Example: 5.177.170.128 - - [03/Oct/2016:00:00:04 -0700] "GET /servicedesk/web/jsp/apps/
HealthCheck.jsp HTTP/1.1" 200 75 0.007

Note:

 More Information: 

For more information about configuration and the format strings, see Apache Module mod_log_config.

Apache Error
Log Analytics supports the following error log format:

Supported Format:  "[%t] [%l] [pid %P] %F: %E: [client %a] %M"
?
Log Examples:
[Thu May 12 08:28:57 2011] [core:error] [pid 8777:tid 4326490112] [client ::1:58619] File does not
 exist: /usr/local/apache2/htdocs/favicon.ico
[Mon Dec 26 08:32:30 2016] [debug] mod_proxy.c(986): Running scheme balancer handler (attempt 0)

Note:

 More Information: 

For more information about configuration, see Log Files.

For more information about the format string and description, see ErrorLogFormat Directive.

 Docker - Agent Based 

The Docker daemon provides crucial insights into the overall state of your micro service architecture. You can
extract useful information from your services using Container-centric logging methods. The location of Systemd
based OSes (CoreOS, SUSE, Fedora, CentOS, Red Hat Enterprise) is  journalctl -u docker.service .

http://httpd.apache.org/docs/current/mod/mod_log_config.html
http://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.4/logs.html
https://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.4/mod/core.html#errorlogformat
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Log Analytics supports the following patterns:

Base Pattern: DOCKER_SYSLOG_MSG time=%{timestamp} level=%{log_level} msg=%{msg}
%{DOCKER_SYSLOG_MSG} %{method} %{version}%{endpoint}%{urlpath} %{doc_msg}
%{DOCKER_SYSLOG_MSG} %{method} %{version}%{endpoint}%{url path}
%{DOCKER_SYSLOG_MSG} %{method} %{version}%{endpoint}%{containerid} %{doc_msg}
%{DOCKER_SYSLOG_MSG} %{method} %{version}%{endpoint}%{contained}
%{DOCKER_SYSLOG_MSG} %{method} %{version}%{endpoint}

Pattern 1:
time="2016-11-01T13:37:08.015305842-04:00" level=error msg="Handler for POST /v1.24/containers/
create returned error: No such image: hello-world:latest"

Pattern 3: 
time="2016-11-01T13:42:10.876088262-04:00" level=error msg="Handler for GET /v1.22/images/
dockerelk_kibana/json returned error: No such image: dockerelk_kibana"

Note:

 More Information: 

For more information about configuration, see Configure Logging Drivers.

Generic
Other log types that are supported are marked as generic and are pushed into a separate index. Also, supported
log types which the Log Parser cannot parse get stored in the generic index.

Internet Information Services (IIS)
Internet Information Services (IIS), formerly Internet Information Server is an extensible web server for use with
Windows NT family. IIS supports HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, FTPS, SMTP and NNTP and is an integral part of the
Windows NT family since Windows NT 4.

Log Analytics supports the following patterns:

1.    %{time} %{s-sitename} %{s-computername} %{s-ip} %{cs-method} %{cs-uri-stem} %{cs-uri-
query} %{s-port} %{cs-username} %{c-ip} HTTP/%{cs-version} %{cs(User-Agent)} %{cs(Cookie)}
 %{cs(Referrer)} %{cs-host} %{sc-status} %{sc-substatus} %{sc-win32-status} %{sc-bytes} %{cs-
bytes} %{time-taken}

2.    %{time} %{s-sitename} %{cs-method} %{cs-uri-stem} %{cs-uri-query} %{s-port} %{cs-
username} %{c-ip} %{cs(User-Agent)} %{cs(Cookie)} %{cs(Referrer)} %{cs-host} %{sc-status} %{sc-
substatus} %{sc-win32-status} %{sc-bytes} %{cs-bytes} %{time-taken}

3.    %{time} %{cs-method} %{cs-uri-stem} %{post-data} %{s-port} %{c-ip} HTTP/%{http_version}
 %{cs(User-Agent)} %{cs(Cookie)} %{cs(Referrer)} %{cs-host} %{sc-status} %{sc-bytes} %{cs-bytes}
 %{time-taken}

4.    %{time} %{s-sitename} %{cs-method} %{cs-uri-stem} %{cs-uri-query} %{s-port} %{cs-
username} %{c-ip} %{cs(User-Agent)} %{cs(Referrer)} %{response} %{sc-substatus} %{sc-substatus}
 %{time-taken}

5.    %{time} %{c-ip} %{cs-username} %{server_ip} %{s-port} %{cs-method} %{cs-uri-stem} %{cs-
uri-query} %{sc-status} %{sc-bytes} %{cs-bytes} %{time-taken} %{cs(User-Agent)} %{cs(Referrer)}

https://docs.docker.com/engine/admin/logging/overview/
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6.    %{time} %{c-ip} %{cs-username} %{server_ip} %{s-port} %{cs-method} %{cs-uri-stem} %{cs-
uri-query} %{sc-status} %{cs(User-Agent)}

7.    %{time} %{c-ip} %{cs-method} %{cs-uri-stem} %{sc-status}
?
Log Examples:
Pattern 1.
09-01-2016 08:00:06 W3SVC1 AUSYWS82 155.35.248.146 GET /register/login.aspx 80 -
 14.72.70.189 HTTP/1.1 WatchMouse/28972+(http://watchmouse.com/+;+ausyap1069) - https://
vendorportal.ca.com:443/ www.ca.com 301 0 0 777 779 10

Pattern 2.
2016-09-01 17:00:03 W3SVC1 GET / - 80 - 23.62.156.76 NimBUS/2.0 - - www.ca.com 301 0 0 453 492
 10

Pattern 3. 
10-12-2016 11:03:16 GET /register/login.aspx - 80 HTTP/1.1 WatchMouse/28972+(http://
watchmouse.com/+;+ausyap1069) - https://vendorportal.ca.com:443/ www.ca.com 301 0 0 777 779 10

Pattern 4.
06-09-2016 05:50:14 TEST GET /register/login.aspx - 80 - 14.72.70.189  WatchMouse/28972+(http://
watchmouse.com/+;+ausyap1069) - 301 0 0 777 779 10

Note:

 More Information: 

For more information about configuration, see Configuring Logging in IIS.

For more information about the fields and the default fields, see W3C Extended Log File Format, Extended Log File
Format.

Log4j
Log4j is a flexible logging framework (APIs) written in Java and is distributed under the Apache Software
License. Log Analytics supports the following patterns:

Supported Patterns:
%d %p %c %M %m%n
%d %p %t %c %m%n
%d %C,%M %p %m%n
%p %d %C %M %m%n
%d %p %t %m%n
%d %p %t %c %m

Log Examples:
Pattern 1:
2015-07-13 06:24:35,957 ERROR [Source=, Thread=CA:00005_Spectrum-soi-spim-93@SOIQA-
R2-110.ca.com] SpectrumSilo.General_soi-spim-93 - Unable to connect to URL: http://soi-spim-93:82/
spectrum/event-config/do/alarmPCause?format=text&pcause=68917. 
java.io.FileNotFoundException: http://soi-spim-93:82/spectrum/event-config/do/alarmPCause?
format=text&pcause=68917
at sun.net.www.protocol.http.HttpURLConnection.getInputStream(HttpURLConnection.java:1623)

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc754702%28v=ws.10%29.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/WindowsServer2003/Library/IIS/676400bc-8969-4aa7-851a-9319490a9bbb.mspx?mfr=true
https://www.w3.org/TR/WD-logfile.html
https://www.w3.org/TR/WD-logfile.html
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at com.ca.usm.ucf. AlarmFileManager
$UrlFileCache.getInputStream(AlarmFormatFileManager.java:384)

Pattern 2:
2016-08-27 11:31:23,059 DEBUG [startupIFWPub] failover.FailoverTransport.reconnect(663)  -
 Reconnect was triggered but transport is not started yet. Wait for start to connect the transport.

Pattern 4:
INFO 2016-09-07 15:35:51,199 com.ca.emm.svcsenv.svrcommon.jmsclient.JmsMQRequester logWrite -
 TID[0] ConfigEntrysGetRequest sent with CorrelationID=ESS_instance_0.1-1473242150005
?
Pattern 6:
Feb 02 11:01:17:591 DEBUG [main, com.nimsoft.nimbus.probe.service.wasp.WaspLifecycleListener]
 Memory Status: Max Limit: 6077MB, Allocated: 4029MB, Free: 3976MB, Used: 53MB
2-
Jan 02 18:33:30:729 ERROR [attach_socket, com.nimsoft.nimbus.NimServerSession] Exception in
 NimServerSessionThread.run.  Closing session.

Note:

 More Information: 

For more information about configuration, see Apache Log4j 2.

For more information about the conversion characters and their effects, see Pattern Layout and Conversion
Characters.

NGINX
NGINX is an open source, lightweight, high-performance web server or proxy server. NGINX is used as a reverse
proxy server for HTTP, HTTPS, SMTP, IMAP, and POP3 protocols. It is also used for servers load balancing and
HTTP Cache. NGINX also accelerates content and application delivery, improves security, facilitates availability and
scalability for the busiest websites on the internet.

Supported Pattern:
"%h %l %u %t \"%r\" %>s %b \"%T\" \"%{Referer}i\""

Log Examples:
93.180.71.3 - - [17/May/2015:08:05:23 +0000] "GET /downloads/product_1 HTTP/1.1" 304 0 "-"
 "Debian APT-HTTP/1.3 (0.8.16~exp12ubuntu10.21)"
217.168.17.5 - - [17/May/2015:08:05:09 +0000] "GET /downloads/product_2 HTTP/1.1" 200 490 "-"
 "Debian APT-HTTP/1.3 (0.8.10.3)"

Note:

 More Information: 

For more information about configuration, see Apache Tomcat 8.

Oracle Alert
The alert log file contains messages and errors chronologically. This file has to be monitored constantly to detect
unexpected messages and corruptions.

Log Analytics supports the following pattern: 

Supported Pattern: %{timestamp} %{<ORA-CODE>} %{log_message}

http://logging.apache.org/log4j/2.x/
https://logging.apache.org/log4j/1.2/apidocs/org/apache/log4j/PatternLayout.html
https://logging.apache.org/log4j/1.2/apidocs/org/apache/log4j/PatternLayout.html
https://tomcat.apache.org/tomcat-8.0-doc/introduction.html
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?
Log Examples:
?    Mon Jan 06 16:14:16 2016
Checker run found 3 new persistent data failures
Thread 1 opened at log sequence 1
Current log# 1 seq# 1 mem# 0: D:\APP\ADMINISTRATOR\ORADATA\ORCL\REDO01.LOG
Successful open of redo thread 1
MTTR advisory is disabled because FAST_START_MTTR_TARGET is not set
SMON: enabling cache recovery
Successfully onlined Undo Tablespace 2.
Dictionary check beginning
Tablespace 'TEMP' #3 found in data dictionary, but not in the controlfile. Adding to controlfile.

?    Mon Jan 06 16:14:13 2016
MMNL started with pid=16, OS id=5592 
Errors in file d:\app\administrator\diag\rdbms\orcl\orcl\trace\orcl_ora_5544.trc:
ORA-00313: open failed for members of log group 3 of thread 1
ORA-00312: online log 3 thread 1: 'D:\APP\ADMINISTRATOR\ORADATA\ORCL\REDO03.LOG'
ORA-27041: unable to open file
OSD-04002: unable to open file
O/S-Error: (OS 2) The system cannot find the file specified.

?    Mon Jan 06 16:15:12 2016
Shutting down instance (immediate)
Stopping background process SMCO
Shutting down instance: further logons disabled
Stopping background process QMNC

The following table explains the fields:

Field Description

%{timestamp} Log Timestamp in format “DAY MONTH MONTHDAY
TIME YEAR” Eg: Mon Jan 06 16:14:16 2016

%{<ORA-CODE>} Oracle error codes.

%{log_message} Remaining Log Message

Note:

 More Information: 

For more information about configuration, see Viewing the Alert Log. 

Spectrum
Log Analytics supports the JSON pattern for Spectrum Event Logs.

Log Example:
{ 
"eventID": "58f84b2f-02d4-1000-00f4-005056895d7c", 
"timestamp": "2313531288", 
"modelName": "pangy01", 
"modelHandle": "0xa00061", 
"modelTypeName": "User", 
"modelTypeHandle": "0x10004", 

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28310/diag005.htm#ADMIN11267
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"ipAddress": "N/A", 
"collectionsModelNameString": "N/A", 
"eventMessage": "User pangy01@pangy01-w2k8vm1 with application ArchMgr has disconnected." 
}

SQL Server Error
Most of the SQL Server errors are found in the SQL Server error log. By default, the SQL Server error log is
stored in the Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL\Log directory. The most current error log file is called
ERRORLOG.

Log Analytics supports the following patterns:

Supported Patterns:
%{timestamp} %{program} %{message} %{ip}
%{timestamp} %{program} %{message}
?
Log Examples:
Pattern 1:
2014-12-17 02:26:36.81 Logon       Login failed for user 'sa'. Reason: Failed to open the explicitly
 specified database. [CLIENT: 10.12.16.41]

Pattern 2:?
2016-09-13 14:08:28.19 spid7s 40 transactions rolled forward in database 'master' (1). This is an
 informational message only. No user action is required.

Fields Description

%{timestamp} Log timestamp in format “YYYY-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.SS”.
Eg:  2014-12-17 02:26:36.81

%{program} Name of the program from which event is generated.

%{message}: Log Message

%{ip} IP of the Client in format [CLIENT: X.X.X.X]

Note:

 More Information: 

For more information about configuration, see Transaction Log (SQL Server).

 Viewing the SQL Server Error Log 

 View the SQL Server Error Log (SQL Server Management Studio) 

Syslog - Agent Based
Syslog permits separation of the software that generates messages, the system that stores them, and the
software that reports and analyzes them. Each message is labeled with a facility code, indicating the software type
generating the message, and is assigned a severity label.

Log Analytics supports the following patterns:

Supported Patterns:
%{timestamp} %{facility} %{hostname} %{program}: %{msg}
%{pri} %{timestamp} %{hostname} %{program} %{pid}: %{msg}
%{pri} %{ver} %{timestamp} %{hostname} %{program} %{pid} %{msgid} %{sd} %{msg}

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms190925.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms187885%28v=sql.105%29.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms187109.aspx
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?
Log Examples:
Pattern 1:
Oct  1 20:01:01 host05-U177486 run-parts(/etc/cron.hourly)[26199]: finished 0yum-hourly.cron

Pattern 2:
<118>Mar 15 02:46:37 server968.test.com ftpd[5886]: Registered Reporter plugin 'RHTSupport'

Pattern 3:
<165>1 2003-10-11T22:14:15.003Z mymachine.example.com evntslog - ID47 [exampleSDID@32473
 iut="3" eventSource="Application" eventID="1011"] BOMAn application event log entry...

Note:

 More Information: 

 Syslog 

 Syslog Protocol 

Tomcat Access
Tomcat access logs are stored in the /var/log/tomcat7 directory and are named localhost_access_log.YYYY-
MM-DD.txt where YYYY-MM-DD is the log file date.

Log Analytics supports the following patterns:

Supported Patterns:
common - %h %l %u %t "%r" %s %b
combined - %h %l %u %t "%r" %s %b "%{Referer}i" "%{User-Agent}i"
custom - "%h %l %u %t \"%r\" %>s %b %T"

Log Examples:
Pattern 1:?
5.177.170.128 - - [03/Oct/2016:00:00:04 -0700] "GET /servicedesk/web/jsp/apps/HealthCheck.jsp
 HTTP/1.1" 200 75?
?
Pattern 2:?
5.177.170.128 - - [03/Oct/2016:00:00:04 -0700] "GET /servicedesk/web/jsp/apps/HealthCheck.jsp
 HTTP/1.1" 200 75 "http://www.example.com/start.html" "Mozilla/4.08 [en] (Win98; I ;Nav)"?
?
Pattern 3:?
4.1.245.207 - - [13/Oct/2016:00:00:45 -0500] "POST /jtixchange_services/services/AccountService
 HTTP/1.1" 200 1218

Note:

 More Information: 

For more information about Access Log Valve, see Apache Tomcat Configuration Reference.

For more information about strings, see Class AccessLogValve.

Tomcat Catalina

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Syslog
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5424
https://tomcat.apache.org/tomcat-5.5-doc/config/valve.html
https://tomcat.apache.org/tomcat-7.0-doc/api/org/apache/catalina/valves/AccessLogValve.html
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Log Analytics supports the following patterns:

Supported Patterns:
%t %{className} %m\n %l %M
%t %{className} %M
%t \| %l \| %{className} - %M

Log Examples:
Sep 13, 2016 8:49:46 AM org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener log INFO: Java Home: /
platform/jdk1.7.0_85/jre

Format String Description

%m Request method.

%t Date and time in Common Log Format.

%l Current request thread name (can compare later with
stack traces)

%M The actual log message.

Note:

 More Information: 

For more information about configuration, see Apache Tomcat 8.

z/OS Syslog
Log Analytics supports IBM's z/OS SYSLOG for mainframe computers. As it provides a standardized method for
writing out records of activity to a file (or data set to use a z/OS term).

The file format for z/OS SYSLOG is stored in the proprietary format. Log Analytics support is based on the System
Display and Search Facility (SDSF).

Supported Patterns: 
%{record_request_type} %{routing_code} %{system_name} %{julian_date} %{timestamp} %{jobid}
 %{user_exit_flag} %{messageID} %{msg} 
%{record_request_type} %{routing_code} %{system_name} %{julian_date} %{timestamp}
 %{user_exit_flag} %{messageID} %{msg}

Note:

 References: 

• For more information about fields, see Analyzing z/OS SYSLOG data.
•  zOS-SYSLOG-SDSF Source Type 
•  SDSF 
•  Convert z/OS Binary Logs 
•  IBM z/OS V2R2 Documentation 
•  Syslog Records 

 Predictive Insights
doisaas
DX Operational Intelligence collects millions of data points for the different data types such as alerts, metrics,
logs, events, and inventory into a single data lake. This huge data holds numerous information about the device

https://tomcat.apache.org/tomcat-8.0-doc/introduction.html
../content/zla_syslog_configuration.html
../content/zla_syslog_ref_dstype_zossdsf.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSLTBW_2.1.0/com.ibm.zos.v2r1.sdf/sdf.htm
https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/library/ac-logs1/
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSLTBW_2.2.0/com.ibm.zos.v2r2/en/homepage.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSLTBW_2.2.0/com.ibm.zos.v2r2.ieag300/header_50.htm
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behaviors, trends, patterns, and end-to-end data flows. These insights can be derived by applying analytics on
each of these data types individually or in tandem with each other. Predictive Insights provides you with a call to
action based on the predicted situations or incidents that are identified through the insights.

Access Predictive Insights
Predictive Insights is a capability that harnesses the power of machine learning to discover patterns and trends.
Based on these trends, the application predicts events that are likely to happen in the future. The events that could
be predicted are:

• Performance
• Capacity

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to DX Operational Intelligence.
2.

From the left-navigation page, click the icon. Depending on the user access role, you can view this page.
The Predictive Insights page appears. By default, this page shows the predicted alarms for the next 7 days.

Note:

To view Predictive Insights data, complete the steps in Configure topic.

Overview of the Predictive Insights Page
The Predictions page depicts the future alarms graphically as a bar graph and in a table format.

The page displays the total number of predictions that are displayed and also the percentage of predictions on
which some action was taken.
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Search by Text
The Global Search Filter field lets you search for alarms in the alarms table. Enter your search text to view alarms
that match your search text.  For all alarms, the search takes effect in these columns: Severity, Service Impacted,
Device, Metric, and Source Product.

Note:

The search is case-sensitive in some columns.

Search by Time Range
Click the calendar icon to select the duration for which you want to view the prediction alarms. The default time
range for the Predictive Insights page is 7 days from the current time. You can view predictions for any period for
the next four months.

Note:

You cannot select past date and time and future date after four months in the Predictive Insights page.
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Alarms Chart
The Alarms chart displays the predictive trend for alarms in a bar graph format. The graph displays prediction
alarms for the following categories:

• Purple for Performance
• Red for capacity

Here the X-axis represents the date of prediction and Y-axis represents the prediction count.

The table displays the prediction alarms in the graph and the alarms table. By default, the graph displays both the
Performance and Capacity prediction alarms, to view only Performance or Capacity alarm, click a category or
the legend in the graph.

Alarms Table
The Alarms page displays a table showing prediction alarms with relevant details.

To refresh the Alarms table automatically, enable the Auto-update view switch. Use this switch button to shift the
view from auto update to manual update.

Note:  Initially, only ten alarms prediction appears on the page. LOAD MORE button is enabled when there are
more than ten alarms in the selected time range.
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The following table describes the various columns in the Alarms table:

Column Name Description

Row-level Alarm Action Enables you to perform row level alarm actions.

Severity Indicates the severity of an alarm. The following colors
indicate the severity:

• Red: Critical
• Orange: Major
• Yellow: Minor
• Light Blue: Informational
• Teal: Warning
• Green: Any other alarm that does not fall in the

above categories

Predictions Displays the prediction message.

Category Displays the prediction alarm category.

• Purple for Performance
• Red for capacity

Service Displays the service which is impacted by an alarm.

Device/Item Name Displays the device or the component name for which
the prediction alarm is generated.

For example, <DeviceName > - <ComponentName>

Metric Displays the metric for which the prediction alarm is
generated.

Trend Indicates the upward or downward trend for a metric.
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Time to Threshold Indicates the time that the metric takes to reach the
threshold value. The threshold time is calculated from
the current time. The time is displayed in hours. If time
is greater than 24 hours, days are displayed.

Created Time Displays the time when the alarm was created.

Ack'd/assigned

(Clickable)

Displays the person name to whom the alarm is
assigned and whether the person has acknowledged it.
The alarms that have been acknowledged are indicated
with a tick mark in this column.

Ticket ID

(Clickable)

Displays the ID generated by the ticketing system.

Source Product Displays the product from which the alarm is generated.

Click any row in the Alarms table. The row expands to display these tabs as shown in the following image:

• Overview This tab provides additional information about the selected alarm. Properties are specific to the
product or source from where the alarm originates.

• Affected Metric
The Affected Metric tab shows the metric chart of the underlying metric. If the required fields are not available
in the alarm, this tab is not shown. This tab shows a linear regression chart for a metric which is clickable. The
metric chart displays the following values:

• The Affected Metric tab has a Correlated Metrics link that launches Performance Analytics from the context
of an alarm and allows you to compare a single metric from different devices or multiple metrics from a single
or multiple devices. For more information about the metric charts, see Metric Charts Views.

• Prediction: The green color on the chart is the prediction chart. You can view prediction data for last one
week from the current time. Based on the past one week data, the future trend is calculated. The future trend
is until the prediction time or one week.

• Actual: The black color on the chart is the Actual chart. Indicates that the data is collected by DX
Operational Intelligence from a data source.

Note:

The Affected Metric tab is not supported for Capacity alarms, Prediction alarms, ADA/NFA Prediction alarms
and Custom data sources.
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• Impacted Services This tab provides details of the services that are impacted due to the selected alarm.
Clicking on a service redirects to Service Analytics page. The table displays the impacted service metrics (such
as users that are availing the service, actual service availability, and risk).

Filter by Alarm Attributes
You can also filter alarms by attributes using the Alarm Attributes Filter. This filter allows you to view only those
alarms with attributes matching your search criteria.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the plus icon in the Alarm Attributes Filter.
2. Select a filter attribute. Use the filter attribute with any of the following operators:

• Equals
• Not equals
• Contains
• Does not contain
• Starts with
• Does not start with
• Ends with
• Does not end with
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3. Click Add to add attributes to the alarm queue. For example, if you want to see all critical alarms, select the
attribute as Severity and select its value as Critical.
The Alarms table and Chart show only the alarms that match your search criteria for the selected attributes.

Alarm Actions
The alarm actions let you perform a specific action on an alarm. These actions are categorized as follows on
Predictive Insights page:

• Alarm Management
• Ticket Management
• Email Notification

Alarm Management
You can use the (bell) icon to manage alarms, acknowledge assigned alarms and clear the assigned alarm.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Predictive Insights page, select alarms from the Alarms table. Click the (bell) icon. Alternatively, click the
link in the Ack'd/assigned column for an alarm.
The Alarm Management dialog appears. In this dialog, you can perform the following actions:

• Click the Assign to option and select the user to whom the alarm is to be assigned.
• Click the Acknowledge option to acknowledge the assigned alarm.
• Click the Un-Acknowledge option to delete acknowledgment for an alarm.
• Click the Un-assign option to remove the assignment for an alarm.
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Ticket Management
You can manage tickets in ServiceNow directly from the Predictive Insights page.

Select alarms from the table and click the (ticket management) icon. Select Open ticket to open a ServiceNow
ticket corresponding to the alarm. Alternatively, click the Open Ticket link in the Ticket ID column for an alarm.

Note:

You cannot raise a ticket for an alarm with severity Informational.

A ticket is created for the selected alarms in ServiceNow.
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Email Notification
You can notify users about an alarm directly from the Predictive Insights page.

Click the (email) icon. Select one or more distribution lists to notify them about the alarm through email.
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 Predictive Insights OOB Metrics
doisaas
CA Performance Management
The following table displays the OOB metrics that are supported by CA Performance Management:

Technology CA PM MF/ Metric Description Default Threshold Enable by Default.

LAN/WAN portmfs/
im_pctUtilization

Indicates the
percentage of overall
bandwidth that is
utilized by LAN/
WAN.

80% Yes

portmfs/im_pctErrors Indicates the
percentage of errors
out of good frames.

5% Yes
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portmfs/
im_pctDiscards

Indicates the
percentage of frames
that are discarded
out of good frames.

10% Yes

portmfs/
im_nonunicast

Indicates amount of
non-unicast packets
that are detected by
network interface.

30000pkts Yes

Router and Switch portmfs/
im_pctUtilization

Indicates the
percentage of overall
bandwidth that is
utilized by routers
and switch.

70% Yes

bufferpoolmfs/
im_PercentUsedBuffers

Indicates the
percentage of buffer
that is utilized in the
allocated buffers.

70% Yes

cpumfs/im_Utilization Indicates the
percentage of
CPU utilized in the
processor bandwidth.

70% Yes

portmfs/im_pctErrors Indicates the
percentage of errors
out of total frames.

20% Yes

portmfs/
im_pctDiscards

Indicates the total
number of frames
that are discarded
out of total frames.

20% Yes

System cpumfs/im_Utilization Indicates the
percentage of CPU
utilized in processor
bandwidth.

60% Yes

virtualmemorymfs/
im_Utilization

Indicates the
percentage of the
virtual memory that
is utilized in the total
virtual memory.

80% Yes

memorymfs/
im_Utilization

Indicates the
percentage of
physical memory that
is utilized in the total
physical memory.

15% Yes

partitionsmfs/
im_PercentUsed

Indicates the
percentage of
system partition
that is utilized in the
partition size.

90% Yes

partitionsmfs/
im_PercentUsed

Indicates the
percentage of user
partition in the
partition size.

90% Yes

Wireless Wireless Access
Point/discardsIn

Number of packets
discard in.

10000pkts Yes

Wireless Access
Point/discardsOut

Number of packets
discard out.

10000pkts Yes
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Wireless Access
Point/errorsIn

Number of packets
errors in.

10000pkts Yes

Wireless Access
Point/errorsOut

Number of packets
errors out.

10000pkts Yes

Wireless Controller/
activeAccessPoints

Indicates the number
of active Access
Points that are
associated with this
Wireless Controller.

500pcs Yes

Wireless Controller/
clientsAssociated

Indicates the
percentage of clients
that are associated
with the controller.

10000 Yes

SDN SDN Tunnel /
packetLossPercentage

Indicates percentage
of SDN Tunnel
packet loss.

15% Yes

SDN SLA Path /
packetLossPercentage

Indicates the
percentage of SDN
SLA Path packet
loss.

15% Yes

Virtual Interface/
pctErrors

Indicates the
percentage of the
packets that has
error.

20% Yes

Virtual Interface/
pctDiscards

Indicates the
percentage of the
packets that are
discarded.

20% Yes

Virtual Interface/
pctUtilization

Indicates the
percentage of the
interface utilization.

70% Yes

ADA ADA/averageNRTT Indicates the average
Network Round Trip
Time in Milliseconds.

300msec Yes

ADA/averageSRT Indicates the average
server response time
in Milliseconds.

300msec Yes

ADA/averageTTT Indicates the average
total transaction time
in Milliseconds.

300msec Yes

ADA/averageSCT Indicates the average
server connection
time in Milliseconds.

300msec Yes

ADA/averageNCT Indicates the average
network connection
time in Milliseconds.

300msec Yes

ADA/averageDTT Indicates the average
data transferred time
in Milliseconds.

300msec Yes

ADA/
averageEffectiveRTT

Indicates the average
effective Network
Round Trip Time in
Milliseconds.

300msec Yes
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NFA NFA/inbytes Indicates the Bytes In
per Minute.

750000bps Yes

CA Application Performance Management
The following table displays the list of technologies that are used by CA Application Performance Management:

Technology APM Metric Metric Description Default
Threshold

Enable by
Default.

Blame point
metrics.

average_response_time_msIndicates the application's
average response time in
Milliseconds.

5000msec Yes

errors_per_intervalIndicates the number of
Application/Frontend/Backend
errors.

8 Yes

Resource
Metrics

CPU

utilization_aggregateIndicates the percentage of
system CPU utilization.

80% Yes

utilization_processIndicates the percentage
of CPU utilized per process.

90% Yes

cpu_utilization_hostIndicates the percentage of
CPU utilized per host.

90% Yes

processor_time Indicates the percentage of
CPU processor time.

90% Yes

GC Monitor

percentage_of_java_heap_usedIndicates the percentage of
java heap that is used by GC
Monitor.

90% Yes

percentage_of_time_spent_in_gc_during_last_15_minutesIndicates the percentage of
time that is spent in GC during
last 15 minutes.

70% Yes

percentage_of_maximum_capacity_currently_usedIndicates the percentage of
maximum capacity that is
currently used by GC Monitor.

95% Yes

Others

tall_count Number of Front-end Stalls 5 Yes

memory_roundedIndicates the percentage of
total Memory Utilized.

90% Yes

Docker/
Kubernetes

cpu Indicates the percentage
of CPU Utilized by Docker/
Kubernetes.

80% no

memory Indicates the percentage of
memory Utilized by Docker/
Kubernetes.

80% no
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• dropped_packets_during_receive
• dropped_packets_during_send

• Indicates the number of
packets that are dropped.

• Indicates the number of
packets that are sent.

8 no

errors_sent_and_errors_receivedIndicates the number of errors
that are sent and received.

8 no

throttling_time_nsIndicates the Throttling time in
Nano seconds.

1000000ns no

CA Unified Infrastructure Management

Technology Metric Name Description Metric ci Type Default
Threshold

Enable by
Default.

CDM Probe System.CPU:CPU
Usage

Indicates the
percentage of
system CPU
utilization.

1.5:1 90% yes

System.
Disk:Disk Usage

Indicates the
percentage
of system disk
utilization.

1.1:3 95% yes

System.
Memory:Memory
Usage

Indicates the
percentage
of system
memory
utilization.

1.6:2 80% yes

System.
Memory:Physical
Memory Usage

Indicates the
percentage
of system
physical memory
utilization.

1.6:7 80% yes

System.
Memory:Swap
Memory Usage

Indicates the
percentage
of system
swap memory
utilization.

1.6:9 70% yes

Docker Application.Container.Docker:The
percent of
available memory
used

Indicates the
percentage of
available memory
that is used by
Docker.

3.56.1:12 80% no

Application.Container.Docker:CPU
Usage

Indicates the
percentage of
CPU usage.

3.56.1:9 90% no

Interface MetricFamily.Interface:UtilizationIndicates the
percentage
of Interface
utilization.

11.1:1 80% no

MetricFamily.Interface:PctErrorsInIndicates the
percentage of
errors In out of
total frames.

11.1:28 5% no
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MetricFamily.Interface:PctErrorsOutIndicates the
percentage of
errors out of total
frames.

11.1:29 5% no

MetricFamily.Interface:PctDiscardsInIndicates the
percentage of
incoming packets
discarded.

11.1:25 10% no

MetricFamily.Interface:PctDiscardsOutIndicates the
percentage of
outgoing packets
discarded.

11.1:26 10% no

MetricFamily.Interface:PctCollisionsOutIndicates the
percentage of
collisions out,
out of the total
frames.

11.1:65 5% no

Wireless
Interface

MetricFamily.WirelessInterface:PctDiscardsInIndicates the
percentage of
incoming packets
discarded.

11.99:115 10% no

MetricFamily.WirelessInterface:PctErrorsIndicates the
percentage of
errors out of total
frames.

11.99:30 5% no

MetricFamily.WirelessInterface:BandwidthUtilizationIndicates the
percentage
of Bandwidth
utilization.

11.99:23 80% no

7 DX Dashboards
The DX Dashboards is a visualization platform that is designed to search, view, and interact with the data that is
stored. The DX Dashboards help you visualize real-time analytics by creating comprehensive business reports. For
more information, see the DX Dashboards in the DX Platform documentation.

8 Reference
This section contains the following items:
doi13
This section contains the following items:

 Authentication and Authorization of APIs
This section provides the following information for Query and Service Analytics APIs:
doi13
This section provides the following information for Query and Service Analytics APIs:

Access the REST APIs
The REST APIs connect to the  DX Operational Intelligence  Server to read and retrieve the data. To restrict
rogue requests, the server processes the REST API requests after authenticating them. Before you invoke the
REST API calls in your code, pass the authentication details and receive the authorization token, which you must

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/20-2/Self-Service-Dashboards.html
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include in the header of the subsequent API calls. The EMM Security Server handles the authentication and
authorization of the REST APIs.

To access the REST APIs, perform the following operations:

• Authenticate the REST APIs
• Pass the Authorization Details

Authenticate the REST APIs
The following steps describe the REST API authentication process:

1. The resource owner or the user provides the client with their username and password.
2. The client requests an access token from the EMM Security Server's token endpoint by including the credentials

that are received from the resource owner. When making the request, the client authenticates with the EMM
Security Server.

3. The EMM Security Server authenticates the user and issues an access token. If the authentication fails, then the
EMM Security Server returns an error response.

Use  the Authentication API for authenticating to the REST APIs. This API takes the user credentials as the
input parameters and returns the access token and the refresh token. Pass the credentials as the HTTP POST
request to the EMM Security Server. Ensure that you also include the Content Type as application/x-www-form-
urlencoded in the POST call. The post request must be sent to the following URL where the EMM Security Server
service is available:

ess/security/v1/token 

The following table lists the input parameters of the Authentication APIs:

Parameter Description Parameter Type Required

grant_type Indicates whether you want
to enter the password or
the refresh token to receive
the access token. The
possible values are:

• Password
• Refresh_Token

form Yes

username The username of the
authenticating user.

form Yes, if
grant_type=PASSWORD

password The password of the user.
This field is applicable only
if the grant_type is set to
Password.

form Yes, if
grant_type=PASSWORD

refresh_token The token that is used to
issue a new access token.
This field is applicable only
if the grant_type is set to
REFRESH_TOKEN.

form Yes, if
grant_type=REFRESH_TOKEN

exttoken_requested Indicates if you want to use
the token that an external
authentication module
issues.

form No

Authorization The base64-encoded value
of the tenant name.

header Yes

client_txn_id The unique identifier to
track the transactions.

query No
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The following code snippet provides an example for HTTP POST requests for user authentication:

POST /ess/security/v1/token HTTP/1.1
Host: <host_name>:8080
Authorization: Basic REVGQVVMVE9SRw==
Accept-Language: es
Cache-Control: no-cache
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded
grant_type=PASSWORD&username=jsmith&password=Wc1205

<host_name> is the FQDN route name of the OpenShift environment.

The following code snippet provides an authentication response example:

{
"userRefID"?: 1,
"tkn"?: "a3bdf820-1eaf-47f4-acd6-7caca7fe17d2",
"tt"?: "Bearer",
"v"?: 1800,
"rtkn"?: "22d27b41-c392-41b6-8785-0503b398b4e7",
"lc"?: "es"
} 

The following table explains the response parameters:

Parameter Description

userRefID The unique identifier to track the request.

tkn The access token that must be used for authorization.

tt The token type. Possible values are:

• Basic
• Bearer

v The period for which the token is valid, if it is not used.
The default value for which the token is valid if not in
use is 1800 seconds.

rtkn The refresh token that is used to issue a new access
token.

lc The locale that is used for the session.

Pass the Authorization Details
The access token that you have obtained as the result of the Authentication API must be passed as
the Authorization parameter in the header of API calls. This token indicates that the user is already authenticated.
The token therefore eliminates the need for user credentials for successive authentication attempts. Before you
pass the token, append the tenant scope to the token, convert this appended string to the base64-encoded format.
Now, include this token in the header. The EMM Security Server verifies the incoming request that is based on the
token and tenant scope. The EMM Security Server then grants access to the protected resources.

Perform the following steps to pass the authorization details in the API calls:

1. Construct the string in the following format by using the token and tenant scope:

{"tkn":"<token>","<tenant_scope_argument>":"<value>"}
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Note:

The token that is issued for the user must have scope on the tenants that are specified in
<tenant_scope_argument>.

The following table lists the possible arguments for tenant scope:

Argument Description

t Specifies that the authorization is for the tenant
for which the request is being made. The following
code provides an example for the string using this
argument:

{
“tkn”:”e03820ae-8732-43b1-
b2b5-5a215ee07bd3”,

“t”:”cohort1”
}

all  Specifies that the authorization for all the tenants in
the user's scope for which the request is being made.
The following code provides an example for the string
using this argument:

{
“tkn”:”e03820ae-8732-43b1-
b2b5-5a215ee07bd3”,

“all”:true

}

Note: By default, this value is set to false.
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global Specifies that the authorization is for global
configurations. The following code provides an
example for the string using this argument:

{
“tkn”:”e03820ae-8732-43b1-
b2b5-5a215ee07bd3”,

“global”:true

}

Note: By default, this value is set to false.
2. Convert the string to the base64-encoded format. For example, you can use  http://www.ebase64encode.org/  to

perform this conversion.
3. Include the base64-encoded string in the header of  DX Operational Intelligence  APIs. Refer to

the Authorization line in the following code:

GET /ess/security/v1/me HTTP/1.1
Host: <host_name>:8080
Accept: application/json
Authorization: Bearer
 eyJ0a24iOiI4Njc5YzU3Yy02ZWYyLTQ2OTUtOTc3NC0yYjkwNDQwNDQ3ZGYiLCJhbGwiOnRydWV9
Cache-Control: no-cache
<host_name> is the FQDN route name of the OpenShift environment.

You can now use these authorization details to access the protected  DX Operational Intelligence  APIs. The 
DX Operational Intelligence  API requests must be posted at /mdo/v2/aoanalytics.

 Service Analytics APIs
This section describes various Service Analytics APIs. 
doi13
This section describes various Service Analytics APIs. 

 Service Configuration APIs
The following APIs allows you the retrieve services list.
doi13
The following APIs allows you the retrieve services list.

Retrieve Service List
This API lets you retrieve the service list based on the timestamp.

http://www.ebase64encode.org/
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Resource URL

 https://<doihost>:<doiport>/oi/v2/sa?from=<timestamp in
 millisec>&to=<timestamp in millisec>&filter=&filtervalue= 

Method

GET

HTTP Headers

 Content-Type:JSON Authorization: Basic 

Parameters and Payload

The URL parameters and payload are as follows:

Parameters

The following table includes the mandatory parameters. For example,

Parameter Description

doihost Specifies DX Operational Intelligence hostname.

doiport Specifies the port number where DX Operational
Intelligence is hosted.

timestamp Specifies the time in milli seconds. The time stamp must
be in epoch format.

Response

Use the following payload (JSON format) for this API:

 {"service":  [   {     "date":"<from date_to date>", 
    "service_name":"<name of the service>",    
 "service_availability":"<service availability>",     "id":"<service
 id>",     "source":"<data source>",     "service_risk":"<service
 risk>"   } ] } 

Retrieve Service List Based on Latest Record
This API lets you retrieve the list of services that are sorted based on the latest record.

Resource URL

 https://<doihost>:<doiport>/oi/v2/sa/sort?
orderby=<fieldname>&order=<sortorder>&from=<time>&to=<time>&number=<n> 

Method

GET
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HTTP Headers

 Content-Type:JSON Authorization: Basic 

Parameters and Payload

The URL parameters and payload are as follows:

Parameters

The following table includes the mandatory parameters. For example,

Parameter Description

<sortorder> The sort order, ascending or descending order.

<time> The time range the services appear.

<n> Number of services to appear on the UI.

<fieldname> The field name must be one of the following KPIs:

• users
• prediction
• availability
• risk
• alert_volume
• business KPI%
• business KPI$
• retention

Note:

Ensure that you include orderby parameter. If orderby is not specified, the services appear in descending order.

Resopnse:

 [{ "avg": /*integer*, latest value of the given field name/,
 "variance": /*integer*/, "trend":/*String*/, "service_name":/
*String*/, "name": /*string*/, "id":/*String*/}] 

Retrieve Latest Data of a Service
This API lets you retrieve the latest data of a service.

Resource URL

 https://<doihost>:<doiport>/oi/v2/sa/{id} 

Method

GET

HTTP Headers

 Content-Type:JSON Authorization: Basic 
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Parameters and Payload

The URL parameters and payload are as follows:

Parameters

The following table includes the mandatory parameters. For example,

Parameter Description

doihost Specifies the DX Operational Intelligence hostname.

doiport Specifies the port number where DX Operational
Intelligence is hosted.

Response:

 {    "id": /*integer*/,    "name": /*string*/,    "service_name":/
*String*/,    "details": [{   /*This endpoint must return only
 one object in the array*/        "users": /*integer*/,       
 "users_by_location" : [{ /*Array of country code/user pairs. Any
 country code not in this array should be assumed to have a count
 of zero*/            "country_code": /*string, two letter country
 code*/,            "users": /*integer*/            }],       
 "service_health": /*double, 0-1. For display convert to percentage*/,
        "service_risk": /*double, 0-1. For display convert to
 percentage*/,        "service_quality": /*double, 0-1. For display
 convert to percentage*/,        "service_availability": /*double,
 0-1. For display convert to percentage*/.        "number_of_alarms":
 {            "total": /*integer*/,            "down": /*integer*/,  
          "critical": /*integer*/,            "major": /*integer*/,  
          "normal": /*integer*/,            "minor": /*integer*/,    
        "risk": /*integer*/,            "fault": /*integer*/,        
    "infrastructure": /*integer*/,            "network": /*integer*/,
            "storage": /*integer*/,            "application": /
*integer*/            },        "revenue": {            "currency": /
*String, two letter currency code*/,            "value": /*double*/
            },          "endUserPerformance" : /*double */        
 "endUserQuality" : /*double */         "conversion": /*integer*/,
        "resolution_target": /*double, 0-1. For display convert to
 percentage*/,        "retention": /*integer*/,        "sentiment": /
*integer, 0-100*/        }]} 

Retrieve History Data for All Services
This API lets you retrieve the history data for all the services in a specified time

 https://<doihost>:<doiport>/oi/v2/sa/history?from=<time in
 millis>&to=<time in millis> 

Method

POST
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HTTP Headers

 Content-Type:JSON Authorization: Basic 

Parameters and Payload

The URL parameters and payload are as follows:

Parameters

The following table includes the mandatory parameters. For example,

Parameter Description

doihost Specifies the DX Operational Intelligence hostname.

doiport Specifies the port number where DX Operational
Intelligence is hosted.

Response:

 Payload :[{ "name": /*string/*,  "id": /*integer*/,  "service_name": /
*String*/}] 

Retrieve History Data for a Service
This API lets you retrieve the history data for a service in a specified time.

 https://<doihost>:<doiport>/oi/v2/sa/<id>/history?from=<time in
 millis>&to=<time in millis> 

Method

GET

HTTP Headers

 Content-Type:JSON Authorization: Basic 

Parameters and Payload

The URL parameters and payload are as follows:

Parameters

The following table includes the mandatory parameters. For example,

Parameter Description

doihost Specifies the DX Operational Intelligence hostname.

doiport Specifies the port number where DX Operational
Intelligence is hosted.

id Specifes the service id.
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Response:

 {  "service_name": "junM7i9619test123fe002DV",  "details": [ { 
 "number_of_alarms": {  "normal": 0,  "total": 2,  "critical": 0, 
 "major": 1,  "minor": 1,  "application": 0,  "infrastructure": 2, 
  "fault": 0,  "risk": 0,  "storage": 0,  "down": 0,  "network": 0 
 },   "sentiment": 0,   "resolution_target": 0,   "service_impact":
 18,   "service_availability": 100,   "child_impact": [    {    
 "impact": 0,     "source_id": "0x10007d6"    },    {     "impact":
 0,     "source_id": "0x10000d8"    },    {      "impact": 0,    
 "source_id": "0x1000338"    },   {     "impact": 0,     "source_id":
 "0x1000105"    },   {     "impact": 18,    "source_id": "0x10000da"
   },  {    "impact": 0,    "source_id": "0x10007ce"   },  {   
 "impact": 0,    "source_id": "0x10007d2"   },   {    "impact": 0,  
  "source_id": "0x1000e59"   },   {     "impact": 0,    "source_id":
 "0x10000ef"   },  {    "impact": 0,    "source_id": "0x1000eb0"  
 },   {     "impact": 2,     "source_id": "0x100011a"    },   {    
 "impact": 0,     "source_id": "0x1000342"     }  ],  "service_risk":
 2,  "service_health": 2,  "users": 0,   "revenue": {  "currency":
 "US",   "value": 0  }, "service_quality": 0, "endUserPerformance":
 0, "endUserQuality": 0, "users_by_location": [], "retention": 0,
 "timestamp": 1548225717612, } 

 Capacity Predictive Analytics APIs
Contents
doi13
Contents

URL Structure
The base REST end point URL is:

http://<cpa_host>:8080/rest/version

Where <cpa_host> is the host name or IP address of the CPA host system.

WADL Description
The web application description (WADL) file that specifies all exposed service calls and structures is available at:

http://<cpa_host>:8080/rest/services/application.wadl

Where <cpa_host> is the host name or IP address of the CPA host system.

CPA Administrator Credentials
Example with default settings:
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• Username - admin
• Password - admin

Administrator Credentials with TenantID
Example with default settings:

• Username - admin@<tenant_id>
• Password - admin

Tenants Object Calls

Operation End Point Authorization Sample Request Sample Response

Create Tenant http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/tenants

CPA administrator
credentials

Method: POST

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

{
"tenantId":
"12af586b-78bc-0ac2-0067-4f23164a5a65"
}

{
"id": 2,
"tenantId":
"12af586b_78bc_0ac2_0067_4f23164a5a65",
"tenantName":
"12af586b-78bc-0ac2-0067-4f23164a5a65",
"username":
null,
"password":
null,
"roles":
"tenant",
"origin":
"12af586b-78bc-0ac2-0067-4f23164a5a65",
"createDate":
"2017-08-02T13:34:37.582793",
"modDate":
"2017-08-02T13:34:37.582793",
"enabled": true
}

Update Tenant http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/tenants

CPA administrator
credentials

Method: PUT

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

{
"tenantId":"12af586b_78bc_0ac2_0067_4f23164a5a65",
"tenantName":
"CPA Tenant New
Name"
}

{
"id": 2,
"tenantId":
"12af586b_78bc_0ac2_0067_4f23164a5a65",
"tenantName":
"CPA Tenant New
Name",
"username":
null,
"password":
null,
"roles": null,
"origin": null,
"createDate":
null,
"modDate":
null,
"enabled": null
}
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Retrieve All Tenants http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/tenants/

CPA administrator
credentials

Method: GET

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

BLANK

[
{
"id": 1,
"tenantId":
"CPA",
"tenantName":
"CPA Admin",
"username":
"admin",
"password":
"+cGxrikT2Z8=",
"roles":
"admin",
"origin": null,
"createDate":
"2017-08-02T13:28:45.082422",
"modDate":
"2017-08-02T13:28:45.082422",
"enabled": true
},
{
"id": 2,
"tenantId":
"12af586b_78bc_0ac2_0067_4f23164a5a65",
"tenantName":
"12af586b-78bc-0ac2-0067-4f23164a5a65",
"username":
null,
"password":
null,
"roles":
"tenant",
"origin":
"12af586b-78bc-0ac2-0067-4f23164a5a65",
"createDate":
"2017-08-02T13:34:37.582793",
"modDate":
"2017-08-02T13:34:37.582793",
"enabled": true
},

{
"id": 3,
"tenantId":
"46c9b400_6129_64c3_b4a0_0537b665436b",
"tenantName":
"46c9b400-6129-64c3-
b4a0-0537b665436b",
"username":
null,
"password":
null,
"roles":
"tenant",
"origin":
"46c9b400-6129-64c3-
b4a0-0537b665436b",
"createDate":
"2017-08-02T14:09:11.110532",
"modDate":
"2017-08-02T14:09:11.110532",
"enabled": true
}
]
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Retrieve Specific
Tenant

http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/tenants/
{tenantId}

• Use the GET
tenants API
to retrieve the
tenantId value.

CPA administrator
credentials

Method: GET

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

BLANK

{
"id": 3,
"tenantId":
"46c9b400_6129_64c3_b4a0_0537b665436b",
"tenantName":
"46c9b400-6129-64c3-
b4a0-0537b665436b",
"username":
null,
"password":
null,
"roles":
"tenant",
"origin":
"46c9b400-6129-64c3-
b4a0-0537b665436b",
"createDate":
"2017-08-02T14:09:11.110532",
"modDate":
"2017-08-02T14:09:11.110532",
"enabled": true
}

Delete Specific
Tenant

http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/tenants/
{tenantId}

• Use the GET
tenants API
to retrieve the
tenantId value.

CPA administrator
credentials

Method: DELETE

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

BLANK

Tenant has been
removed

 

Groups Object Calls

Operation End Point Authorization Sample Request Sample Response

Create Group http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/groups/

Administrator
credentials with
TenantID

Method: POST

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

[
{"sourceGroupId":"32","groupName":"CPA
Group1"}
]

[
{
"groupId": 1,
"sourceParentId":
null,
"sourceGroupId":
"32",
"groupName":
"CPA Group1",
"adapterId": 2,
"external":
true,
"tenantId":
"12af586b_78bc_0ac2_0067_4f23164a5a65",
"fullPath":
"CPA Group1",
"origin": null,
"sourceContainer":
false
}
]
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Update Group http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/groups/

Administrator
credentials with
TenantID

Method: PUT

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

{"groupId":"1","groupName":"CPA
Group123"} 

 

{
"groupId": 1,
"sourceParentId":
null,
"sourceGroupId":
"32",
"groupName":
"CPA Group123",
"adapterId": 2,
"external":
true,
"tenantId":
"12af586b_78bc_0ac2_0067_4f23164a5a65",
"fullPath":
"CPA Group1",
"origin": null,
"sourceContainer":
false
}

Retrieve All Groups http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/groups/

Administrator
credentials with
TenantID

Method: GET

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

BLANK

[
{
"groupId": 4,
"sourceParentId":
null,
"sourceGroupId":
"14",
"groupName":
"CPA Group2",
"adapterId": 2,
"external":
true,
"tenantId":
"46c9b400_6129_64c3_b4a0_0537b665436b",
"fullPath":
"CPA Group2",
"origin": null,
"sourceContainer":
false
},

{
"groupId": 1,
"sourceParentId":
null,
"sourceGroupId":
"32",
"groupName":
"CPA Group123",
"adapterId": 2,
"external":
true,
"tenantId":
"12af586b_78bc_0ac2_0067_4f23164a5a65",
"fullPath":
"CPA Group1",
"origin": null,
"sourceContainer":
false
}
]
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Retrieve Specific
Group

http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/groups/{groupId}

• Use the GET
groups API to
retrieve the
groupId value.

 

Administrator
credentials with
TenantID

Method: GET

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

BLANK

[
{
"groupId": 4,
"sourceParentId":
null,
"sourceGroupId":
"14",
"groupName":
"CPA Group2",
"adapterId": 2,
"external":
true,
"tenantId":
"46c9b400_6129_64c3_b4a0_0537b665436b",
"fullPath":
"CPA Group2",
"origin": null,
"sourceContainer":
false
}
]

Delete Specific
Group

http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/groups/{groupId}

• Use the GET
groups API to
retrieve the
groupId value.

Administrator
credentials with
TenantID

Method: DELETE

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

BLANK

The group is
removed.

Business Hour (BH) Windows Object Calls

Operation End Point Authorization Sample Request Sample Response
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Create BH Window http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/bhwindows

Administrator
credentials with
TenantID

Method: POST

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

{"name":"Boston
M-F 8
Hours","timezoneId":"UTC-5","enabled":true,"configs":
[
{"hourStart":8,"hourEnd":17,"weekDay":2},
{"hourStart":8,"hourEnd":17,"weekDay":3},
{"hourStart":8,"hourEnd":17,"weekDay":4},
{"hourStart":8,"hourEnd":17,"weekDay":5},
{"hourStart":8,"hourEnd":17,"weekDay":6}
]
}

{
"windowId": 12,
"name": "Boston
M-F 8 Hours",
"timezoneId":
"UTC-5",
"configs": [
{
"hourStart":
8,"hourEnd":
17,"weekDay":
2, "windowId":
12,"id": 0
},
{
"hourStart":
8,"hourEnd":
17,"weekDay":
3,"windowId":
12,"id": 0
},
{
"hourStart":
8,"hourEnd":
17,"weekDay":
4,"windowId":
12,"id": 0
},
{
"hourStart":
8,"hourEnd":
17,"weekDay":
5,"windowId":
12,"id": 0
},
{
"hourStart":
8,"hourEnd":
17,"weekDay":
6,"windowId":
12,"id": 0
}
],
"enabled":
true,
"tenantId":
"12af586b_78bc_0ac2_0067_4f23164a5a65",
"groups": []
}
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Update BH Window http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/bhwindows

Administrator
credentials with
TenantID

Method: PUT

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

{"windowId":11,"configs":
[
{"hourStart":8,"hourEnd":19,"weekDay":2},
{"hourStart":8,"hourEnd":19,"weekDay":3},
{"hourStart":8,"hourEnd":19,"weekDay":4},
{"hourStart":8,"hourEnd":19,"weekDay":5},
{"hourStart":8,"hourEnd":20,"weekDay":6}
]
}

{
"windowId": 11,
"name": "New
York M-F 8
Hours",
"timezoneId":
"UTC-5",
"configs": [
{
"hourStart":
8,"hourEnd":
19, "weekDay":
2,"windowId":
11,"id": 0
},
{
"hourStart":
8,"hourEnd":
19,"weekDay":
3,"windowId":
11,"id": 0
},
{
"hourStart":
8,"hourEnd":
19,"weekDay":
4,"windowId":
11,"id": 0
},
{
"hourStart":
8,"hourEnd":
19,"weekDay":
5,"windowId":
11,
"id": 0
},
{
"hourStart":
8,"hourEnd":
20,"weekDay":
6,"windowId":
11,"id": 0
}
],
"enabled":
true,
"tenantId":
"e2b9e058_ef93_c50f_50b6_208c85d67266",
"groups": []
}
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Retrieve All BH
Windows

http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/bhwindows

Administrator
credentials with
TenantID

Method: GET

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

BLANK

[
{
"windowId": 10,
"name":
"Standard 24h
Sun-Sat",
"timezoneId":
null,
"configs": [
{"hourStart":
0,"hourEnd":
24,"weekDay":
1,"windowId":
0,"id": 0 },

{
"hourStart":
0,"hourEnd":
24,"weekDay":
2,"windowId":
0,"id": 0
},
{
"hourStart":
0,"hourEnd":
24,"weekDay":
3,"windowId":
0,"id": 0
},
{
"hourStart":
0,"hourEnd":
24,"weekDay":
4,"windowId":
0,"id": 0
},
{
"hourStart":
0,"hourEnd":
24,"weekDay":
5,"windowId":
0,"id": 0
},
{
"hourStart":
0,"hourEnd":
24,"weekDay":
6,"windowId":
0,"id": 0
},
{
"hourStart":
0,"hourEnd":
24,"weekDay":
7,"windowId":
0,"id": 0
}
],
"enabled":
true,
"tenantId":
"12af586b_78bc_0ac2_0067_4f23164a5a65",
"groups": []
},
{
"windowId": 12,
"name": "Boston
M-F 8 Hours",
"timezoneId":
"UTC-5",
"configs": [
{
"hourStart":
8,"hourEnd":
17,"weekDay":
2,"windowId":
0,"id": 0
},
{
"hourStart":
8,"hourEnd":
17,"weekDay":
3,"windowId":
0,"id": 0
},
{
"hourStart":
8,"hourEnd":
17,"weekDay":
4,"windowId":
0,"id": 0
},
{
"hourStart":
8,"hourEnd":
17,"weekDay":
5,"windowId":
0,"id": 0
},
{
"hourStart":
8,"hourEnd":
17,"weekDay":
6,"windowId":
0,"id": 0
}
],
"enabled":
true,
"tenantId":
"12af586b_78bc_0ac2_0067_4f23164a5a65",
"groups": []
}
]
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Retrieve Specific BH
Window

http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/bhwindows/
{windowId}

• Use the GET BH
windows API to
retrieve the BH
windowId value.

Administrator
credentials with
TenantID

Method: GET

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

BLANK

{
"windowId": 12,
"name": "Boston
M-F 8 Hours",
"timezoneId":
"UTC-5",
"configs": [
{
"hourStart":
8,"hourEnd":
17,"weekDay":
2, "windowId":
12,"id": 0
},
{
"hourStart":
8,"hourEnd":
17,"weekDay":
3,"windowId":
12,"id": 0
},
{
"hourStart":
8,"hourEnd":
17,"weekDay":
4,"windowId":
12,"id": 0
},
{
"hourStart":
8,"hourEnd":
17,"weekDay":
5,"windowId":
12,"id": 0
},
{
"hourStart":
8,"hourEnd":
17,"weekDay":
6,"windowId":
12,"id": 0
}
],
"enabled":
true,
"tenantId":
"12af586b_78bc_0ac2_0067_4f23164a5a65",
"groups": []
}

Delete Specific BH
Window

http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/bhwindows/
{windowId}

• Use the GET BH
windows API to
retrieve the BH
windowId value.

Administrator
credentials with
TenantID

Method: DELETE

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

BLANK

The window is
removed.

Severities Object Calls
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Operation End Point Authorization Sample Request Sample Response
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Create Severity http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/severities

Administrator
credentials with
TenantID

Method: POST

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

{
"colorCodeRisk":
"#bf4125",
"colorCodeWaste":"#bf4126",
"name":
"AboveNormal",
"severityLevel":
2
}

{

"id": 22

"colorCode": "
 #bf4126 "

"name": "
 AboveNormal "

"riskWaste": -1

"severityLevel": 2

"tenantId": "
 12af586b_78bc_0ac2_0067_4f23164a5a65
 "

}

  

{

"id": 21

"colorCode": "
 #bf4125 "

"name": "
 AboveNormal "

"riskWaste": 1

"severityLevel": 2

"tenantId": "
 12af586b_78bc_0ac2_0067_4f23164a5a65
 "

}

Retrieve All Severity http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/severities

Administrator
credentials with
TenantID

Method: GET

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

BLANK

[  

{

"id": 21

"colorCode": "#037a32"

"name": "Normal"

"riskWaste": -1

"severityLevel": 1

"tenantId": "46c9b400_6129_64c3_b4a0_0537b665436b"

}

{

"id": 22

"colorCode": "#008B8B"

"name": "Minor "

"riskWaste": -1

"severityLevel": 4

"tenantId": "46c9b400_6129_64c3_b4a0_0537b665436b"

}

  

{

"id": 23

"colorCode": "#2196F3"

"name": "Warning"

"riskWaste": -1

"severityLevel": 5

"tenantId": "46c9b400_6129_64c3_b4a0_0537b665436b"

}

  

{

"id": 24

"colorCode": "#2e2ed1"

"name": "Major "

"riskWaste": -1

"severityLevel": 6

"tenantId": "46c9b400_6129_64c3_b4a0_0537b665436b"

}

  

{

"id": 25

"colorCode": "#191970"

"name": "Critical"

"riskWaste": -1

"severityLevel": 7

"tenantId": "46c9b400_6129_64c3_b4a0_0537b665436b"

}

  

{

"id": 26

"colorCode": "#037a32"

"name": "Normal"

"riskWaste": 1

"severityLevel": 1

"tenantId": "46c9b400_6129_64c3_b4a0_0537b665436b"

}

{

"id": 27

"colorCode": "#5cba49"

"name": "Minor "

"riskWaste": 1

"severityLevel": 4

"tenantId": "46c9b400_6129_64c3_b4a0_0537b665436b"

}

  

{

"id": 28

"colorCode": "#ffc91c"

"name": "Warning"

"riskWaste": 1

"severityLevel": 5

"tenantId": "46c9b400_6129_64c3_b4a0_0537b665436b"

}

  

{

"id": 29

"colorCode": "#f7a746"

"name": "Major "

"riskWaste": 1

"severityLevel": 6

"tenantId": "46c9b400_6129_64c3_b4a0_0537b665436b"

}

  

{

"id": 30

"colorCode": "#ff0000"

"name": "Critical"

"riskWaste": 1

"severityLevel": 7

"tenantId": "46c9b400_6129_64c3_b4a0_0537b665436b"

}

Update Severity http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/severities

Administrator
credentials with
TenantID

Method: PUT

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

{
"colorCodeRisk":
"#969684",
"colorCodeWaste":
"#e07140",
"name":
"Test123",
"severityLevel":
3
}

{

"id": 22

"colorCode": "#e07140"

"name": "Test123"

"riskWaste": -1

"severityLevel": 3

"tenantId": "46c9b400_6129_64c3_b4a0_0537b665436b"

}

  

{

"id": 21

"colorCode": "#969684"

"name": "Test123"

"riskWaste": 1

"severityLevel": 3

"tenantId": "46c9b400_6129_64c3_b4a0_0537b665436b"

}
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Delete Specific
Severity

http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/severities/
{severityLevel}

• Use the GET
severities API
to retrieve the
severityLevel
value.

 

Administrator
credentials with
TenantID

Method: DELETE

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

BLANK

The severity is
removed.

 

Thresholds Object Calls

Operation End Point Authorization Sample Request Sample Response
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Create Threshold http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/thresholds

Administrator
credentials with
TenantID

Method: POST

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

[
{
"setId": 0,
"severityId":
22,
"metricCode":
"DISK_UTIL",
"value": 10
},
{
"setId": 1,
"severityId":
22,
"metricCode":
"DISK_UTIL",
"value": 14
}
]

 

 {

"id": 243

"setId": 0

"severityId": 22

"metricCode": "
 DISK_UTIL "

"value": 10

}

  

{

"id": 244

"setId": 1

"severityId": 22

"metricCode": "
 DISK_UTIL "

"value": 14

}

Retrieve All
Threshold

http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/thresholds

Administrator
credentials with
TenantID

Method: GET

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

BLANK

 

{

"id": 223

"setId": 0

"severityId": 13

"metricCode": "SWAP_MEMORY_UTIL"

"value": 15

}

  

{

"id": 172

"setId": 0

"severityId": 18

"metricCode": "DISK_UTIL"

"value": 43

}

  

{

"id": 143

"setId": 0

"severityId": 13

"metricCode": "MEMORY_UTIL"

"value": 15

}

  

{

"id": 221

"setId": 0

"severityId": 12

"metricCode": "SWAP_MEMORY_UTIL"

"value": 20

}

Update Threshold http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/thresholds

 

Administrator
credentials with
TenantID

Method: PUT

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

{
"id": 242,
"setId": 0,
"severityId":
21,
"metricCode":
"DISK_UTIL",
"value": 21
}

{

"id": 242

"setId": 0

"severityId": 21

"metricCode": "DISK_UTIL"

"value": 21

}
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Metric Definitions Object Calls
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Operation End Point Authorization Sample Request Sample Response

Get Metric Definitions http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/metricdefinitions

Administrator credentials
with TenantID

Method: GET

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

BLANK

{

"metricCode": "
 TPP_UTIL "

"name": "
 TPP(CPU)
 Utilization "

"family": "
 Compute "

"minValue": 0

"maxValue": 100

"unit": " % "

"calculated": false

"enabled": true

"persisted": true

"metricFormula": null

}  

{

"metricCode": "
 MEMORY_UTIL
 "

"name": " Memory
 Utilization "

"family": "
 Memory "

"minValue": 0

"maxValue": 100

"unit": " % "

"calculated": false

"enabled": true

"persisted": true

"metricFormula": null

} 

{

"metricCode": "
 DISK_UTIL "

"name": " Disk
 Utilization "

"family": " Disk "

"minValue": 0

"maxValue": 100

"unit": " % "

"calculated": false

"enabled": true

"persisted": true

"metricFormula": null

}

{

"metricCode": "
 MEMORY_PAGING
 "

"name": " Memory
 Paging "

"family": "
 Memory "

"minValue": 0

"maxValue": 10000

"unit": " kb/s "

"calculated": false

"enabled": false

"persisted": false

"metricFormula": null

}

{

"metricCode": "
 MEMORY_RISK_INDEX
 "

"name": " Memory
 Risk Index "

"family": "
 Memory "

"minValue": 0

"maxValue": 100

"unit": " % "

"calculated": true

"enabled": false

"persisted": true

"metricFormula": "
 30*(${MEMORY_UTIL}
 > 90 ?1:
 ${MEMORY_UTIL}/90)
 + 
50*(${MEMORY_PAGING}
 > 6000 ? 1:
 ${MEMORY_PAGING}/6000)
 + 
20*(${SWAP_MEMORY_UTIL}
 > 80? 1:
 ${SWAP_MEMORY_UTIL}/80)
 "

}

{

"metricCode": "
 SWAP_MEMORY_UTIL
 "

"name": " Swap
 Memory Usage "

"family": "
 Memory "

"minValue": 0

"maxValue": 100

"unit": " % "

"calculated": false

"enabled": false

"persisted": false

"metricFormula": null

}
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Adapters Object Calls
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Operation End Point Authorization Sample Request Sample Response

Create Adapter http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/adapters

CPA administrator
credentials

Method: POST

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

{
"type":
"ELASTIC",
"name": "UIM",
"enabled": true,
"props": {
"inventoryPath":
"*inventory_uim_device*",
"port": "9200",
"host":
"elastic.ca.com",
"importdays":
"5",
"metricPath":
"*metrics_uim*",
"delayhours":
"3"
}
}

{

"id": 3

"type": "ELASTIC"

"name": "UIM"

"enabled": true

"props": 

{

"inventoryPath": "*inventory_uim_device*"

"port": "9200"

"host": "elastic.ca.com"

"importdays": "5"

"metricPath": "*metrics_uim*"

"delayhours": "3"

}

}

Edit Adapter http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/adapters

CPA administrator
credentials

Method: PUT

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

{
"id": 3,
"enabled":true,
"props": {
"inventoryPath":
"*inventory_uim_device*",
"port": "9200",
"host":
"elastic.ca.com",
"importdays":
"2",
"metricPath":
"*metrics_uim*",
"delayhours":
"1"
}
}

{

"id": 3

"type": "ELASTIC"

"name": "UIM"

"enabled": true

"props": 

{

"inventoryPath": "*inventory_uim_device*"

"port": "9200"

"host": "elastic.ca.com"

"importdays": "2"

"metricPath": "*metrics_uim*"

"delayhours": "1"

}

}

Get All Adapters http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/adapters

CPA administrator
credentials

Method: GET

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

BLANK

{

"id": 2

"type": "ELASTIC"

"name": "UIM"

"enabled": true

"props": 

{

"inventoryPath": "*inventory_uim_device*"

"port": "9200"

"host": "elastic.ca.com"

"importdays": "2"

"metricPath": "*metrics_uim*"

"delayhours": "1"

}

}  

{

"id": 1

"type": "CSV"

"name": "CSV"

"enabled": false

"props": 

{

}

}

http://elastic.ca.com
http://elastic.ca.com
http://elastic.ca.com
http://elastic.ca.com
http://elastic.ca.com
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Delete Adapter http://
<cpa_host>:8080/
rest/adapters//
{adapter_id}

CPA administrator
credentials

Method: DELETE

Content-Type:
application/json

Authorization:
Basic

Body:

BLANK

The adapter is
removed.

 Digital Operational Intelligence Query APIs
The following RESTful APIs are available:
doi13
The following RESTful APIs are available:

Data Retrieval API
This API queries and retrieves data (logs, metrics, events, alarms, and inventory) from DX Operational Intelligence.

URI Pattern
https://<ao_analytics_hostname>/mdo/v2/aoanalytics/<data type category>/<data type name>/_search?

Where <ao_analytics_hostname> is the FQDN route name of the OpenShift environment.

HTTP Method
GET 

Data Type Category
Valid values: logs, metrics, events, alarms, and inventory

Data Type Name
Specific data type name within the category. For example, apache_access (logs), metrics_uim (metrics),
events_spectrum (events).

Note:

The Data Type Category and Data Type Name are optional and the API will fetch results from all categories or all
types if specific values are not provided in the URI. See the Data Type Mapping API to retrieve the valid values of
the available Data Types.

For example, the URI pattern  ..../aoanalytics/events/_search  searches data across all types of events available
in DX Operational Intelligence. However, using the URI pattern  ..../aoanalytics/events/events_spectrum/
_search  restricts the search to only  events_spectrum  type events.

Request Parameters

Parameter Description Default Value Example

q Phrase or query to search
the data (using the Apache
Lucene query syntax)

None For example:

Enter “Exception” in the
logs category to find all
logs that contain the word
Exception.

Enter
(request:*servicedesk*
AND response_code:
[500 TO 599]) to find all
requests with server error
codes
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timefrom Start time of search in
ISO8601 format.

None 2016-09-03T07:16:23Z

timeto End time of search in
ISO8601 format.

None 2016-09-03T07:16:23Z

from The starting from index of
the hits to return

0

size The number of hits to
return.

10

Example
Display all the apache_access logs having all the requests with server error codes (starting from document 2 and
maximum 200 documents):

https://<doi>/mdo/v2/aoanalytics/logs/apache_access/_search?q=(request:*servicedesk* AND
 response_code:[500 TO 599])&from=2&size=200

{
  "took" : 17,
  "timed_out" : false,
  "_shards" : {
      "total" : 1,
      "successful" : 1,
      "failed" : 0
  },
  "hits" : {
    "total" : <total_matching_docs>,
    "max_score" : 1.0,
    "hits" : 
      [ 
        {
          "_index" : <index_name>,
          "_type" : <index_type>,
          "_id" : <document_id>,
          "_score" : 1.0,
          "_source" : {
              field1 : value1,
              field2 : value2
          }
       },
       {
          "_index" : <index_name>,
          "_type" : <index_type>,
          "_id" : <document_id>,
          "_score" : 1.0,
          "_source" : {
              field1 : value1,
              field2 : value2
          } 
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        }
      ]
  }
}?

{
  "took" : 17,
  "timed_out" : false,
  "_shards" : {
    "total" : 1,
    "successful" : 1,
    "failed" : 0
  },
  "hits" : {
    "total" : 3876,
    "max_score" : 1.0,
    "hits" : [ {
      "_index" : "ao_itoa_logs_syslog_1",
      "_type" : "data",
      "_id" : "9f24f529-bf8b-4662-85a2-5ad0ad4ec040",
      "_score" : 1.0,
      "_source" : {       
          "tenant_id" : "2EC0665A-AD37-462E-A3FC-40B61D7C9D9C",
          "@product_id" : "AXA_1_0",
          "syslog_severity_code" : "5",
          "syslog_pid" : "-",
          "syslog_facility" : "local3",      
          "syslog_facility_code" : "19",       
          "syslog_program" : "4627513",
          "syslog_message" : " Mar 17 12:43:02.866 EST: %BGP_SESSION-5-ADJCHANGE:neighbor
 138.42.96.3 VPNv4 Unicast topology base removed from session",
          "@doc_type_version" : "1.0",
          "syslog_severity" : "notice",
          "logtype": "syslog",
          "@timestamp" : 1489768988128,
          "syslog_timestamp" : "2017-03-17T22:13:03.082176+05:30",
          "host" : "cis720496-6.ca.com",
          "syslog_priority" : "5",
          "syslog_ver" : "1",
          "@doc_type_id" : "logs_syslog",
          "@tenant_id" : "2EC0665A-AD37-462E-A3FC-40B61D7C9D9C",
          "syslog_pri": "157",
          "timestamp" : "2017-03-17T16:43:03.082Z",
          "received_timestamp" : "2017-03-17T16:43:07.753Z"
      }
    } ]
  }
}?
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Data Type Mapping Endpoint
Retrieves list of valid Data Type Names and available fields for each type.

HTTP method: GET

• http://<doi>/mdo/v2/aoanalytics/<data type category>/datatypes/

Provides a list of all the supported Data Type names for the specified category.

{
  "datatypes": [<datatype1>, <datatype2>, <datatype3>]
}
Response example (for logs category):
{
"category": "logs",
"datatypes": [apache_access, tomcat, eventlog, syslog, log4j]
}
Response example (for events category):
{
"category": "events",
"datatypes": [events_spectrum, events_uim]
}

• http://<doi>/mdo/v2/aoanalytics/<data type name>

Provides the list of fields and mappings for the specified data type.

{
  "ao_itoa_logs_syslog_1" : {
    "mappings" : {
          "data" : {
            "properties" : {
                <field1>: {
                    <prop1>: <value1>,
                    <prop2>: <value2>,
                },                
                <field2>: {
                    <prop1>: <value1>,
                    <prop2>: <value2>,
                }
            }
         }
      }
   }
}?

{
  "ao_itoa_logs_syslog_1" : {
    "mappings" : {
      "data" : {
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        "properties" : {
          "@doc_type_id" : {
            "type" : "string",
            "analyzer" : "keyword_lowercase"
          },
          "@doc_type_version" : {
            "type" : "string",
            "analyzer" : "keyword_lowercase"
          },
          "@product_id" : {
            "type" : "string",
            "analyzer" : "keyword_lowercase"
          },
          "@tenant_id" : {
            "type" : "string",
            "analyzer" : "keyword_lowercase"
          },
          "@timestamp" : {
            "type" : "date",
            "format" : "epoch_millis"
          },
          "file" : {
            "type" : "string",
            "analyzer" : "keyword_lowercase"
          },
          "host" : {
            "type" : "string",
            "index" : "not_analyzed"
          },
          "ip" : {
            "type" : "ip"
          },
          "logtype" : {
            "type" : "string",
            "index" : "not_analyzed"
          },
          "origin" : {
            "type" : "string"
          },
          "raw_message" : {
            "type" : "string",
            "analyzer" : "keyword_lowercase"
          },
          "received_timestamp" : {
            "type" : "date",
            "format" : "strict_date_optional_time||epoch_millis"
          },
          "syslog_facility" : {
            "type" : "string",
            "index" : "not_analyzed"
          },
          "syslog_facility_code" : {
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            "type" : "long"
          },
          "syslog_hostname" : {
            "type" : "string",
            "index" : "not_analyzed"
          },
          "syslog_message" : {
            "type" : "string"
          },
          "syslog_pid" : {
            "type" : "string",
            "index" : "not_analyzed"
          },
          "syslog_pri" : {
            "type" : "string",
            "index" : "not_analyzed"
          },
          "syslog_priority" : {
            "type" : "long"
          },
          "syslog_program" : {
            "type" : "string",
            "index" : "not_analyzed"
          },
          "syslog_received_at" : {
            "type" : "string",
            "index" : "not_analyzed"
          },
          "syslog_severity" : {
            "type" : "string",
            "index" : "not_analyzed"
          },
          "syslog_severity_code" : {
            "type" : "long"
          },
          "syslog_timestamp" : {
            "type" : "string",
            "index" : "not_analyzed"
          },
          "syslog_ver" : {
            "type" : "string"
          },
          "tags" : {
            "type" : "string",
            "index" : "not_analyzed"
          },
          "tenant_id" : {
            "type" : "string"
          },
          "timestamp" : {
            "type" : "date",
            "format" : "strict_date_optional_time||epoch_millis"
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          }
        }
      }
    }
  }
}?

9 Frequently Asked Questions
What is DX Operational Intelligence?
doi13
What is DX Operational Intelligence?

DX Operational Intelligence enables IT operations teams to make smarter, faster decisions for enhancing user
experience and improving IT service quality and capacity through cross-domain contextual intelligence. Built on
an open, powerful engine, it provides users with comprehensive insights by ingesting and analyzing a diverse
data set including metric, topology, text, and log data. The machine learning–driven analytics, with out-of-the-box
visualization and correlation, helps drive a superior user experience and deliver significant operational efficiencies.

How does DX Operational Intelligence enable my organization deliver significant operational efficiency?

• Drive faster root cause analysis with service analytics
• Easily predict issues earlier with smarter alarms
• Reduce false alerts through algorithmic noise reduction
• Proactively optimize resources with predictive capacity insights
• Boost operational efficiency with unified visualization and correlation

Service Analytics
How is availability measured?

Availability is the percentage of time the service is up and operational. The current data is measured based on
the last poll interval. The historical data is based on the average value of the availability occurred between the
particular time period.

What is a topology? How is a topology defined?Topology defines how the Configuration Items in a service are
related (parent <> child relationships). For this release of DX Operational Intelligence, topologies are imported.

Do I need to restart the service after importing the YML file?

You do not need to restart the service.

Can I change the significance of a configuration item for a service?

The significance of a CI cannot be changed.

If a network device has an issue, will DX Operational Intelligence include a topology map of all impacted
services?

This release does not support the topology view. You cannot view a topology map in DX Operational Intelligence
Console.

Alarm Analytics
How are anomaly alarms generated?

Anomaly alarms are generated using our proprietary data science algorithms which calculate threshold that is
based on historical data using machine learning algorithms.

How does DX Operational Intelligence build charts?

DX Operational Intelligence uses a proprietary data science engine that applies statistical process controls to
identify significant deviations from typical system behavior. DX Operational Intelligence builds an Analytics Chart to
depict the most typical values of a metric as a center line. This line is bounded by colored bands above and below,
that track the characteristic volatility of the metric over time. Alert points are identified where the analysis engine
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detects an unusual event relative to the historical data. Alerts are grouped by their maximum deviations from typical
behavior.

What are Green Highway charts?

Green Highway charts provide a descriptive summary of past metric behavior at specific stages of the business
cycle of your system.  These charts provide a qualitative description of when your system is the most or least
active. The charts also provide a quantitative description of what values for each metric are typical and a forecast of
where new values may appear.

Green Highways describe the likelihood of metric values, they also describe what values would be anomalous. DX
Operational Intelligence uses this data to generate statistical anomaly alerts for individual extreme values and for a
series of values that are individually not unusual, but anomalous when observed together.

How is actual, center, mean, common, probable, and rare data represented in the Green Highways chart?

• Actual data is illustrated as a black solid line (no alarms) or a colored solid line (alarm state) on the chart. The
line is calculated from actual data for the metric.

• The mean value or average for your metric is illustrated as a gray line on the chart. The mean value is displayed
when there is not enough historical data.

• The center line is the middle of the range or median for the data and is shown as a green dotted line. The zones
closest to the center line are closest to the most common measurements for the data.

• Common zone data tracks closest to the center line, or the norm for your metric, and displays as a dark green
band. The analytics calculations place the common zone as one percentile above or below the norm.

• Probable zone data is illustrated as a green band on the chart. The analytics calculations place the probable
zone two percentile points above or below the norm.

• Rare zone data is illustrated as a light green band on the chart. The analytic place the rare zone three percentile
points above or below the norm, and signal a metric behavior outside the normal range.

How can I view alarms that do not have a service context?

In the Alarm Analytics page, select the All Alarms view to view all the alarms.

What are Situations?

Many enterprises face the situation of alarm flooding where multiple alerts are generated by the monitoring tools for
the same problem. As a result, administrators must sift through thousands of alarms to filter out the noise and focus
on key issues. Alarm flooding happens because monitoring tools lack the intelligence to understand that all alerts
depict the same problem.
Situations or cluster alarms are grouped on the basis of context using machine learning algorithms. Clustering
clubs alarms together based on distinct dimensions and groups them together for triage or further analysis.
Clustering enables users to filter through a huge number of alarms and analyze alarms that are contextually
relevant.

Is all data is stored locally?

All data that is ingested from source products such as CA Spectrum, CA Unified Infrastructure Management, CA
Performance Management, and custom data is stored in Elastic (CA Jarvis).

Performance Analytics
Can I compare multiple metrics on the same device?

You can select multiple metrics from the Metrics editor. Each metric is plotted as a different chart with same time
context. The metric editor shows metrics at component level. If you select multiple components on the same metric,
they are plotted in the same chart. You can see the time-series for each component. However if you want to see the
Green Highways, select a single component.

Can I compare metrics across multiple devices?

You must add multiple devices to the context and then you can compare same or different metrics for different
devices.

How do I narrow down on my performance analysis in terms of time?

For each metric chart, if the time range selected is more than 12 hours, a time slider is shown at the bottom of the
chart. You can use the time slider to zoom in on a particular time range in the chart.

Which metrics are supported by DX Operational Intelligence?

DX Operational Intelligence supports metrics from out of the box integrations such as CA Unified Infrastructure
Management, CA Performance Management, and third-party integrations.
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How do I enable anomaly alarms?

By default, anomaly alarms are disabled until you have accurate Green Highways generated for metrics. Typically,
these alarms are disabled till you have metrics data for at least a week. To enable the probability bands by default,
set the value of the DISABLE_EWMA_ALARMS environment variable as false.
For small installation, this variable should be set in the Spark container and for medium installation, it should be
configured in the Soaalarm container.

How do I enable generation of anomaly alarms for all severities?

By default, the anomaly alarms are generated only for critical alarms. To enable alarms of all severity (Minor, Major,
and Critical), set the value of the ALARM_THRESHOLD variable to 1.
Reference values for the Alarm Threshold variable are:
1 = All minor, major, critical alarms to be generated
2 = Only major of critical alarms to be generated
3 = Only critical alarms to be generated
4 = No alarms

For small installation, this variable should be set in the Spark container and for medium installation, it should be
configured in the Soaalarm container.

Self Service Dashboards
What data is supported by Self Service Dashboards?

You can create dashboards from all the indices in the data lake.

Can I customize the out of the box dashboards?

Yes, you can Out of the Box Dashboards.

Can I create my own dashboards?

You can create dashboards from all the indices in the data lake. For more details, see Create and Manage
Dashboards.

How can I create and manage users for Self Service Dashboards?

A default user is automatically created for Self Service Dashboards with same tenant and password details as the
default DX Operational Intelligence Tenant Administrator.

For other tenants, users must be created manually from the Self Service Dashboards Sign Up page.

Use the Forgot Password option in the Self Service Dashboards to reset the password for the user.

10 Troubleshooting
This section provides information on how to troubleshoot issues in :
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This section provides information on how to troubleshoot issues in DX Operational Intelligence:

 Troubleshoot Capacity Analytics
Capacity Analytics issues are written to the following log file:
doi13
Capacity Analytics issues are written to the following log file:

Docker_Mapped_Volume_Path\cpa-logs\- raw logs

Device Data Does Not Appear in Dashboards
• Verify that the device exists in the CA UIM group.
• Verify that the CA UIM group is correctly configured in Capacity Analytics.

Metrics Do Not Appear in Dashboards
• Review the table in When Will My Data Appear in Capacity Analytics.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/20-2/Self-Service-Dashboards/Create-Dashboards/Out-of-the-Box-Dashboards.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/20-2/Self-Service-Dashboards/Create-Dashboards/Dashboards.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/20-2/Self-Service-Dashboards/Create-Dashboards/Dashboards.html
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• Verify that the metric data is being collected by the CA UIM probe and is available in the Elasticsearch
database.

• Verify that the metric aggregation occurred successfully for the expected interval.

Projections are Missing
Verify that the Rollups and Analytics job ran successfully.

 Troubleshoot Predictive Insights
This section provides information about how to troubleshoot issues in predictive Insights:
doi13
This section provides information about how to troubleshoot issues in predictive Insights:

General Predictive Insights Troubleshooting
How do I ensure that the data from source Product is ingested
Solution:

1. Every data source stores its data using a unique index, hence you must verify each data source connector.
2. Verify the Elasticsearch data indexes for each data source:

1.1 For CAPM:

1. 1.1 Inventory: ao_itoa_inventory_capm_<x>_<y>
2. 1.1 CAPM Metric: ao_itoa_metrics_capm_<metric_family>_<x>_<y>
3. 1.1 ADA Metric: ao_itoa_metrics_ada_<x>_<y>
4. 1.1 NFA Metric: ao_itoa_metrics_nfa_<x>_<y>

2.1 For UIM:

1. 1.1 Inventory: ao_itoa_inventory_uim_ci_<x>_<y>
2. 1.1 Metric: ao_itoa_metrics_uim_<x>_<y>

3.1 For APM:

1. 1.1 APM Metric: ao_itoa_metrics_apm_<x>_<y>
4.1 For Custom/3rd party:

1. 1.1 Metric: ao_itoa_metrics_custom_<x>_<y>
3. Verify Jarvis logs:

1.1 Verifier POD: To view information about how to troubleshoot Verifier, click here.
2.1 Indexer POD: To view information about how to troubleshoot Indexer, click here.

How do I Ensure that Predictions are Calculated and are in  alarms_prediction  Index
Solution:

1. Verify the log file. For more information about verifying the Log file, see Unable to Find PI Batch Job Log.
2. Verify the prediction index using Elasticsearch URL:

 <elasticsearch_route>/ao_itoa_alarms_prediction_1_1/_search?pretty 

How do I Ensure that Predictions Alarms are transferred from  alarms_prediction  Index to 
alarms_all
Solution:

1. Verify the log file. For more information about verifying the Log file, see Unable to Find PI Batch Job Log.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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2. Verify alarm index using Elasticsearch URL:

 <elasticsearch_route>/ao_itoa_alarms_all_1_1/_search?pretty 

3. Verify Normalized Alarms POD log:

1.1 Log in to OpenShift console.
2.1 Navigate to  Applications, Pods .
3.1 Select the normalized-alarm- .
4.1 Navigate to Logs tab, and verify the log for errors.

Unable to find PI Batch Job logs
Symptom:

I am unable to find Predictive Insights Batch Job Logs.

Solution:

1. Log in to OpenShift console.
2. Navigate to  Applications, Route.
3. Select the host of resourcemanager-route.
4. Navigate to Cluster, Applications. Ensure that every hour the status must be Running and must have

completed successfully.
5. Select the Application ID for the Predictive Insights job. For example, ao_predinscalcjob
6. Verify the status and logs.
7. Note the name of the Client Node Manager pod and Application ID.
8. Navigate to  Applications, Pods.
9. Find Client Node Managerpod and click the name of the pod.
10. Navigate to the Terminal Tab, and execute the following command to view the log:

 yarn logs -applicationId <applicationID> 

The application id within angular brackets must be replaced with the Application Id noted in step 7.

Troubleshoot Jarvis
For more information about how to troubleshoot Jarvis, click here.

Missing port Metric in DX Operational IntelligencePlatform
Symptom:

I do not see the port Metric in the DX Operational Intelligence platform.

Solution:

1. Navigate to <CAPM_OIConnectorInstall>/conf/config.xml file.
2. If the property name is set to true, replace it with false:

 <property name="suppressPortData" value="false"/> 

Predictive Insights Batch job Stops Working
Symptom:

The Predictive Insights Batch job Stops Working.

Solution :

Verify if the disk space is full.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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1. Open resourcemanager.<hostname> page.
2. Navigate to Cluster, Applications, and select on the number of Unhealthy Nodes.

A brief Health report appears.
3. Run the following command in the terminal to view the disk usage:

 > df -h 

Issues that are related to Admin UI in Predictive Insights:
Symptom:

LR Metric Chart displays "No data collected for the time period specified"

Solution:

1. Verify the POD metric variable. To display metric data, DX Operational Intelligence Readserver should have
name of MF/Metric as environment variable.

1.1 Enable CAPMs MF/Metric

1. 1.1 Log in to OpenShift console.
2. 1.1 Navigate to  Applications,  Deployments.
3. 1.1 Select doireadserver .
4. 1.1 Navigate to Environment tab and find the variable CAPM_METRIC_INDICES.
5. 1.1 Add new CAPM's MF index, that is ao_itoa_metrics_capm_partitions_3*.
6. 1.1 Add new variable with next name

METRICS_CAPM_<METRIC_FAMILY>. Where <METRIC_FAMILY> is a metric family name in
uppercase. Ensure to enter a valid name of metrics for the specified in variable metric family.

7. 1.1 Click Save.
2.1 Enable CA APM metrics.

1. 1.1 Log in to OpenShift console.
2. 1.1 Navigate to  Applications,  Deployments.
3. 1.1 Select  doireadserver .
4. 1.1 Navigate to Environment tab and find the variable APM_METRIC_NAMES.
5. 1.1 Add new APM metric, for example, memory_rounded.
6. 1.1 Click Save.

2. Also verify the following:

1.1 1. 1.1 The LR Metric chart shows historic metric data only for one week time interval. If you don not see
LR Metric Chart, it indicates that your data source does not send data for this Metric Family and/or
metric more than one week. Verify that the appropriate data source is still sending metric data to
DX Operational Intelligence.

2. 1.1 Verify the  DX Operational IntelligenceReadServer log:

1. 1.1.1.1 Log in to OpenShift Console.
2. 1.1.1.1 Navigate to Applications, Pods.
3. 1.1.1.1 Select doireadserver
4. 1.1.1.1 Go to Logs tab.
5. 1.1.1.1 Verify the log for any errors.

Issue with Bar Chart
Symptom:

I have an issue with Bar chart.

Solution:

1. Verify the log file.

1.1 Log in to OpenShift console.
2.1 Navigate to  Applications, Pods.
3.1 Select the host doireadserver .
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4.1 Navigate to Logs tab and verify the log for any errors.
2. Verify the Global calendar time range.

HTTP Error appears while Opening a Ticket against an Alarm
Symptom:

I receive HTTP error while opening a ticket against an alarm.

Solution:

1. Verify the log file.

1.1 Log in to OpenShift console.
2.1 Navigate to  Applications, Pods.
3.1 Select the host doireadserver .
4.1 Navigate to Logs tab and verify the log for any errors.

2. Also verify:

1.1 In the OpenShift console, verify if the ITSM pod is up and running.
2.1 In Admin UI, verify if the ITSM system is added.

1. 1.1 Log in to DX Operational Intelligence as an admin.
2. 1.1 Navigate to Setting, Notification Channels.
3. 1.1 Click Add Channel, Ticketing Management and verify the existing ticketing management

setting.
4. 1.1 Enter the required parameters.

Note:

: Ticketing Management is available only for Alarm and Prediction with non-information Severity.

Capacity Analytics Forecast show CPU consumption as 6000% for the next 6 months
Symptom:

Why does Capacity Analytics show forecast report more than 100%.

Solution:
The forecast shown is based on the amount of past data present, so if the data is less or inconsistent you might
see such values. The more the data you have the more accurate the prediction will be (at least for 90 days of data).

Capacity Analytics Error Messages
Symptom:

• Error while querying database - org.postgresql.util.PSQLException: ERROR: function
resource_consumers(integer, character varying, integer, character varying) does not exist

• The error may exist in com/ca/cpa/db/mappers/HealthMapper.xml
• The error may involvedefaultParameterMap
• The error occurred while setting parameters
• SQL: select * from resource_consumers(?,?,?,?) - org.postgresql.util.PSQLException: ERROR: function

resource_consumers(integer, character varying, integer, character varying) does not exist

Solution: You need to perform the following steps:

1. Login to the Capacity Analytics pod.
2. Find the *resource_consumers.sql files.
3. Identify the *resource_consumers.sql that has following function (generally the file exists under 1.3.1

directory):

Create or Replace function resource_consumers(....)
4. Execute the resource_consumers function with 4 arguments.
5. Login to postgres pod.
6. Create a file named resource123.sql in postgres pod.
7. Copy the complete function from *resource_consumers.sql to resource123.sql

Create or Replace function resource_consumers(....) till the end of the file.
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8. Execute the psql command to create the function in database:

psql -U aopuser -d cpa -a -f resource123.sql

 Troubleshoot Service Analytics
This section provides the following information to troubleshoot Service Analytics:
doi13
This section provides the following information to troubleshoot Service Analytics:

  

Service Analytics Indices are Missing in Elasticsearch 
 Symptom: 

I do not see the Service Analytics indices in Elasticsearch.

 Solution: 

Ensure that proper connection is established between Jarvis and servicemanagement Pod, readserver Pod. You
can verify the connection by running Jarvis Health Check API.

For the Service Analytics indices to be created, restart the following Pods after the connection is established
successfully:

• servicemanagement
• readserver

Prediction Fails to Update After Seven Days of Service Creation
 Symptom: 

I do not see that prediction is updated after seven days of service creation.

 Solution 1: Verify if the service exists in the prediction index.

 Follows these steps: 

1. Open index ao_itoa_metrics_prediction_sa_1_1 in the Elasticsearch.
2. Search for the service name in ao_itoa_metrics_prediction_sa_1_1 index. Ensure that you search in the tenant

in which the service is created.

 Solution 2: If the service does not exist in the prediction index, verify the AnayticsJob container logs.

I Want To Increase the Memory Size of Service Analytic Components 
Perform the following steps to increase the default memory for Service Analytics components. The Service
Analytics components include soaalarm pod, and soacorrelationengine pod.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the OpenShift Web Console, go to <project>, Applications, Deployments. 
2. Select the required pod (analyticsjobs, or soacorrelationengine).
3. Select Edit YAML option from Actions drop-down list.
4. Search for the following memory tag.

resources:limits:memory: 2Girequests:memory: 1Gi

5. Update the recommended memory for the following Pods.
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Pod Recommended Memory

analyticsjobs

resources:
limits:
memory: 4Gi
requests:
memory: 2Gi

soacorrelationengine

resources:
limits:
memory: 4Gi
requests:
memory: 2Gi

6. Click Save.

Mismatch in Total Number of Raw Alarms and Anomaly Alarm with Total Number of Alarms in
Service Alarms 
Symptom: I see that the total number of raw alarms and anomaly alarms mismatches with the total number of
alarms in Service Alarms. This issue occurs due to the following reasons:

• Mismatch of CI_type for CIs and alarms.
• Service alarms are not getting created for historical alarms.

Solution: As a resolution, ensure that the CI type mapping must be the same for CIs and alarms in
CI_Type_Mapping.json file available in the correlation engine pod. 

 Troubleshoot Performance Analytics
This section provides the following information to troubleshoot Performance Analytics:
Unable to view Anomaly Alarms
 Symptom: 

I do not see Anomaly alarms

 Solution: 

By default, anomaly alarms are disabled until you have accurate Green Highways generated for metrics. Typically,
these alarms are disabled till you have metrics data for at least a week. To enable the probability bands by default,
set the value of the DISABLE_EWMA_ALARMS environment variable as false.

For small installation, this variable should be set in the Spark container and for medium installation, it should be
configured in the Soaalarm container.

Unable to generate Anomaly Alarms for all severities?
 Symptom: 

I am unable to generate Anomaly Alarms for all severities.

 Solution: 

By default, the anomaly alarms are generated only for critical alarms. To enable alarms of all severity (Minor, Major,
and Critical), set the value of the ALARM_THRESHOLD variable to 1.
Reference values for the Alarm Threshold variable are:
1 = All minor, major, critical alarms to be generated
2 = Only major of critical alarms to be generated
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3 = Only critical alarms to be generated
4 = No alarms

For small installation, this variable should be set in the Spark container and for medium installation, it should be
configured in the Soaalarm container.

Why do I not see an Anomaly alarm when the actual metric line is crossing the Green Highways?

In a scenario where the metrics metadata is delayed, an Anomaly alarm is not raised when the actual metric line is
crossing the Green Highways.

Green Highways are not displaying correctly for custom metrics
 Symptom: 

I am unable to view the Green Highways for the custom metrics of a Third-party product.

 Solution: 

You need to keep a single metric_unique_id and vary the metrics values, then the Green Highways get plotted for
the different metrics values.

 Troubleshoot Self Monitoring
This section provides steps to troubleshoot Self Monitoring.
doi13
This section provides steps to troubleshoot Self Monitoring.

Self Monitoring Kibana Dashboards Not Loaded
Symptom:

I do not see the Self Monitoring dashboards after deploying DX Operational Intelligence.

Solution:

Ensure that you restart the  doi-kibana pod and refresh the doi_kibana URL after deploying DX Operational
Intelligence.

Visualizations - DX Operational Intelligence Service Overview Dashboard Does Not Load
Symptom:

I do not see DX Operational Intelligence Service Overview dashboard after deploying DX Operational Intelligence.

Solution:

Ensure that:

• The Kube-state-metrics container is in a running state.
• The metricbeat service runs in each node of the OpenShift cluster.
• The Kubernetes module is enabled for metricbeat and has the correct configuration of hosts.

Visualizations - Platform Overview Dashboard Does Not Load
Symptom:

I do not see the Platform Overview dashboard after deploying DX Operational Intelligence.

Solution:

Ensure that:

• The metricbeat service runs in each node of the OpenShift cluster.
• The System module is enabled for metricbeat and has the correct configuration of metricsets.

Visualizations - Docker Container Overview Dashboard Does Not Load
Symptom:

I do not see the Docker Container Overview dashboard after deploying DX Operational Intelligence.

Solution:
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• Ensure that the metricbeat service runs in each node of the OpenShift cluster.
• Verify if the permission if set for the Docker socket. For more information, see the Set Permission for Docker

Socket section.

Visualizations – Service Overview Dashboard Does Not Load
Symptom:

I do not see the Service Overview dashboard after deploying DX Operational Intelligence.

Solution:

Verify if the Filebeat container is in the running state.

Email Notifications Are Not Sent
Symptom:

Emails are not sent.

Solution:

Verify if:

• The environment variables for the Elastalert container have the correct SMTP credentials.
• The Elastalert container is in the running state.

 Troubleshoot OpenConnect
You can check for exceptions in the OpenConect pod logs by clicking on the
OpenConnect pod Logs tab. Alternatively, you can get the logs /genericapiconnector/log/
genericapiconnector.log.
doi13
You can check for exceptions in the OpenConect pod logs by clicking on the OpenConnect pod Logs tab.
Alternatively, you can get the logs /genericapiconnector/log/genericapiconnector.log.

Ensure that the data source API endpoint is accessible from within the OpenConnect container before proceeding
with the data fetching.

This section provides the steps to troubleshoot OpenConnect:

Data Pulling Fails
Symptom:

The data pulling fails from the data source with the following failure message in the log:

INFO [2019-01-28 05:42:37,620] com.ca.doi.genericapiconnector.client.RestServiceClient: Sending GET
 request to Url http://10.131.172.93/nagiosxi/api/v1/objects/logentries
INFO [2019-01-28 05:42:37,622] com.ca.doi.genericapiconnector.utils.CommonUtil: Current timestamp
 has been written into applicationState.txt file
ERROR [2019-01-28 05:42:40,629] com.ca.doi.genericapiconnector.client.RestServiceClient: Failed to
 send GET request to Url: http://10.131.172.93/nagiosxi/api/v1/objects/logentries

Solution:

Check if the connection to the data source endpoint is valid.

Delta Data is Not Available
Symptom:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/20-2/Self-Service-Dashboards/Create-Dashboards/Out-of-the-Box-Dashboards/Docker-Overview.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/20-2/Self-Service-Dashboards/Create-Dashboards/Out-of-the-Box-Dashboards/Docker-Overview.html
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The data fetch is successful and there is no delta data available for the given polling interval. No further message is
logged apart from the following message:

INFO [2019-01-28 04:07:44,635] com.ca.doi.genericapiconnector.client.RestServiceClient: Sending GET
 request to Url http://10.131.172.93/nagiosxi/api/v1/objects/logentries 
INFO [2019-01-28 04:07:44,641] com.ca.doi.genericapiconnector.utils.CommonUtil: Current timestamp
 has been written into applicationState.txt file

Solution:

Ensure that the polling interval is increased to accommodate the delta data.

Data is Not Available Even After Ingestion is Successful
Symptom:

Data is successfully ingested into Jarvis (with Ingestion response of 202), but data is not available in the DX
Operational Intelligence.

INFO [2019-01-28 05:35:53,345] com.ca.doi.genericapiconnector.client.RestServiceClient: Sending GET
 request to Url http://10.162.33.56:9200/_nodes/stats/jvm
INFO [2019-01-28 05:35:53,347] com.ca.doi.genericapiconnector.utils.CommonUtil: Current timestamp
 has been written into applicationState.txt file
INFO [2019-01-28 05:35:53,436] com.ca.doi.genericapiconnector.jobs.DataFetcher: Transformed Data
 added successfully to queue, size: 1, Time Took: 91 ms.
INFO [2019-01-28 05:35:53,437] com.ca.doi.genericapiconnector.jobs.JarvisDataPusher: Jarvis
 DataPusher started for profile with profileName: jvmMetrics
INFO [2019-01-28 05:35:53,437] com.ca.doi.genericapiconnector.jobs.JarvisDataPusher: Current
 transformedDataQueue size: 0 & raw data count: 1
INFO [2019-01-28 05:35:53,437] com.ca.doi.genericapiconnector.utils.JarvisDocBuilder: Creating
 Jarvis Bulk Message for productID: ao, doc_type_id: itoa_metrics_custom, tenant_id: DOI89GA-
USERSTORE, Body Doc Count: 1, docTypeVersion: 1
INFO [2019-01-28 05:35:53,456] com.ca.doi.genericapiconnector.jobs.JarvisDataPusher: Docs Count :
 '1', Ingestion Response : 202, Took : 19 ms.
INFO [2019-01-28 05:35:53,456] com.ca.doi.genericapiconnector.jobs.JarvisDataPusher: DataPusher
 Stopped !!! Run duration '19' ms.
INFO [2019-01-28 05:35:53,471] com.ca.doi.genericapiconnector.utils.CommonUtil: Profiles has been
 updated in the YAML file 
INFO [2019-01-28 05:35:53,471] com.ca.doi.genericapiconnector.jobs.JarvisDataPusher: 
INFO [2019-01-28 05:38:53,474] com.ca.doi.genericapiconnector.jobs.JarvisDataPusher:
 *******************************************************************************************
INFO [2019-01-28 05:38:53,474] com.ca.doi.genericapiconnector.jobs.JarvisDataPusher:
 ************************************ PRINTING STATS
 ***************************************
INFO [2019-01-28 05:38:53,474] com.ca.doi.genericapiconnector.jobs.JarvisDataPusher:
 *******************************************************************************************
INFO [2019-01-28 05:38:53,474] com.ca.doi.genericapiconnector.jobs.JarvisDataPusher: Generic API
 Connector took '129' ms to complete process for 'Thread-25923-jvmMetrics'.
INFO [2019-01-28 05:38:53,474] com.ca.doi.genericapiconnector.jobs.JarvisDataPusher: DataPusher
 Index Ingestion: 1
INFO [2019-01-28 05:38:53,474] com.ca.doi.genericapiconnector.jobs.JarvisDataPusher:
 *******************************************************************************************
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INFO [2019-01-28 05:38:53,474] com.ca.doi.genericapiconnector.jobs.JarvisDataPusher:
 *******************************************************************************************

Solution:

Check the Jarvis verifier and indexer logs and watch for any exceptions. For more information see:

• Verifier Pod: https://docops.ca.com/ca-jarvis/2-6-4/en/troubleshooting#Troubleshooting-Verifier
• Indexer Pod: https://docops.ca.com/ca-jarvis/2-6-4/en/troubleshooting#Troubleshooting-Indexer

 Troubleshoot AnalyticsJob
If anomaly detection is not working correctly, use one of the following procedures to verify
that the required jobs are running.
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If anomaly detection is not working correctly, use one of the following procedures to verify that the required jobs are
running.

1. In the OpenShift Console, go to Applications, Routes. Select the Resource Manager route.
2. Verify that the following jobs are running: 

• ao_alarmclusterjob
• ao_dspintegratorjob

3. If these jobs are not running, or the job state is FAILED/KILLED, complete the following steps: 

1.1 Go to Applications, Deployments, analyticsjobs.
2.1 Update the following environment variables: 

• IS_DSP_I_JOB_UPDATED=true
• IS_AC_JOB_UPDATED=true

When you update the environment variables, OpenShift redeploys the analyticsjobs container. 

If updating the environment variables does not correct the issue, check the log files for the following containers for
more information: 

• analyticsjobs
• api
• Job Manager
• Resource Manager
• Client Node Manager
• Name Node 
• Client Data Node

 Troubleshoot Email Notification
If email notifications are not working, follow these steps:
doi13
If email notifications are not working, follow these steps:

1. In the OpenShift Console, go to Applications, Pods. 
2. Select the notify-filter pod.
3. Select Terminal, and execute the following command:

ps -eaf

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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4. Verify if the following processes are running:

java -jar -Xms1024m -Xmx4096m -XX:+HeapDumpOnOutOfMemoryError -
XX:HeapDumpPath=/opt/ca/logs/policymanager /opt/ca/notifications/
policymanager/policy-manager.jar
java -jar -Xms1024m -Xmx4096m -XX:+HeapDumpOnOutOfMemoryError
 -XX:HeapDumpPath=/opt/ca/logs/notifier /opt/ca/notifications/
notifier/notifier.jar

Note:

If the preceding processes are not running, restart the notify filter pod.

 Troubleshoot Installation
404 Error While Logging In
After installing DX Operational Intelligence, when logging in, you see a 404 Page Not Found error.This issue can
occur due to the following reasons:

• Postgres fails to connect with other DX Operational Intelligence components.
• ActiveMQ is unable to connect with Readserver.

Check if Postgres is running. To verify if Postgres is running, use these steps:

1. In the OpenShift Console, go to Applications, Services.

Postgres would be listed.
2. In the OpenShift Console, go to Applications, Pods, Logs.
3. Click Logs and check for Postgres errors.
4. Go to Applications, Pods, Readserver and click Terminal and move to the following location:

/opt/caemm/logs

5. Check for errors related to Postgres in the following logs:

• ca-ana.log

• ca-uds.log

• ca-notify.log

If Postgres is running, this error could occur as ActiveMQ is not able to connect with Readserver.The workaround is
to scale down the components in the following order:

1. adminui

2. readserver

3. doireadserver

4. postgres

Now, you need to scale up the components in the following order:

1. postgres

2. readserver

3. doireadserver

4. adminui

11 Documentation Legal Notice
Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter
referred to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal
by Broadcom at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied,
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transferred, reproduced, disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of
Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise
make available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees
in connection with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each
reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it
is your responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have
been returned to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, CA PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS”
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT
WILL CA BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF CA IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement
and such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject
to the restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section
252.227-7014(b)(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright ©  Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.
All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.
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